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Executive Summary 

Were the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and 
Sediments, 2004 (the “Convention”) to enter into force now, technical and regional 
compatibility factors would pose challenges to implementation of its performance standard by 
ships operating primarily on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system.  

As this Convention has not yet entered into force, Canada will continue to monitor these 
challenges, and is considering options in case they persist upon the Convention’s entry into 
force.  

Canada remains committed to the Convention, and will continue to work with all stakeholders 
towards fair, practicable, and protective Great Lakes requirements meeting its international 
obligations. 

Introduction 

Ballast water is important for the safety and stability of ships but contains aquatic plants and 
animals that can introduce potentially invasive species like the zebra mussel into Canadian 
waters. Canada is committed to marine transportation on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway 
system,  reducing the introduction and spread of damaging invasive species and protecting the 
safety of ships and crews.  

Although Canada established its own ballast water regulations in 2006 for most vessels arriving 
in Canada, shipping is a global industry and a uniform global approach is needed. Thus, in 2010, 
Canada acceded to the Convention. The Convention will not be applicable in Canada until it 
enters into force1 and is implemented in Canadian regulations.  

While Canada’s present regulations apply to most vessels arriving in Canada, the Convention 
would also apply to Canadian Great Lakes ships, reducing the risk of introduction and spread of 
invasive species posed by these ships.2 Canada must also apply the requirements of the 
Convention as may be necessary to ensure that no more favourable treatment is given to ships 
of countries that have not adhered to it, but which operate in waters under Canadian 
jurisdiction. Ships complying with the Convention will plan their ballast water management, 
meet a performance standard limiting the number of viable organisms discharged, receive 
surveys, carry a certificate, and keep ballast water records. Transport Canada (TC) expects that 
most ships would need to fit a ballast water treatment system (BWTS) to comply with the 
Convention’s performance standard.  

                                                           
1
 The Convention will enter into force one year after its ratification by countries representing 35% of the world’s 

merchant shipping tonnage. As of January 12, 2015, countries representing 32.86% of this tonnage had ratified it. 
2
 This risk assessment considered the level of risk of introduction of aquatic invasive species to Canadian waters in 

the ballast water of ships transiting between international and Canadian ports and by domestic shipping. The 
assessment was based on a comparative analysis of the relative risk among 11 ballast water pathways in Canada, 
across Atlantic, Pacific, Arctic and Great Lakes regions. The complete assessment is available online.  
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (2014) Science Advice from the National Risk Assessment for Ballast Water 
Introductions of Aquatic Nonindigenous Species to Canada. Report 2013/064. 
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While the regulatory process regarding the Convention in Canada has not yet formally begun, 
TC has been consulting with U.S. and Canadian stakeholders. The process began in October 
2012 when TC invited comments from Canadian and U.S. stakeholders on a pre-regulatory 
discussion paper containing a proposed approach for Canadian regulations. Since that time, TC 
has continued to develop its policy approach, in consultation with U.S. and Canadian 
stakeholders, taking into account legal, scientific, technical, cost-benefit and compatibility 
considerations. This document focuses on TC’s technical considerations. Canada remains 
committed to fair, practicable and protective ballast water regulations. 

TC’s technical considerations process to date 

The discussion paper took note of concerns expressed 
by owners of Great Lakes ships centering on the 
availability of BWTS that perform under Great Lakes 
conditions and practical considerations for shipboard 
installation of BWTS. The discussion paper sought to 
open a more specific technical discussion on these 
efficacy and feasibility concerns. On technical efficacy 
concerns, it outlined the view that consideration 
should be given to BWTS that had been tested in fresh 
water, that were expected to work in fresh water, or 
that could be augmented to work in fresh water, and 
that vessels requiring a BWTS to meet the 
performance standard would find a suitable one 
amongst these groups. On technical feasibility 
concerns, it outlined the view that, while certain Great 
Lakes vessels might incur more expensive engineering 
and installation costs to install a BWTS, all vessels can 
physically install BWTS. Whether or not such 
installation would impair the economic viability of the 
vessels was not considered. 

In response to the discussion paper, TC received comments from many Canadian and U.S. 
stakeholders, some of which raised technical considerations pertaining to the use of BWTS on 
the Great Lakes. In particular, the Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) raised a number of 
specific and detailed technical issues pertaining to both the efficacy of BWTS with respect to 
Great Lakes conditions and the feasibility of installing BWTS on Great Lakes ships. While TC’s 
role is not to identify or recommend specific BWTS for use on the Great Lakes or on specific 
ships (both the Convention and U.S. requirements take a performance approach), TC responded 
to these technical concerns by taking steps to more closely consider the consistency of BWTS 
processes with installation and operation on the types of ships operating on the Great Lakes.  

TC Discussion Paper 

CSA Comments 

Mouawad Study 

(Efficacy) 

STX Canada Study 

(Feasibility) 

TC Workshop Submissions 
 

CSA (before and after),  
Shipping Federation of Canada, 

Lake Carriers Association 
 

Mouawad 

Response 

Vard Marine/STX 

Response 

TC Transactions on BWTS  

for the Great Lakes 
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In response to the detailed CSA comments, TC commissioned two independent Great Lakes 
BWTS technical studies with the intention of bringing additional data and expert insight to bear 
on the matter, and to obtain independent expert reviews of the CSA concerns to facilitate TC’s 
regulatory considerations. The portion of the CSA’s comments pertaining to technical matters 
formed a part of the terms of reference for the studies. The first study, which focused on the 
efficacy of existing BWTS processes, was undertaken by Mouawad Consulting, a recognized 
international expert in BWTS technology and type-approval. The second study, which focused 
on the feasibility of fitting BWTS on representative categories of Great Lakes ships as well as 
specific example ships, was undertaken by Vard Marine (formerly STX Marine Canada), which 
has recognized expertise in naval architecture and marine engineering for both Great Lakes and 
international ships.  

Following completion of the reports, Transport Canada held a one-day workshop to allow 
shipowner associations representing a cross-section of Canadian, U.S. and international 
shipowners on the Great Lakes to pose questions to the study authors concerning their 
conclusions. These associations were asked to submit their written comments in advance of the 
workshop in order to allow the study authors to prepare for a substantive discussion of the 
reports. These workshop submissions and the face to face discussions significantly deepened 
the dialogue on efficacy and feasibility of ballast water treatment systems, and allowed 
stakeholders to introduce more specific concerns in relation to the considerations and 
conclusions of the technical studies. In light of this, TC asked the associations to revise their 
technical submissions as necessary and commissioned responses to remaining stakeholder 
concerns from the study authors.  

Summary of TC technical position 

With respect to efficacy, the Mouawad Consulting study and response have advised TC that 
BWTS processes centering on ozonation, other chemical injection, side-stream electro-
chlorination and ultra-violet irradiation are applicable to Great Lakes conditions, however this 
advice was qualified. Ozonation and chemical injection processes need confirmation testing, 
side-stream electro-chlorination is logistically challenging (as large volumes of brine need to be 
bunkered). The U.S. Coast Guard has made no decision regarding the general acceptability of 
ultraviolet radiation as a treatment process.3 

With respect to feasibility, the STX/Vard Marine study and response have advised TC that it is 
technically feasible to install any of the four BWTS processes in several specific ships that were 
examined in detail, and that a technically feasible approach can be found for vessel categories 
reflective of Canadian, U.S. and international ships operating on the Great Lakes. However, 

                                                           
3
 U.S. Coast Guard (December 2013) Clarification regarding Coast Guard type approval of ballast water 

management systems using ultraviolet radiation. Available at: https://homeport.uscg.mil/ballastwater 
 
The risk to a shipowner of fitting a BWTS before its type approval by the U.S. is that it could need modification or 
early replacement should it not ultimately receive type approval. While Transport Canada has recognized such 
regional compatibility challenges, they will not be further discussed in this document, which focuses instead on 
technical considerations. 
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noting risks to the uncoated ballast tanks of Great Lakes ships, Vard Marine reinforced the need 
for confirmation testing of BWTS using active substances and noted that impacts on ship 
performance and costs are greater for some types of Great Lakes ship than for the closest 
comparable seagoing ships. 
 
Having considered the independent efficacy and feasibility reports, stakeholder submissions to 
the associated technical workshop, and the responses of the study authors to these 
submissions, TC agrees with the qualified advice from the studies that existing BWTS processes 
could be applicable to Great Lakes conditions and could be fit and operated on Great Lakes 
ships. However, TC also agrees with both the authors and domestic stakeholders that there is a 
need to address the confirmation testing recommended by the study reports and/or to allow 
the U.S. to complete its BWTS approval processes before Great Lakes shipowners can fit BWTS 
with confidence.  
 
Therefore, were the International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast 
Water and Sediments, 2004 (the “Convention”) to enter into force now, there would be 
technical challenges for ships operating primarily on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway 
system. As the Convention has not yet entered into force, Canada will continue to monitor 
these challenges, and is considering options in case they persist upon the Convention’s entry 
into force. Canada remains committed to the Convention, and will continue to work with all 
stakeholders towards fair, practicable, and protective Great Lakes requirements that meet its 
international obligations. 

About this document 

TC has received a number of requests for copies of the technical studies from members of the 
Great Lakes and international marine communities, as well as requests to provide more detail 
on its technical considerations to date. Specific documents within this process have already 
been referenced in submissions of others to the Marine Environment Protection Committee 
(MEPC) of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and in the discussions of its Ballast 
Water Review Group. As these discussions have shown, there is a risk that, if taken in isolation, 
the various studies, documents and comments generated through TC’s technical considerations 
could inadvertently be taken out of context.  
 
The components of this dialogue need to be considered together, as they represent efforts by 
many stakeholders and experts to come to agreement on a complex, multi-faceted and 
technical issue for which a variety of scientific, engineering and operational experience needs 
to be brought to bear prior to establishing regulatory policy. Each participant in the process has 
brought a different perspective to the issue, and TC has taken each perspective into account in 
advancing its technical considerations.  
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TC’s technical consideration process has unfolded in steps over time, while development of 
BWTS technology—including both introductions and withdrawals of various BWTS—has 
continued in parallel. For example, the number of BWTS type-approved under the Convention 
has increased from 28 when the TC discussion paper was released to 58 at present. The type-
approval of 10 BWTS to date has been based on fresh water testing, while 31 were only tested 
in other salinities.4 The U.S. Coast Guard has determined that 9 of the 47 BWTS it has accepted 
for temporary use in U.S. waters as Alternate Management Systems (AMS) have been type-
tested in fresh water. However, these BWTS are not necessarily suitable for Great Lakes 
voyages, and the need for confirmation testing remains. 
 
In order to increase transparency concerning its technical position, TC has decided to compile 
the documents associated with the study process into these Transactions on BWTS for the 
Great Lakes. The release of these transactions as a whole will mitigate the risk that elements of 
them will be inadvertently taken out of context. It will also respond to requests from 
shipowners associations and study authors to put their views directly on the record. Finally, the 
information will ensure that other interested parties have access to the most recent Canadian 
information on BWTS technology for the Great Lakes, with a view towards increased 
compatibility in ballast water requirements in this region. 
  
TC remains well aware that discussions on technical considerations are likely to continue 
between different stakeholders, TC and regulators in other jurisdictions. New data on the 
performance of BWTS in waters comparable to the Great Lakes is expected to deepen these 
dialogues, and TC’s technical consideration will evolve as appropriate as additional technical 
data is received. 
 
To facilitate references to these transactions and the documents within them, the original page 
numbers of each document have been retained, but page numbers have also been added that 
refer to the page number within the transactions as compiled. 
 

                                                           
4
 The 58 BWTS include 51 BWTS approved as of MEPC 67, four BWTS for which type approval information has been 

submitted to MEPC 68, and three BWTS for which type approvals have been issued publically by the relevant 
administration, but which have not yet been reported to MEPC. The present Convention type approval guidelines 
permit, but do not require, BWTS to be tested in fresh water. A system that has not been tested in fresh water may 
or may not work under such conditions. Complete data was not readily available online to the public concerning 
the salinities in which 17 of the 58 BWTS were tested. 
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Views expressed 
 

Although the Mouawad and STX/Vard reports were prepared at Transport Canada´s request, 
the analysis and conclusions presented therein were developed independently based on an 
agreed statement of work and constitute the professional opinion and advice of their authors. 
The comments submitted by the Canadian Shipowners Association, the Lake Carriers 
Association and the Shipping Federation of Canada constitute the views and opinions of these 
associations and their respective members. These reports and comments are input to Transport 
Canada’s technical considerations on ballast water, but they do not constitute Transport 
Canada’s views. 
 
More Information 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 

Dr. Colin Henein   Telephone:  (613) 991-9871 
 A/Senior Policy Advisor  Email:   colin.henein@tc.gc.ca 

Marine Policy (ACFS) 
Transport Canada 
330 Sparks St. 
Ottawa, ON  K1A 0N5

                                                           
5
 The correction of one minor typographical error on January 21, 2015 has been included in this transaction. 
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Annex B 

Ballast Water Management System (BWMS) Constraints 

In addition to the important  question of whether ballast water management systems (BWMS) are 
the appropriate solution to mitigate the as yet un-quantified risk related to transfer of marine non-
indigenous species (NIS) within Canadian internal waters, there also exist many outstanding critical 
issues related to technology that are not yet resolved at this time.  

Transport Canada has acknowledged in their Discussion Paper some of the constraints and current 
impediments to ballast water treatment technology for the bi-national Great Lakes fleet, however 
nonetheless makes the following assertions: 

• “Transport Canada’s position is that if vessels decide to use a Treatment System to meet the 
performance standard they will find an available Treatment System within the first three 
categories.”1 

• “Transport Canada’s position is that all vessels can physically install treatment systems. 
Ultimately the decision to fit a Treatment System is a commercial one.”2 

The Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) disagrees with these assertions and offers information 
herein to illustrate the current status of treatment system development as it relates to the Great 
Lakes – St. Lawrence Seaway (GLSLS) region, and the state of international and U.S. type-approval 
processes. The following items are addressed in this annex: 

• CSA vessels Operational Constraints/Challenges 
• Type Approval Concerns, including Cold water/Fresh water Issues 
• Review of BWMS Methods and Technologies 

 
1. BWMS Operational Challenges and Constraints for the CSA fleet 

The CSA consists of six companies operating 80 Canadian-registered vessels in the Great Lakes, the 
St. Lawrence River, Eastern Canada, and the Arctic, serving many different types of industries and 
carrying a wide range of commodities. The fleet therefore is technically diverse, with many vessels 
employing unique designs in order to maximise efficiencies in unique operating environments. The 
vessels include: bulk carriers built to the maximum size of the St. Lawrence Seaway’s locks; self-
unloading bulkers built to the maximum size of the St. Lawrence Seaway’s locks; pocket tankers; 
general cargo ships, and; articulated tugs and barges designed to carry petroleum asphalts and 
heavy fuels. 

  

                                                           
1 Transport Canada Discussion Paper, S. 4.2, page 21. The three categories referred to are: 1. Tested in fresh 
water, 2. Expected to work in fresh water, and 3. Can be augmented to work in fresh water. 
2 Transport Canada Discussion Paper, S. 4.3, page 21. 
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Transport Canada’s Discussion Paper, similar to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s SAB 
report3, EPA’s Vessel General Permit 2013 Fact Sheet4 and USCG Final Rule5, correctly identifies 
some of the obstacles to designing and installing BWTS for vessels of the bi-national fleet. These 
include short voyage times, high ballast flow rates, installation space constraints and a lack of 
sufficient electrical power. In fact, the EPA includes the following quote from the EPA’s SAB report in 
their Vessel General Permit Fact Sheet issued on March 29, 2013: 

“In addition to specific environmental and vessel applications, vessel type and vessel 
operations can dictate [Ballast Water Management System] applicability. Although a 
multitude of vessel designs and operation scenarios exist, a few important examples of 
specific constraints can greatly limit treatment options. Perhaps the most dramatic 
limitations are found within the Great Lakes bulk carrier fleet that operates vessels 
solely with the Great Lakes with large volumes of fresh, and often cold, ballast water 
(“Lakers”). The vessels in this fleet have ballast volumes up to 50,000m3, high pumping 
rates (up to 5,000m3/hour), uncoated ballast tanks (older vessels), and some vessels 
have separate sea chests and pumps for each ballast tank.  A further confounding issue 
is that voyages taken by Lakers average four to five days, with many less than two 
days. Given these characteristics, a number of limitations are imposed.”6 

Transport Canada however fails to adequately consider the consequence of these constraints on the 
ability of the CSA fleet to install BWMS. For clarity therefore, we further elaborate on these items 
and several additional operational and technical constraints to BWMS installation faced by the CSA 
fleet below. 

• Large volumes of ballast and extremely high flow rates. It is a commercial reality of short-
sea-shipping in the Great Lakes region that the time spent in port is minimized to the extent 
possible. In fact, one of the competitive advantages of self-unloading vessels is the ability to 
unload cargo very quickly - CSA vessels, carrying iron ore, coal, aggregates or grain, are 
expected to be capable of de-ballasting at rates commensurate with the customers’ loading 
equipment.  Therefore, given that typical CSA vessel ballast water volumes are between 
15,000 m3 and 20,000 m3, these vessels require the capability to de-ballast at rates of up to 
5,000 m3 per hour and ballast water treatment systems must have the ability to treat ballast 
water efficiently at this very challenging flow rate. In the case of self-unloading bulkers, this 
requires additional electrical power requirements to operate the loading gear.  

 
 
 

                                                           
3 Efficacy of Ballast Water Treatment Systems: a report by the EPA Science Advisory Board, July 12, 2011 
4 US EPA NPDES Vessel General Permit for Discharges Incidental to the Normal Operation of Vessels Fact Sheet, 
March 29, 2013; pages 72 and 101 
5 USCG Final Ballast Water Rule, Standards for Living Organisms in Ships’ Ballast Water Discharge in US Waters, 
Federal Register Vol. 77, No. 57, March 23, 2012 
6 Note that while the EPA has used the term “Lakers” to describe the domestic fleets of the GLSLS, CSA vessels 
that also operate beyond Ile Anticosti but within the EEZ face many of the same constraints. 
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• Short voyage duration for many vessels. Many voyages conducted by CSA vessels are of 
relatively short duration, ranging from several hours to an average of four days. In addition, 
an annual roster of voyages for any particular vessel will generally consist of a mix of shorter 
and longer voyages.  BWMS employing active substances require a minimum retention time 
for disinfection or for neutralization prior to discharge that exceeds the time available on a 
typical voyage in the GLSLS. As will be discussed, the IMO BWMS G8 testing protocol 
stipulates a minimum of 5 days ballast water retention. Given this, a system that is approved 
by IMO may not be effective under shipboard operations if the available retention time (i.e. 
voyage duration) is shorter than 5 days. 
 

• The lack of space for retrofit installation of BWMS within the space limitations of an 
engine room. Transport Canada suggests that there is ample space available in the engine 
rooms for installation of treatment systems and associated piping in vessels designed to 
operate in the Great Lakes.  However, most CSA vessels were constructed deliberately to 
maximize cargo capacity and efficiency based on the size constraints of the locks in the St. 
Lawrence Seaway and there is very limited available empty space in the engine room to 
accommodate ballast water systems. Additionally, multiple treatment system modules may 
be required in order to meet the large ballast volume and high flow rates, further 
exacerbating this installation constraint. Other considerations beyond only BWMS footprint 
include maintenance and “pull’ space for filters and UV bulb replacement7.  Lastly, the 
addition of exhaust gas scrubber technology on many CSA vessels is further contributing to a 
reduced amount of available space for additional systems. 
 

• Retrofitting BWMS on modern Canadian tankers would be exceedingly difficult. Most 
modern tankers are not fitted with ballast pump rooms as virtually all of the piping and 
ballast pumps are located in the ballast tanks. Significant engineering challenges associated 
with the existing ballast piping configurations and the lack of available space would be 
experienced. In fact, fitting systems on tankers could be of the highest difficulty given space 
and configuration issues, although Transport Canada in fact did not consider tankers in Table 
5 (Broad categories of Great Lakes vessels, in order of increasing challenge for fitting of a 
Treatment System) of the Discussion Paper.  
 

• Retrofitting BWMS on Articulated Tug and Barges (ATB) would be extremely difficult, 
especially on the tugs. It would likely be more feasible for the barge of an ATB to retrofit a 
system once they become commercially available. The additional energy required by the tug 
to carry barges is also a significant limitation. 
 

                                                           
7 For instance, one 900m3/hr disc filter examined by CSA members is 5’ in diameter by 7’ tall, but with the required valve 
and pull space for the filter requires 18’ tall by 6.5’ diameter (possibly 8 of these filters needed for one ship). Another 
example of extra space required is associated with the UV units for a specific IMO approved system examined - a 
3000m3/hr module requires 40 UV units with 9 bulbs in each unit all piped together (for two 3000m3 systems a total of 80 
UV units will be needed for a total of 720 UV bulbs; filters are also required).  
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• Insufficient electrical power to supply retrofit installation of BWMS. The power 
requirements for systems must be considered, as existing vessels were designed with 
generators matched to the designed electrical load of the original ship with only a small 
reserve to accommodate the type of power required by even the most conservative ballast 
treatment systems. If electrical generators are insufficient, additional diesel generators will 
be required at significant cost and indeed will need to be housed in the engine room which 
will only make the space limitation a more complex issue to solve. The BWMS will be in 
operation during cargo unloading operations, at which time the cargo self-unloading systems 
must also be powered. An even greater concern is associated with BWMS that employ ultra-
violet light during treatment, as the anticipated power demand would be greater than the 
supply capacity of most vessels.  

Further information on operational and technical constraints related to specific treatment 
methodologies is provided in Section 3 of this annex. 

2. Type-Approval Concerns, including Cold Water/Fresh Water Issues 

Transport Canada proposes to require that Canadian-flagged ships install type-approved ballast 
water treatment systems to meet the discharge performance standard. TC’s intent, articulated in 
section 3.4.3 of the Discussion Paper, is to accept type-approval of systems that respect the 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) G8 Guidelines for the Testing and Approval of Ballast 
Water Management Systems (G8 Guidelines) or the Generic Protocol for the Verification of Ballast 
Water Treatment Technologies under the United States EPA’s Environmental Technology Verification 
Program (ETV Protocol). CSA has several concerns regarding both the type-approval process itself 
and the lack of any suitable type-approved systems for use in the unique environmental conditions 
of the GLSLS.  
 
Although TC notes that there are now 28  treatment systems approved under the IMO G8 standard, 
the following issues as regards type approvals are noted by CSA: 

• It is well recognized that there are concerns with the level of confidence that ship owners can 
place in IMO type-approvals and the reliability of some systems that have obtained these 
approvals.  Test parameters set out in the G8 Guidelines are not wide ranging enough to account 
for all conditions which may be encountered and in which ships may operate and also they 
haven’t been proven to give repeatable results 100% of the time. These concerns have been 
raised to the IMO by several stakeholders requesting revision of the standard8. Highlighting this 
lack of confidence in IMO type-approvals was the withdrawal from the market of the UNITOR 
ballast water system, which had been granted IMO type-approval, in 2012. The system 
manufacturer cited ‘quality control issues’ and an inability of the system to work in all water 
conditions, including fresh water.   
 

•  It is expected that eventual USCG type-approvals, which will be granted on the basis of testing 
according to the more rigorous ETV Protocol, will provide improved confidence in systems.  

                                                           
8 MEPC64/2/17, Consideration of amending the Guidelines for Approval of BWMS (G8), submitted by the 
International Chamber of Shipping July 27, 2012 to the IMO MEPC 64th session  
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However, there are currently no systems that have been granted type approval under this 
program and it is anticipated to be years until a sufficient number of systems are USCG type 
approved. According to a 2012 report commissioned by the St Lawrence Seaway Development 
Corporation9: 

“ It is not possible for owners of new vessels as defined by the EPA (constructed after 
January 1, 2012) to comply with the proposed implementation schedule which 
requires all new vessels to be delivered with a BWMS which has been tested in 
accordance with the ETV Protocol. As noted above, it will take a minimum of 20 
months before a BWMS has completed testing in accordance with the Protocol. 
Therefore, vessel owners who will be receiving new build ships before 2015 will be 
unable to comply with the VGP2 because no BWMSs meeting the EPA’s own 
requirements will be available. Furthermore, since it will take approximately 30 
months, and more likely 36 months, from the effective date of the IFR before any 
BWMSs are Type Approved by the Coast Guard, vessel owners will not voluntarily 
install systems until mid to late 2015 at the earliest.” 

Further confounding this issue, it is well known that the waters of the Great Lakes are unique in 
terms of salinity, temperature, organism assemblage and other factors and this uniqueness affects 
the ability of BWMS developed and tested elsewhere in the world to work effectively in the Great 
Lakes. This is of critical importance to Canadian ship owners operating in the GLSLS, as we are aware 
of the following specific issues that may render IMO tested and approved systems in particular, and 
perhaps even USCG type-approved systems when available (unless tested and approved specifically 
in the Great Lakes), in fact unsuitable for use on vessels operating in the Great Lakes:  
 
• Salinity - The IMO G8 Guideline defines fresh water as that with a salinity of < 3 practical salinity 

units (PSU), therefore a system tested under G8 at 3PSU could be marketed as “fresh water 
approved”. However, the salinity of the water in the Great Lakes is near zero (<0.1 PSU; water at 
Duluth-Superior Harbour from tests done at the Great Ships Initiative in 2009-11 had a salinity 
ranging from 0.05 to 0.110). Therefore, although the IMO has approved a small number of 
systems for use in fresh water, the salinity of the fresh water in which these systems were tested 
may not be representative of the salinity of the Great Lakes and may adversely affect the ability 
of the system to work effectively. Some manufacturers also claim that their systems, while not 
tested in fresh water as part of their IMO type-approval, are ‘suitable for use’ in fresh water; 
however, the IMO requirement is to test in two levels of salinity, separated by 10 PSU points. It 
follows then that a system could be tested in sea water and brackish water and yet be 
represented as working in fresh water.  Furthermore, ‘suitable for use in fresh water’ is not 
equivalent to suitable for use in the fresh water of the Great Lakes. This is illustrative of the 
challenge of accepting, for CSA vessels, type-approved systems from the IMO and a delegated 
authority that is not required to test the efficacy of a certain system under real environmental 
conditions.  

                                                           
9 Report to St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation Regarding Ballast Water Type Approval Process 
and Obstacles Associated with Installation of Non-Coast Guard Type Approved Ballast Water Management 
Systems, by International Maritime Environmental & Safety Associates, Jan. 9, 2012 
10 Allegra Cangelosi, Principle Investigator, Great Ships Initiative, personal communication 
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• Temperature -The IMO guidelines do not specify temperature ranges for test waters, even 
though temperature can have a significant effect on treatment efficiency. For instance, 
operation in 0° Celsius waters may render filtration systems non-operational due to problems 
with ice and slush blockage. Chemical systems generally need water temperatures of greater 
than 15°C to be effective, therefore a system approved on the basis of tests conducted at warm 
temperatures may be ineffective in the Great Lakes in the winter. Submission to the IMO Marine 
Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) meeting in February 2012 suggests that an 
evaluation of the effect of temperature on ballast water management system operation must be 
made11. For example, shortly after receiving type-approval from Germany in 2008, the SEDNA 
BWMS using Peraclean Ocean was withdrawn from the market after studies revealed that 
unacceptably high levels of residual chemicals were found in ballast water discharges when 
operating in very cold waters.  

 
• Retention Time – The IMO G8 guideline requires that treated ballast water be tested after 

having been retained for 5 days. In Great Lakes operation however, vessels may have to de-
ballast in a few hours, therefore a system that needs more time than that to work effectively will 
not work in the Great Lakes. The amount of time required to kill the organisms in the tanks 
varies with the process: de-oxygenation systems typically need 3 to 4 days, while ozone systems 
need up to 15 hours retention. Chemical systems can require 24 to 48 hours of retention time. 
All of these processes would not be suitable for Great Lakes operations as the required retention 
times could not be met in certain trades.  

 
• Organism Assemblage – Information published by various sources indicates that taxonomic 

categories of organisms in the Great Lakes may differ in size, morphology and other 
characteristics from their counterparts in brackish and saltwater systems. The Great Ships 
Initiative (GSI) reported in April 2010 that a treatment system that technically meets the IMO 
standard for the >50um size category in salt water may or may not deliver the same 
performance relative to zooplankton generally in the natural freshwater context12. GSI also 
reported filter ineffectiveness in land-based trials likely due in part to filamentous algal forms in 
Duluth-Superior Harbour water13.  New information also suggests that some fresh water 
organisms, which are softer and have different characteristics than salt water organisms, can 
‘squeeze through’ filters designed to stop them, therefore potentially making filters much less 
effective in fresh water than in sea water.  

 
• Low UV transmittance – The previously noted 2011 GSI report also noted an issue with very low 

ambient ultraviolet transmittance in the Duluth-Superior Harbour water due to High Dissolved 
Organic Carbon Compounds which impeded the effectiveness of the advanced oxidation system 

                                                           
11 MEPC 63/2/16, Proposed Amendments to the Guidelines for Approval of Ballast Water Management 
Systems (G8), 15 December 2011 
12 A Great Lakes Relevancy Preamble to the GSI Report on Land-Based Testing Outcomes for the Siemens 
SiCURE™ Ballast Water Management System, Allegra Cangelosi, Great Ships Initiative, April 28, 2010 
13 Final Report of the Land-Based, Freshwater Testing of the AlfaWall AB PureBallast® Ballast Water Treatment 
System, Great Ships Initiative, March 17, 2011 
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under trial. Low UV transmittance adversely affecting treatment results has also been reported 
by Briski et al (2013)14. 

 
The above-noted examples illustrate the critical need to test systems in the water in which they will 
operate and the serious concerns with reliance on IMO type approvals. For ship owners to have 
confidence that systems will comply with regulated discharge limits, they must be tested and 
approved under the conditions in which they will be used.  
As previously noted, there is a recognized need to update the G8 Guidelines to revise test standards 
to account for varying operational conditions and improve transparency in results to provide 
sufficient data for ship owners upon which to evaluate systems. The IMO has decided not to revise 
the G8 Guidelines in favour of agreeing to make modifications to required information that must be 
supplied on type-approval documents in order to provide ship owners with better information on 
which to base system selection. This however is unlikely to prove sufficient for Canadian ship owners 
operating in the GLSLS due to the issues noted above with IMO type approvals.  Without 
confirmation of compliance with U.S. approval requirements, CSA members cannot confidently 
invest in such systems if and when they are available. At present time, CSA is not aware of any 
system being successfully tested under Great Lakes representative conditions to the ETV protocol. 

It is concerning that TC supports this approach and will demand that the marine industry make a 
significant investment in treatment equipment that has a high probability of being non-compliant.  
The installation of systems that can’t meet requirements in all conditions is putting the shipowners 
the potential position of being non-compliant and potentially diminishing commercial viability.     

3. CSA Review of BWT Methods and Technologies 

CSA and its member companies have engaged in a review of different ballast water treatment 
methodologies and specific systems over the past two to three years. This included an onboard trial 
of an advanced filtration system, and more recently, a complete review of IMO type-approved 
systems. Furthermore, CSA has participated in numerous technical forums such as the Great Lakes 
Ballast Water Collaborative since it was formed in 2009 and in major ballast water conferences. As a 
result of this review, CSA is still not confident that there are BWMS available that will work with the 
operational and environmental constraints faced on our vessels. 

The following information has been collected by CSA member companies based on technical review 
and discussion with many suppliers and is included herein to provide general information on ballast 
water treatment processes along with illustration of the additional technical issues expected to be 
faced by ship owners when attempting to treat ballast water.  

 

 

 

                                                           
14 Multi-dimensional Approach to Invasive Species Prevention. Environmental Science and Technology 47: 
1216-1221. 
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i. Mechanical Processes. Mechanical separation by filters is a component of almost all systems (27 
of the 30 type approved systems reviewed by Gregg et al15 use filters) in combination with other 
processes. Filter manufacturers are most challenged by the extreme high flow rates in ballast 
water systems and with the internal cleaning or ’backwash’ cleaning. Disc filters have shown 
better performance than woven wire mesh screen filters, however they become large and, with 
a large number of disc stacks when greater than 800 to 1000m3/hr flows are needed, fitting disc 
filters is a significant challenge in existing engine rooms. Disc filters clean quite well by taking the 
disc stack off line and expanding the discs and forcing water in a reverse direction across the 
discs. Wire mesh filters are typically drum or tube shaped and can have one large filter or many 
smaller ‘candle’ elements.  Back washing or cleaning is done by reversing the flow of the fluid 
and essentially ‘vacuuming’ the internal surface of debris. This could pose a difficulty with 
organisms that could get intertwined within the weave of the wire mesh or forced back into the 
screen. Filtration is performed on both ballast uptake and ballast discharge in 27 of the 30 type 
approved systems. 

In addition to challenges with flow rates and space issues noted above, GLSLS specific concerns 
related to filtration have been noted. Many Great Lakes ports have very high suspended solids 
and organics in the waters, which leads to filter failures and reduction in UV effectiveness 
(where UV is coupled with filtration). Filter and UV systems tested in the Great Lakes (at the 
Great Ships Initiative facility in Duluth/Superior) have not achieved acceptable results, 
reportedly due to filamentous algae and high tannin levels in the waters. Filter systems may also 
be completely ineffective in zero degree temperature waters, as the filters could freeze due to 
accumulated slush and ice formation. 

 
ii. Chemical Process. A variety of chemicals (active substances) are available to kill organisms in 

ballast water. While most are biocides, some function to clump or coagulate organisms to assist 
in their mechanical removal. Chemicals can be stored on board in liquid or gas form or they can 
be generated on demand through electrochemical processes. There are 19 BWMS using active 
substances and 15 BWMS requiring storage of chemicals.  
 
Chemicals used are either oxidizing or non-oxidizing.  Oxidizing agents (chlorine, chlorine 
dioxide, bromine, hydrogen peroxide, ozone) work on destroying cell membranes and other 
organic structure. Environmental concerns surrounding chemical use focuses on the impacts of 
residuals or by-products in treated discharge on receiving waters. Effective chemical use is a 
balance between the amount of time required to achieve inactivation of the organisms, with the 
time needed for those chemicals and residuals to degrade or be neutralized to environmentally 
acceptable levels. Therefore, chemical treatment systems require either a minimum amount of 
“holding time” to reach the required level of fatality before the ballast water can be discharged 
or a neutralization step, which must be tested at the same time as when the system undergoes 
IMO testing. The variables of temperature, salinity, organic content and sediment load make this 
a challenging balancing act. In addition, chemical systems can also pose a risk to damage to the 

                                                           
15 Review of two decades of progress in the development of management options for reducing or eradicating 
phytoplankton, zooplankton and bacteria in ship's ballast water; Matthew Gregg1,2, Geoff Rigby3 and Gustaaf 
M. Hallegraeff1* Aquatic Invasions (2009) Volume 4, Issue 3: 521-565. 
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ballast water tanks. There are 12 BWMS using chlorination (9 electrolytic chlorination) and 3 
using ozone. 

 
An IMO approved BWMS employing filters, chlorine dioxide and a proprietary chemical was 
investigated by CSA members. However, this system requires a 48 hour holding time. As 
previously noted, vessels operating at Great Lakes ports may only have several hours between 
loading and discharge and therefore could not accommodate a 48 hour hold time. Reducing the 
retention time would require higher than normal dosage rates which would promote steel 
corrosion and also the possibility of residual chemical concentrations in the ballast discharge 
exceeding the allowable limits. 

 
Electrochlorination systems require salinity in the water to effect the chemical reaction and 
produce Sodium Hypochlorite to disinfect the ballast water. Given that Great Lakes water is of 
zero or near zero salinity, these systems are not available for use in fresh water. It has been 
suggested that a slipstream configuration, where a small percentage of the ballast water (1% - 
5%) is treated and injected into the main ballast water flow, could be used. However, based on 
review of an IMO approved electrochlorination system, for a Great Lakes vessel a salt 
water/brine tank or an aft peak tank that holds 1200 cubic meters would be required, resulting 
in a loss of cargo capacity of approximately 1200 tons of cargo per voyage.  

These systems also generally require the treatment water to be above a minimum water 
temperature of 15° C for effective use of these systems, which of course is not achievable for 
much of the year in the Great Lakes - lower temperature can impact the dissipation rate and 
require longer retention times. Operation of these systems at lower temperature will also 
severely impact the operating life of the systems and lead to higher maintenance and frequent 
breakdowns.  

 
It has been suggested by some BWTS vendors that the temperature of the ballast water could be 
raised to allow the system to be effective. This would be impossible for full flow chemical or 
electrochlorination systems as the amount of energy required to heat near 0°C water up to 15°C 
temperatures at 4000 or 5000m³ per hour flow rates could not be supplied by the vessel. The 
ability to heat ballast water in slipstream systems may be feasible if the ballast water treatment 
system was operational while the vessel’s main engine was running and hot water was being 
produced. However, ballast water treatment systems operate while the vessels are at dock and 
discharging or loading cargo, therefore only generators are running to supply electrical power 
while at the dock. This would not generate enough heat to raise water temperatures to the 
levels required. 

 
It should be noted also that allowable chlorine discharge rates are more stringent for the Great 
Lakes than the global limits used in designing, testing and approving Ballast Water Treatment 
Systems, therefore required dissipation times, discharge monitoring and neutralization would all 
be more stringent than those required by the IMO regulations and would create an additional 
complication to systems operation. 
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iii. Physical Treatment. Heat, UV, ultrasound, cavitation, and de-oxygenation are all treatment 
methods that can be used in BWMS, rarely alone and in most times in combination, as none of 
these techniques has been proven to be 100% effective in isolation. Heat and ultrasound, 
although attractive from an environmental point of view, have been found not practicable and 
are currently rarely used as part of ballast water processes14.  With specific reference to the 
GLSLS operations, the following issues are noted: 

 
a. In the case of heat, the time and energy required to heat ballast water to the necessary 

temperature - notably for ships operating in colder seas – is expected to be 
unachievable.   
 

b. With respect to UV, there is a difference in the IMO and USCG standards for measuring 
efficacy.  The USCG rule is a standard for “living’ organisms and requires a certain “kill” 
criteria. UV is not usually administered in large enough doses (particularly in ‘larger’ 
organisms or organisms with outer shells) to kill the organisms, but causes damage to 
DNA that can prevent them from reproducing (and often causes death to occur sooner 
than if they had not received the dose but this might be days/weeks/months later).  
Thus if one is trying to minimize concentrations of colony-forming units of target 
bacteria, the UV-treated bacteria in the water might still be “alive” but not capable of 
reproducing and forming colonies on culture plates. UV can have more of a quick 
biocidal effect, but at very high dosages that require significant increases in power; 
BWMS manufacturers must balance efficacy in treating ballast water with energy 
requirements to keep cost in line and ship’s power consumption down. 
 
Also with respect to UV systems, recent information13 suggests that the natural harbour 
water used for BWTS testing purposes at the GSI site in Lake Superior had transmittance 
level too low (14.2%) for successful treatment by UV radiation, and that this is similar to 
conditions of many global fresh and brackish water ports. UV systems vendors are 
suggesting their systems will work down to 65% transmittance levels but not lower, 
indicating that UV systems would not work in these types of water quality conditions. 
This is further demonstrated by the fact that GSI reported in the same paper the failure 
of an IMO approved system under these conditions. 
 

c. De-oxygenation, which involves the displacement or ‘stripping’ of oxygen with another 
inert gas such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide, is an attractive process but requires a 
minimal retention time of 3 to 4 days that is not compatible with trades in the Great 
Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway. As previously discussed, the majority of Great Lakes 
vessels do not have this amount of time available for holding and treating ballast.  

In the Discussion Paper, TC specifically notes, under the category of “tested in freshwater” in Table 
4, that, given type approvals expected din fall 2012, this option includes RWO CleanBallast, DESMI 
OceanGuard, and Siemens SiCure as suitable systems. All three of these BWMS have been evaluated 
by CSA members and none was determined suitable for further consideration for use in existing 
vessels trading in the Great Lakes, as follows:.  
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• The filter used by the DESMI system, a BOLLFILTER type, failed testing at the Maritime 
Environmental Resource Center (MERC) testing facility in Baltimore16. In addition, the 
methodology used by DESMI, which consists of two-way filtration, is not suitable for ships 
operating in the Great Lakes because of the quantity of solids and sediments that are found 
in these waters. Further, the DESMI Ocean Guard vendor has informed that there was no 
intention to test their system at GSI, but only to enrol in the USCG Alternate Management 
System. 

• The RWO BWMS uses a disc filter which becomes very large when flow capacity increases to 
3000m3 (4 large filter housings – each 5’ diameter x 7’ tall- but needs 5’ pull space above it). 
The follow-up treatment is electrolysis, which is not feasible for the reasons noted 
previously herein.  RWO has further advised that their system is too large to retrofit into 
existing ships designed to operate in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Waterway and will 
not work in fresh water.  

• The Siemens SiCURETMsystem, which is based on electro-chlorination and works with salt 
water17, has not received IMO approval at this time but passed testing at the GSI facility. 
However, a neutralization step would reportedly have to be added to the process. 

It should also be noted that, during discussions with vendors, CSA members have been advised of 
reluctance by vendors to progress land-based testing of BWMS at an approved fresh-water testing 
laboratory due to the limited number of vessels and market potential for fresh-water systems, the 
cost of testing, and the level of difficulty in achieving the U.S. ETV Protocol criteria. 

4. Conclusions 
 

• The CSA is unaware of any BWMS that has been type-approved by any administration and 
also successfully tested in the unique waters of the Great Lakes.  

• The lack of proven ability to repeatedly meet the standards when type approved is 
putting vessels ability to respect Canadian and U.S. regulations at great risk. 

• Transport Canada must recognize that CSA vessels are a unique sub-category of vessels for 
which an alternative risk mitigation approach is acceptable.  

• CSA asserts that both the IMO G8 and EPA ETV protocols do not adequately account for 
GLSLS conditions, therefore it is imperative that these protocols be modified and include 
requirements for testing at a Great Lakes fresh water facility to ensure that systems work 
effectively in the GLSLS. The potential to accept BWTS which have been type-approved by a 
third party other than the USCG or at a facility that is not capable of reproducing GLSLS 
conditions is deemed a significant risk and a serious disincentive to ship owners to invest in 
the installation of BWTS technology.  

                                                           
16 See MERC Report reference MERC ER02-09, Summary of results, p.3.The filter was part of the MSI Ballast 
Water Treatment System (UV), tested as a prototype. 
17 GSI Report of the Land-Based Freshwater Testing of the Siemens SiCURE™ Ballast Water Management 
System, March 15, 2010. GSI has further concluded, on April 28, 2010 that “the SiCURE™ system would require 
a modification, specifically the addition of a neutralization step with another chemical such as sodium 
bisulfate, for it to have wide applicability to Great Lakes fleets”. See A Great Lakes Relevancy Preamble to the 
GSI Report on Land-Based Testing Outcomes for the Siemens SiCURE™ Ballast Water Management System. 
Both reports are available online on the GSI webiste www.nemw.org/GSI/ 
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• Although not discussed in this annex, Transport Canada must recognize that CSA vessels are 
a unique sub-category of vessels for which an alternative risk mitigation approach is 
acceptable, and which should be commensurate with any risk attributed to domestic 
operations. Developing technologies, including advanced filtration and biocide treatment, 
should be further considered and a future regulatory regime should facilitate technology 
options. In fact, the EPA has recently  stated: 

 
“Due to the challenges of installing ballast water treatment systems currently 
available on the many vessels in the Laker fleet, the cost of installing those systems 
at this time due to Lakers’ unique designs, and the lack of currently available ballast 
water treatment systems appropriate for the largest Lakers, alternative technologies 
are being researched.”4 
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Executive summary 
This report is a detailed assessment of ballast water treatment processes with respect to the Great 

Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System. It also addresses the availability of treatment processes for 

ships sailing in the Great Lakes region. 

This study comes as a supportive document to Transport Canada regarding application of the Ballast 

Water Management Convention to ships in the Great Lakes. This report is a desktop study based on 

publicly available data but also relies on Mouawad Consulting´s long standing experience with 

Ballast Water Management Systems. 

A total of 66 treatment systems are included in this study and divided into 11 sub-categories of 

processes. The processes are then described in details and compared with the conditions prevailing in 

the Great Lakes waters. Finally, the report comments on the paper submitted by the Canadian 

Shipowners Association (CSA) to Transport Canada on the same issue. 

The conclusion of the report is that there are feasible ballast water treatment processes that are 

consistent with treatment of the waters of the Great Lakes to the D-2 standard during the voyage 

lengths of Great Lakes ships. A number of ballast water treatment systems using these consistent 

processes have been type approved under the relevant guidelines of the International Maritime 

Organization, and are available in the market at the time of writing of this report. While the report 

acknowledges the challenges ballast water management offers for ships, we do not agree with the 

CSA in most of their argumentation and conclusion. This report does not address the ability of the 

market to deliver and install BWTS to the CSA fleet which is a separate issue from the one addressed 

in this report: whether BWTS exist that are capable of treating ballast water within the Great Lakes 

and the Saint Lawrence Seaway system. 

Processes based on UV technology are considered to be consistent for ships sailing in the Great 

Lakes and are used by 24 systems out of which 16 are type approved according to the IMO G8 

Guidelines. The same applies to processes based on electrolysis, if the logistics of obtaining and 

carrying brine are feasible as 12 BWTS use side stream electrolysis processes that have mitigation for 

low salinity and temperature. 

Processes based on direct flow electrolysis technology and de-oxygenation are considered to be 

inconsistent with operations in the Great Lakes. For the direct flow electrolysis this is due to their 

high dependency on high salinity and temperature, while the Great Lakes offer near 0 PSU in salinity 
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and very cold water (down to 0°C). For de-oxygenation, their inconsistency is mainly due to the 

lengthy time ballast water needs to stay in the ballast tanks for the treatment effect to be effective. 

While we recommend processes based on ozonation to undergo confirmation testing in waters of the 

Great Lakes, we recommend processes based on chemical injection to undergo more thorough tests 

under IMO´s G8 Guidelines with waters of the Great Lakes. 
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1 Introduction 
Ballast water, required for the safety and stability of ships, is also a vector for the introduction of 

aquatic invasive species. Canada has a long history of actions to reduce this risk, and a history of co-

operation with the United States in shared waters, such as on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway 

system (Great Lakes). Despite the success of Canada’s current regulations, their principal approach 

(requiring ships to exchange their ballast water in the open ocean) has certain limitations. 

Recognizing the same issue, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) adopted the 

International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 

2004 (the “Convention”), which will require ships to limit the number of potentially invasive 

organisms discharged. Coming into force of this Convention, which Canada ratified in 2010, is at 

hand. Accordingly, Transport Canada (TC) is preparing to implement the Convention by way of 

regulatory amendments and recently released a proposed regulatory approach1 toward these ends. 

In response to TC’s proposed regulatory approach, the Canadian Shipowners Association2 (CSA) 

expressed concerns that – due to challenging Great Lakes water parameters and its members´ 

domestic voyaging patterns – commercially available ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) will 

not be reliably effective in reaching the ballast water performance standard (Regulation D-2) of the 

Convention (see Appendix I) when installed on CSA member vessels operating in the Great Lakes 

and St. Lawrence Seaway. As the Convention applies to all international voyages, including transits 

between Canada and the United States on the Great Lakes, the Canadian Great Lakes fleet is 

particularly concerned by the potentially imminent entry into force of the Convention, and the 

upcoming dates for compliance with U.S. requirements to treat ballast water to the same standard. 

Accordingly, TC requires a technical expert with intimate knowledge of BWTS processes, broad 

expertise in commercially available systems and substantial expertise in undertaking BWTS efficacy 

evaluations to advise the department on the concerns raised by the Great Lakes fleet. Separately, TC 

also intends to consult a naval architect with expertise in Great Lakes vessel design to evaluate the 

Great Lakes fleet’s additional concerns relating to feasibility of installing and operating 

commercially available BWTS onboard the various classes of vessel commonly found on the Great 

Lakes. 

                                                 

1 See http://tinyurl.com/q4mrztz 
2 The Canadian Shipowners Association represents Canadian companies with domestically flagged vessels. 
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The objectives of this work are to assess the concerns expressed by the CSA relating to efficacy of 

ballast water treatment systems for the Great Lakes, identify ballast water treatment processes that 

can be expected to work in this region, identify any outstanding concerns with these processes that 

relate to conditions and trade patterns on the Great Lakes and prepare a list of systems with basic, 

final and/or type approval associated with these processes. 

This report assumes that ships entering the Great Lakes should be able to treat ballast water taken 

onboard prior to entry to the Great Lakes as this water will be taken from ports mainly located in 

oceans and seas. 

The main challenge this report addresses is treatment of ballast water taken from the Great Lakes and 

discharged to the waters in the Great Lakes. 

The assumptions above allow the report to cover both “types “of Lakers: those confined to waters 

above the Welland canal due to their size and those that can transit the locks at the Welland. 

This report does not address the ability of the market to deliver and install BWTS to the CSA fleet 

which is a separate issue from the one addressed in this report: whether BWTS exist that are capable 

of treating ballast water within the Great Lakes and the Saint Lawrence Seaway system. 
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2 Ballast Water Treatment Processes and Systems 
Treatment of ships´ ballast water can take place either on the vessel or off the vessel following 

discharge of the ballast to a reception facility or a reception vessel. Almost all BWTS developed per 

today target treatment of ballast water on the vessel, either during uptake and/or discharge of water or 

during voyage. However, use of the same technology for treatment of ballast water in a reception 

facility is fully possible and should be studied further. 

The objectives of this section are to provide a list of processes used by BWTS and identify the key 

test parameters under type approval of those BWTS. Furthermore, key parameters necessary for 

reliable efficacy of the processes will be identified and compared to the conditions of water 

prevailing in the Great Lakes. 

For those processes that are identified not to be suitable for the waters of the Great Lakes, this section 

will discuss mitigating measures that could allow those processes to work. 

Finally, this section will provide a table identifying BWTS processes, BWTS and a classification to 

whether the processes are Inconsistent, uncertain, promising or consistent with reliable efficacy on 

the Great Lakes.  

Information in this overview section comes from a desktop study of over 66 BWTS and relies mainly 

on the experience of Mouawad Consulting in the evaluation of more than 30 BWTS. 

2.1 Treatment Processes 
Treatment processes can be divided into three bulk areas: mechanical, chemical and physical. In 

those main categories, it is possible to identify 12 main processes divided in turn into some 23 

specific types that are used by the industry today. 

Table 1 is a summary the treatment of processes used by BWTS that are either type approved, have 

obtained basic or final approval from the MEPC3 or that are at final stages of testing for type 

approval following Guidelines G8 of the Convention. The corresponding specific types of each 

process are also included in Table 1. 

In the series starting from Table 3 to Table 15, some tables contain more columns with data than 

others. This is determined by how available the test data for those processes is in the public domain. 

                                                 

3 Marine Environmental Protection Committee, a committee of the IMO dealing with environmental aspects of shipping. 
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Where data is available, we have included columns with critical parameters; where data is not 

available, we have removed those columns. 

Table 1 Overview of processes used in BWTS 

Main process Process Sub-process Number of BWTS using the process4 

Physical 

Ultraviolet (UV) 
Low pressure 6 

Medium pressure 18 

Ultrasound (US)  4 

Cavitation  5 

De-oxygenation 
Inert Gas stripping 2 

Nitrogen injection 2 

Heat Treatment  1 

Mechanical 
Filtration 

Screen filters 46 

Disc filters 3 

Hydrocyclones 2 

Magnetic separation and coagulation 1 

Pressure drop  1 

Chemical 

Electrolysis 

Electrolysis 23 

Electrocatalysis 1 

Electrochlorination 1 

Ozonation  7 

Chemical injection 

Sodium Hypochlorite 7 

Chlorine Dioxide 1 

Other 1 

High energy plasma  1 

Advanced Oxidization 

Titanium Dioxide 2 

AOP: Ozone + UV 1 

AOP: Other 1 

2.1.1 Physical processes 
Physical processes used to kill organisms in ballast water include Ultraviolet (UV) radiation, 

Ultrasonic (US) radiation, cavitation, de-oxygenation and heat treatment. We have included all those 

processes under one umbrella due to the fact that none of them create Active Substances that are 

possible to measure or have given any toxicity results during land-based and shipboard tests – so 

called G8 systems. 

 

                                                 

4 Most BWTS use combinations of different processes, so the sum of numbers in the last column of Table 1 does not give 
the number of considered BWTS, which are 67 in total. 
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UV radiation 

All BWTS using UV use amalgam lamps surrounded by quartz sleeves to produce UV light. 

Generally, at doses used for disinfection of water, UV light changes the molecular structure of DNA 

in organisms and thereby prevents them from reproducing. 

There are 24 distinct BWTS using UV in the market today and all indications show that this number 

is likely to increase as more manufacturers enter the ballast market. Of those 24 systems, 18 or 75% 

use medium-pressure amalgam lamps. Even though a small number of BWTS uses low-pressure UV 

lamps, it is noticeable that some of the leading UV technology makers like Trojan Marinex (Trojan 

UV BWMS) have opted for this option. 

Table 2 is a summary comparing the major differences between a low-pressure and a medium-

pressure UV lamp /1/. 

Table 2 Comparison of low-pressure and medium pressure lamps /1/ 

Characteristic Low-Pressure Amalgam Medium-Pressure 

Surface temperature (°C) 90 – 120 500 – 950 

Electrical power (W) 40 – 500 400 – 60000 

Specific electrical power (W/cm) 1 – 3 50 – 250 

Specific UVC* flux (W/cm) <1 <35 

UVC efficiency (%) 35 5 – 15 

Lifetime (h) <16000 <5000 

* per unit arc length 

UV efficiency depends on five main parameters: 

1. The type of lamp used (low pressure or medium pressure) 

2. The length of the lamp being used (the arc length) 

3. The physical design of the UV´s water exposure chamber 

4. The water flow rate through the UV's exposure chamber 

5. The condition of the water being treated 

With items 1 to 3 being fixed by the design of the BWTS without the possibility to change, and the 

flow rate (item 4) being tested at its continuous maximum (Treatment Rated Capacity or TRC), the 

only variable affecting the efficiency of UV lamps is the condition of the water being treated, which 

will also affect the amount of energy needed to clean the ballast water to the D-2 standard. 
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Of all water quality parameters, Ultraviolet Transmittance (UV-T) is the most important. This is 

because the UV-T of the water will determine how well the UV light will penetrate the water in order 

that the pathogens in the water may be exposed to sufficient UV light to be inactivated. Although 

parameters such as POC, DOC and turbidity all influence the extent to which UV light penetrates the 

water, they are all effectively accounted for by the UV-T reading. Total Suspended Solids (TSS) is 

also important. TSS is important because of the phenomenon known as “shielding” whereby the 

pathogens can be “shielded” from the UV light by the particles suspended within the water. The 

challenge conditions for TSS required for type approval under Guidelines G8 of the Convention are 

far more challenging than the levels that can be encountered in ports around the Great Lakes. 

Table 3 contains a list of all BWTS using UV as a technology combined with values of the main 

parameters during testing (when those are available). 

All systems using UV either use it in combination with filtration or other technologies like ozonation 

to achieve an Advanced Oxidization Process (AOP). In practice, those systems are designed to be 

used both during uptake and discharge. On uptake, all processes are used, with back-flushed remains 

from the filter being discharged overboard at the point of uptake. During discharge, only the UV 

process would be used. 

While the use of UV-based BWTS as one process during uptake and discharge is followed by all 

installations in the market today; the possibility to use these BWTS during circulation of water or 

with 2 passes immediately after each other is certainly within the limitations that current type 

approval certificates allow. This is mainly due to the fact that no certificate issued today specifies 

minimum holding time between the first UV treatment and the second. 

This fact will allow for more flexible installation possibilities for ships instead of restricting it to the 

widely spread uptake / discharge treatment. 
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US radiation 

While some publications indicate the possibility of ultrasonic (US) radiation to generate OH radicals 

/9/, hydrogen peroxide and hydrogen gas /10/, most BWTS employing US use this technology to 

clean either UV lamps quartz sleeves or electrodes from scaling. 

Only one BWTS manufacturer claims to use US as a treatment process, the Coldharbour GLD 

BWMS /11/. The test results of land-based or shipboard tests for the Coldharbour GLD BWMS were 

not available publicly at the time of writing of the report to verify the effect of ultrasound on the 

treatment sequence. 

Table 4 contains a list of all BWTS using US as a technology. As US is used as an auxiliary process 

to clean quartz sleeves and electrodes, no special test parameters available publicly are included in 

this table. However, it is our experience that the frequency of oscillation is an important parameter to 

measure and maintain during testing and at later type approval. Changes in the US frequency can 

change the cleaning efficiency (and thus treatment efficiency of the BWTS) and alter the way US 

affects the treated water such that an evaluation following Guidelines G9 of the Convention might 

become necessary. 

Table 4 Overview of  BWTS using US 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Shanghai Cyeco Environmental Technology Cyeco BWMS Filtration + UV + Ultrasound Type Approved 

Wuxi Brighsky Electronic Co. BSKY BWMS Filtration + UV + Ultrasound Type Approved 

Elite Marine BWT Corp. Seascape BWMS Filtration + UV + Ultrasound Ongoing 

Headway Marine Technology OceanGuard BWMS Filtration + Electrocatalysis + Ultrasound Type Approved 

Coldharbour Marine Coldharbour GLD BWMS Cavitation + De-oxygenation + Ultrasound Ongoing 

Cavitation 

Cavitation is a well-known phenomenon of gas bubbles imploding in a fluid body to generate an 

intense shockwave. Cavitation in ballast water treatment is used by at least 5 systems, either by 

subjecting the ballast water to rapid changes of pressure (e.g. OceanSaver), or through some sort of 

oscillation either acoustic (ultrasound) or by vibration of electrodes (e.g. RBT BWMS). 

Cavitation in ballast water treatment is always combined with another technology. BWTS seem to 

use cavitation to target zooplankton (organisms >50μm); however, no results from verified type 

approval tests available to this study were done solely on cavitation to determine its efficiency. 
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Some tests /12/ indicate a change in the Oxidation Reduction Potential (ORP) and Dissolved Oxygen 

(DO) in water subjected to the shear forces of cavitation. 

Table 5 is a list of BWTS using cavitation. Test parameters relevant to this technology are not 

available as this technology is always used with another technology. 

To achieve a reliable efficacy of the process, the key parameters to consider for the cavitation process 

are pressure drop across the system when changes of pressure are used to generate the cavitation 

process; and frequencies of the oscillation (being US or vibration) when this is used to generate the 

cavitation process. 

Table 5 List of BWTS using cavitation 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

OceanSaver OceanSaver Mk I Filtration + Cavitation + Electrolysis + Saturation Type Approved 

Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuilding Co., LTD. FineBallastOZ Cavitation + ozonation Type Approved 

Resource Ballast Technologies (Pty) Ltd. Resource Ballast 
Technologies System Cavitation + electrolysis + ozonation + filtration Type Approved 

Coldharbour Marine Coldharbour BWMS Cavitation + De-oxygenation + Ultrasound Ongoing 

Heat treatment 

Only one BWTS uses heat treatment as a process. The heat treatment is used in addition to oxygen 

stripping and in an in-tank configuration and is pasteurizing the water before circulating it back to the 

tank. Danish Bawat BWMS using this technology claims good results during their tests; however, 

this could not be verified before test reports are made publicly available. The results will in any case 

include the additional treatment effect of de-oxygenation. 

Heat treatment is not dependent on temperature or salinity; however, monitoring of the holding time 

in the heat exchange room, the temperature achieved during this period as well as the actual cooling 

effect of the water in the ballast tanks are important. This is particularly of interest when looking at 

the corrosion effect of heated water in the ballast tanks. 

Bawat AS is proposing to use waste heat on a ship to heat treat most of the circulated ballast water 

and requires a tailored made pumping arrangement to account for the length of the voyage of the 

ship. 

Table 6 List of BWTS using heat treatment 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Bawat AS Bawat BWMS De-oxygenation + heat treatment Ongoing 
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De-oxygenation 

De-oxygenation is the process of displacing oxygen from the water to create a low oxygen 

environment that would eliminate invasive species. De-oxygenation technologies in the market today 

are specifically developed for ballast water treatment. The most common way to achieve de-

oxygenation is by injection of an inert gas (nitrogen or exhaust from burning oil), but a pressure drop 

mechanism can achieve the same results as well. 

Given available information, de-oxygenation requires up to 4 days of holding time to have a 

treatment effect. Other than the heat treatment process proposed by Bawat, de-oxygenation seems to 

be the only one where voyage length is one of the most important elements of the efficiency of the 

process. Maintenance of the inert gas generator (which requires a much higher level of purity than the 

commercially used systems onboard tankers) is another important parameter to consider for those 

systems. However, it is important to note that holding time may be as important an element to 

chemical processes efficiency as it is to de-oxygenation; even though this is sometimes overlooked 

by manufacturers of BWTS. 

Used as a standalone process, de-oxygenation may not be as effective as other technologies in 

treating microorganisms, in particular those able to survive for longer periods of time under low 

oxygen conditions. 

Table 7 is a list of BWTS using de-oxygenation. Test parameters relevant to this technology are not 

available as this technology is always used with another technology. NEI´s VOS BWTS´ test results 

could not be verified independently and were not available online at the time of writing of this report 

/0/. 

Table 7 List of BWTS using de-oxygenation 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Bawat AS Bawat BWMS De-oxygenation + heat treatment Ongoing 

NEI Venturi Oxygen Stripping De-oxygenation Type Approved 

Coldharbour Marine Coldharbour BWMS Cavitation + De-oxygenation + Ultrasound Ongoing 

2.1.2 Mechanical processes 
Mechanical processes include mainly physical separation of larger organisms and solids from ballast 

water. Most BWTS using mechanical processes use screen filters (46 BWTS of 67 available in our 

overview), but disc filters and hydrocyclones are used by a few BWTS (3 and 2 respectively). We 

have also included magnetic separation in the “filters” category but we will not elaborate on this 
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technology as only one system is using it and we are not aware of any commercial application of this 

technology in the market at the time of writing of this report. 

The last process we included under this category is the pressure-drop technology of Knutsen OAS, 

even though it is not filtration but an innovative treatment process. 

Screen filtration and disc filtration 

Screen filters range from 25μm to 50μm screens weaved in many ways and according to different 

standards. Even references to screen sizes is not standardized so knowing exactly what is meant with 

a 50μm screen can be a challenge and can differ from one vendor to the other. 

All screen filters in the market are of a self-backwashing design, creating a challenge related to the 

ballast water pumping capacity of ships as filters typically use the same ballast water to backwash its 

candles, reducing significantly the flow rate during the backwashing period. Up to 30% of flow rate 

loss can be expected during the backwashing period, which is significant in the cases where filters 

backwash continuously depending on the conditions of the water being filtered. The installation of a 

backwash pump will increase the volume of water being backwashed and so increase the loss in 

ballasting capacity. 

Disc filters are much less commonly used in BWTS but use the same self-backwashing design as 

screen filters. Table 8 is a list of BWTS using screen or disc filtration, where technologies using disc 

filtration are shaded. 

Screen and disc filters are currently used together with most other processes in ballast water 

treatment with the main aim to remove larger organisms (pore sizes of 25μm to 50μm are mainly 

used) and reduce the amount of solids in ballast water. 

While it is common to blame the decrease in nominal pore size as causing the backwash cycle 

increase, it is the experience of Mouawad Consulting that the filtration area (or the flux) is at least as 

important if not more important in determining the rate of backwash. The smaller the filtration area, 

the faster it “fills up” with organisms and solids and the more frequent the need for backwash to 

clean it. More frequent need for backwash decreases the effective pumping rate, which can 

significantly slow cargo operations and have major economic impacts to ship owners and charterers. 

Screen and disc filters will generally not reduce the amount of sediments in the ballast tanks as most 

sediment in the seas where ships take on ballast water are fine silt and clay with nominal pore sizes 

between 2μm to 10μm. 
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Flow rate, pore size, filtration area, pressure in the system and differential pressure controlling the 

backwash process are the most important factors affecting the operations of filters. The size and 

location (height) of the backwash pipe as well as whether a backwash pump is installed are also 

crucial parameters for the good operation of filters. 

Table 8 BWTS using screen or disc filtration process (technologies using disc filtration are shaded) 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Alfa Laval PureBallast Filtration + AOT Type Approved 
Alfa Laval PureBallast 2.0/2.0 Ex Filtration + AOT Type Approved 
Alfa Laval PureBallast 3.0/3.0 Ex Filtration + UV Under testing 
OceanSaver OceanSaver Mk I Filtration + cavitation + electrolysis + 

saturation Type Approved 
OceanSaver OceanSaver Mk II Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Optimarin Optimarin Ballast System (OBS) Filtration + UV Type Approved 
Headway Marine Technology OceanGuard BWMS Filtration + electrocatalysis + ultrasound Type Approved 
Sunrui Company BalClor BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Auramarine Crystal Ballast BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
MMC MMC BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
Severn Trent De Nora BalPure BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Mahle Ocean Protection System OPS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
Hitachi  Hitachi BWMS Filtration + coagulation + magnetic 

separation Type Approved 
HHI EcoBallast Filtration + UV Type Approved 
Panasia Co., Ltd. GloEn-Patrol Filtration + UV Type Approved 
HHI HiBallast BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Hyde Marine Inc. Hyde Guardian Filtration + UV Type Approved 
GEA Westfalia Separator Group Gmbh Ballast Master ultraV BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
GEA Westfalia Separator Group Gmbh Ballast Master ecoP BWMS Filtration + Chemical injection Type Approved 
Shanghai Cyeco Environmental 
Technology Co. Ltd.  

Cyeco BWMS Filtration + UV + ultrasound 
Basic Approval 

Kuraray Microfade BWMS Filtration + chemical injection Type Approved 
AQUA Eng. Co., Ltd. AquaStar BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Samsung Heavy Industries Purimar System Filtration + electrolysis Type Approved 
Wuxi Brighsky Electronic Co., Ltd BSKY BWMS Filtration + UV + ultrasound Type Approved 
China Ocean Shipping Company Blue Ocean Shield BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
21st Century Shipbuilding ARA BWMS Filtration + high energy plasma + UV Type Approved 
Siemens SiCURE BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Final Approval 
Dow Chemicals Dow-Pinnacle BWMS Filtration + ozone Final Approval 
Elite Marine Ballast Water Treatment 
Corp. 

Seascape BWMS Filtration + UV + ultrasound 
Ongoing 

Trojan Marinex Trojan UV BWMS Filtration + UV Ongoing 
Redox Redox BWMS Filtration + UV + ozonation Ongoing 
DESMI Ocean Guard AS OxyClean BWMS Filtration + UV + ozonation Basic Approval 
DESMI OceanGuard AS RayClean BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
JFE Engineering Corporation JFE BWMS Filtration + Chemical injection Ongoing 
RWO CleanBallast BWMS Filtration + electrolysis + electrochlorination Type Approved 
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Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Resource Ballast Technologies (Pty) Ltd. Resource Ballast Technologies 
System 

Cavitation + electrolysis + ozonation + 
filtration 

Type Approved 

Kwang San Co., Ltd. KS Ballast Water Management 
System "En-Ballast" 

Filtration + electrolysis 
Type Approved 

Envirotech and Consultancy Pte. Ltd. Blueseas BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Basic Approval 
Katayama Chemical, Inc. SKY-SYSTEM® with 

Peraclean® Ocean BWMS 
Filtration + acetic acid / hydrogen peroxide Basic Approval 

JFE Engineering Corporation JFE BallastAce that makes use of 
NeoChlor Marine® BWMS 

Filtration + Chemical injection Basic Approval 

Envirotech and Consultancy Pte. Ltd. BlueWorld BWMS Filtration + Chemical injection Final Approval 
Samsung Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. Neo-Purimar BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Basic Approval 
Dalian Maritime University DMU ·OH BWMS Filtration + Sodium subsulfite Final Approval 
Hanla IMS Co., Ltd. EcoGuardian BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Basic Approval 
Wärtsilä Wärtsilä Aquarius EC BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Final Approval 
Jiujiang Precision Measuring Technology 
Research Institute 

OceanDoctor BWMS Photocatalytic + filtration Final Approval 

Panasia Co., Ltd. GloEn-Saver BWMS Filtration + electrolysis Final Approval 
Wärtsilä Wärtsilä Aquarius UV BWMS Filtration + UV Basic Approval 
Kwang San Co., Ltd. BioViolet BWMS Filtration + UV Type Approved 
Bio UV Bio-Sea BWMS Filtration + UV Ongoing 
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. SEI-BWMS Filtration + UV Ongoing 
Ecochlor Ecochlor BWMS Filtration + Chemical injection Ongoing 

 

Hydrocyclones and flocculation/coagulation 

Hydrocyclones work on the basis of differential density; since most organisms that need to be 

removed from ballast water are not much denser than the water, hydrocyclones have proven to be in 

general less effective than screen and disc filters. 

However, used with flocculants or coagulants (like the Hitachi´s ClearBallast BWMS), 

hydrocyclones´ efficiency may increase. 

Table 9 is a list of BWTS using hydrocyclones; Hitachi´s magnetic filtration is included in the same 

table although it differs from the other two technologies. Hitachi uses magnetic filtration in addition 

to disc filtration as 2 of its 3 processes BWTS. 

Table 9 List of BWTS using hydrocyclones 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Erma First Erma First BWMS Hydrocyclone + electrolysis Type Approved 

Hitachi  Hitachi BWMS Filtration + coagulation + magnetic separation Type Approved 

Wuxi Brighsky Electronic Co., Ltd BSKY BWMS Filtration + UV + ultrasound Type Approved 

For the hydrocyclone process, the flow rates, inlet flow profile as well as the pressure in the system 

are important parameters for the proper operation of this process. 
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Pressure drop 

This technology is unique to Knutsen OAS´ KBAL BWMS where a pressure vacuum reactor 

(pressure dropping from over 4 bars to almost 0 bars instantly) effectively eliminates larger 

organisms. The pressure vacuum reactor works in combination with a vertical ballast water drop line, 

which ensures a low temperature boiling condition that eliminates the majority of the organisms. 

However, this technology is not efficient against smaller organisms (typically between 10μm and 

50μm), so it must be combined with another process. 

For the pressure-drop process, pressure control prior and after the reactor as well as flow rate are 

essential to the proper functioning of the process. This process is not dependent on salinity or 

temperature. 

Table 10 List of BWTS using pressure drop 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Knutsen OAS KBAL BWMS Pressure drop + UV Type Approved 

2.1.3 Chemical processes 
Chemical processes in this document refer to all processes that create measurable amounts of Active 

Substances or have resulted in toxic discharged water during land-based and shipboard tests. 

Chemical processes in BWTS include electrolysis, ozonation, chemical injection, high-energy plasma 

and advanced oxidization processes. 

There are three important issues that are common to those processes that we will discuss in this 

section, before we detail the important parameters for each one of them. 

1. In general, BWTS employing chemical processes must be designed to avoid discharging 

water containing high concentrations of oxidants (the methodology of the GESAMP-BWWG5 

defines a general limit of maximum 0.2ppm Total Residual Oxidants or TRO). All BWTS 

using chemical processes use chemical neutralizing agents during discharge to reduce TRO to 

a level below 0.2ppm, when this is needed. Since TRO level will decrease with time, a 

prolonged holding time of treated ballast water in the ballast tanks will eventually reduce the 

TRO to acceptable levels; this is why all systems measure TRO during discharge prior to 

injection of a neutralizing agent, so that the neutralizing agent is only injected if the TRO 
                                                 

5 The Ballast Water Working Group of the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Environmental 
Protection  
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level at discharge is higher than the specified level during approval (usually 0.2ppm as 

defined in the methodology of the GESAMP-BWWG). 

2. The efficiency of all chemical processes depends on many factors, but the two common 

factors to all of them are the temperature of the treated water and the concentration of organic 

material. TRO has a tendency to have a slower reduction rate in colder water. Waters with 

high concentrations of organic material will consume TRO quite fast. The initial consumption 

of TRO by organic material during uptake of ballast water is an important factor in the 

algorithms controlling the injection doses in systems using chemical processes. 

3. The production of disinfection by-products (DBPs) is the third issue that is common to all 

those processes. Main DBPs include trihalomethanes and halo-acetic acids. DBPs can have 

toxic effects that are not removed by neutralization of TRO. However, a review of the Final 

Approvals issued by MEPC to all the processes mentioned in this section indicates that most 

toxicity come from high TRO levels and not from the presence of DBPs. 

A final item we wish to discuss in this section is the certainty that the current test regime of 

Guidelines G8 give to the approval process.  

The Hamann-SEDNA BWMS that uses the PERACLEAN Ocean, a peracetic acid-based oxidant, as 

disinfectant was taken out of the market after the maker discovered that their chemicals degrade 

significantly slower than expected in cold water. This fact was not discovered during the range of 

tests for type approval and so the system received type approval, including the necessary Basic and 

Final Approval from MEPC after recommendation from the GESAMP-BWWG, despite this 

important issue of degradation rate in cold water. 

This example provides an indication to the limitation the current test regime under Guidelines G8 

has. Two important parameters, temperature and salinity, mentioned in bullet point 2 above, are not 

included as limiting parameters of BWTS; and so a system can undergo type approval testing under a 

relatively narrow range of salinity and temperature, and gets approval for the complete range of both 

parameters.  

This limitation in Guidelines G8 is however, according to the experience of Mouawad Consulting, 

easy to overcome by the authority supervising the type approval process by setting those limitations 

in the type approval certificate, something which item 6.2 of Guidelines G8 specifically requires. 
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Electrolysis 

Although three different terms are used by BWTS using this process (electrolysis, electrochlorination 

and electrocatalysis), we have gathered all three under one item namely the process of oxidizing sea 

water through an electrolytic process using all or part of the sea water as the source of the ions. 

Electrolysis is by far the most used in-situ process in ballast water treatment, as show in Table 11 that 

lists BWTS using this process solely or in combination with other technologies. 

Both temperature and salinity are critical parameters affecting the efficiency of electrolysis. 

In general terms, and common to all electrolysis processes used by BWTS, the lower the temperature 

the higher energy you need to produce hypochlorite and disinfect the water. The increase in energy 

need by the BWTS follows an increasing exponential curve. Normal lower temperatures for 

operation of electrolysis processes in BWTS range between 10°C and 17°C, although some 

manufactures claim that their electrodes would still be efficient at 1°C. 

Also common to all electrolysis processes in ballast water management, is the fact that low salinity 

makes it difficult for those processes to generate disinfectants. 

The last common issue to all electrolysis processes is the generation of hydrogen and chlorine gases 

that are explosive and toxic. High temperatures and high salinity of water are ideal for the generation 

of large volumes of hydrogen. Mixture of hydrogen and chlorine has a wider range of flammability 

than mixtures of hydrogen in air and so must be avoided by all means. Management of dangerous 

gases mentioned in this paragraph is an important parameter to consider when installing BWTS using 

electrolysis on ships. 
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Table 11 O
verview

 of BW
TS using electrolysis including data verified during land-based or shipboard tests (T: Type approved; F: Final A

pproval; B: Basic A
pproval; O

: O
ngoing; S: Side-stream

; D
: D

irect flow
) 

M
anufacturer 

BW
TS 

Technology 
Flow

 rate 
(m

3/h) 
TSS (m

g/L) 
T (°C

) 
D

O
C

 (m
g/L) 

PO
C

 
(m

g/L) 
Salinity 

O
ceanSaver (T) (S) 

O
ceanSaver M

k I 
Filtration + cavitation + electrolysis + saturation 

 
 

 
 

 
 

O
ceanSaver (T) (S) 

O
ceanSaver M

k II 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

H
eadw

ay M
arine Technology (T) (D

) 
O

ceanG
uard B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrocatalysis + ultrasound 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Sunrui C
om

pany (T) (S) 
B

alclor B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Severn Trent D
e N

ora /7/ (T) (S) 
B

alPure B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis 
200 

15.6 – 41.9 
9 – 16 

3.0 – 3.3 
8.1 – 
15.3 

22 – 36 

Techcross (T) *(D
) 

Electro-C
leen System

 (EC
S-A

) 
Electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Techcross (T) (D
) 

Electro-C
leen System

 (EC
S-B

) 
Electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

H
H

I (T) (S) 
H

iB
allast B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A
Q

U
A

 Eng. C
o., Ltd. (T) (D

) 
A

quaStar B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

G
EA

 W
estfalia Separator G

roup G
m

bh (B) (S) 
B

allast M
aster ecoP B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis + chem

ical injection 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Erm
a First (T) (D

) 
Erm

a First B
W

M
S 

Filtration + hydrocyclone + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sam
sung H

eavy Industries (T) (S) 
Purim

ar System
 

Filtration + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Siem
ens (F) (S) 

SiC
U

R
E B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

STX
 M

etal C
o. Ltd. (F) (S) 

Sm
art B

allast B
W

M
S 

Electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

R
W

O
 /7

/ (T) (D
) 

C
leanB

allast B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis + electrochlorination 
400 – 600 

11.6 – 64.4 
8 – 11 

2.1 – 6.9 
2.1 – 9.0 

20.2 – 33.5 

R
esource B

allast Technologies (Pty) Ltd. (T) (D
) 

R
esource B

allast Technologies System
 

C
avitation + electrolysis + ozonation + filtration 

 
 

 
 

 
 

K
w

ang San C
o., Ltd. (B) (D

) 
K

S B
W

M
S "En-B

allast" 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Envirotech and C
onsultancy Pte. Ltd. (B) (S) 

B
lueseas &

 B
lueW

orld B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Sam
sung H

eavy Industries C
o., Ltd. (F) (S) 

N
eo-Purim

ar B
W

M
S 

Filtration + electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

H
anla IM

S C
o., Ltd. (F) (S) 

EcoG
uardian B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

K
orea Top M

arine (K
T M

arine) C
o., Ltd. (B) (D

) 
K

TM
-B

W
M

S 
Electrolysis + Plankill pipe (circular cylinder 
block) 

 
 

 
 

 
 

W
ärtsilä (F) (S) 

W
ärtsilä A

quarius EC
 B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

H
W

A
SEU

N
G

 R
&

A
 C

o. Ltd. (B) (D
) 

H
S-B

A
LLA

ST B
W

M
S 

Electrolysis 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Panasia C
o., Ltd. (B) (S) 

G
loEn-Saver B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis 

 
 

 
 

 
 

21st C
entury Shipbuilding (F) (D

) 
A

R
A

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + H
igh Energy Plasm

a 
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 In ballast water management, electrolysis has been applied in two ways: 

 Side stream where a small percentage of water is taken from the main stream of ballast water 

and stimulated by a certain voltage difference to create the hypochlorite and other chemicals 

needed to disinfect the main stream, once injected back in it. 

 Full stream where the complete flow of water is stimulated by the voltage difference. 

The side-stream solution is by far the most common when applying electrolysis as a process in the 

BWTS in the market today. Some advantages of side stream injection of in-situ generated 

hypochlorite is the ability to overcome the temperature challenge by applying heating jackets to the 

side stream pipe; and to overcome the salinity challenge by using a storage tank with adequate water 

(salinity and temperature) to drive the treatment process through at least one ballasting sequence. 

This flexibility that side-stream electrolysis processes have is not possible when applying the 

electrolysis process to the whole current of ballast water. 

Although no official 3rd party test results are available in public, some makers of BWTS claim that 

their electrodes can run with salinity as low as 3 PSU and even 1 PSU. This is theoretically possible 

by tweaking the electrode “soup”. 

Ozonation 

Ozone is generated either through a process of compressing air through an oxygen generator and then 

applying current to the oxygen rich air to produce ozone. This ozone is then injected to a side stream 

that is taken from the main ballast line and re-injected back to the line after ozone mixture. 

The DESMI OxyClean BWMS creates ozone through the air filled space between its UV lamps and 

the ballast water passing UV light and the ozone is injected downstream of the line. Another method 

is to create ozone directly from air. 

Almost in all cases, the ozone is drawn by the vacuum created by a water injector at the injection 

point in the ozone line. The negative pressure in the ozone line can work as a risk-mitigating barrier 

against the leakage of this extremely toxic gas. 

Combination of ozone and UV can lead to the known Advanced Oxidization Process (AOP) in water 

treatment. The Redox BWMS of Norway uses this technology. Combination of ozone and UV has 

proven to be very effective in treatment of waste and drinking water. No public results are available 

from the tests conducted by the Redox BWMS, which is at an early stage of approval. 
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From all the makers (8 including Redox BWMS, see Table 12), NK´s BlueBallast System NK-O3 – 

only ozone injection - have been applied in a large scale on commercial ships will all sizes. While the 

test results from the type approval of the BlueBallast System NK-O3 are not publicly available, 

BWTS installed on commercial ships are generally not taken in use since the BWM Convention is 

not in force yet, so feedback from actual use of the system is not available. This fact supports our 

recommendation further down in the report that ozonation is a promising technology that requires 

some limited testing to prove its efficacy in fresh water. 

While salinity and temperature are not obvious factors affecting the efficiency of BWTS using the 

ozonation process, tests and theory show that ozone for example requires longer contact time with 

cold water to have an effect. Furthermore, ozone will persist in its injection form (gas) in freshwater 

for a longer period of time than in seawater. The presence of ozone gas in freshwater might have 

negative corrosion effects. 

While the maker of FineBallast™ OZ System, Mitsui Engineering & Shipbuilding Co., Ltd., Japan 

requires a minimum holding time of 48 hours /14/, most makers do not specify such holding time. 

The limitation in Guidelines G8 to adequately assess the effect of holding time for the ozonation 

process is discussed under the heading of section 2.1.3. 

Table 12 is a list of BWTS using the ozonation process. This list includes the Redox BWMS that uses 

the Advanced Oxidization Process (AOP) that uses ozone followed by UV. 
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Table 12 O
verview

 of BW
TS using ozonation including data verified during land-based or shipboard tests 

M
anufacturer 

BW
TS 

Technology 
Flow

 rate (m
3/h) 

TSS (m
g/L) 

Tem
p (°C

) 
Salinity 

Type A
pproval 

N
K

 C
o., Ltd. 

B
lueB

allast System
 N

K
O

3 
O

zonation 
 

 
 

 
Type A

pproved 

M
itsui Engineering and Shipbuilding C

o., LTD
. 

FineB
allastO

Z 
C

avitation + ozonation 
 

 
 

 
Type A

pproved 

D
ow

 C
hem

icals 
D

ow
-Pinnacle B

W
M

S 
Filtration + O

zonation 
 

 
 

 
O

ngoing 

R
edox 

R
edox B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 + ozonation 

 
 

 
 

B
asic A

pproval 

D
ESM

I O
cean G

uard A
S /6/ 

O
xyC

lean B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + ozonation 
300 

57 &
 61 

0.7 &
 17 

0.1 &
 17.8 

Type A
pproved 

R
esource B

allast Technologies (Pty) Ltd. 
R

esource B
allast 

Technologies System
 

C
avitation + electrolysis + ozonation + 

filtration 
 

 
 

 
Type A

pproved 

SU
N

B
O

 IN
D

U
STR

IES C
o. Ltd., D

SEC
 C

o. Ltd. 
and the K

orean Institute of M
achinery &

 M
aterial (K

IM
M

) 
B

lue Zone B
W

M
S 

O
zonation 

 
 

 
 

B
asic A

pproval 

 Table 13 O
verview

 of BW
TS using chem

ical injection including data verified during land-based or shipboard tests 

M
anufacturer 

BW
TS 

Technology 
Flow

 rate (m
3/h) 

TSS (m
g/L) 

Tem
p (°C

) 
Salinity 

Type A
pproval 

Ecochlor /7/ 
Ecochlor B

W
M

S 
Filtration + C

hem
ical injection 

250 
33.9 – 75.3 

8.5 – 17.5 
22.1 – 31.9 

Type A
pproved 

G
EA

 W
estfalia Separator G

roup G
m

bh 
B

allast M
aster ecoP B

W
M

S 
Filtration + electrolysis + chem

ical injection 
 

 
 

 
B

asic A
pproval 

K
uraray 

M
icrofade B

W
M

S 
Filtration + chem

ical injection 
 

 
 

 
Type A

pproval 

JFE Engineering C
orporation 

JFE B
allastA

ce B
W

M
S 

Filtration + chem
ical injection 

 
 

 
 

Type A
pproval 

K
atayam

a C
hem

ical, Inc. 
SK

Y
-SY

STEM
®

 
w

ith 
Peraclean®

 
O

cean 
B

W
M

S 
Filtration + peracetic acid / hydrogen peroxide 

 
 

 
 

B
asic A

pproval 

JFE Engineering C
orporation 

JFE B
allastA

ce that m
akes use of N

eoC
hlor 

M
arine®

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + chem
ical injection 

 
 

 
 

Final A
pproval 

V
an O

ord B
.V

. 
V

an O
ord B

W
M

S 
C

hlorination (D
rinking w

ater only) 
 

 
 

 
B

asic A
pproval 
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Chemical injection 

Chemical injection process refers in this document to those processes where a chemical compound is 

stored onboard the ship (either as a liquid or solid) and then injected into the ballast line. 

Chemical compounds in the ballast water treatment so far have included Sodium Hypochlorite 

(which this document includes OXIDAT of GEA Westfalia to fall under /17/), Calcium Hypochlorite 

/15/, reactive oxygen compounds (including hydroxyl radicals, ozone and hydrogen peroxide) /15/, 

chlorine dioxide /16/ and Peraclean (peracetic acid and hydrogen peroxide) – not granted Final 

Approval by MEPC 65 /18/. 

All chemical injection systems use a neutralizer to reduce the level of TRO at discharge below 0.2 

mg/L Cl2. While most systems do not include any holding time to neutralize their active substances, 

no indication to the effect of holding time on the efficiency of the system is indicated in publicly 

available data. This is similar to the effect of temperature and salinity. As mentioned in section 2.1.3, 

systems using chemical injection in high dosages have shown low degradation of TRO in cold water, 

even though this is not necessarily only applicable to chemical injection processes. 

Of the seven BWTS using this process, only 3 are type approved with the JFE BallastAce BWMS 

being the only one we are aware of in commercial installation. 

In addition to storage of chemicals onboard, mixing of some chemical compounds and the reaction 

they produce will have effects on the safety of the ship and crew. While most BWTS claim that their 

systems using chemical injection processes are not affected by low salinity or cold water, it is not 

possible to independently assess the effect of these parameters by the data available publicly /7/. 

Table 13 above lists all BWTS using the chemical injection process with a summary of the test data 

available publicly. 

High-energy plasma 

Only the ARA Ballast BWMS uses high-energy plasma in combination with filtration and medium-

pressure UV. Plasma technologies operate generally by the delivery of high energy to the treated 

water to create a plasma arc in the water. The energy created by the plasma arc destroys the 

organisms. According to the Final Approval recommendation to the system by GESAMP-BWWG 

/19/, the systems is required to maintain a certain level of voltage, frequency to charge and 

capacitance in order to maintain its efficiency and the maximum dosage of plasma. 
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Table 14 lists the BWTS using high-energy plasma. 

Table 14 List of BWTS using high-energy plasma 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

21st Century Shipbuilding ARA BWMS Filtration + high energy plasma + UV Final Approval 

Advanced Oxidization Process (AOP) including photo-catalytic reactions 

In this category we included BWTS that uses UV in to create some sort of oxidants, OH- radicals or 

in combination with ozone. The three systems using these processes are the first two generations of 

Alfawall (PureBallast and PureBallast 2.0), the Redox BWMS and the OceanDoctor BWMS. All 

these systems use a filtration process prior to the AOP process. 

OceanDoctor BWMS uses photo-catalytic reactions from its UV lamps to generate OH- radicals /20/, 

while the PureBallast BWMS uses TiO2 to generate Active Substances in addition. The process of the 

Redox BWMS is already discussed in the ozonation part of Section 2.1.3. 

Besides the effect of temperature and salinity on ozone treatment processes, AOP processes are 

dependent on the same parameters as UV radiation for efficient treatment; namely, UV transmittance 

of the treated water and TSS (refer to the UV-radiation part of Section 2.1.1). 

Table 15 is a list of the four BWTS using Advanced Oxidization Processes in their treatment of 

ballast water. 

Table 15 List of BWTS using Advanced Oxidization Process (AOP) including photo-catalytic reactions 

Manufacturer BWTS Technology Type Approval 

Alfa Laval PureBallast Filtration + AOT Type Approved 

Alfa Laval PureBallast 2.0/2.0 Ex Filtration + AOT Type Approved 

Redox Redox BWMS Filtration + ozonation + UV Basic Approval 

Jiujiang Precision Measuring Technology Research Institute OceanDoctor BWMS Filtration + photocatalytic Final Approval 

2.2 Ballast Water Treatment Systems 
This section provides a summary table, updated as per September 2013, of all BWTS that have either 

received Basic Approval, Final Approval, Type Approval or to the knowledge of Mouawad 

Consulting are under type approval testing following Guidelines G8 of the BWM Convention. Two 

BWTS are combining G8 tests with the USCG/ETV Type Approval test program. 
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Table 16 List of BW
TS w

ith an update on the status of their approval 

 
M

anufacturer 
BW

TS 
Process 

A
ctive 

Substances 
Stage of 

A
pproval 

A
dm

inistration 

1 
A

lfa Laval 
PureB

allast 
Filtration + A

dvanced O
xidization 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

2 
A

lfa Laval 
PureB

allast 2.0/2.0 Ex 
Filtration + A

dvanced O
xidization 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

3 
A

lfa Laval 
PureB

allast 3.0/3.0 Ex 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

O
ngoing 

N
orw

ay 

4 
O

ceanSaver 
O

ceanSaver M
k I 

Filtration + C
avitation + Electrolysis + Saturation 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

5 
O

ceanSaver 
O

ceanSaver M
k II 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
N

orw
ay 

6 
O

ptim
arin 

O
ptim

arin B
allast System

 (O
B

S) 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

7 
H

eadw
ay M

arine Technology 
O

ceanG
uard B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrocatalysis + U

ltrasound 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
N

orw
ay 

8 
Sunrui C

om
pany 

B
alclor B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

9 
A

uram
arine 

C
rystal B

allast B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
Type A

pproved 
N

orw
ay 

10 
K

nutsen O
A

S 
K

B
A

L 
Pressure drop + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

11 
N

K
 C

o., Ltd. 
B

lueB
allast System

 N
K

O
3 

O
zonation 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

N
orw

ay 

12 
M

M
C

 
M

M
C

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
Type A

pproved 
N

orw
ay 

13 
Severn Trent D

e N
ora 

B
alPure B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

G
erm

any 

14 
M

ahle 
O

cean Protection System
 O

PS 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

G
erm

any 

15 
M

itsui Engineering and Shipbuilding C
o., LTD

. 
FineB

allastO
Z 

C
avitation + O

zonation 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
Japan 

16 
H

itachi  
C

learB
allast B

W
M

S 
Filtration + C

oagulation + M
agnetic separation 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

Japan 

17 
H

H
I 

EcoB
allast 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
Type A

pproved 
South K

orea 

18 
Ecochlor 

Ecochlor B
W

M
S 

Filtration + C
hem

ical Injection (C
lO

2) 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
G

erm
any 

19 
Techcross 

Electro-C
leen System

 (EC
S-A

) 
Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

South K
orea 

20 
Techcross 

Electro-C
leen System

 (EC
S-B

) 
Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

South K
orea 

21 
Panasia C

o., Ltd. 
G

loEn-Patrol 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

South K
orea 

22 
H

H
I 

H
iB

allast B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
South K

orea 

23 
H

yde M
arine Inc. 

H
yde G

uardian 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

U
K
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M
O

U
A

W
A

D
 C

O
N

SU
LTIN

G 

R
eport for Transport C

anada 

A
ssessm

ent O
f B

allast W
ater Treatm

ent Processes A
nd A

vailability W
ith R

espect To The G
reat Lakes A

nd St. Law
rence Seaw

ay System
 

 
 R

eport N
o.: 2013-2-1-2 

R
evision N

o.: 5 
D

ate: 2013-11-26 
26 

 

 
M

anufacturer 
BW

TS 
Process 

A
ctive 

Substances 
Stage of 

A
pproval 

A
dm

inistration 

24 
G

EA
 W

estfalia Separator G
roup G

m
bh 

B
allast M

aster ultraV
 B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

G
erm

any 

25 
G

EA
 W

estfalia Separator G
roup G

m
bh 

B
allast M

aster ecoP B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis + C
hem

ical Injection 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

G
erm

any 

26 
Shanghai C

yeco Environm
ental Technology C

o. Ltd.  
C

yeco B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + U
ltrasound 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

C
hina 

27 
K

uraray 
M

icrofade B
W

M
S 

Filtration + C
hem

ical injection 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
Japan 

28 
A

Q
U

A
 Eng. C

o., Ltd. 
A

quaStar B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
K

orea 

29 
Erm

a First 
Erm

a First B
W

M
S 

H
ydrocyclone + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

G
reece 

30 
Sam

sung H
eavy Industries 

Purim
ar System

 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

South K
orea 

31 
W

uxi B
righsky Electronic C

o., Ltd 
B

SK
Y

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + U
ltrasound 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

C
hina 

32 
C

hina O
cean Shipping C

om
pany 

B
lue O

cean Shield B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
Type A

pproved 
C

hina 

33 
21st C

entury Shipbuilding 
A

R
A

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + H
igh Energy Plasm

a 
N

o 
Final A

pproval 
South K

orea 

34 
Siem

ens 
SiC

U
R

E B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Final A

pproval 
G

erm
any 

35 
D

ow
 C

hem
icals 

D
ow

-Pinnacle B
W

M
S 

Filtration + O
zone 

Y
es 

O
ngoing 

Singapore 

36 
Elite M

arine B
allast W

ater Treatm
ent C

orp. 
Seascape B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 + U

ltrasound 
N

o 
O

ngoing 
N

orw
ay 

37 
Trojan M

arinex 
Trojan U

V
 B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

O
ngoing 

N
orw

ay 

38 
B

aw
at A

S 
B

aw
at B

W
M

S 
D

e-oxygenation + H
eat Treatm

ent 
N

o 
O

ngoing 
D

enm
ark 

39 
R

edox 
R

edox B
W

M
S 

Filtration + O
zonation + U

V
 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
N

orw
ay 

40 
D

ESM
I O

cean G
uard A

S 
O

xyC
lean B

W
M

S 
Filtration + + U

V
 + O

zonation 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
D

enm
ark 

41 
D

ESM
I O

ceanG
uard A

S 
R

ayC
lean B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

O
ngoing 

D
enm

ark 

42 
STX

 M
etal C

o. Ltd. 
Sm

art B
allast B

W
M

S 
Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Final A
pproval 

K
orea 

43 
JFE Engineering C

orporation 
JFE B

allastA
ce B

W
M

S 
Filtration + C

hem
ical Injection 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

Japan 

44 
N

EI 
V

enturi O
xygen Stripping 

D
e-oxygenation 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

M
arshall Islands  

45 
R

W
O

 
C

leanB
allast B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrolysis + Electrochlorination 

Y
es 

Type A
pproved 

G
erm

any 

46 
R

esource B
allast Technologies (Pty) Ltd. 

R
esource B

allast Technologies System
 

C
avitation + Electrolysis + O

zonation + Filtration 
Y

es 
Type A

pproved 
South A

frica 

47 
K

w
ang San C

o., Ltd. 
K

S B
allast W

ater M
anagem

ent System
 "En-B

allast" 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
South K

orea 

48 
Envirotech and C

onsultancy Pte. Ltd. 
B

lueseas B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

Singapore 
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M
O

U
A

W
A

D
 C

O
N

SU
LTIN

G 

R
eport for Transport C

anada 

A
ssessm
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allast W
ater Treatm
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nd A
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ith R
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R
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D
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M

anufacturer 
BW

TS 
Process 

A
ctive 

Substances 
Stage of 

A
pproval 

A
dm

inistration 

49 
K

atayam
a C

hem
ical, Inc. 

SK
Y

-SY
STEM

®
 w

ith Peraclean®
 O

cean B
W

M
S 

Filtration + C
hem

ical Injection 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

Japan 

50 
JFE Engineering C

orporation 
JFE B

allastA
ce that m

akes use of N
eoC

hlor M
arine®

 
B

W
M

S 
Filtration + C

hem
ical Injection 

Y
es 

Final A
pproval 

Japan 

51 
Envirotech and C

onsultancy Pte. Ltd. 
B

lueW
orld B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
Singapore 

52 
Sam

sung H
eavy Industries C

o., Ltd. 
N

eo-Purim
ar B

W
M

S 
Filtration + Electrolysis 

Y
es 

Final A
pproval 

South K
orea 

53 
D

alian M
aritim

e U
niversity 

D
M

U
 ·O

H
 B

W
M

S 
Filtration + C

hem
ical Injection 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
C

hina 

54 
H

anla IM
S C

o., Ltd. 
EcoG

uardian B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Final A

pproval 
South K

orea 

55 
K

orea Top M
arine (K

T M
arine) C

o., Ltd. 
K

TM
-B

W
M

S 
Electrolysis + Plankill pipe (circular cylinder block) 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
South K

orea 

56 
W

ärtsilä 
W

ärtsilä A
quarius EC

 B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
Final A

pproval 
N

etherlands 

57 
Jiujiang Precision M

easuring Technology R
esearch Institute 

O
ceanD

octor B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 + Photocatalytic 
Y

es 
Final A

pproval 
C

hina 

58 
H

W
A

SEU
N

G
 R

&
A

 C
o. Ltd. 

H
S-B

A
LLA

ST B
W

M
S 

Electrolysis 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

South K
orea 

59 
Panasia C

o., Ltd. 
G

loEn-Saver B
W

M
S 

Filtration + Electrolysis 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

South K
orea 

60 
V

an O
ord B

.V
. 

V
an O

ord B
W

M
S 

C
hlorination (D

rinking w
ater only) 

Y
es 

B
asic A

pproval 
N

etherlands 

61 
SU

N
B

O
 IN

D
U

STR
IES C

o. Ltd., D
SEC

 C
o. Ltd. 

and the K
orean Institute of M

achinery &
 M

aterial (K
IM

M
) 

B
lue Zone B

W
M

S 
O

zonation 
Y

es 
B

asic A
pproval 

South K
orea 

62 
W

ärtsilä 
W

ärtsilä A
quarius U

V
 B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

Type A
pproved 

N
etherlands 

63 
K

w
ang San C

o., Ltd. 
B

ioV
iolet B

W
M

S 
Filtration + U

V
 

N
o 

O
ngoing 

South K
orea 

64 
B

io U
V

 
B

io-Sea B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
O

ngoing 
France 

65 
Sum

itom
o Electric Industries, Ltd. 

SEI-B
W

M
S 

Filtration + U
V

 
N

o 
O

ngoing 
Japan 

66 
C

oldharbour M
arine 

C
oldharbour B

W
M

S 
C

avitation + D
e-oxygenation + U

ltrasound 
N

o 
O

ngoing 
U

K
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2.3 Characteristics of the Laurentian Great Lakes 
The Laurentian Great Lakes (referred to as Great Lakes hereafter in this document) are a collection of 

freshwater lakes located in northeastern North America on the Canada-United States border, which 

connect to the Atlantic Ocean through the Saint Lawrence Seaway. 

The Saint Lawrence Seaway is the common name for a system locks, canals and channels that permits 

ocean-going vessels to travel from the Atlantic Ocean to the Great Lakes, as far inland as the western 

end of Lake Superior. 

It is reasonable to assume that ships entering the Great Lakes from outside the Exclusive Economic Zone 

(EEZ) of Canada or the US, or from along the eastern seaboard are capable of treating ballast water prior 

to discharge in the Great Lakes; thus such ships fall outside the scope of this study. This study will thus 

concentrate on the ships ballasting or taking ballast water partly in the Great Lakes or along the Saint 

Lawrence Seaway and de-ballasting in other areas of the Great Lakes, taking into consideration a typical 

voyage length and the water qualities in the Great Lakes. 

Figure 1 Typical water surface elevations and comparative lake depths of the Great Lakes (source: see /21/) 

 

2.3.1 Shipping in the Great Lakes 
Most Great Lakes trade is of bulk material, and bulk freighters of Seawaymax-size or less can move 

throughout the entire lakes and out to the Atlantic /22/. Larger ships are confined to working in the lakes 

themselves, and only barges can access the Illinois Waterway system providing access to the inland 
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waterways of the Mississippi River and its tributaries. 

Lakers ballast water capacities range up to 50000 m3 with ballasting and de-ballasting pumping 

capacities up to 5000 m3/h; while the average voyage time of a Laker ranges between 48 hours and 120 

hours /23/. The analysis in this report is invariant to the flow rate and considers that the highest flow rate 

is the worst case scenario for the processes that are studied. 

While flow rate, ballast capacity and other installation parameters that may influence the efficiency of a 

particular BWTS fall outside the scope of this report, voyage time may have direct influence on the 

efficiency of ballast water treatment processes and will be considered during the assessment of those 

processes. 

2.3.2 Water conditions of the Great Lakes 
Perhaps the most important ballast water quality parameters affecting the efficiency of ballast water 

treatment processes are temperature, salinity, UV transmittance (UV-T), total suspended solids (TSS), 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and particulate organic carbon (POC). The typical range of values of 

these parameters in waters of the Great Lakes is summarized in Table 17. Supplementary to the Lakers 

voyage time (see Section 2.3.1), those values will be used to determine whether ballast water treatment 

processes as they exist currently are suitable for use in the water environment of the Great Lakes. 

Table 17 Water quality parameters of the Great Lakes 

Parameter Maximum Minimum 

Temperature /24/ +24°C +1°C 

Salinity  Approximately 0 PSU 

UV-T /26/  65% 

TSS Approximately 25 /0/ /30/  

DOC 5.5 /0/  

POC 2.2 /0/  

 

While UV-T has been reported to be in some harbors close to 15% /25/, recent sampling from ships done 

by Fisheries and Oceans Canada measured UV-T where ships actually take up ballast water to be in the 

range of 70% at the lowest. We have therefore included the conservative value of 65% in Table 17 /26/. 
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2.4 Feasibility of Treatment Processes in the Laurentian Great Lakes 
The fourth part will identify processes that are not directly suitable for operation in the Great Lakes. 

In order to identify the parameters typical of the Great Lakes water that may cause a challenge to 

existing ballast water treatment processes, we have compared the actual values identified in Section 2.3.2 

to the ones required by Guidelines G8 of the BWM Convention. 

Table 18 Water quality parameters of the Great Lakes vs. Requirements of Guidelines G8 of the BWM Convention 

Parameter Great Lakes (extreme value) Guidelines G86 

Temperature +1°C NA 

Salinity 0 PSU Between 3-32 PSU or less than 3 PSU 

UV-T 65% NA 

TSS 25 More than 50 

DOC 5.5 More than 5 

POC 2.2 More than 5 

 

The values of the parameters in Table 18 for Guidelines G8 are taken for those waters with salinities 

either between 3-32 PSU or less than 3 PSU which all BWTS have to test in at least one of them to 

receive a type approval. 

From the overview above, we can conclude that for the Great Lakes, temperature, salinity and UV-T for 

those processes using UV radiation are parameters that can fall outside the range of tests done during 

type approval and that may affect some processes when installed onboard ships operating on the Great 

Lakes. This is in addition to the voyage time that is also a critical parameter for some treatment 

processes. 

We have listed in Table 19 all ballast water treatment processes identified in Table 1 together with the 

four major parameters affecting their efficiency: temperature, salinity, UV-T and voyage time. We have 

then identified based on the discussions in Section 2.1 the combination of processes that are directly 

affected with no possibilities for mitigation measures as Inconsistent, processes that we recommend to 

                                                 

6  Part 2 of the Annex to Guidelines G8, Item 2.3.17. 
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test a limited number to prove compliance with Great Lakes waters as Promising and those processes 

that are not affected at all by neither of those four parameters as Consistent. Processes that require 

further prolonged testing are identified as Uncertain. 

Section 2.5 will discuss the results in general and the peculiarities of some Consistent processes. The 

terms Major and Minor impact on any of the four parameters means the following: 

 Minor means that the parameter affects the technology and there exists a reasonable mitigating 

measure to overcome the impact of the parameter on the technology. 

 Major means that the parameter affects the technology and there does not exist a reasonable 

mitigating measure to overcome the impact of the parameter on the technology, or that 

confirmation testing is recommended. 

 No impact means that the parameter does not affect the technology. 
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Table 19 Classification of BWTS processes (Minor: reasonable mitigating measure exists. Major: Reasonable mitigating measure does not exist or 
requires confirmation testing. Consistent: Processes not affected by listed parameters. Promising: Affected processes with possibilities of 
implementing mitigating measures. Inconsistent: Affected processes with no possibilities of implementing mitigating measures. Confirmation 
testing: recommended 2 tests for confirmation purposes. Uncertain: recommended 5 runs of G8 tests with Great Lakes water) 

 Processes Temperature Salinity UV-T Voyage 
time7 Status # Systems # Type approved 

1 Filtration + Advanced Oxidization No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 2 2 

2 Filtration + UV No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 16 11 

3 Filtration + Cavitation + Electrolysis + 
Saturation Minor Minor No impact No Impact Consistent 1 1 

4a Filtration + Electrolysis (side-stream) Minor Minor No impact No impact Consistent 11 6 

4b Filtration + Electrolysis (direct flow) Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 3 0 

5 Filtration + Electrocatalysis + Ultrasound Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 1 1 

6 UV + Pressure drop No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 1 1 

7 Ozonation Major No Impact No Impact No Impact Promising 2 1 

8 Cavitation + Ozonation Major No Impact No Impact No Impact Promising 1 1 

9 Filtration + Coagulation + Magnetic separation No Impact No Impact No Impact No Impact Uncertain 1 1 

10 Filtration + Chemical Injection See 2.5.3 See 2.5.3 See 2.5.3 See 2.5.3 Uncertain 6 3 

11 Electrolysis Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 4 3 

12 Filtration + Electrolysis + Chemical Injection Minor Minor No Impact No Impact Consistent 1 0 

13 Hydrocyclone + Electrolysis Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 1 1 

14 Filtration + UV + High Energy Plasma No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 1 0 

15 Filtration + Ozonation Major No Impact No Impact No Impact Promising 1 0 

16 De-oxygenation + Heat Treatment No Impact No Impact No Impact Minor Consistent 1 0 

17 Filtration + Ozonation + UV Major No Impact Minor No Impact Promising 1 0 

18 De-oxygenation No Impact No Impact No Impact Major Inconsistent 1 1 

19 Filtration + Electrolysis + Electrochlorination Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 1 1 

20 Cavitation + Electrolysis + Ozonation + 
Filtration Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 1 1 

21 Electrolysis + Plankill pipe Major Major No Impact No Impact Inconsistent 1 0 

22 Filtration + UV + Photocatalytic No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 1 0 

23 Cavitation + De-oxygenation + Ultrasound No Impact No Impact No Impact Major Inconsistent 1 0 

24 Filtration + UV + Ultrasound No Impact No Impact Minor No Impact Consistent 3 2 

Total Number of Systems identified as Consistent (see Section 2.5) 38 23 

Total Number of Systems identified as Promising 5 2 

Total Number of Systems identified as Uncertain 7 4 

                                                 

7 While most BWTS using chemical processes have not given any limitations on the holding time needed in the tanks for 
efficient treatment, this may not have been assessed properly during type approval and needs further evaluation. 
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2.5 Discussion 
The reader will notice that processes that are affected by either of the parameters in a Major way are 

sometimes classified as Inconsistent (row 18 for example) and sometimes as Promising (row 7 for 

example). In Section 2.5, those processes that are Promising but have Major impact are recommended to 

conduct further testing in waters consistent with that of the Great Lakes for confirmation purposes. 

Those processes that are Inconsistent and have Major impact are those with no pending or possible 

solution to the inconsistency for treatment of Great Lakes water. 

With regards to the electrolysis based technologies, those that use side stream treatment are considered 

as consistent (13 BWTS) while direct flow systems are inconsistent. This explains the low number of 

available BWTS using electrolysis that are consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes. 

A qualitative approach in classifying ballast water treatment processes is not straightforward. Ballast 

water treatment experts, vendors, ship owners or authorities will have different opinions to what is a 

minor consequence or a major consequence and what is an acceptable limit for alterations. 

In essence, this report is arguing that there is no technical reason that some processes won´t work under 

the specific conditions of the Great Lakes. We acknowledge other arguments stating that those processes 

have not been shown to work under the specific conditions of the Great Lakes. Both arguments need not 

necessarily contradict each other. 

2.5.1 Processes considered as inconsistent for operation in the Great Lakes waters 
From Table 19, de-oxygenation has been evaluated to be inconsistent for operation in the Great Lakes. 

For those systems, the long time they normally need to treat the ballast water in the tanks before 

discharge will often not be available with the normal sailing pattern of ships working in the Great Lakes. 

As discussed in Section 2.3.1, the normal voyage length for a ship operating in the Great Lakes is 

between 48 hours and 120 hours. The time needed for one de-oxygenation system to treat the water in 

the ballast tanks is 96 hours /0/ so ships´ operations will be impaired by having to wait for the water in 

the ballast tanks to reach their 96 hours limit before allowed to discharge. 

While not directly identified in Table 19, electrolysis processes where the complete flow of water is 

going through the treatment unit have no mitigation measure for low salinity and low temperature and so 
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fall under this category. There are 12 BWTS falling under this category. 

2.5.2 Processes considered as Promising for operation in the Great Lakes waters 
We recommend processes where ozonation is part of the treatment sequence to conduct confirmation 

testing due to the uncertainty of temperature effect on ozonation. Ozone tends to have a longer reaction 

time in cold water and in order for those processes to be classified as consistent, and for confirmation 

purposes and comfort of purchasers, tests must be done in the Great Lakes or water with properties 

similar to the Great Lakes to prove that they work. We recommend 2-tests series, land-based, which 

would normally last for 2 weeks. 

We especially expect ozone systems where ozone is injected in a side stream to have to adjust the 

reaction time before the side stream is injected in the main ballast stream in order to mitigate the effect 

of temperature. 

With respect to corrosion, while fresh water has little or no effect on coated ballast tanks and even 

uncoated ones; un-dissolved ozone may be very corrosive to both coating and steel. We therefore 

recommend that systems using ozonation process to test for corrosion in fresh cold water in addition to 

the standards recommended by the methodology of the GESAMP-BWWG. This is a prolonged 6 months 

test that can follow the methods and procedures recommended by GESAMP-BWWG but that would be 

done on fresh water treated by ozone in the same manner as ozone would be applied to the ballast water 

onboard the ship. 

Finally, we note that many Great Lakes communities use similar processes as ozone injection to treat 

their wastewater and drinking water. Data from those onshore treatment processes might prove relevant 

to whether an ozonation process needs confirmation testing or not. 

In conclusion, there are reasonably available solutions to cold water for systems using ozonation, either 

by BWTS making available test data showing that they work or by adjusting the injection mechanism to 

account for the cold water. 

2.5.3 Processes considered as Uncertain for operation in the Great Lakes waters 
For the systems using chemical injection, this includes a wide range of chemicals that will react 

differently in cold freshwater. We recommend therefore that specific tests in cold freshwater be 
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conducted by those systems to: 

1. Verify the efficiency of the treatment methods in cold fresh water. 

2. Verify that the toxicity levels and TRO levels are in line with the requirements of the Final 

Approval granted by MEPC when uptake water is cold fresh water. 

The tests we recommend above must be considered for purposes of addressing substantial uncertainties 

with the functioning of treatment systems in these waters. We have therefore included those processes as 

uncertain. 

2.5.4 Processes considered as consistent for operation in the Great Lakes waters 
We have identified a wide range of processes to be consistent for operation in the Great Lakes waters. 

Electrolysis 

For electrolysis, the lack of salt in the water and periodically its low temperature makes it very 

demanding for those processes to generate hypochlorite in high enough concentrations to meet the type 

approval requirements. 

While side-stream electrolysis processes (i.e. processes that use a small amount – approx. 1% - of the 

ballast water to create biocide and then re-inject it in the main ballast pipe) may have mitigating 

possibilities for low temperature and low salinity by heating the side stream and using stored water with 

high enough salinity as a replacement to the side stream from the main ballast line; the logistics of 

permanently having available high salinity ballast water for use with the treatment system can be 

insurmountable for some of the ships sailing in the Great Lakes. While the process of electrolysis as such 

will work when the mitigating measures against low temperature and salinity are implemented, we are of 

the opinion that the applicable logistics that apply with those mitigating measures must be considered on 

a case by case basis by each ship owner. 

There is ample source saltwater brine throughout the Great Lakes used by municipalities in winter 

months for road salting. Considering a ship with a ballasting capacity of 500 m3/h, a normal side stream 

injection system would require between 5 – 10 m3/h of injection during the ballasting period. 20 PSU, 

the general minimum salinity required for side-stream processing, roughly translates to 20 grams of salt 

per liter of water. So for our example ship, a volume of 2500 m3 of ballast water will require 25 – 50 m3 
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of 20 PSU brine water. To create this volume of brine water, 500 – 1000 kg of dry brine will be needed 

per operation or approximately 5 m3 of 230 PSU brine solutions. 

For a ship with ballasting capacity of 5000 m3/h, a normal side stream injection system would require 

between 50 – 100 m3/h of injection during the ballasting period. A volume of 20000 m3 of ballast water 

will require 200 – 400 m3 of 20 PSU brine water. To create this volume of brine water, 4 – 8 tons of dry 

brine will be needed per operation or approximately 20 – 40 m3 of 230 PSU brine solutions. 

For the two examples above, adequate tanks capacities to store the brine water or the dry brine are 

required. While this is possible in existing Aft Peak Tanks for some ships, this is not always a feasible 

solution and new tanks with adequate volumes must be retrofitted. 

Electrolysis processes using the complete stream to create biocides have no means to mitigate low 

salinity and low temperature so we expect them not to function properly in waters of the Great Lakes. 

De-oxygenation and heat treatment 

For the system using de-oxygenation and heat treatment, it uses in-tank treatment during the ship´s 

voyage. The maker Bawat AS designs the circulation rate based on the voyage length: increasing 

circulation pump rate for short voyages and decreasing it for long voyages. 

The de-oxygenation used with this BWTS does not require a holding time like other stand-alone de-

oxygenation processes. The combination with heat treatment ensures full treatment during the circulation 

of water. 

So a reasonably available solution for voyage time is available for this system; however, for very short 

voyages (for example 12 hours) and very high ballast water capacity (for example 50000 m3), this 

system might not be suitable. A case-by-case study for each ship and its voyage pattern will determine 

suitability of these processes for the ships in question. 

We have therefore concluded that this process is consistent for Great Lakes water and the voyage length 

of Great Lakes ships, and so fall under the consistent type of processes. 

UV radiation 

Seven of the combinations processes in Table 19 are using UV radiation as one of the treatment 

processes. Most UV radiation processes tested for type approval have been tested with UV-T lower than 
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the level reported on the Great Lakes (65%) which is low, but within the normal range of operation of 

ballast water treatment UV processes. 

We consider therefore that all combination of processes identified with UV radiation as being consistent 

except for the cases where the ship has to take up water with UV-T lower than the tested value; normally 

50% to 60% UV-T (reference is made to the values of the actual tests in Table 3). 

In conclusion, based on the data of UV-T in most harbors in the Great Lakes, a BWTS type approved 

with land-based tests done with a UV-T value of 50% or 60% should not have an issue treating ballast 

water originating from the Great Lakes. 

A note on the type approval of BWTS using UV radiation by the USCG 

It is a common misunderstanding to refer to UV systems as not being able to be type approved by the 

USCG because of the “dead – non-viable” difference of wording between the USCG/ETV requirements 

and the G8 Guidelines (reference is made for example to the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Ballast Water 

Network, http://www.glslballast.net/rd.php accessed September 20, 2013). 

The final ruling of the USCG does not deny, explicitly or implicitly, type approval to a process. It simply 

states requirements for type approval by the USCG for BWTS intending to treat ballast water prior to 

discharge in US waters. 

Among those requirements is the use of validated counting methods for organisms during type approval 

testing. Those methods that are validated and accepted, including methods that can be proven to be 

equivalent to those already validated methods, are listed under the ETV protocol. 

The only method listed in the ETV protocol is the staining method. 

While UV usually counts on the effect of DNA damage to stop organisms from being invasive, this 

process takes time and the effect on viability is not detected with high accuracy by the staining method 

validated in the ETV protocol. 

In order for BWTS using UV to account for the lack of high accuracy of the staining method, and thus 

manage to receive type approval by the USCG, the following can be done: 

1. Validate an alternative method (this work is currently under way for the Most Probable Number 

or MPN through the EPA´s UV Tech Panel). 
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2. Use a higher dose of UV (higher intensity of UV light) to kill organisms by other mechanisms 

than DNA-damage alone. It is difficult to estimate the additional amount of energy needed 

because this will be different depending on which UV-T level one uses for the calculation. 

It is therefore not correct to state that the USCG will not type approve BWTS using UV; it simply 

requires validation work of the test methods used during type approval testing, in the same manner those 

same test methods were verified under the G8 Guidelines. 
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3 Evaluation of the document of CSA 
The objective of this section is to evaluate and provide a detailed review of the aspects of Appendix I to 

this document that pertain to efficacy and reliability of BWTS, taking into account the expertise of 

Mouawad Consulting, the work conducted above, the global context for freshwater ballast water 

treatment and the performance of ballast water treatment systems in freshwater outside the Great Lakes. 

3.1 Aspects of efficacy and reliability of BWTS 
We have identified the following aspects from Appendix I that relate to efficacy and reliability of 

BWTS. For each aspect identified we will make an objective review based on our experience and the 

discussions above. 

1. BWMS Operational Challenges and Constraints for the CSA fleet 

 Large volumes of ballast and extremely high flow rates 

Although this issue falls outside the scope of this report, ballast volumes of 20,000 m3 and flow rates of 

5,000 m3/hr are far from extreme and unusual in the international shipping market. It is Mouawad 

Consulting´s experience that many manufacturers of BWTS have installed systems to ships with higher 

capacity and flow rate of ballast water. 

 Short voyage duration for many vessels 

References used in our report mention a voyage time between 48 hours and 120 hours, which 

corresponds to a certain extent to the numbers presented in the paper by CSA. However, the CSA 

confuses the holding time in testing conducted in accordance with the G8 Guidelines with voyage times 

of operational vessels. This may be a consequence of misunderstanding the philosophy and principles of 

the G8 Guidelines, type approval principles of marine equipment and operational requirements. 

The G8 Guidelines holding time of 5 days are not intended to be a limiting factor in the effectiveness of 

treatment systems; indeed, shipboard tests do not require such holding time and many systems perform 

shipboard tests for type approval with virtually no holding time whatsoever. 

The intention with the holding time in the G8 Guidelines is solely to ensure that organisms do not regrow 

after treatment; it does not serve as a limiting factor to the time ballast water must be kept in the ballast 

tanks for the treated water to reach the D-2 standard during normal vessel operations. 
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In conclusion, it is not correct to compare holding time for testing under the G8 Guidelines with the 

voyage time of a ship. Such comparison cannot be used as argumentation in a fact-based debate on 

effectiveness of BWTS. 

We do acknowledge however, that holding time in a shipboard sense is an underestimated issue in the 

current G8 Guidelines structure and consider this factor when rating the different processes in Table 19. 

Our research and experience is that de-oxygenation systems are the only systems that will be affected in 

a major way by holding time. Furthermore, a voyage of 48 hours will give ample time for disinfection by 

electrolysis or ozonation to take full effect; this claim is based on tests supervised by Mouawad 

Consulting, especially onboard ships. 

Voyages within the Great Lakes with duration of 12 hours (e.g. Toledo, Ohio to Goderich, Ontario) 

where Lakers cross the boundary between Lake Erie and Lake Huron should not face issues with systems 

using ozonation. Confirmation tests should be able to verify this claim as discussed in Section 2.5.2. 

For voyages of a few hours mentioned in the paragraph by CSA, case-by-case consideration should be 

given to whether ballast water treatment is necessary and that the two ports are not “the same location” 

should be studied further. Such consideration is outside the scope of this report. 

 The lack of space for retrofit installation of BWMS within the space limitations of an engine 
room 

This issue falls outside the scope of this report. 

 Insufficient electrical power to supply retrofit installation of BWMS 

Electrical power falls outside the scope of this report, however, the paper by CSA uses UV radiation as 

an example of a process that requires large amount of energy. This statement is very general and lacks 

reference to expected power demand given the specific nature of the water of the Great Lakes (i.e. 

numbers from different processes that can be compared one to one). To be specific, while a given value 

of energy use by one BWTS maker using UV radiation might be higher than another number given by 

another BWTS maker using electrolysis, the water quality to which those numbers relate to will allow us 

to determine whether we can compare those numbers or not. 
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2. Type-Approval Concerns, including Cold Water/Fresh Water Issues 

We comment on the Unitor BWMS withdrawal from the market that is drawn as an example of 

inadequacy of treatment systems to perform according to the G8 Guidelines. While the commercial, legal 

and other aspects that may have affected such a decision are not within the scope of this report, it is 

important to refer to the sentence in paragraph 1.5 of the G8 Guidelines: 

“Approval of a system, however, does not ensure that a given system will work on all vessels or in all 

situations.” 

It is the experience of Mouawad Consulting that it will never be possible for a BWTS to be tested to all 

conditions and all types of waters, for that, the type approval process will take significantly longer time 

than the 2-3 years that are the practical consequence of the current standard. However, ballast water 

management onboard ships will always be possible to be done if planned properly, to keep the BWTS 

working within its operational limitations, making the application of the BWM Convention a possible 

and realistic scenario. This applies to the ships working in the Great Lakes as well. 

Finally, tests run under the G8 Guidelines are done in runs of 5 repeated tests to have enough data that 

justifies approval. The ETV Protocol and the USCG Regulations use the same philosophy of 

repeatability as well as overall test philosophy as the G8 Guidelines (here it is important to note that the 

G8 Guidelines were influenced by the early development of the ETV Protocol and not the other way 

around). The main difference in our experience testing both as Independent Lab and G8 Guidelines type 

approval is the readiness of the BWTS before undergoing tests. While the G8 Guidelines allow some 

flexibility on how ready a system is (for instance automatic controls), the ETV/USCG requirements call 

for a market ready system to be tested. 

This and other small improvements of the ETV/USCG requirements are additional details to the G8 

Guidelines and do not offer big improvements according to the experience of Mouawad Consulting. The 

fact that the ETV/USCG requirements do not call for control water during shipboard tests can be 

considered as less stringent and a high source of uncertainty of the test efficacy. 

A noticeable improvement the ETV/USCG requirements offer is the stringent control of the test facilities 

through the Independent Lab procedure; while this is similar to the requirements in the G8 Guidelines, 

the improvement is by placing the approval of the test facilities under one single authority applying the 
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same standards to all systems being tested. 

 Salinity 

We agree with the points raised by CSA for processes using direct flow electrolysis. We have therefore 

argued that BWTS using those direct flow electrolysis processes are not suitable for waters of the Great 

Lakes. 

However, electrolysis systems using side stream have the possibility to mitigate both temperature and 

salinity although it will require substantial logistics to store water adequate for treatment. 

Other processes not so dependent on the salinity of the water can still operate within their operational 

limitations in the Great Lakes. 

 Temperature 

While we agree to the fact that ice slush might be a challenge for filters; it is important to look at the 

design of sea chests in Lakers to see if they take ballast water from under the ice belt. We recommend 

looking at the design and operation of Lakers to see if this is a real issue and for which period of time. 

When it comes to tests done for type approval according to G8, they were mainly done in waters in 

Northern Europe so we argue that this argument is not valid. 

We do agree however that for certain processes that are dependent on temperature (like ozonation or 

chemical injection), additional tests should be run with low temperature water (reference is made to 

Section 2.5.2 and 2.5.3). 

 Retention time 

We refer to our argumentation under 1-Short voyage duration for many vessels in this section. 

 Organism Assemblage 

It is in general difficult to make an opinion on claims that are not thoroughly documented. The tests 

referred to at GSI may have complex reasons for not working, for example extremely low UV-T. Other 

factors like large sizes of TSS may have affected the operation of the filters, without this necessarily 

having to do with fresh water organisms. In order to argue that a difference in organisms preclude the 

use of filters with the waters of the Great Lakes, we recommend that a test set-up at different locations 
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around the Great Lakes (preferably in harbors where ships do actually take-up ballast water) be arranged. 

Results from those tests can then be compared to results from similar tests in other parts of the world. 

Until such time when a scientifically based publication shows that organisms in the Great Lakes have a 

tendency for higher resistance against mechanical filtration, it should be safe to assume that filters will 

have the same efficiency against zooplanktons regardless of water type. 

In all cases, it is important to keep in mind that filters will always be used with another process. While 

the second process following filtration may not necessarily be tuned to treat larger organisms, it is the 

experience of Mouawad Consulting that the combination of processes is what makes a BWTS and not a 

component stand-alone. To that effect, reduced filter effectiveness can be compensated by the other 

technology accompanying the filter; for example by having to produce a greater amount of active 

substances to reach the approved TRO level.    

 Low UV-transmittance 

According to information received from the Great Lakes and presented in details in Section 2.5.4, the 

UV transmittance in the Great Lakes is higher than the transmittance the UV systems are designed to 

handle. We therefore do not agree that low transmittance is a major challenge to systems using the UV 

process. 

Should however a ship encounter ports with UV as low as that encountered at the Duluth harbor close to 

the GSI test facility that is referred to in the CSA document; ships can always avoid ballasting in such 

areas, exchange the water with very low UV-T with water with higher UV-T or use high suction sea 

chests. 

For the exchange of water, a ship should avoid ballasting, but when necessary, exchange the ballast 

taken at the port (that should be kept to the absolute minimum required by stability and strength of the 

ship) with water farther out from shore but in the same location, which is usually clearer. Furthermore, 

we consider that a combination of exchange and treatment is an exceptional procedure that is a feasible 

and readily available mitigating measure for very low UV-T harbors. 
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3. CSA Review of BWT Methods and Technologies 

i. Mechanical processes 

As mentioned previously in this report, filtration is mainly used during ballasting, not during de-

ballasting as well. 

Data presented in this report show relatively very low levels of TSS in Great Lakes waters, including 

waters tested in the GSI facility. It is furthermore the size of TSS that can prove challenging to filters not 

so much the concentration of the TSS. While high concentrations of TSS might prove challenging to UV 

radiation processes; the low levels encountered in the Great Lakes should not pose any issues for UV 

radiation. 

ii. Chemical processes 

The points raised by the CSA for electrolysis systems must be considered on a case by case basis for 

each ship depending on the sailing pattern and whether concentrated brine or dry brine is available in the 

ports the ship calls normally. It is not possible in a fact-based debate to eliminate or approve a process 

without taking into consideration the applicable logistics of providing adequate source brine for the 

ships. 

We therefore do not agree to the arguments set forth and recommend that electrolysis be looked at as a 

very good alternative for some ships, when the logistics of providing adequate source brine is feasible. 

While we agree in general to the argumentation made in this section, we set a question mark about the 

shipboard holding time required for certain systems available; this is why we recommend in Section 

2.5.3 that further tests are run on chemical injection systems. 

iii. Physical processes 

a. The description of heat treatment by the CSA is not in agreement with the reality of ballast water 

treatment. As described in this report, once type approved, heat treatment by circulation during the 

voyage as proposed by Bawat is a very good alternative for ships sailing in the Great Lakes. 

The Bawat BWMS uses waste heat from boilers by leading the steam to a heat exchanger to raise the 

temperature of the water; other arrangements to use heat from return water for example can also be 

arranged. 
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b. Refer to our discussion in this report on UV radiation and the approval following the USCG 

requirements. We do not agree with the argumentation stated by CSA. 

c. The points raised by CSA on de-oxygenation as a stand-alone process are in agreement with our 

classification of those processes being inconsistent for treatment of the waters of the Great Lakes. 

 

We studied MERC´s test plan and report on the B&K filter; we did not reach the same conclusion as 

CSA that the filter failed the tests. Neither were there any criteria to judge success or failure in either the 

plan or the report, nor does MERC mention that the intention of the report is to prove efficiency of the 

filter against a given standard /28/ /29/. It is Mouawad Consulting´s experience that it is the combination 

of processes that make a BWTS, thus to assess whether a BWTS functions or not in given conditions, the 

whole treatment system must be tested not only one component process. 

Finally, it is Mouawad Consulting´s experience that manufacturers of BWTS are not reluctant to test in 

fresh water. The test facilities at DHI and NIVA have added to their capacity fresh water testing to cope 

with the market demand for fresh water testing, something which contradicts the claim by the CSA paper 

that vendors are reluctant to test in fresh water due to lack of market incentives. It is our experience that 

most manufacturers of BWTS that we have worked with are actually as eager as the end users of the 

BWTS to challenge their systems to actual conditions that their systems will be used in. 

3.2 Conclusion of the review of the paper by CSA 
In conclusion, while we agree to some of the arguments and facts referred to in the paper by CSA 

included in Appendix I of this report, we note that most of CSA´s conclusions are either in contradiction 

to the research we have made or our experience in the field of ballast water management. 

We do acknowledge the fact that the Great Lakes have close to zero PSU salinity and very cold water; 

that fact should in principle not create a challenge for the majority of treatment systems to effectively 

treat the water to the D-2 standard. The data to which we had access to show relatively low TSS values 

and high UV-T compared to what is tested during type approval testing for the G8 Guidelines. 
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4 Conclusion 
Based on the argumentation drawn throughout this report, we are of the opinion that there are feasible 

ballast water treatment processes that are consistent with treatment of the waters of the Great Lakes to 

the D-2 standard during the voyage lengths of Great Lakes ships. A number of ballast water treatment 

systems using these consistent processes have been type approved under the appropriate guidelines of the 

International Maritime Organization, and are available in the market at the time of writing of this report. 

This report has not addressed fully the operational constraints a BWTS has on ships in respect of design 

and operation and the ability of the market to deliver and install BWTS to the CSA fleet which is a 

separate issue from the one addressed in this report: whether BWTS exist that are capable of treating 

ballast water within the Great Lakes and the Saint Lawrence Seaway system. 

It is Mouawad Consulting´s experience and recommendation that implementation of any regulation 

requires the cooperation of authorities and the industry. The BWM Convention provides for a range of 

other methods of compliance with its requirements, such as discharge to reception facilities, no-ballast 

ships and risk assessment-based route exemptions. 

We therefore recommend that further work be done on the following areas: 

1. Risk assessment following the G7 Guidelines of the BWM Convention for harbors around the 

Great Lakes that receive vessels with extremely short voyages. While this option can prove time 

consuming and difficult to conclude, with the amount of data already available from the Great 

Lakes, it should be feasible to concentrate the studies on ports that are in proximity of each other, 

as well as harbors located on the biggest routes of ships in the Great Lakes. 

2. Feasibility study of building on-shore or offshore reception facilities. 

3. Shipboard tests of BWTS using technologies classified as promising or uncertain by this report 

onboard Lakers in typical harbor waters. Such tests should be feasible to undertake as a 

cooperation project between the CSA and other ship owning associations and authorities in both 

Canada and the USA. 

In conclusion, we do recommend that in order to improve the methods of treatment of ballast water to 

protect the environment from invasion by foreign aquatic species, BWTS be installed and used onboard 
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ships on a regular basis. This means that Port State Authorities must also realize that this new field of 

operation onboard ships requires a certain period of introduction when introducing enforcement policies 

and gaining better understanding of the capabilities of technologies through consistent use.  
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Appendix I Extract from transmission of comments made by 
CSA on the Transport Canada Discussion Paper 
This Appendix is an exact copy of Annex B of the transmission sent from CSA to Transport Canada on 

March 31st, 2013 to which Mouawad Consulting was asked by Transport Canada to comment to. The 

original letter can be referred to with Transport Canada. 

The original letter was submitted with two other enclosures that are not part of the scope of this report: 

Annex A – Legal Aspects of Ballast Water Convention Applicability 

Annex C – General Comments 

 

Annex B Ballast Water Management System (BWMS) Constraints 

In addition to the important question of whether ballast water management systems (BWMS) are the appropriate solution to 

mitigate the as yet un-quantified risk related to transfer of marine non- indigenous species (NIS) within Canadian internal 

waters, there also exist many outstanding critical issues related to technology that are not yet resolved at this time. 

Transport Canada has acknowledged in their Discussion Paper some of the constraints and current impediments to ballast 

water treatment technology for the bi-national Great Lakes fleet, however nonetheless makes the following assertions: 

 “Transport Canada’s position is that if vessels decide to use a Treatment System to meet the performance standard 

they will find an available Treatment System within the first three categories.”8  

 “Transport Canada’s position is that all vessels can physically install treatment systems. Ultimately the decision to fit 

a Treatment System is a commercial one.”9  

The Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) disagrees with these assertions and offers information herein to illustrate the 

current status of treatment system development as it relates to the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Seaway (GLSLS) region, and 

the state of international and U.S. type-approval processes. The following items are addressed in this annex:  

 CSA vessels Operational Constraints/Challenges  

 Type Approval Concerns, including Cold water/Fresh water Issues  

 Review of BWMS Methods and Technologies  

                                                 

8 Transport Canada Discussion Paper, S. 4.2, page 21. The three categories referred to are: 1. Tested in fresh water, 2. 
Expected to work in fresh water, and 3. Can be augmented to work in fresh water. 2  
9 Transport Canada Discussion Paper, S. 4.3, page 21. 
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1. BWMS Operational Challenges and Constraints for the CSA fleet 

The CSA consists of six companies operating 80 Canadian-registered vessels in the Great Lakes, the St. Lawrence River, 

Eastern Canada, and the Arctic, serving many different types of industries and carrying a wide range of commodities. The 

fleet therefore is technically diverse, with many vessels employing unique designs in order to maximise efficiencies in unique 

operating environments. The vessels include: bulk carriers built to the maximum size of the St. Lawrence Seaway’s locks; 

self- unloading bulkers built to the maximum size of the St. Lawrence Seaway’s locks; pocket tankers; general cargo ships, 

and; articulated tugs and barges designed to carry petroleum asphalts and heavy fuels. 

Transport Canada’s Discussion Paper, similar to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s SAB report10, EPA’s Vessel 

General Permit 2013 Fact Sheet11 and USCG Final Rule12, correctly identifies some of the obstacles to designing and 

installing BWTS for vessels of the bi-national fleet. These include short voyage times, high ballast flow rates, installation 

space constraints and a lack of sufficient electrical power. In fact, the EPA includes the following quote from the EPA’s SAB  

report in their Vessel General Permit Fact Sheet issued on March 29, 2013: 

“In addition to specific environmental and vessel applications, vessel type and vessel operations can dictate [Ballast 

Water Management System] applicability. Although a multitude of vessel designs and operation scenarios exist, a 

few important examples of specific constraints can greatly limit treatment options. Perhaps the most dramatic 

limitations are found within the Great Lakes bulk carrier fleet that operates vessels solely with the Great Lakes with 

large volumes of fresh, and often cold, ballast water (“Lakers”). The vessels in this fleet have ballast volumes up to 

50,000 m3; high pumping rates (up to 5,000 m3/hour), uncoated ballast tanks (older vessels), and some vessels have 

separate sea chests and pumps for each ballast tank. A further confounding issue is that voyages taken by Lakers 

average four to five days, with many less than two days. Given these characteristics, a number of limitations are 

imposed.”13 

Transport Canada however fails to adequately consider the consequence of these constraints on the ability of the CSA fleet to 

install BWMS. For clarity therefore, we further elaborate on these items and several additional operational and technical 

constraints to BWMS installation faced by the CSA fleet below. 

 Large volumes of ballast and extremely high flow rates. It is a commercial reality of short- sea-shipping in the Great 

Lakes region that the time spent in port is minimized to the extent possible. In fact, one of the competitive advantages of 

self-unloading vessels is the ability to unload cargo very quickly - CSA vessels, carrying iron ore, coal, aggregates or 

                                                 

10 Efficacy of Ballast Water Treatment Systems: a report by the EPA Science Advisory Board, July 12, 2011 
11 US EPA NPDES Vessel General Permit for Discharges Incidental to the Normal Operation of Vessels Fact Sheet, March 29, 
2013; pages 72 and 101 
12 USCG Final Ballast Water Rule, Standards for Living Organisms in Ships’ Ballast Water Discharge in US Waters, Federal 
Register Vol. 77, No. 57, March 23, 2012 
13 Note that while the EPA has used the term “Lakers” to describe the domestic fleets of the GLSLS, CSA vessels that also 
operate beyond Ile Anticosti but within the EEZ face many of the same constraints 
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grain, are expected to be capable of de-ballasting at rates commensurate with the customers’ loading equipment. 

Therefore, given that typical CSA vessel ballast water volumes are between 15,000 m3 and 20,000 m3, these vessels 

require the capability to de-ballast at rates of up to 5,000 m3 per hour and ballast water treatment systems must have the 

ability to treat ballast water efficiently at this very challenging flow rate. In the case of self-unloading bulkers, this 

requires additional electrical power requirements to operate the loading gear. 

 Short voyage duration for many vessels. Many voyages conducted by CSA vessels are of relatively short duration, 

ranging from several hours to an average of four days. In addition, an annual roster of voyages for any particular vessel 

will generally consist of a mix of shorter and longer voyages. BWMS employing active substances require a minimum 

retention time for disinfection or for neutralization prior to discharge that exceeds the time available on a typical voyage 

in the GLSLS. As will be discussed, the IMO BWMS G8 testing protocol stipulates a minimum of 5 days ballast water 

retention. Given this, a system that is approved by IMO may not be effective under shipboard operations if the available 

retention time (i.e. voyage duration) is shorter than 5 days.  

 The lack of space for retrofit installation of BWMS within the space limitations of an engine room. Transport 

Canada suggests that there is ample space available in the engine rooms for installation of treatment systems and 

associated piping in vessels designed to operate in the Great Lakes. However, most CSA vessels were constructed 

deliberately to maximize cargo capacity and efficiency based on the size constraints of the locks in the St. Lawrence 

Seaway and there is very limited available empty space in the engine room to accommodate ballast water systems. 

Additionally, multiple treatment system modules may be required in order to meet the large ballast volume and high flow 

rates, further exacerbating this installation constraint. Other considerations beyond only BWMS footprint include 

maintenance and “pull’ space for filters and UV bulb replacement 14. Lastly, the addition of exhaust gas scrubber 

technology on many CSA vessels is further contributing to a reduced amount of available space for additional systems.  

 Retrofitting BWMS on modern Canadian tankers would be exceedingly difficult. Most modern tankers are not fitted 

with ballast pump rooms as virtually all of the piping and ballast pumps are located in the ballast tanks. Significant 

engineering challenges associated with the existing ballast piping configurations and the lack of available space would be 

experienced. In fact, fitting systems on tankers could be of the highest difficulty given space and configuration issues, 

although Transport Canada in fact did not consider tankers in Table 5 (Broad categories of Great Lakes vessels, in order 

of increasing challenge for fitting of a Treatment System) of the Discussion Paper.  

 Retrofitting BWMS on Articulated Tug and Barges (ATB) would be extremely difficult, especially on the tugs. It 
would likely be more feasible for the barge of an ATB to retrofit a system once they become commercially available. The 

additional energy required by the tug to carry barges is also a significant limitation. 

                                                 

14 For instance, one 900m3/hr disc filter examined by CSA members is 5’ in diameter by 7’ tall, but with the required valve 
and pull space for the filter requires 18’ tall by 6.5’ diameter (possibly 8 of these filters needed for one ship). Another 
example of extra space required is associated with the UV units for a specific IMO approved system examined - a 3000m3/hr 
module requires 40 UV units with 9 bulbs in each unit all piped together (for two 3000m3 systems a total of 80 UV units will 
be needed for a total of 720 UV bulbs; filters are also required). 
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 Insufficient electrical power to supply retrofit installation of BWMS. The power requirements for systems must be 

considered, as existing vessels were designed with generators matched to the designed electrical load of the original ship 

with only a small reserve to accommodate the type of power required by even the most conservative ballast treatment 

systems. If electrical generators are insufficient, additional diesel generators will be required at significant cost and 

indeed will need to be housed in the engine room that will only make the space limitation a more complex issue to solve. 

The BWMS will be in operation during cargo unloading operations, at which time the cargo self-unloading systems must 

also be powered. An even greater concern is associated with BWMS that employ ultra- violet light during treatment, as 

the anticipated power demand would be greater than the supply capacity of most vessels. 

Further information on operational and technical constraints related to specific treatment methodologies is provided in Section 

3 of this annex. 

2. Type-Approval Concerns, including Cold Water/Fresh Water Issues 

Transport Canada proposes to require that Canadian-flagged ships install type-approved ballast water treatment systems to 

meet the discharge performance standard. TC’s intent, articulated in section 3.4.3 of the Discussion Paper, is to accept type-

approval of systems that respect the International Maritime Organization (IMO) G8 Guidelines for the Testing and Approval 

of Ballast Water Management Systems (G8 Guidelines) or the Generic Protocol for the Verification of Ballast Water 

Treatment Technologies under the United States EPA’s Environmental Technology Verification Program (ETV Protocol). 

CSA has several concerns regarding both the type-approval process itself and the lack of any suitable type-approved systems 

for use in the unique environmental conditions of the GLSLS. 

Although TC notes that there are now 28 treatment systems approved under the IMO G8 standard, the following issues as 

regards type approvals are noted by CSA: 

 It is well recognized that there are concerns with the level of confidence that ship owners can place in IMO type-

approvals and the reliability of some systems that have obtained these approvals. Test parameters set out in the G8 

Guidelines are not wide ranging enough to account for all conditions which may be encountered and in which ships may 

operate and also they haven’t been proven to give repeatable results 100% of the time. These concerns have been raised 

to the IMO by several stakeholders requesting revision of the standard15. Highlighting this lack of confidence in IMO 

type-approvals was the withdrawal from the market of the UNITOR ballast water system, which had been granted IMO 

type-approval, in 2012. The system manufacturer cited ‘quality control issues’ and an inability of the system to work in 

all water conditions, including fresh water. 

 It is expected that eventual USCG type-approvals, which will be granted on the basis of testing according to the more 

rigorous ETV Protocol, will provide improved confidence in systems. 

                                                 

15 MEPC64/2/17, Consideration of amending the Guidelines for Approval of BWMS (G8), submitted by the International 
Chamber of Shipping July 27, 2012 to the IMO MEPC 64th session 
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However, there are currently no systems that have been granted type approval under this program and it is anticipated to be 

years until a sufficient number of systems are USCG type approved. According to a 2012 report commissioned by the St 

Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation16: 

“ It is not possible for owners of new vessels as defined by the EPA (constructed after January 1, 2012) to comply 

with the proposed implementation schedule which requires all new vessels to be delivered with a BWMS which has 

been tested in accordance with the ETV Protocol. As noted above, it will take a minimum of 20 months before a 

BWMS has completed testing in accordance with the Protocol. Therefore, vessel owners who will be receiving new 

build ships before 2015 will be unable to comply with the VGP2 because no BWMS meeting the EPA’s own 

requirements will be available. Furthermore, since it will take approximately 30 months, and more likely 36 months, 

from the effective date of the IFR before any BWMS are Type Approved by the Coast Guard, vessel owners will not 

voluntarily install systems until mid to late 2015 at the earliest.” 

Further confounding this issue, it is well known that the waters of the Great Lakes are unique in terms of salinity, temperature, 

organism assemblage and other factors and this uniqueness affects the ability of BWMS developed and tested elsewhere in the 

world to work effectively in the Great Lakes. This is of critical importance to Canadian ship owners operating in the GLSLS, 

as we are aware of the following specific issues that may render IMO tested and approved systems in particular, and perhaps 

even USCG type-approved systems when available (unless tested and approved specifically in the Great Lakes), in fact 

unsuitable for use on vessels operating in the Great Lakes: 

 Salinity - The IMO G8 Guideline defines fresh water as that with a salinity of < 3 practical salinity units (PSU), 

therefore a system tested under G8 at 3PSU could be marketed as “fresh water approved”. However, the salinity of 

the water in the Great Lakes is near zero (<0.1 PSU; water at Duluth-Superior Harbour from tests done at the Great 

Ships Initiative in 2009-11 had a salinity ranging from 0.05 to 0.117). Therefore, although the IMO has approved a 

small number of systems for use in fresh water, the salinity of the fresh water in which these systems were tested 

may not be representative of the salinity of the Great Lakes and may adversely affect the ability of the system to 

work effectively. Some manufacturers also claim that their systems, while not tested in fresh water as part of their 

IMO type-approval, are ‘suitable for use’ in fresh water; however, the IMO requirement is to test in two levels of 

salinity, separated by 10 PSU points. It follows then that a system could be tested in sea water and brackish water 

and yet be represented as working in fresh water. Furthermore, ‘suitable for use in fresh water’ is not equivalent to 

suitable for use in the fresh water of the Great Lakes. This is illustrative of the challenge of accepting, for CSA 

vessels, type-approved systems from the IMO and a delegated authority that is not required to test the efficacy of a 

certain system under real environmental conditions. 

                                                 

16 Report to St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation Regarding Ballast Water Type Approval Process and Obstacles 
Associated with Installation of Non-Coast Guard Type Approved Ballast Water Management Systems, by International 
Maritime Environmental & Safety Associates, Jan. 9, 2012 
17 Allegra Cangelosi, Principle Investigator, Great Ships Initiative, personal communication 
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 Temperature - The IMO guidelines do not specify temperature ranges for test waters, even though temperature can 

have a significant effect on treatment efficiency. For instance, operation in 0° Celsius waters may render filtration 

systems non-operational due to problems with ice and slush blockage. Chemical systems generally need water 

temperatures of greater than 15°C to be effective, therefore a system approved on the basis of tests conducted at 

warm temperatures may be ineffective in the Great Lakes in the winter. Submission to the IMO Marine Environment 

Protection Committee (MEPC) meeting in February 2012 suggests that an evaluation of the effect of temperature on 

ballast water management system operation must be made18. For example, shortly after receiving type-approval from 

Germany in 2008, the SEDNA BWMS using Peraclean Ocean was withdrawn from the market after studies revealed 

that unacceptably high levels of residual chemicals were found in ballast water discharges when operating in very 

cold waters.  

 Retention Time – The IMO G8 guideline requires that treated ballast water be tested after having been retained for 5 

days. In Great Lakes operation however, vessels may have to de- ballast in a few hours, therefore a system that needs 

more time than that to work effectively will not work in the Great Lakes. The amount of time required to kill the 

organisms in the tanks varies with the process: de-oxygenation systems typically need 3 to 4 days, while ozone 

systems need up to 15 hours retention. Chemical systems can require 24 to 48 hours of retention time. All of these 

processes would not be suitable for Great Lakes operations as the required retention times could not be met in certain 

trades.  

 Organism Assemblage – Information published by various sources indicates that taxonomic categories of organisms 

in the Great Lakes may differ in size, morphology and other characteristics from their counterparts in brackish and 

saltwater systems. The Great Ships Initiative (GSI) reported in April 2010 that a treatment system that technically 

meets the IMO standard for the >50um size category in salt water may or may not deliver the same performance 

relative to zooplankton generally in the natural freshwater context19. GSI also reported filter ineffectiveness in land-

based trials likely due in part to filamentous algal forms in Duluth-Superior Harbour water20. New information also 

suggests that some fresh water organisms, which are softer and have different characteristics than salt water 

organisms, can ‘squeeze through’ filters designed to stop them, therefore potentially making filters much less 

effective in fresh water than in sea water.  

 Low UV transmittance – The previously noted 2011 GSI report also noted an issue with very low ambient 

ultraviolet transmittance in the Duluth-Superior Harbour water due to High Dissolved Organic Carbon Compounds 

which impeded the effectiveness of the advanced oxidation system under trial. Low UV transmittance adversely 

                                                 

18 MEPC 63/2/16, Proposed Amendments to the Guidelines for Approval of Ballast Water Management Systems (G8), 15 
December 2011 
19 A Great Lakes Relevancy Preamble to the GSI Report on Land-Based Testing Outcomes for the Siemens SiCURETM Ballast 
Water Management System, Allegra Cangelosi, Great Ships Initiative, April 28, 2010 
20 Final Report of the Land-Based, Freshwater Testing of the AlfaWall AB PureBallast® Ballast Water Treatment System, 
Great Ships Initiative, March 17, 2011 
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affecting treatment results has also been reported by Briski et al (2013)21. 

The above-noted examples illustrate the critical need to test systems in the water in which they will operate and the serious 

concerns with reliance on IMO type approvals. For ship owners to have confidence that systems will comply with regulated 

discharge limits, they must be tested and approved under the conditions in which they will be used. 

As previously noted, there is a recognized need to update the G8 Guidelines to revise test standards to account for varying 

operational conditions and improve transparency in results to provide sufficient data for ship owners upon which to evaluate 

systems. The IMO has decided not to revise the G8 Guidelines in favour of agreeing to make modifications to required 

information that must be supplied on type-approval documents in order to provide ship owners with better information on 

which to base system selection. This however is unlikely to prove sufficient for Canadian ship owners operating in the 

GLSLS due to the issues noted above with IMO type approvals. Without confirmation of compliance with U.S. approval 

requirements, CSA members cannot confidently invest in such systems if and when they are available. At present time, CSA 

is not aware of any system being successfully tested under Great Lakes representative conditions to the ETV protocol. 

It is concerning that TC supports this approach and will demand that the marine industry make a significant investment in 

treatment equipment that has a high probability of being non-compliant. The installation of systems that can’t meet 

requirements in all conditions is putting the shipowners the potential position of being non-compliant and potentially 

diminishing commercial viability. 

3. CSA Review of BWT Methods and Technologies 

CSA and its member companies have engaged in a review of different ballast water treatment methodologies and specific 

systems over the past two to three years. This included an onboard trial of an advanced filtration system, and more recently, a 

complete review of IMO type-approved systems. Furthermore, CSA has participated in numerous technical forums such as 

the Great Lakes Ballast Water Collaborative since it was formed in 2009 and in major ballast water conferences. As a result of 

this review, CSA is still not confident that there are BWMS available that will work with the operational and environmental 

constraints faced on our vessels. 

The following information has been collected by CSA member companies based on technical review and discussion with 

many suppliers and is included herein to provide general information on ballast water treatment processes along with 

illustration of the additional technical issues expected to be faced by ship owners when attempting to treat ballast water. 

i. Mechanical Processes. Mechanical separation by filters is a component of almost all systems (27 of the 30 type approved 

systems reviewed by Gregg et al22 use filters) in combination with other processes. Filter manufacturers are most challenged 

                                                 

21 Multi-dimensional Approach to Invasive Species Prevention. Environmental Science and Technology 47: 1216-1221. 
22 Review of two decades of progress in the development of management options for reducing or eradicating 
phytoplankton, zooplankton and bacteria in ship's ballast water; Matthew Gregg1,2, Geoff Rigby3 and Gustaaf M. 
Hallegraeff1* Aquatic Invasions (2009) Volume 4, Issue 3: 521-565. 
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by the extreme high flow rates in ballast water systems and with the internal cleaning or ’backwash’ cleaning. Disc filters 

have shown better performance than woven wire mesh screen filters, however they become large and, with a large number of 

disc stacks when greater than 800 to 1000m3/hr flows are needed, fitting disc filters is a significant challenge in existing 

engine rooms. Disc filters clean quite well by taking the disc stack off line and expanding the discs and forcing water in a 

reverse direction across the discs. Wire mesh filters are typically drum or tube shaped and can have one large filter or many 

smaller ‘candle’ elements. Back washing or cleaning is done by reversing the flow of the fluid and essentially ‘vacuuming’ 

the internal surface of debris. This could pose a difficulty with organisms that could get intertwined within the weave of the 

wire mesh or forced back into the screen. Filtration is performed on both ballast uptake and ballast discharge in 27 of the 30 

type approved systems. 

In addition to challenges with flow rates and space issues noted above, GLSLS specific concerns related to filtration have 

been noted. Many Great Lakes ports have very high suspended solids and organics in the waters, which leads to filter failures 

and reduction in UV effectiveness (where UV is coupled with filtration). Filter and UV systems tested in the Great Lakes (at 

the Great Ships Initiative facility in Duluth/Superior) have not achieved acceptable results, reportedly due to filamentous 

algae and high tannin levels in the waters. Filter systems may also be completely ineffective in zero degree temperature 

waters, as the filters could freeze due to accumulated slush and ice formation.  

ii. Chemical Process. A variety of chemicals (active substances) are available to kill organisms in ballast water. While most 

are biocides, some function to clump or coagulate organisms to assist in their mechanical removal. Chemicals can be stored 

on board in liquid or gas form or they can be generated on demand through electrochemical processes. There are 19 BWMS 

using active substances and 15 BWMS requiring storage of chemicals. 

Chemicals used are either oxidizing or non-oxidizing. Oxidizing agents (chlorine, chlorine dioxide, bromine, hydrogen 

peroxide, ozone) work on destroying cell membranes and other organic structure. Environmental concerns surrounding 

chemical use focuses on the impacts of residuals or by-products in treated discharge on receiving waters. Effective chemical 

use is a balance between the amount of time required to achieve inactivation of the organisms, with the time needed for those 

chemicals and residuals to degrade or be neutralized to environmentally acceptable levels. Therefore, chemical treatment 

systems require either a minimum amount of “holding time” to reach the required level of fatality before the ballast water can 

be discharged or a neutralization step, which must be tested at the same time as when the system undergoes IMO testing. The 

variables of temperature, salinity, organic content and sediment load make this a challenging balancing act. In addition, 

chemical ballast water tanks. There are 12 BWMS using chlorination (9 electrolytic chlorination) and 3 using ozone. 

An IMO approved BWMS employing filters, chlorine dioxide and a proprietary chemical was investigated by CSA members. 

However, this system requires a 48 hour holding time. As previously noted, vessels operating at Great Lakes ports may only 

have several hours between loading and discharge and therefore could not accommodate a 48 hour hold time. Reducing the 

retention time would require higher than normal dosage rates which would promote steel corrosion and also the possibility of 

residual chemical concentrations in the ballast discharge exceeding the allowable limits. 

Electrochlorination systems require salinity in the water to effect the chemical reaction and produce Sodium Hypochlorite to 
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disinfect the ballast water. Given that Great Lakes water is of zero or near zero salinity, these systems are not available for use 

in fresh water. It has been suggested that a slipstream configuration, where a small percentage of the ballast water (1% - 5%) 

is treated and injected into the main ballast water flow, could be used. However, based on review of an IMO approved 

electrochlorination system, for a Great Lakes vessel a salt water/brine tank or an aft peak tank that holds 1200 cubic meters 

would be required, resulting in a loss of cargo capacity of approximately 1200 tons of cargo per voyage. 

These systems also generally require the treatment water to be above a minimum water temperature of 15° C for effective use 

of these systems, which of course is not achievable for much of the year in the Great Lakes - lower temperature can impact 

the dissipation rate and require longer retention times. Operation of these systems at lower temperature will also severely 

impact the operating life of the systems and lead to higher maintenance and frequent breakdowns. 

It has been suggested by some BWTS vendors that the temperature of the ballast water could be raised to allow the system to 

be effective. This would be impossible for full flow chemical or electrochlorination systems as the amount of energy required 

to heat near 0°C water up to 15°C temperatures at 4000 or 5000m3 per hour flow rates could not be supplied by the vessel. 

The ability to heat ballast water in slipstream systems may be feasible if the ballast water treatment system was operational 

while the vessel’s main engine was running and hot water was being produced. However, ballast water treatment systems 

operate while the vessels are at dock and discharging or loading cargo, therefore only generators are running to supply 

electrical power while at the dock. This would not generate enough heat to raise water temperatures to the levels required. 

It should be noted also that allowable chlorine discharge rates are more stringent for the Great Lakes than the global limits 

used in designing, testing and approving Ballast Water Treatment Systems, therefore required dissipation times, discharge 

monitoring and neutralization would all be more stringent than those required by the IMO regulations and would create an 

additional complication to systems operation. 

iii. Physical Treatment. Heat, UV, ultrasound, cavitation, and de-oxygenation are all treatment methods that can be used in 

BWMS, rarely alone and in most times in combination, as none of these techniques has been proven to be 100% effective in 

isolation. Heat and ultrasound, although attractive from an environmental point of view, have been found not practicable and 

are currently rarely used as part of ballast water processes23. With specific reference to the GLSLS operations, the following 

issues are noted: 

a. In the case of heat, the time and energy required to heat ballast water to the necessary temperature - notably for ships 

operating in colder seas – is expected to be unachievable.  

b. With respect to UV, there is a difference in the IMO and USCG standards for measuring efficacy. The USCG rule is 

a standard for “living’ organisms and requires a certain “kill” criteria. UV is not usually administered in large 

enough doses (particularly in ‘larger’ organisms or organisms with outer shells) to kill the organisms, but causes 

damage to DNA that can prevent them from reproducing (and often causes death to occur sooner than if they had not 

received the dose but this might be days/weeks/months later). Thus if one is trying to minimize concentrations of 
                                                 

23 Footnote missing in the original document 
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colony-forming units of target bacteria, the UV-treated bacteria in the water might still be “alive” but not capable of 

reproducing and forming colonies on culture plates. UV can have more of a quick biocidal effect, but at very high 

dosages that require significant increases in power; BWMS manufacturers must balance efficacy in treating ballast 

water with energy requirements to keep cost in line and ship’s power consumption down.    

Also with respect to UV systems, recent information22 suggests that the natural harbour water used for BWTS testing 

purposes at the GSI site in Lake Superior had transmittance level too low (14.2%) for successful treatment by UV 

radiation, and that this is similar to conditions of many global fresh and brackish water ports. UV systems vendors 

are suggesting their systems will work down to 65% transmittance levels but not lower, indicating that UV systems 

would not work in these types of water quality conditions. This is further demonstrated by the fact that GSI reported 

in the same paper the failure of an IMO approved system under these conditions.  

c. De-oxygenation, which involves the displacement or ‘stripping’ of oxygen with another inert gas such as nitrogen or 

carbon dioxide, is an attractive process but requires a minimal retention time of 3 to 4 days that is not compatible 

with trades in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway. As previously discussed, the majority of Great Lakes 

vessels do not have this amount of time available for holding and treating ballast.  

In the Discussion Paper, TC specifically notes, under the category of “tested in freshwater” in Table 4, that, given type 

approvals expected din fall 2012, this option includes RWO CleanBallast, DESMI OceanGuard, and Siemens SiCURE™ as 

suitable systems. All three of these BWMS have been evaluated by CSA members and none was determined suitable for 

further consideration for use in existing vessels trading in the Great Lakes, as follows: 

 The filter used by the DESMI system, a BOLLFILTER type, failed testing at the Maritime Environmental Resource 

Center (MERC) testing facility in Baltimore24. In addition, the methodology used by DESMI, which consists of two-

way filtration, is not suitable for ships operating in the Great Lakes because of the quantity of solids and sediments 

that are found in these waters. Further, the DESMI Ocean Guard vendor has informed that there was no intention to 

test their system at GSI, but only to enroll in the USCG Alternate Management System.  

 The RWO BWMS uses a disc filter, which becomes very large when flow capacity increases to 3000m3 (4 large 

filter housings – each 5’ diameter x 7’ tall- but needs 5’ pull space above it). The follow-up treatment is electrolysis, 

which is not feasible for the reasons noted previously herein. RWO has further advised that their system is too large 

to retrofit into existing ships designed to operate in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Waterway and will not work in 

fresh water.  

 The Siemens SiCURE™ system, which is based on electro-chlorination and works with salt water25, has not received 

                                                 

24 See MERC Report reference MERC ER02-09, Summary of results, p.3.The filter was part of the MSI Ballast Water 
Treatment System (UV), tested as a prototype. 
25 GSI Report of the Land-Based Freshwater Testing of the Siemens SiCURE™ Ballast Water Management System, March 15, 
2010. GSI has further concluded, on April 28, 2010 that “the SiCURE™ system would require a modification, specifically the 
addition of a neutralization step with another chemical such as sodium bisulphate, for it to have wide applicability to Great 
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IMO approval at this time but passed testing at the GSI facility. However, a neutralization step would reportedly 

have to be added to the process. 

It should also be noted that, during discussions with vendors, CSA members have been advised of reluctance by vendors to 

progress land-based testing of BWMS at an approved fresh-water testing laboratory due to the limited number of vessels and 

market potential for fresh-water systems, the cost of testing, and the level of difficulty in achieving the U.S. ETV Protocol 

criteria.  

4. Conclusions  

 The CSA is unaware of any BWMS that has been type-approved by any administration and also successfully tested 

in the unique waters of the Great Lakes.  

 The lack of proven ability to repeatedly meet the standards when type approved is putting vessels ability to respect 

Canadian and U.S. regulations at great risk.  

 Transport Canada must recognize that CSA vessels are a unique sub-category of vessels for which an alternative risk 

mitigation approach is acceptable.  

 CSA asserts that both the IMO G8 and EPA ETV protocols do not adequately account for GLSLS conditions; 

therefore it is imperative that these protocols be modified and include requirements for testing at a Great Lakes fresh 

water facility to ensure that systems work effectively in the GLSLS. The potential to accept BWTS which have been 

type-approved by a third party other than the USCG or at a facility that is not capable of reproducing GLSLS 

conditions is deemed a significant risk and a serious disincentive to ship owners to invest in the installation of BWTS 

technology. 

 Although not discussed in this annex, Transport Canada must recognize that CSA vessels are a unique sub-category 

of vessels for which an alternative risk mitigation approach is acceptable, and which should be commensurate with 

any risk attributed to domestic operations. Developing technologies, including advanced filtration and biocide 

treatment, should be further considered and a future regulatory regime should facilitate technology options. In fact, 

the EPA has recently stated: 

“Due to the challenges of installing ballast water treatment systems currently available on the many vessels 

in the Laker fleet, the cost of installing those systems at this time due to Lakers’ unique designs, and the 

lack of currently available ballast water treatment systems appropriate for the largest Lakers, alternative 

technologies are being researched.”11 

                                                                                                                                                                          

Lakes fleets”. See A Great Lakes Relevancy Preamble to the GSI Report on Land-Based Testing Outcomes for the Siemens 
SiCURE™ Ballast Water Management System. Both reports are available online on the GSI website www.nemw.org/GSI/ 
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environmental engineering. We seek to deliver added value to environmental regulations for both manufacturers of 

equipment, ship owners and ship managers, as well as regulators. 

Mouawad Consulting was founded in May 2013 in Norway by Jad Mouawad (M.Sc. Marine Engineering) who previously 

developed and headed the Environmental Protection section at Det Norske Veritas (currently DNV GL). Building on this 

experience and vast international network working mainly with Ballast Water Management Systems and the Ballast Water 

Management Convention, we aim to deliver high quality engineering and consultancy projects. 

In his responsibilities at DNV, Mr. Mouawad type-approved 11 of the world’s 33 type-approved BWTS on behalf of Norway, 

and has undertaken design assessment and type-approval testing associated with 21 other systems. Furthermore, Mr. 

Mouawad has audited 10 ballast water test facilities worldwide for DNV. Mr. Mouawad has been part of Norwegian 

delegations on ballast water to the Bulk Liquids and Gases sub-committee of the International Maritime Organization (which 

sets international technical standards for BWTS) and is a notable participant in drafting guidance on type approval 

internationally. Through DNV, he also approved BWTS installations on vessels for the classification society. He is regularly 

called upon as an expert in ballast water matters at international conferences and meetings. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Ballast water, required for the safety and stability of ships, is also a vector for the introduction of 
aquatic invasive species. Despite the success of Canada’s current regulations, their principal 
approach (requiring ships to exchange their ballast water in the open ocean) has certain limitations.  

The International Maritime Organization has developed the International Convention for the Control 
and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004, which will require ships to limit the 
number of potentially invasive organisms discharged. Transport Canada (TC) is preparing to 
implement the Convention by way of regulatory amendments and recently released a proposed 
regulatory approach [1] toward these ends. 

In response to TC’s proposed regulatory approach, the Canadian Shipowners’ Association (CSA) [2] 
and certain other stakeholders have expressed concern that - due to vessel design factors - it is 
infeasible for commercially available ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) to be physically 
installed onboard existing vessels that operate in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system, 
and that operational requirements of BWTS are not consistent with vessel operations. 

This study has, therefore, been undertaken by STX Canada Marine (STXM) to examine the technical 
feasibility and cost of installing and operating a range of BWTS options on the vessels that may be 
affected by the regulations.  The Canadian and US fleets and selected vessels from the international 
fleet operating on the Great Lakes have been split into a number of categories of broadly similar 
vessels.  Four BWTS processes were selected by TC based on a separate assessment of their 
applicability to the Great Lakes operating environment [3].  STXM has used ship data provided by a 
number of operators, and equipment data provided by a range of BWTS vendors in order to develop 
technically feasible approaches to system installations. A lack of detailed data on specific vessel 
classes, due to commercial sensitivity concerns by vessel owners, resulted in the need to consult 
older plans on file and a recent US Coast Guard report [3] [4] to supplement other materials. 

The four types of BWTS examined were: 

 Side-stream electro-chlorination,  

 ultra-violet sterilisation,  

 ozone injection and  

 chemical injection 

Each of these has been designed into the following sample of ships: 

 A tanker,  

 A Self-Unloader with accommodation aft, and 

 Self-Unloaders with accommodation forward and aft (2 variants), and  

 An international (seagoing) bulker typical of those trading into the Lakes 

The results from these relatively detailed designs and assessments have been used to offer 
installation approaches for vessel categories based on the ships above, and in addition to the 
following additional categories: 

 Straight-deckers 
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 Geared bulk carriers 

 Gearless bulk carriers, and 

 Tug/barges 

All of the installation approaches have considered space, power, operational and other constraints 
on each of the vessels and vessel categories.  An important assumption is that current ballast water 
flow rates are maintained in all cases. This represents shortest time period required to complete a 
full ballast cycle, although it is acknowledged that ballasting will frequently be stopped and started to 
suit the cargo handling requirements.  Accepting lower flow rates would simplify installations, and 
reduce installation and BWTS running costs, but would have operational impacts. 

STXM has concluded that it is technically feasible to install any of these systems in all of the specific 
ships that have been examined in detail, and that a technically feasible approach can be found for 
all of the vessel categories considered. 

The relative complexity and difficulty of the installations, and the initial and operating costs vary 
widely depending on the ship category, system type, and required capacity (ballast flow rate).  Table 
1 provides a summary of the findings.  It should be noted that the values provided in Table 1 cover a 
considerable range of variables depending on the ship and BWTS type. The Chemical Injection 
systems are seen to provide the lowest installation costs for vessels with higher ballasting rates 
(>600m3/hour) and UV based systems have the lowest install costs for vessels with a lower ballasting 
rate. The high estimate costs vary between the electrolysis, UV and Ozone systems depending on 
the vessel category. Operating costs are higher for electrolysis and chemical injection systems due 
the increased costs associated with the volume of consumables required to operate the system 
efficiently. The main report and appendices provide details of this, and also indicates the level of 
confidence in the cost estimates.  It is necessary to consider vessels on a case-by-case basis, and 
to understand that there will be a need for considerable work-in-way for almost all installation 
approaches. The level of effort associated with each vessel installation has been accommodated in 
the design and estimated costings have been provided.   

The results of the design development and analysis work have been used in responding to the 
specific concerns raised by the CSA regarding the technical feasibility of installing BWTS in Great 
Lakes ships.  While technically feasible solutions can be developed, there will be impacts on ship 
performance and costs.  In most cases the BWTS will reduce ship deadweight (carrying capacity) 
and in some cases the installation approach will also reduce ballast water capacity.  The economic 
impacts of these changes have not been estimated in this work.  As shown in Table 1, for many Great 
Lakes vessel types the impacts of BWTS installation are greater than those for comparable sea-
going ships. For certain approaches, there are some uncertainties as to the scope of work that will 
be required or the ship impacts that will result, but these affect the cost rather than the basic technical 
feasibility. 

The scope of this study, and the report itself do not address the performance of any BWTS in the 
Great Lakes environment, or the overall cost-benefit of system installation.
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Vessel Category 
Vessel Complexity 

Factor 
Vessels in the 

Canadian Fleet 
Comparison to 

International Vessel 
Vessel Installation Challenge 

(1 = Most Challenging, 9 = Least) 

Installation Cost ($) 
Operating 

Cost ($/m3) 

Installation 
Cost / DWT 

($/T) 

Low High Low High Low High 

Self-Unloader 1000' Deep 
Well 

2.2 0 More Difficult 1 4,324,000 12,485,000 0.05 0.11 69 200 

Primary Challenges Multiple system/part system installation required combined with high ballasting rates.  Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 1000' Ballast 
Headers 

1.8 0 More Difficult 2 3,860,000 7,341,000 
0.04

5 
0.09 43 82 

Primary Challenges Highest ballast rate combined with lack of available space potentially requiring structural modifications.  Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

2 24 More Difficult 3 2,899,000 5,816,000 0.07 0.16 89 179 

Primary Challenges High ballast rates combined with lack of available space requiring structural modifications. Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

1.8 15 More Difficult 4 2,476,000 3,555,000 0.1 0.2 95 137 

Primary Challenges High ballast rates combined with lack of available space potentially requiring structural modifications and significant system alterations.  Significant power requirements. 

Straight Decker 1.7 13 More Difficult 5 2,206,000 3,532,000 0.1 0.17 82 131 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballast rates combined with lack of available space, potentially requiring structural modifications. 

Bulker Gearless 1.6 5 Similar 6 1,952,000 3,140,000 0.05 0.14 56 91 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballast rates combined with large total ballast volume. 

Deep Sea Bulker 1.6 N/A  N/A 7 1,053,000 1,538,000 0.1 0.14 39 57 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballasting rate and volume requiring less structural/system modifications. 

Tanker 1.5 22 Similar 8 780,000 1,509,000 0.11 0.49 60 116 

Primary Challenges Lower ballasting rate requiring less structural/system modifications. 

Bulker Geared 1.5 8 Similar 9 789,000 1,665,000 0.09 0.31 70 149 

Primary Challenges Lower ballasting rate requiring less structural/system modifications. 

TABLE 1 INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC VESSEL COMPARISON 
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Ballast water, required for the safety and stability of ships, is also a vector for the introduction of 
aquatic invasive species. Despite the success of Canada’s current regulations, their principal 
approach (requiring ships to exchange their ballast water in the open ocean) has certain limitations. 
Recognizing the issue, the International Maritime Organization adopted the International Convention 
for the Control and Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004, which will require 
ships to limit the number of potentially invasive organisms discharged. Accordingly, Transport 
Canada (TC) is preparing to implement the Convention by way of regulatory amendments and 
recently released a proposed regulatory approach [1] toward these ends. 

In response to TC’s proposed regulatory approach, the Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) [2] 
and certain other stakeholders have expressed concern that—due to vessel design factors—it is 
infeasible for commercially available ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) to be physically 
installed onboard existing vessels, and that operational requirements of BWTS are not consistent 
with vessel operations. 

This report provides the results of a project undertaken by STX Canada Marine (STXM) to assist 
Transport Canada (TC) in addressing concerns raised by the operators of the Great Lakes shipping 
fleet regarding ballast water regulations.  Specifically, the objectives of this work have been to: 

 Assess the concerns expressed by the Canadian Shipowners’ Association (CSA) relating 
to the feasibility of installing commercially available ballast water treatment systems 
(BWTS) onboard the various classes of vessel commonly found on the Great Lakes,  

 assess operational concerns that could interfere with the feasibility of using installed 
systems, and 

 develop a list of vessel constraints based on these classes that can inform the review and 
future work as well as options for mitigation of these constraints. 

In order to accomplish this, STXM has undertaken a series of tasks as listed below:  

1. Categorize the existing Canadian and United States Great Lakes fleets and selected foreign 
vessels that operate in the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway into groups to best 
address the feasibility of installation and operation of BWTS across the categories.   

2. Analyse the financial and operational feasibility of BWTS installation for each category. 

3. Develop a detailed technical approach, including engineering, installation, operation and life-
cycle costs (and an approximate budget for procuring a BWTS) for compliance by a subset 
of typical Great Lakes ships. 
 

4. Evaluate and provide a review of the remarks from the CSA applicable to the installation and 
operation of BWTS. 
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This set of tasks is taken from the project statement of work and slightly reorganized to reflect the 
layout of the report:   

 Section 2 covers treatment systems. 

 Section 3 covers vessel categorization and technical feasibility.   

 Section 4 provides more details on the installation approach developed for a subset of ships 
and systems;    

 Section 5 discusses the comments provided to TC by the CSA in a discussion paper dated 
31 March, 2013. 

 Conclusions and recommendations are provided in Section 6. 

1.1 SELECTION OF BWTS OPTIONS 

There are a wide variety of BWTS on the market internationally.  However, the scope of this project 
has been restricted to four options selected by Transport Canada; namely: 

 Ultra-violet (UV) sterilization; 

 Side-stream Electrolysis (electro-chlorination); 

 Ozone injection 

 Chemical Injection 

UV, Electrolysis and Chemical Injection systems are typically combined with mechanical filtration 
systems. 

It should be understood that the scope of work under this project does not address the issue of 
whether any or all of these will function effectively in the water conditions found in the Great Lakes 
and St. Lawrence Seaway.  This has been addressed in a separate report [3] commissioned by 
Transport Canada.  However, STXM has taken account of the specific aspects of the operational 
profile for BWTS in the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence in developing sizings, costings and other 
aspects of our own approach. 

The project also does not address other potential compliance approaches, such as the discharge 
of ballast water to shore.  It also does not discuss the absolute and relative cost-effectiveness of 
any compliance approach. 

STXM gratefully acknowledges the assistance of the CSA and of a number of shipowners in 
providing some of the information used in this project, and also the support of a number of BWTS 
system suppliers in supplementing publicly-available information with additional details of system 
performance and cost. However a lack of detailed data on specific vessel classes, due to 
commercial sensitivity concerns by vessel owners, resulted in the need to consult older plans on 
file at Transport Canada and a recent US Coast Guard report addressing similar issues  [3] [4].  It 
should be emphasized however that the BWTS installation approaches suggested and the cost 
estimates that have been developed are entirely the work of STXM, and are not intended to promote 
(or discourage) the selection of any type of system or any particular system supplier. 
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2 BALLAST WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS 

In order to evaluate the feasibility of installation for a range of vessels this report is restricted to 
examining systems that use ozone, UV, electrolysis or chemical injection as the main constituent 
of treatment and which were Type Approved at the time of writing. In order to find a general strategy 
for installation several systems of each type were examined and typical values for the main system 
parameters were derived. It is not possible or appropriate in a study such as this to recommend an 
optimum system for a specific vessel and this report is concerned solely with the feasibility of 
installation of a typical system into a typical vessel of each category. No recommendations are 
made as to efficiency, reliability or suitability of any single manufacturers BWTS.   

The four types of BWTS selected for the purposes of this study are: 

 Side-stream Electrolysis (sometimes also referred to as electro-chlorination); 

 Ozone  

 UV; and 

 Chemical Injection 

This list is a small subset of the technologies that have been proposed and developed for ballast 
water treatment.  However, it encompasses the types that have been considered to be most easily 
applicable to the conditions in the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway (GLSLS) in several 
previous studies.  In practice, many BWTS use a combination of methodologies to increase their 
efficacy but in most cases one approach provides the predominant mechanism. 

The unique nature of the Great Lakes water conditions highlights several challenges for treatment 
systems and their installation into existing vessels. These challenges primarily concern the low 
salinity levels present (approximately 0 Practical Salinity Units, PSU), water temperatures <1˚C 
and the low UV transmittance possible in certain locations (approximately 65%) [3] . Given these 
conditions systems using direct flow electrolysis have been excluded in favour of the side stream 
injection method. Side stream electrolysis systems still require an alternative source of saltwater 
brine and a water temperature of at least 15˚C to efficiently generate the required hypochlorite. 
These requirements have been integrated into the installation strategies and offer a feasible 
solution using a concentrated brine solution (230PSU commonly used for road salting [3]) and 
heating of the slip stream prior to entering the chlorine generator. The quantity of brine carried 
onboard will be dependent on each vessels individual schedule, for comparison purposes this 
report assumes that sufficient brine to complete five ballast cycles is carried. This quantity of brine 
will be sufficient to produce a slip stream with a salinity of 20PSU which is piped to the chlorine 
generator. This is assumed to be a compliant value for most electrolysis systems [3]. 

Additional power requirements vary depending on the BWTS type selected, ballasting rates 
required and water conditions. For electrolysis systems where the side stream water needs to be 
heated to a minimum of 15˚C1 the heat source could be a major electrical load in the worst case 

                                                
 
1 Normal lower temperatures for operation of electrolysis processes in BWTS range from 10˚C to 17˚C, although 
some manufacturers claim that their electrodes are still efficient at 1˚C [3].  
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scenario (water temperature approaching freezing) but may not be required at all in certain 
summer conditions. The vessel’s existing spare electrical capacity and potential for heat recovery 
systems are key factors when considering the optimum BWTS as additional generator sets maybe 
required for some systems and for larger capacities.  

All the BWTS’s use electrical equipment and this must be suitable for the compartment it is to be 
installed in. This is not unusual and the same requirement is made of any equipment retrofitted 
onboard a vessel. Several BWTS manufacturers produce system components for use in 
hazardous and explosive environments adding to their flexibility for potential retrofit installation.    

The installation of a BWTS leads to an increased pressure differential within the ballast system 
with systems that incorporate a mechanical filter upstream of the treatment process experiencing 
a larger pressure drop than non-filtered systems. The mechanical filters have a minimum 
permissible back pressure requirement in order for the filter to perform efficiently and this must be 
met by the ballast pumps.  Details of the actual pressure changes advised by manufacturers are 
highlighted in section 3 General feasibility of Great Lakes vessels for BWTS installation. The 
pressure drop has a direct impact on the ballasting rate and the power required by the ballast 
pumps. Figure 1 gives a typical pump curve for a ballast pump designed with a capacity 
2500m3/hour at 2.5 bar, as an example if the back pressure within the ballast system is increased 
by 1 bar the flow rate for the same power consumption would fall to approximately 800m3/hour.  

 

 

FIGURE 1 TYPICAL BALLAST PUMP PERFORMANCE CURVE2 
  

                                                
 
2 Pump curve supplied by DESMI for a DSL400 ballast water pump. 
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In some cases it may be necessary to install new pumps to meet the combination of pressure and 
flow rate requirements.  It is difficult to generalize on this, as ships have a fairly wide range of 
pumps and limited information was available for most of the ships considered. 

The majority of BWTS can be integrated into the vessels existing control system, allowing the 
BWTS to be controlled from the machinery space control room or bridge in the same manner as 
any other the major system onboard. BWTS’s normally include a standalone control panel specific 
to the treatment system that would allow control and operation of the system directly. The modern 
systems are both flexible and user friendly minimising the amount of specific training required. 

For all vessel categories and BWTS proposals it is assumed that the ballast water treatment rate 
will be capable of matching the rate at which cargo is loaded/unloaded or the existing ballast rate 
where specified. For any specific installation, owners may undertake further analysis to verify the 
lowest acceptable rate at which to operate as lowering the ballast rate could potentially reduce 
installation and running costs but may be detrimental to the overall vessel revenue generation. 
Additional power requirements beyond the existing spare capacity of the vessel are provided by 
additional or replacement generators. Any ballast heating is generated through electrical heaters 
as insufficient data was available to integrate new or existing waste heat recovery systems. Where 
possible the proposals have attempted to minimise any potentially detrimental effects on the 
vessels revenue generation.  The BWTS have been located in existing machinery spaces as a 
preferred option. If this has not been feasible other spaces, such as ballast tanks, have been used. 
Cargo holds and locations that could further impact the cargo capacity or cargo handling abilities 
of the vessel have been avoided. Neutralisation systems have been incorporated for electrolysis 
and chemical injection systems; the neutralisation requirement is reliant on several factors 
including the type of BWTS used and the amount of hold time available for a given vessel. Further 
optimisation for a specific vessel – system combination should be used to determine if it is required 
and the system sizes.  

Bunkering of consumables should ideally comply with the vessel’s voyage schedule.  If additional 
stops are needed due to limited availability, this could potentially result in an increase in cost from 
increase in total voyage time. 

This report does not attempt to offer a full description of these or other BWTS treatment 
technologies but the brief descriptions below note some of their more important characteristics. 
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2.1 ELECTRO-CHLORINATION 

2.1.1 Technology 

Electro-chlorination systems are also referred to as electrolysis or electro catalysis systems.  In 
all cases, hypochlorite is generated and used to disinfect the ballast water itself.  The process can 
use seawater directly, but this is not practical for vessels that operate in fresh or brackish water 
and so an alternative source of chlorine (brine) is required.   

There are two system configurations commonly adopted by electrolysis based systems, direct flow 
and side stream. Direct flow electrolysis requires the entire flow of ballast water to pass through 
the hypochlorite generator and can be used when ballasting with seawater; this method of 
electrolysis is considered to be inconsistent with operations in the Great Lakes [3]. Side stream 
electrolysis takes a small percentage (approximately 1%) of water from the main ballast water and 
uses this to produce a concentrated disinfectant stream that is then injected back into the main 
ballast water. This method is considered consistent with Great Lakes conditions as salinity and 
temperature dependencies may be overcome by heating the side stream and using stored high 
salinity brine to raise the side stream salinity to required levels, approximately 20PSU3.  

Electrolysis systems generally incorporate filtration of the ballast water to remove large organisms 
and to enhance the effectiveness of the treatment.   

Electrolysis, like other chemical systems, relies on the length of exposure (dwell time) to ensure 
effective treatment. The chemicals themselves are considered pollutants and cannot be 
discharged into the GLSLS unless they have sufficiently decomposed or been neutralized by 
another chemical agent. Electrolysis systems use a neutralising agent injected into the treated 
ballast water prior to discharge overboard. Total residual oxidants (TRO) levels are monitored and 
the amount of neutraliser injected is adjusted to ensure all discharge is within the required limits.  

2.1.2 Installation Considerations 

The major considerations for an electrolysis BWTS installation onboard a Great Lakes vessel are 
concerned with the following: 

 Low Salinity Levels 

 Periodically Low Temperatures 

 Generation of Hydrogen and Chlorine Gases 

 Auxiliary system requirements. 

 Installation location 

 Increased system back pressure 

The low salinity levels encountered in the Great Lakes are generally not suitable for electro-
chlorination in its natural state. This issue may be overcome by using brine stored onboard in 

                                                
 
3 20 PSU is considered the general minimum salinity level for side stream electrolysis systems although some 
manufacturers claim that their electrodes can run with salinity levels below 3PSU [3]. 
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conjunction with a side stream electrolysis system. This will require the installation of a corrosion 
resistant brine tank, pump and piping system in addition to the BWTS installation typically found 
on an ocean going vessel.    

Electrolysis systems typically require a water temperature of at least 15˚C for the electro-
chlorination process to be efficient.  This issue may be overcome by heating the side stream of 
the electrolysis system when required. There are several feasible methods for heating the flow of 
water including jacket heaters, circulation heaters, boilers and heat exchangers incorporating heat 
recovery systems that manipulate waste energy onboard the vessel.  

The process of electro-chlorination generates hydrogen and chlorine gases that are both explosive 
and toxic. Mixtures of hydrogen and chlorine have a wider range of flammability than mixtures of 
either gas with air. Electrolysis is the most commonly used in-situ process in ballast water 
treatment and this issue is a consideration for all electrolysis systems. Many vessels have 
overcome the potential hazard by installing/upgrading existing ventilation systems to ensure that 
gases created are sufficiently diluted and removed safely. Gas monitoring systems are also 
incorporated and provide an additional safety layer should a fault occur within the system. 
Additional auxiliary system considerations could potentially include firefighting systems, 
compressed air for control valves, drainage and lifting beams used for installation and 
maintenance. These are all specific to individual vessel installation requirements and have been 
included in the vessel costings model where applicable. 

Installation location is pivotal to all BWTS. Electrolysis based systems offer some flexibility in 
installation location as the side stream method allows smaller pipework to be routed to a 
chlorination unit away from the existing ballast pipelines although these systems incorporate a 
mechanical filter with which all ballast water must pass through on uptake. The preferred location 
for the system would be in an existing machinery space in line with the existing ballast pumps and 
main pipework. The feasibility of this location is dependent on many factors including the required 
vessel ballasting rate, existing ballast configuration and the available machinery space. The 
installation of the mechanical filter away from the main ballast lines would be particularly difficult 
especially for larger capacity systems due to the size of pipework involved limiting potential routes 
through the vessel. 

The addition of any BWTS to an existing ballast system results in an increase in the pressure drop 
the main ballast pumps must overcome to maintain the original ballasting rate. Electrolysis 
systems incorporating a mechanical filter will typically lead to an increased pressure drop of 
approximately 0.8 - 1.1 bar. Dependant on the existing pump capacity and the flexibility in 
ballasting rate this could potentially lead to an increase in power requirements and the installation 
of uprated pumps. .  

2.1.3 Operational Considerations  

The major operational considerations for an Electrolysis BWTS onboard a Great Lakes vessel are 
concerned with the following: 

 Bunkering of consumables 

 Power requirements 
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 Equipment maintenance 

 Potential Hazards 

Consumables such as saltwater brine and neutralising agents are required for the operation of an 
electrolysis BWTS operating within the Great Lakes. A potential source of suitable saltwater brine 
was identified as 230PSU brine used by Great Lakes municipalities for winter road salting [3], 
brine is preferred to dry salt due to the ease with which it can be mixed with the slip stream. 
Estimated quantities for vessel categories are identified in section 3. Storage for the highly 
corrosive brine may require existing tanks to be protected or new corrosion resistant tanks to be 
installed. The addition of large quantities of brine would allow for fewer bunkering stops but would 
have a greater impact on the vessels operating efficiency due to the increase in deadweight. The 
neutralising agent quantities required are far lower than the saltwater brine volumes. The 
bunkering of consumables for individual vessels needs to be scheduled to coincide with planned 
voyages to ensure sufficient brine and neutralising agents are available for the ballasting to be 
undertaken with minimal down time.    

All BWTS require electrical power to operate. The amount of power required for normal operation 
is dependent on the size of the system and water conditions. The requirement for water to be at 
least 15˚C to be efficiently processed could lead to very high additional power requirements 
depending on the heating method chosen.       

The electrolysis BWTS’ maintenance may vary depending on manufacturer but is based on 
ensuring the electrodes are clean and free from scale build up and the mechanical filter remains 
clear and free of silt deposits. Many systems incorporate self-cleaning electrodes and back 
washing filters that monitor performance and operate as and when required, reducing the manual 
maintenance required. General routine maintenance, as with any mechanical system installed 
onboard a vessel, would consist of periodic inspection of the equipment including all pumps and 
pipework for signs of wear and leaks. Inspection of the filter cones which may require additional 
cleaning depending on operating conditions. Great Lakes shipping often involves many short 
voyages, typically 48 – 120 hours [3], this results in an increased number of ballasting operations 
when compared to a typical deep sea cargo vessel crossing the Atlantic or the Pacific that may 
be required to ballast every 12 – 14 days. The service life of the BWTS components is primarily 
based on an estimate of hour’s service and due to the increased number of ballast cycles 
undertaken in a given period of time by Great Lakes vessels it would be reasonable to assume 
the service life in calendar days would be reduced when compared to longer haul vessel 
installations. The shortened life expectancy of parts will align with other items of equipment 
currently used on Great Lakes vessels such as the existing ballast pumps and cargo unloading 
gear and is a result of the high work load, not a failing in the BWTS design.  

The process of electro-chlorination generates hydrogen and chlorine gases that are both explosive 
and toxic. Section 2.1.2 Installation Considerations, details methods for ensuring safe operation 
of the system is maintained including adequate ventilation/gas dilution systems and gas 
monitoring. These systems are integral to the safe operation of the system and must be used and 
maintained in accordance the manufacturer’s guidance. 
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2.2 ULTRA-VIOLET 

2.2.1 Technology 

UV light provides physical rather than chemical sterilization of organisms in ballast water. The full 
flow of ballast water is first filtered and then treated through the UV treatment modules before 
entering the ballast tanks. On deballasting the ballast water is passed through the UV treatment 
modules again to ensure all organisms are treated before being discharged, the mechanical filter 
is bypassed on deballasting. UV lamps are characterized as “low”, “medium” and “high” pressure, 
a term relating to the intensity of the light source. Most BWTS use medium pressure lamps.  

The mechanical filter removes large organisms and enhances the effectiveness of the treatment.   

UV based BWTS are not impacted by the water temperature, salinity or voyage duration; UV 
transmittance (UV-T) can have a detrimental effect on the system performance but UV-T levels in 
the Great Lakes are believed to be within the normal operating range of ballast water treatment 
UV processes [3]. 

2.2.2 Installation Considerations 

The major considerations for a UV BWTS installation onboard a Great Lakes vessel is concerned 
with the installation location and increased system back pressure.  

All ballast water needs to pass through both the mechanical filters and UV modules for treatment 
giving a potentially less flexible installation profile than either the electrolysis, ozone or chemical 
injection based systems, which can be divided into parts and located in other areas of the vessel. 
The preferred location for the system would be in an existing machinery space in line with the 
existing ballast pumps and main pipework. Depending on the ballasting capacity multiple filters 
and UV modules may be required and installation away from the main ballast lines, though 
possible, is not the preferred option due to the size of pipework generally involved. The UV 
systems typically have a smaller total footprint when compared to other BWTS and the UV 
modules can be installed vertically or horizontally. The feasibility of the installation location is 
dependent on many factors including the required vessel ballasting rate, existing ballast 
configuration and the available machinery space. 

The addition of any BWTS to an existing ballast system results in an increase in the pressure drop 
the main ballast pumps must overcome to maintain the previous ballasting rate. UV systems 
incorporating a mechanical filter will typically lead to an increased pressure drop of approximately 
0.7 - 1.1 bar. Dependant on the existing pump capacity and the flexibility of the ballasting rate this 
could potentially lead to an increase in power requirements and require uprated pumps to be 
installed.  

2.2.3 Operational Considerations  

The major operational considerations for a UV BWTS onboard a Great Lakes vessel are 
concerned with the following: 
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 Power requirements 

 Equipment maintenance 

 Potential Hazards 

All BWTS require electrical power to operate. The amount of power required for normal operation 
is dependent on the size of the system and water conditions, with higher turbidity levels expected 
to lead to higher power consumption.    

The UV BWTS system maintenance may vary depending on manufacturer but is based on 
ensuring the UV lamps remain clean and the mechanical filter remains clear and free of silt 
deposits. Many systems incorporate an automatic wiping system for the UV lamps and the 
mechanical filters have a back washing mechanism that monitors performance, operating as and 
when required during ballasting. General routine maintenance, as with any mechanical system 
installed onboard a vessel, would consist of regular inspection of the equipment including all 
pumps and pipework for signs of wear and inspection of the filter cones which may require 
additional cleaning depending on operating conditions. Medium pressure UV lamps commonly 
found in the UV BWTS have an expected service life of 5000 service hours, manufacturers also 
recommend replacement every 5 years to ensure efficient performance is maintained. The quartz 
sleeves, in which the lamps are housed are to be changed every second lamp change4. The short 
voyage durations undertaken by Great Lakes vessels as detailed in section 2.1.3 leads to an 
increased number of ballasting cycles in a given time period when compared to longer haul 
vessels. The effects of the additional work load is expected to lead to a shortened service life for 
parts such as pumps, bearings and couplings which would align with other items of equipment 
currently used on Great Lakes vessels. The additional ballasting load effects on the UV lamp 
system may not be as critical as other items of equipment as the manufacturer states both a 
recommended maximum service life based on hours used and a maximum time period from 
installation. A typical great lakes self-unloader may make an estimated 80 voyages annually with 
a typical time to unload of 5-7 hours. The UV system treats the ballast on both uptake and 
discharge giving an estimated service duration of approximately 800-1120 hours per year, lamp 
replacement would be required every 5 years. A similar size vessel operating on a deep sea route 
with an estimated 45 voyages annually would have a service duration of approximately 450-630 
hours annually but because of the manufacturers recommended maximum service life the lamps 
would also require changing every 5 years.  

Exposure to UV light can be dangerous and precautions must be taken during operation and 
maintenance. The system must be used and maintained in accordance the manufacturer’s 
guidance. 

                                                
 
4 UV lamp service life data as recommended for medium pressure lamps used in the Hyde Guardian Gold system. 
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2.3 OZONE 

2.3.1 Technology 

Ozone is a chemical treatment that can be used to destroy the organic structure of various species 
that may be present in the ballast water.  Depending on the BWTS employed ozone can be used 
to treat the ballast water on its own using an ozone generator or in combination with UV light. 
Combination systems generate ozone by pumping air through the gap between UV lamp and the 
quartz sleeve. By irradiating air at a specific wave length ozone is produced. The ozone is then 
injected into the ballast line following UV treatment. Non UV systems use a combination of air 
compressors, oxygen generators and ozone generators to produce ozone; this is then injected 
into a side stream of the main ballast water which is fed back into the main ballast line following 
ozone mixing. 

Ozone systems rely on the length of exposure (dwell time) to ensure effective treatment.  The 
chemicals themselves are considered pollutants and cannot be discharged into the GLSLS unless 
they have decomposed or been neutralized by another chemical agent. Ozone systems may have 
a requirement for neutralisation depending on the system selected and the operating conditions; 
uncertainty exists over the effects of cold freshwater on the ozone treatment [3]. If neutralisation 
is required it would be similar to that incorporated by electrolysis systems where the overboard 
discharge is continually monitored and the amount of neutralising agent added is controlled by the 
system. Typically neutralising equipment is skid mounted and consists of storage tank, pump and 
monitoring equipment. 

2.3.2 Installation Considerations 

The major considerations for an ozone BWTS installation onboard a Great Lakes vessel are 
concerned with the following: 

 Installation location 

 Auxiliary system requirements 

 System back pressure 

 Generation of ozone gas 
 

The major consideration for an ozone BWTS installation onboard a Great Lakes vessel is 
concerned with the installation location. Ozone systems provide a flexible installation profile due 
to the lack of a mechanical filter and the side stream method used to transfer the ozone gas to the 
main ballast lines. This potentially allows parts of the system to be separated and positioned at 
available locations throughout the vessel without the need for major modifications to large ballast 
lines or store large quantities of consumables. Ozone systems typically have a larger footprint 
than electrolysis and UV systems due to the multiple processes involved in generating and diluting 
ozone gas and the air and oxygen storage tanks incorporated. The preferred location for the 
system would be in an existing machinery space in close proximity to the existing ballast pumps 
and main pipework as this would have the smallest impact on the existing ballast and required 
auxiliary systems. The feasibility of the installation location is dependent on many factors including 
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the required vessel ballasting rate, existing ballast configuration and the available machinery 
space. 

Ozone systems typically require several auxiliary systems to support their operation including; 
ventilation for the production of the required oxygen quantities and diluting/exhausting of 
unwanted ozone, compressed air for control valves and a seawater connection for chiller plants. 
Other additional system considerations may include additional firefighting, gas monitoring, 
drainage and lifting beams used for installation and maintenance.  

The lack of a mechanical filter results in a smaller pressure drop than either electrolysis, chemical 
injection or UV systems, typical values are estimated at 0.2-0.5 bar. 

Ozone BWTS’ incorporate a degassing chamber that uses compartment air to dilute any excess 
ozone gas generated. The requirement for adequate ventilation is essential for both the production 
and safe disposal of ozone gas and will typically require an increase to the vessels existing 
capacity. A gas monitoring system measures the ambient ozone levels within the local space and 
in the event of levels reaching 0.1ppm shuts down the ozone generator5. 

2.3.3 Operational Considerations 

The major operational considerations for an ozone BWTS onboard a Great Lakes vessel are 
concerned with the following: 

 Power requirements 

 Equipment maintenance 

 Potential Hazards 

All BWTS require electrical power to operate. The amount of power required for normal operation 
is dependent on the size of the system and water conditions.    

The ozone BWTS system maintenance may vary depending on the system manufacturer but due 
to the increased number of components required is anticipated to be more demanding than either 
the electrolysis or UV based systems. Routine maintenance will be concerned with periodic 
inspections of the compressors, air driers, oxygen generator, ozone generator, chiller plant and 
injection systems. Filters for the compressors, generators and ventilation systems require regular 
cleaning in addition to general routine maintenance as expected with any mechanical system 
onboard. Many of these maintenance procedures will be similar to existing procedures onboard 
as items such as compressors and chiller plants are commonly found onboard. 

Ozone BWTS are fitted with safety systems to prevent exposure to the potentially toxic gas, these 
include gas dilution/destruction systems, gas monitoring and a negatively pressured ozone supply 
line to prevent leakage. These systems are integral to the safe operation of the system and must 
be used and maintained in accordance the manufacturer’s guidance. 

                                                
 
5 Gas monitoring system described is part of the NKO3 Blue ballast system.  
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2.4 CHEMICAL INJECTION 

2.4.1 Technology 

Chemical Injection treatments use a chemical compound stored onboard to destroy the organic 
structure of various species that may be present in the ballast water. The chemicals required are 
dependent on the BWTS used and include sodium hypochlorite, calcium hypochlorite and chlorine 
dioxide which is produced from sodium hypochlorite onboard the vessel. 

Chemical injection systems generally incorporate filtration of the ballast water upstream of the 
chemical treatment to remove large organisms and to enhance the effectiveness of the treatment. 
The chemical agent is injected directly into the main ballast line prior to entering the ballast tanks. 
Some systems incorporate an inline mixer for efficient mixing of the chemical agents (treatment 
and neutralisation) in the ballast water while other systems rely on injecting the disinfectant into 
the turbulent flow created by the ballast pumps. The requirement for a mixer is determined by the 
BWTS selected with systems using sodium hypochlorite and calcium hypochlorite typically 
requiring additional mixing due to its lower solubility in cold water when compared to chlorine 
dioxide systems. Chemical injection systems generally require a neutralising agent6 to reduce the 
level of TRO to within acceptable limits before discharging. Limited data relating to required hold 
times or the effects of temperature and salinity for treatment or neutralisation is currently available 
[3].     

2.4.2 Installation Considerations 

The major considerations for a chemical injection BWTS installation onboard a Great Lakes vessel 
are concerned with the following: 

 Storage and mixing of chemical compounds onboard 

 Installation location 

 Increased system back pressure 
 

Chemical injection BWTS generate the active agents required for the treatment process onboard 
the vessel by mixing chemical compounds as and when required during ballasting. The agent 
produced is potentially hazardous, explosive and flammable. These chemical compounds are 
commonly used in a variety of applications including water treatment and waste management 
where the potential hazards are well known and documented. Chemical injection systems have 
been used for ballast water treatment for some time with many successful installations across a 
variety of vessels. Many of these vessels have overcome any potential hazard by installing or 
upgrading existing ventilation systems to ensure that any escaped gases created are sufficiently 
diluted and removed safely and following safe handling and storage procedures as outlined by the 

                                                
 
6 The Ecochlor BWTS does not require a neutralising agent and is not effected by water temperature but it does 
require a 48 hour hold time and a water salinity >1PSU to meet its type approval for ballast treated in the US.   
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chemical suppliers. Gas monitoring systems are also be incorporated and provide an additional 
safety layer should a fault occur within the system.  

Installation location is pivotal to all BWTS. Chemical Injection systems offer some flexibility in 
installation location as the chemical treatment is injected into the main ballast line via smaller bore 
pipework allowing the treatment unit to be located away from the existing ballast pipelines. The 
mechanical filter, with which all ballast water must pass through on uptake, needs to be positioned 
local to the existing ballast pump and main pipework to minimise modification of existing large 
bore pipework. Storage space for both treatment and neutralising chemicals is required; the 
amount of storage will depend on the ballasting volumes involved and the frequency with which 
the vessel can bunker the required consumables. The preferred location for the system would be 
in a machinery space in line with the existing ballast pumps and main pipework. The feasibility of 
this location is dependent on many factors including the required vessel ballasting rate, existing 
ballast configuration and the available machinery space. The installation of the mechanical filter 
away from the main ballast lines would be particularly difficult especially for larger capacity 
systems due to the size of pipework involved limiting potential routes through the vessel. Systems 
that do not incorporate an additional mixer may require an injection point in close proximity to the 
main ballast pumps. 

The addition of any BWTS to an existing ballast system results in an increase in the pressure drop 
the main ballast pumps must overcome to maintain the previous ballasting rate. Chemical Injection 
systems incorporating a mechanical filter will typically lead to an increased pressure drop of 
approximately 0.5 - 1 bar. Depending on the existing pump capacity and the acceptable ballasting 
rate this could lead to an increase in power requirements and require uprated pumps to be 
installed.  

2.4.3 Operational Considerations 

The major operational considerations for a Chemical Injection BWTS onboard a Great Lakes 
vessel are concerned with the following: 

 Bunkering of consumables 

 Power requirements 

 Equipment maintenance 

 Potential Hazards 

Consumables include chemical treatment and neutralising agents and are required by all vessels 
operating a chemical injection system. The quantities required for treatment will be dependent on 
a number of vessel specifics including but not limited to, the volume of ballast treated, water 
temperature and the hold time of the ballast after treating (longer hold times could potentially lower 
the amount of neutralising agent required [3]).  The quantities of consumables stored onboard 
would be dependent on the available storage space and the frequency with which the vessel could 
bunker the consumables. Fewer stops would lessen the impact on the vessels productivity but 
lead to an increase in the vessel’s operating deadweight.  

All BWTS require electrical power to operate. The amount of power required for normal operation 
is dependent on the size of the system and water conditions. The power requirements for chemical 
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injection systems are lower than that of the other BWTS examined and so will have a smaller 
impact on fuel requirements and minimise the number of vessels requiring additional generators 
to meet the additional power requirements.      

The chemical injection BWTS’ maintenance may vary depending on the manufacturer but routine 
maintenance will be concerned with periodic inspections of the pumps, storage/mixing tank and 
pipework for signs of wear and leakage. The mechanical filters are equipped with a back flushing 
system which minimises their maintenance requirements although additional cleaning may be 
required depending on the operating conditions. Many of these maintenance procedures will be 
similar to existing procedures onboard as items such as freshwater modules and chiller plants are 
already present.  

The service life of the BWTS components is based on an estimate of hour’s service. Due to the 
increased number of ballast cycles undertaken in a given period of time by vessels operating on 
the Great Lakes when compared to longer haul vessels it would be reasonable to assume the 
service life would be reduced. The shortened life expectancy of parts will align with other items of 
equipment currently used on lakes vessels such as the ballast pumps and cargo unloading gear 
and is a result of the high work load, not a failing in the BWTS design.  

Chemical injection systems have the potential to produce hazardous gases that are both explosive 
and toxic, section 2.4.2 details methods for ensuring safe operation of the system is maintained 
including adequate ventilation and gas monitoring. These systems are integral to the safe 
operation of the system and must be used and maintained in accordance the manufacturer’s 
guidance. 
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3 GENERAL FEASIBILITY OF GREAT LAKES VESSELS FOR BWTS INSTALLATION 

The feasibility, cost and other impacts of BWTS installations can vary widely between ship types.  
To assist in developing an overall picture, the majority of vessels that form the current Great Lakes 
Fleet have been split into a number of categories within which there is reasonable similarity. Table 
2 gives a breakdown of the current fleet and a full listing of vessels, including a selection of 
international ships that operate in the region is given in Appendix A. 

Class Count Average Age 

Canadian Fleet 96  

Self-Unloaders Accommodation Aft 24 30 

Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 15 51 
Self-Unloaders 1000' 0 0 

Tankers 22 23 

Straight Decker 13 40 

Bulker - Geared 8 20 
Bulker - Gearless 5 30 

Other 9 28 
USA Fleet 61  

Self-Unloaders Accommodation Aft 12 38 
Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 15 62 

Self-Unloaders 1000'7 12 36 

Tankers 0 0 

Straight Decker 1 55 
Bulker - Geared 0 0 

Bulker - Gearless 0 0 

Other 21 40 
Lakes Combined Fleet 157  

Self-Unloaders Accommodation Aft 36 33 

Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 30 57 

Self-Unloaders 1000' 12 36 

Tankers 22 23 
Straight Decker 14 41 

Bulker – Geared 8 20 

Bulker – Gearless 5 30 

Other 30 37 
International Vessels Operating On The Great 
Lakes8 

272  

Geared Bulker 178 8 

Gearless Bulker 21 7 

Tanker 59 7 
Other 14 10 

TABLE 2 FLEET EVALUATION. 
  

                                                
 
7 One 1000’ vessel converted to a barge is included in the Other category.  
8 International vessel data constitutes a sample of vessels believed to have operated on the Great Lakes during 
the 2013 season.   
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Not all vessels operating within the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway could be suitably 
categorised due to their wide diversity and small numbers. These remaining vessels have been put 
together in the category “Other”, which consists of a combination of passenger ferries, international 
heavy lift ships and other minority Great Lakes vessels. Tug-barges, although categorised in section 
3.8, vary widely in size and configuration making similarities difficult to ascertain and preventing 
further detailed analysis within this study.   

The major challenges for the operation of any BWTS onboard a Great Lakes vessel are concerned 
with the conditions experienced on the Great Lakes and the nature of the short shipping that takes 
place. In many cases this leads to vessels having ballasting rates capable of matching the cargo 
handling speeds. There is a direct correlation between the rate at which ballast water is treated and 
the size and number of mechanical filters and treatment units required. Many ships have little 
available space onboard due to the vessel being optimised for cargo transport. An important 
assumption made in this analysis is that existing ballast water flow rates are maintained. This 
represents shortest time period required to complete a full ballast cycle, though in many ports 
ballasting will frequently be stopped and started to suit the cargo handling requirements.  Larger 
BWTS often require a more complex installation requiring additional structural and system 
alterations leading to higher installation costs. Lower installation costs could offer some financial 
offset against longer the ballasting times required by smaller capacity systems. The technological 
challenge of ensuring compliant treatment within the Great lakes by approved BWTS has been 
documented in [3] and is beyond the scope of this study. 

All vessels will see some impact (reduction) on cargo capacity caused by the additional weight of 
the BWTS, additional equipment required by the installation and the weight of any consumables. 
Table 46 (section 3.9) gives estimated weight impacts for typical installations and consumables. 
Individual vessel’s structural, system and electrical weight impacts have been estimated in section 
4 for the specified vessel installations examined in detail; estimates for all other classes of vessel 
have been scaled from this data.  In addition to the reduction in cargo capacity the time and 
scheduling requirements to bunker brine and neutralising agents must be considered.  

A set of procurement and installation cost estimates have been developed for the more detailed 
installation designs described in section 4. These have also been used as the basis for estimates 
of typical costs for the major ship categories addressed in section 3. The estimates are given in 
Canadian dollars using an exchange rate of 1 $CA = $0.9 = €0.66 where applicable. A flat rate for 
labour is used for all activities set at $75/hour.  This is considered reasonably representative of 
current Canadian shipyard rates.  In practice, some installations may be undertaken alongside, and 
any installation may use a mix of labour from a range of specialist subcontractors.   

The basis for the cost estimates includes equipment costs for the BWTS themselves, derived from 
information provided by a number of OEMs and from other materials in the public domain.  Costs 
for other major equipment items such as new generator sets and replacement ballast water pumps 
have been derived from recent quotations for design projects undertaken by STXM and in some 
cases checked by direct budgetary quotations from equipment suppliers.  Other equipment and 
material costs are more parametric, derived from STXM’s experience of refits and of the direct work 
content and work-in-way that will be involved for new structure and compartmentation, ventilation 
systems, electrical cabling, panels and switchboards, etc.  All labour estimates are based on the 
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scope of work and consider the type of equipment, structure and auxiliary systems that require 
removal, modification or installation.  

The cost estimates use two “complexity factors” which are applied to labour hours to account for 
the varying degrees of difficulty anticipated in system installations.  The first of these is ship 
complexity, which assesses the relative difficulty of undertaking the necessary work in way for a 
system installation based on available space and ease of access.  Values used for the ships and 
ship categories under consideration range from 1.5 to 2.2, compared with an ideal value of 1 for a 
new ship installation.  The second is BWTS system complexity, which assesses the number of sub-
systems and components required for each type of system and therefore the range of trades and 
skills needed for installation.  The UV systems are assigned a factor of 1, and all others are taken 
with higher values up to 1.6 for ozone.  STXM uses this approach in initial costings for simplicity, 
noting that any firm quotation for a specific project will consider complexity more directly. 

It should be understood that the level of confidence in any and all of these estimates is budgetary 
for the detailed system designs and more preliminary for the others.  To quantify the level of 
uncertainty, three estimates are provided for each option, with a low (optimistic), high and most 
probable value.  The most probable value is based on cost quotations and STXM’s refit and 
commercial experience, while the low and high estimates account for the potential variability in 
actual outcomes.  In some cases competitive quote may reduce equipment costs.  In others, the 
difficulty of an installation and the extent of work-in-way may be much higher than for the base case. 

The costing model used for estimating the installation and procurement costs is based on:  

 A vessel category complexity factor assigned dependent on the anticipated 
work involved in the suggested installation. This varies between 1 - 2 with 1 
being the ideal scenario and 2.2 being the most complicated vessel 
investigated.  

 A BWTS complexity factor dependent on anticipated work involved for the 
suggested system type, varies between 1 – 1.5. 

 Estimated costs for procurement of the BWTS and support equipment. 

 All additional power requirements, including heat where required, are 
accounted for by the procurement of additional/uprated generator sets and 
associated running costs. 

 Estimated costs for labour and materials to support the installation including 
project, design, structural, auxiliary and existing system modifications.   

In addition to the procurement and installation costs, estimates have been developed for annual 
operating costs, based on the typical operating profiles for each of the ship categories.  These take 
into account: 

 Fuel costs associated with power consumption for the BWTS; 

 Consumables costs, where applicable; 

 Spare parts for the BWTS, based on (for example) OEM estimates for lamp 
and filter life expectancies; 
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They do not take account of any potential revenue losses associated with loss of cargo deadweight.  
Weight impacts have been estimated and presented in sections 3 and 4 and could be used in future 
to quantify this economic impact.  Also, no account is taken in either the installation or operational 
costs for voyage delays or cancellations that may be caused by the installation and/or operation of 
a BWTS onboard the vessel.  It is assumed that initial installation takes place during annual lay-up 
and that major maintenance is handled in the same manner thereafter.  Routine maintenance of 
the BWTS and associated new equipment is assumed to be undertaken by the ship’s crew. 

A potentially significant cost item for vessels utilising active substance systems may be the need to 
coat ballast water tanks to control corrosion. Many ships which operate wholly or primarily in fresh 
water often have uncoated tanks. Further analysis of individual vessels and BWTS combinations 
may be required to determine the optimum solution for potential corrosion issues.  Some reports [6] 
concerning electrolysis, ozone and other chemical treatment BWTS suggests that these may 
promote wastage of the steel structure.  However, as there is no firm evidence for the magnitude of 
the effect, coatings have been left out of the cost estimates.  Coating large areas of steel is very 
expensive and so this issue should be explored further.  

Maintenance of the BWTS equipment can be compared to that of existing marine waste water 
treatment and fresh water plants which also consist of a combination of pumping equipment, filters 
and disinfectant agents. It is not anticipated that the general upkeep of the BWTS will require any 
additional training other than that provided by the manufacturer at the time of installation. 

Vessel information was provided by various ship owners directly or via the CSA. When sufficient 
information was not available from either of these sources, data was provided by TC. The majority 
of information was in the form of scanned copies of the original build drawings and may not 
represent the latest data available for the vessels investigated. The distribution of data was not 
equal between all vessel categories. Typically, the information provided included the information 
listed below. Further details on the specific data used for the detailed assessment of individual ships 
is provided in the relevant part of section 4.  

 Ballast Water Schematic Diagram 

 Ballast Water Arrangement 

 Capacity Plan 

 General Arrangement 

 Midship Section 

 Engine Room/Machinery Arrangement 

 Electrical Schematic Diagram 
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3.1 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT 

3.1.1 Overview 

These vessels form the largest group within the Great Lakes fleet. They are an intermediate sized 
vessel ranging from between 630’ to 740’ (192 to 225m) LOA with the accommodation block 
located at the aft end. Built specifically for the role of self-unloading bulk carrier on the Great Lakes 
and St Lawrence Seaway, they typically consist of multiple gravity fed cargo holds and up to three 
conveyor belts for unloading. The average age of vessel currently operating on the lakes is 
approximately 30 years old and 5 new vessels have been introduced between 2010 and 2013. 
They are owned by a variety of operators within the USA and Canada for the primary purpose of 
transporting dry bulk goods such as coal, grain and iron ore. A typical example of this class of 
vessel is shown in Figure 1 with details of example vessels given in Table 3. 

 
FIGURE 2 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER WITH ACCOMMODATION AFT. 

(www.boatnerd.com/news/newsthumbsb/Images-13-1/baiestpaul2013.jpg) 
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Vessel Owner 
Cargo 

Configuration 

Date 
of 

Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

Atlantic 
Huron 

CSL 5 Holds 1984 12 16000 2 2835 5670 2 730 N/A 

Niagara CSL 5 Holds 1972 12 19000 2 2450 4900 2 748 N/A 

Peter R 
Cresswell 

Algoma 
3 Holds, 3 Belt 
Gravity Feed 

1982 12 17000 2 2275 4550 2 409 N/A 

TABLE 3 GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT VESSEL 
EXAMPLES 

3.1.2 General Strategy for Installation 

The Canadian fleet comprises of 36 self-unloading vessels with the accommodation located at the 
aft end. A full listing of vessels operating on Great Lakes can be found in Appendix A. 

A typical vessel in the Canadian fleet has a ballasting system consisting of 5 wing tanks on each 
side, and a fore and aft peak tank. The ballast system is split into two independent systems, port 
and starboard. A cross connection allows for redundancy should either system fail. The vessels 
are also equipped with a ballast stripping system that is configured in a similar fashion to the main 
ballast water system but on a smaller scale, Table 4 outlines the system parameters for a typical 
ballast system expected on a vessel in this class.  

The configuration of the ballast system generally consists of port and starboard main ballast 
pumps located in the machinery space on the lower deck level. Each pump connects to a 
longitudinal main ballast header which runs through the ballast wing tanks branching off for each 
tank and terminating in a bell mouth. An alternative arrangement found in this class of vessel 
consists of the main ballast pumps connecting into a manifold in the machinery space with smaller 
tank specific lines run longitudinally through the ballast wings to each tank. For all of the system 
types investigated several stages of the installation strategy remain consistent, these include: 

 Maintaining the existing systems general configuration and layout. 

 Conversion of a section of the aft ballast wing tanks to machinery spaces to 
house the treatment systems. 

 Installation of replacement ballast water pumps capable of producing 
2500m3/hr. at a pressure of at least 2.5bar for BWTS requiring a mechanical 
filter. 

 Control systems – typically each BWTS comes with its own independent 
control system but these can be integrated into the existing ship control 
system via hard wired connections or a serial link.  

 Increased power requirements due to treatment systems, uprated ballast 
pumps and additional machinery spaces. The actual increase varies with 
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system type but all require a significant amount of power at critical times 
such as whilst the unloading gear is in use. 

Space is at a premium in the machinery compartment where the ballast water pumps and sea 
connections are typically located. As such a feasible approach would be to convert a section of 
the aft ballast wing tank on either side of the vessel to an additional machinery space where the 
mechanical filter and treatment equipment can be housed. The aft ballast wing tanks are located 
immediately forward of the machinery space bulkhead and as such conversion would minimise 
the amount of existing ballast water pipe modifications required and the disturbance to other non-
ballast systems. Other spaces considered for installation included under the cargo tanks 
humpback on the centre line of the ship (where present), the fore peak store, existing machinery 
space and on deck. All have merits and should be considered as possible options for installation 
depending on the individual vessel. The fore peak store and on deck options were seen as less 
cost effective in this scenario due to the amount structural and system based modifications 
required. The on deck option also has a potentially detrimental impact on cargo handling 
procedures as new structures may obstruct loading and unloading operations. Existing machinery 
spaces, although normally seen as the preferred location, were not assumed to be feasible for the 
vessels investigated due to the lack of space and the size of treatment system required.  

The chemical injection system proposal could potentially have a reduced footprint when compared 
to the electrolysis and ozone systems dependent on the amount of chemicals to be stored at any 
one time. The chemical injection proposal makes use of existing storage space on the machinery 
deck with the mechanical filters installed in a smaller section of the converted ballast wing tank.  

This study is intended purely to demonstrate technical feasibility and should not be taken as an 
optimum solution for any specific vessel. The ballast tank conversion was seen as being feasible 
due to its location, size, accessibility and limited impact on the existing ballast and other systems 
on the vessel investigated. Individual vessel analysis on the effects of removing any ballast 
capacity is required to ensure the vessels operating profile is satisfactory.  

The electrical control and power panels associated with the various systems could also be housed 
in the new compartments or distributed, if space allows, at convenient locations through the 
existing machinery spaces.  

The conversion of the aft ballast wing tank to a machinery space requires some structural 
changes, these include;  

 New bulkhead with the ballast tank.  

 Floor gratings and supports.  

 Watertight door installation from the existing machinery space and access 
ladder down to the lower deck level.  

 Foundations for the treatment system modules and the relevant electrical 
panels.  

 Additional lifting and fleeting arrangement to facilitate installation & 
maintenance. 

Several new auxiliary systems are also required and include;  
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 New compartment ventilation complete with fire damper and water tight 
valve.  

 Bilge suction system.  

 Fire-fighting system.  

 Gas detection system 

 Overhead lighting.  

 Space heaters.   

The addition of a mechanical filter and treatment plant will lead to an additional pressure drop up 
to 1.1 bar across the ballast system. This combined with the additional dynamic loads due to new 
pipework and possible re-routing of existing pipework means replacement ballast water pumps 
will be required in most cases in order to maintain the original ballasting rates. The new pumps 
should be integrated into the same position in the system as the originals with minimal disruption 
to the existing layout. This may not be a requirement for all vessels in this class as several newer 
ships have been built ‘for but not with’ a BWTS and already have the capacity to operate at the 
required rate. In general the cost of procuring new suitable ballast pumps would be an order of 
magnitude lower than the overall BWTS procurement costs, depending on the ballasting rates and 
pressure involved.  

 
Additional brine required for electrolysis systems will be stored in the aft peak ballast tank and 
pumped forward into the side stream line prior to heating. Due to the corrosive nature of the brine 
it is assumed that a stainless steel tank within the aft peak ballast tank and stainless steel pipework 
will be installed. In order for the electrolysis system to function efficiently the 1% side stream is 
required to be heated prior to reaching the chlorine generator. This could be achieved by use of 
pipe jacket heaters if the piping lengths permit, or in this case where the distance between the 
mechanical filter and chlorine generator have been minimised a circulation heater is preferred. 
There is scope to explore heat recovery avenues already present on some vessels in order to 
minimise the power requirements of the additional heating loads.   

The neutralising system is supplied as a separate skid which would be installed alongside the 
BWTS in the converted ballast tank or in the storage space on the machinery deck.  

Due to the large electrical loads anticipated from the BWTS with the high ballast flow rates 
experienced it is believed that many vessels will have insufficient electrical capacity and will 
require additional or uprated generator sets. Additional load requirements for heating of 
electrolysis slip streams and uprated ballast pumps, if required, would be significant.  

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 5 for a total 
ballast volume of approximately 16000m3. The major steps for installation are outlined in Table 6. 
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No. Of 
Wing 
Tanks 

Typical 
Wing 
Tank 
(m3) 

Fore 
Peak 
Tank 
(m3) 

Aft 
Peak 
Tank 
(m3) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Pump 
Pressure 

(bar) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

10 1560 1500 170 
1600-
17500 

2 2500 1.2 0.508 0.355 5500 6.4 

Table 4 Typical Self-Unloader with Accommodation Aft Bulker Ballast Water System.   

TABLE 5 SELF-UNLOADER WITH ACCOMMODATION AFT BWTS 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.15770 and 
33 kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.78850 and 
165 kg respectively.  

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 18kW (back flushing). Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 660kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 3300kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 

  

 System Configuration 
Total 

Footprint 
(m2) 

System 
Weight (kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

cMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 
1 x 2500 m3/hour installed in 
each converted ballast tank 

28 
10,200 

a26,000 
b89,200 

220 329 1.1 

UV 
1 x 2500 m3/hour installed in 
each converted ballast tank 

7.5 9250 312 520 1.1 

Ozone 
1 x 5000m3/hour installed in 

port ballast tank 
25 18900 385 425 0.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 5000m3/hour installed in 
converted storage space, 2 

off mechanical filters 
installed in converted ballast 

tanks 

23 
26,300 

d27,000 
e29,600 

13 f48 0.5 
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TABLE 6 SELF UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION 
REQUIREMENTS. 

  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
New ballast pumps 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control 
system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

Ballast tank conversion 
 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV modules installation 
Electrical panel installation 
New ballast pumps 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (7-9) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ballast tank conversion 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
New ballast pumps 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 

Ship IPMS integration 

Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
Ballast tank conversion 

Chemical 

Chemical injection module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
New ballast pumps 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 

Ship IPMS integration 

Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
Ballast tank conversion 
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3.1.3 Operational Challenges 

Self-unloading accommodation aft vessels face several operating challenges associated with the 
installation and operation of a BWTS. The need to minimise the time taken to load and unload 
cargo has a direct impact on the BWTS as the treatment/cargo rates need to be matched to ensure 
vessel stability and efficiency. This leads to larger BWTS (footprint and weight) and higher power 
requirements on vessels that were originally designed to maximise cargo hold space for optimum 
efficiency. 

The conversion of a section of the aft wing ballast tanks leads to a reduction in the total ballast 
volume of the vessel, estimated to be approximately1-4% of the total ballast capacity depending 
on the BWTS installation9. The light ship weight is increased by the BWTS installation and the 
resulting dead weight (DWT) of the vessel is lower. The effects on vessel stability need to be 
analysed in detail on a vessel by vessel basis and are beyond the scope of this report; however 
stability is not expected to be a significant concern.  Installation weight estimations are given in 
Appendix C. 

3.1.4 Approximate Costings 

The self-unloader accommodation aft cost estimate is based on the installation analysed in section 
4. An outline of the major features of the installation is detailed in section 3.1.2 and a detailed 
breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

The vessel complexity factor of 2 for this vessel is assumed to be appropriate due to the size of 
the BWTS system needed to meet the existing ballast rate and the lack of available machinery 
space local to the existing ballasting system. This installation requires both structural and system 
modifications which are reflected in the costings estimates provided in Tables 7 & 8.  

 

Vessel Complexity Factor 2 Annual exchanges 80 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 4.2 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS 
($) 

Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour 
manhours 

Low  
($) 

 
Probable 

($) 

High  
($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 5,000 19,255 1,577,000 1,457,000 27,000 5,123,000 5,816,000 7,286,000 

Ozone 1.6 5,000 19,255 1,250,000 570,000 21,000 3,623,000 4,096,000 5,185,000 

UV 1 5,000 19,255 1,492,000 796,000 21,000 4,104,000 4,642,000 5,849,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 4,800 19,255 831,000 334,000 18,000 2,566,000 2,899,000 3,697,000 

TABLE 7 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT 
COSTS ESTIMATE 

                                                
 
9 Data based on the vessel investigated in section 4.2. Ballast tank volume approximately 2000m3, total ballast 
volume approximately 19000m3. 
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BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials  

($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low  
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Low  
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 75,000 150,000 2,000 27,000 218,000 252,000 315,000 0.14 0.16 0.20 

Ozone 75,000 0 1,000 36,000 100,000 113,000 158,000 0.06 0.07 0.10 

UV 121,000 18,000 1,000 18,000 140,000 159,000 222,000 0.09 0.10 0.14 

Chemical 
Injection 

53,000 120,000 1,000 18,000 167,000 192,000 237,000 0.11 0.12 0.15 

TABLE 8 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ANNUAL OPERATING AND LIFE 
CYCLE COSTS ESTIMATE 

3.1.5 Comparison with International Ships 

The self-unloader accommodation aft vessels are specific to the Great Lakes shipping industry, 
there are relatively few similar ships world-wide and they tend to be used for dedicated niche 
trades. These vessels cannot accurately be compared with vessels that use onboard or dockside 
crane systems as the primary method of transferring cargo (bulkers & geared bulkers) which are 
more common in international fleets due to the significant difference between the conveyor based 
cargo handling systems. The ballasting rate is directly linked with cargo handling and this has a 
major impact the BWTS. The high ballast rate associated with self-unloading vessels leads to a 
greater challenge for BWTS installation than non-self-unloading vessels of other categories. While 
the technical challenges of BWTS installation on the few international vessels in service may be 
similar to those in the Great Lakes fleet, the economic aspects of the service and the competitive 
environment are generally rather different and this should be noted in any comparative analyses.  
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3.2 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT 

3.2.1 Overview  

Self-unloaders with accommodation blocks fwd. and aft are the second largest group of vessels 
operating on the great Lakes. They are intermediate size vessels similar to the self-unloaders 
accommodation aft but are typically much older vessels; no new self-unloader with 
accommodation fwd. & aft has been built since 1974. The majority of vessels in this class began 
life as gearless bulk carriers built specifically to operate on the Great Lakes in the 1950’s and 60’s 
and underwent conversion to self-unloaders at a later date. They are owned by a variety of 
operators within the USA and Canada for the primary purpose of transporting dry bulk goods such 
as coal, grain and iron ore. A typical example of this class of vessel is shown in Figure 3. Table 9 
describes some example vessels. 

 
FIGURE 3 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER WITH ACCOMMODATION FWD. & 

AFT. 
(www.boatnerd.com/pictures/fleet/algomarine.htm) 
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Vessel Owner 
Cargo 

Configuration 

Date 
of 

Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

CSL 
Tadousasac 

CSL 5 Holds 1969 12 21000 2 2000 4000 N/A N/A N/A 

John G 
Munson 

Great 
Lakes 
Fleet 
Inc. 

7 Holds, 2 Belt 
Gravity Feed 

1952 18 12000 4 
2415 & 

460 
5750 0 N/A 552 

Algosteel Algoma 
6 Holds, 2 Belt 
Gravity Feed 

1968 N/A 15000 2 2000 4000 N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 9 GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT VESSEL 
EXAMPLES  

3.2.2 General Strategy for Installation  

The Canadian fleet currently comprises of 15 self-unloaders accommodation fwd. & aft vessels 
with an average age of 51 years old. The US fleet also consists of 15 vessels in this category with 
an average age of 61 years old. A full listing of vessels can be found in Appendix A. 

The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) recently completed a detailed study [4] [5] investigating BWTS 
installations onboard Great Lakes Bulk Carriers; one of the vessels investigated was a self-
unloader accommodation fwd. & aft. fitted with Ozone and UV based system. STXM considers 
that the approach outlined for the Ozone based system installation is technically feasible and 
realistic. STXM have summarised the approach taken by the USCG in section 4.3.3 and provided 
analysis using for weight, power and costings using the STXM model. Alternative proposals 
including the use of electrolysis and chemical injection BWTS have also been provided.  It should 
be noted that the USCG report did not appear to consider that replacement of the ballast pumps 
would be necessary on the specific vessel examined.  STXM has not been able to verify this with 
the information available, but as indicated previously advises that this is an issue which needs to 
be checked on a ship-by-ship basis. 

A typical vessel has a ballasting system consisting of 16 wing tanks located on each side, 2 double 
bottom tanks located to the rear of the vessel, fore and aft peak tanks and smaller trim tanks 
located on either side of the vessel adjacent to the engine room. The ballast system is split into 
two independent systems, port and starboard, each system consisting of a main ballast pump and 
an auxiliary pump used to increase the system flow rate during deballasting, Table 10 outlines the 
system parameters for a typical system expected on a vessel in this class.  

The configuration of the ballast system generally consists of port and starboard main ballast 
pumps connecting into a manifold in the machinery space with smaller tank specific lines run 
longitudinally through the ballast wings to each tank and terminating in a bell mouth. The use of 
the manifold configuration complicates potential BWTS installation as the only common ballast 
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lines are found in the already cramped engine room, this is particularly difficult for systems that 
require all ballast water to pass through a mechanical filter. 

The installation approach for the ozone system consists of a single 5000m3/hour system being 
installed over three decks above the main engine room as suggested in the USCG report. The 
electrolysis and chemical injection installations also use the available space identified on the spar 
and main decks to house the treatment and neutralisation skids. The mechanical filters are housed 
in a section of the trim tanks on either side of the vessel that is converted to a machinery space. 
The UV installation is based entirely within the converted trim tank space as its location provides 
access to the ballast pumps without requiring a major overhaul of the existing system and engine 
room. Alternative locations including on deck and ballast wing tank conversion were considered 
and may offer alternative locations depending on a specific vessels layout. The on deck installation 
was disregarded due to the anticipated expense and possible impact on cargo handling 
procedures. The trim tank conversion was seen to offer the least impact of all the feasible options 
for housing the UV system and mechanical filters due to their size and location. The preferred 
installation location would be in the machinery space in close proximity to the existing ballast 
pumps and manifold but insufficient space exists and re-arranging the space to accommodate the 
BWTS would potentially lead to a higher cost of installation.  

Due to the large ballasting rates required by these vessels it is anticipated that the electrical loads 
will be very close to or exceed the current vessel capabilities. Vessels in this class may have spare 
capacity within the current power generation system sufficient to cope with some operating 
conditions for the BWTS but the additional load requirements for heating of the electrolysis slip 
stream would be significant and would require an additional power source.  

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 11 for a vessel 
with a ballasting capacity requirement of 5000m3/hour and a total ballast volume of 12000m3.  The 
steps involved in system installation will be very similar to those used for the self-unloader 
accommodation aft vessels, noting that the potential need to change ballast pumps will need to 
be verified for specific ships. The major steps for installation are outlined in Table 12 with the 
detailed approach provided in section 4.3. 

 

Configuration 
No. Of 
Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Total 
Ballasting 

Rate 
(m3/hour) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

Manifold 22 12000 2 2500 5000 0.508 N/A 5500 5 

TABLE 10 TYPICAL SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT BULKER 
BALLAST WATER SYSTEMS.   
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TABLE 11 SELF-UNLOADER WITH ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT BWTS 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.11,700 and 
24 kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.58,500 and 
120 kg respectively.  

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 18kW (back flushing). Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 500kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 2500kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 

  

 System Configuration 
Footprint 

(m2) 
System 

Weight (kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

cMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 
1 x 5000 m3/hour installed in 
existing machinery spaces 

on Spar and Main deck. 
20 

6,330  
a18,000 
b65,000 

248 369 1.1 

UV 
2 x 2500 m3/hour installed in 
each converted ballast trim 

tank 
7.5 9250 312 520 1.1 

Ozone 

1 x 5000 m3/hour installed in 
existing machinery spaces 
on Spar, Main and Working 

decks. 

25 18900 385 425 0.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 5000 m3/hour installed in 
existing machinery spaces 

on Spar and Main deck 
23 

26,300 
d26,800 
e28,800 

13 f48 0.5 
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TABLE 12 SELF UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT OUTLINE BWTS 
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS. 

  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Auxiliary/stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control 
system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

Ballast trim tank conversion 
 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV modules installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Auxiliary/stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (14-16) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ballast trim tank conversion 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Auxiliary/stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
Ballast trim tank conversion 

Chemical 

Chemical injection module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Auxiliary/stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
Ballast trim tank conversion 
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3.2.3 Operational Challenges 

Self-unloading accommodation fwd. & aft vessels main operating challenges are associated with 
the ballasting rates required to match the cargo loading and unloading. The high ballast flow rate 
leads to larger BWTS’ (footprint and weight) and higher power requirements on vessels that were 
originally designed to maximise cargo hold space for optimum efficiency. The lack of available 
machinery space is further compounded by the ballast configuration with dual engine room 
manifolds. This limits access for to a small space between the engine room sea chests and 
manifolds leaving no space for mechanical filters and UV treatment modules. 

The conversion of a section of the ballast trim tanks leads to a reduction in the total ballast volume 
of the vessel; this is estimated to be a maximum of 80 tons (0.7% of total ballast) depending on 
the BWTS installation10. The light ship weight is increased by the BWTS installation resulting in a 
final vessel DWT alteration of between -0.2 to 0.25%.The effects on vessel stability need to be 
analysed in detail on a vessel by vessel basis and are beyond the scope of this report; however 
stability is not expected to be a significant concern. Table 46 outlines potential installation weight 
implications. 

3.2.4 Approximate Costings 

The self-unloader accommodation fwd. & aft cost estimate is based on the installation analysed 
in section 4.3. An outline of the major features of the installation is detailed in section 3.2.2 and a 
detailed breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

The vessel complexity factor of 1.8 for this vessel is assumed to be appropriate due to the size of 
the BWTS system needed to meet the required ballasting rate and the lack of available machinery 
space local to the existing ballasting system. This installation requires considerable modifications 
to existing systems and, dependent on the type of BWTS selected, structural modifications. This 
is reflected in the costings estimates in Tables 13 & 14.  

 
Vessel Complexity Factor 1.8 Annual exchanges 80 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 5 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS ($) 
Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour 
manhours 

Low ($) 
 

Probable 
($) 

High ($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 5,000 12,000 1,000,000 615,000 19,000 3,115,000 3,527,000 4,458,000 

Ozone 1.6 5,000 12,000 1,250,000 63,000 21,000 3,162,000 3,555,000 4,555,000 

UV 1 5,000 12,000 1,492,000 135,000 15,000 3,060,000 3,444,000 4,345,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 5,000 12,000 831,000 42,000 16,000 2,201,000 2,476,000 3,179,000 

                                                
 
10 Data based on the vessel investigated in section 3.3. Ballast trim tank volume approximately 242m3, total ballast 
volume approximately 12000m3. 
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TABLE 13 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT INSTALLATION & 
PROCUREMENTS COSTINGS ESTIMATE 

 

BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials ($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low ($) 
Probable 

($) 
High ($) Low ($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 79,000 93,000 1,000 23,000 170,000 196,000 252,000 0.18 0.20 0.26 

Ozone 75,000 0 1,000 36,000 99,000 112,000 157,000 0.10 0.12 0.16 

UV 100,000 18,000 1,000 18,000 120,000 138,000 194,000 0.09 0.10 0.14 

Chemical 
Injection 

41,000 75,000 1,000 9,000 110,000 126,000 157,000 0.11 0.13 0.16 

TABLE 14 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT ANNUAL OPERATING & 
LIFE CYCLE COSTINGS ESTIMATE 

3.2.5 Comparison with International Ships 

The self-unloader accommodation fwd. & aft vessels are specific to the Great Lakes shipping 
industry, there are relatively few similar ships world-wide and they tend to be used for dedicated 
niche trades. These vessels cannot accurately be compared with vessels that use onboard or 
dockside crane systems as the primary method of transferring cargo (bulkers & geared bulkers) 
which are more common in international fleets as the ballasting rate is directly linked with cargo 
handling and this has a major impact the BWTS. The higher ballast rate associated with self-
unloading vessels leads to a greater challenge for BWTS installation than non-self-unloading 
vessels of other categories. While the technical challenges of BWTS installation on international 
vessels may be similar to those in the Great Lakes fleet, the economic aspects of the service and 
the competitive environment are generally rather different and this should be noted in any 
comparative analyses. 
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3.3 SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ 

3.3.1 Overview 

The Self-unloader 1000’ category vessels are the largest vessels operating on the Great Lakes. 
They are owned exclusively by USA operators and are unique by virtue of the fact that they lack 
seaway access and so operate exclusively within the Great Lakes. With the exception of the 
Stewart J Cort, they are all accommodation aft configuration and were built between 1970 and 
1980. Similar to the intermediate sized vessels they are dry bulk cargo vessel primarily used for 
the transport of coal, grain and iron ore. A typical example of this class of vessel is shown in Figure 
4. Table 15 gives some examples of vessels in this class. 

 
FIGURE 4 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER 1000’. 

(www.boatnerd.com/pictures/images/mccarthy-db-kh.jpg) 
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Vessel Owner 
Cargo 

Configuration 

Date 
of 

Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

American 
Spirit 

American 
Steamship 

Lines 

7 Holds, 2 Belt 
Gravity Feed 

1978 20 47000 18 828 14904 0 N/A N/A 

Indiana 
Harbour 

American 
Steamship 

Lines 

7 Holds, 1 Belt 
Gravity Feed 

1979 18 62000 4 2990 11960 2 690 791 

James R 
Barker 

Interlake 
Steamship 
Company 

3 Belt Gravity 
Feed 

1976 18 44000 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 15 GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ VESSEL EXAMPLES 

3.3.2 General Strategy for Installation 

There are no self-unloading 1000’ vessels in the Canadian fleet. The U.S. fleet currently consists 
12 ships. A full listing of vessels can be found in Appendix A. 

The USCG recently completed a detailed study [4] [5] investigating ballast water treatment 
methods for installation onboard Great Lakes Bulk Carriers; two of the vessels investigated are 
from the self-unloader 1000’ category. This study will not attempt to cover the same ground as the 
USCG report as this has already been well documented, but will outline their findings and 
alternative proposals including the use of electrolysis and chemical injection BWTS. 

Self-unloaders 1000’ are commonly found in two distinct ballasting configurations. One similar to 
the self-unloader accommodation aft vessels consisting of a large main ballasting header running 
longitudinally down both the port and starboard side of the vessels with individual branches off for 
each tank. The installation approach for this configuration is a dual system approach scaled up 
from the self-unloader accommodation aft to suit the capacity requirements.  

The second common configuration consists of a smaller ballast pump located at each ballast tank 
complete with its own deep well. This configuration has added complexities as no common header 
pipework is present. For UV BWTS installations feasible options include the installation of multiple 
lower capacity BWTS serving each tank individually as proposed by the USCG report. A single 
BWTS using side stream electrolysis systems could be installed in combination with tank specific 
mechanical filters. The chlorinated side stream, along with the monitoring and neutralisation lines, 
can then be piped from the BWTS to the individual tanks. The ozone based system does not 
require a mechanical filter and so can be a scaled up version of the self-unloader accommodation 
aft vessel incorporating an injector for each tank. For any type of BWTS selected (except the 
smaller UV systems) skid mounted installations are unlikely to be feasible due to the size of the 
system required and components would be installed as individual items to increase installation 
flexibility. 

A more radical solution would be the complete overhaul of the existing ballast system resulting in 
the installation of new main ballast pumps, headers and sea chests to replace the individual tank 
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specific pumps and deep wells. This would simplify the BWTS integration but the scope of work 
required and costings would need to be studied on a vessel by vessel basis and are beyond the 
scope of the study.   

Table 16 outlines the ballast system parameters of a typical vessel of either configuration.  

The USCG report proposes that the installation of major components of the BWTS be installed 
underneath the hogs back of the conveyor system on the vessel centre line or in a converted 
ballast tank. Both these options are feasible and should be considered with regards to any 
individual vessel and the space requirements for the preferred BWTS. Installation in the void space 
underneath the hogs back would more generally be the preferred option due minimising the impact 
on ships operations and reduced structural costs. This option is further validated by advancements 
in mechanical filter technology resulting in smaller space requirements11, and has been the case 
considered in STXM’s costings. The converted ballast tank proposal would be a scaled up version 
of the self-unloader accommodation aft proposal outlined in section 2.2.2.  

Due to the large ballasting rates required by these vessels it is anticipated that the electrical loads 
will exceed the current vessel capabilities and additional or uprated generator sets will be required. 
Additional load requirements for heating of the electrolysis slip stream. In line with the USCG 
approach, uprated ballast pumps were not considered in these estimates but, if required, would 
provide a significant additional load.  

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 17 for a double 
header configuration vessel with a ballasting capacity requirement of 12000m3/hr. and a total 
ballast volume of 62000m3.  The steps involved in system installation under the conveyor belts is 
outlined in Table 18, the requirement to change ballast pumps will need to be verified for specific 
ships. 

Configuration 
No. Of 
Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Total 
Ballasting 

Rate 
(m3/hour) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

Deep Well 20 35000 18 817 14718 N/A N/A 10000 6 

Ballast 
Headers 

18 62000 4 2953 11812 0.75 0.25 10000 8 

TABLE 16 TYPICAL SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ BULKER BALLAST WATER SYSTEMS.  

                                                
 
11 USCG report incorporates a filter skid similar to the Hyde Guardian system. This option has since been replaced 
with a high performance screen filter (Hyde Guardian Gold) resulting in a significantly reduced space requirement.  
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 System Configuration 
System 

Weight (kg) 
BWTS Power 

Consumption (kW) 

cMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 
1 x 12000m3/hr. installed 

under conveyor belts. 

9,700 
a70200 

b312000 
588 681 1.1 

UV 
2 x 6000 m3/hour installed 

under conveyor belts. 
15600 780 1290 1.1 

Ozone 
1 x 12000m3/hour 

installed in port ballast 
tank 

39000 875 963 0.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 12,000 installed under 
conveyor belts. 

59,900 
d62,400 
e72,700 

26 110 0.5 

TABLE 17 SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ BWTS12 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.60380 and 
125 kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.302000 and 
625 kg respectively.  

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 33kW (back flushing). Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 2500kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 12800kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 

  

                                                
 
12 System data scaled from smaller systems as the 1000’ requirements exceed the standard off the shelf BWTS 
currently available. 
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TABLE 18 SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS. 
  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & 
control system 
Slip stream heating and 
control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Under conveyor space conversion 
to machinery space  
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV modules installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation  

New electrical panels (30-
34) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Under conveyor space conversion to machinery 
space 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Under conveyor space conversion to machinery 
space  
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

Chemical 

Chemical injection module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Under conveyor space conversion to machinery 
space  
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
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3.3.3 Operational Challenges 

Self-unloading 1000’ vessels require the highest treatment capacity of all vessels on the Great 
Lakes in order to maintain their cargo handling rate. The size of the BWTS installation and its 
power consumption results in the greatest operating challenge for this category of vessel. 
Providing the installation can be completed in the void space beneath the conveyor belt system 
the ballast volume of the vessel will remain unaffected. This is believed to be a feasible approach 
for several of the BWTS investigated. A weight estimate for this scenario incorporating the double 
header configuration is included in Table 46.  

The challenge of successfully operating and maintaining multiple BWTS installations in a vessel 
incorporating the deep well ballast configuration would be significantly increased when compared 
to single or dual system installations.  

3.3.4 Approximate Costings 

The self-unloader 1000’ vessel cost estimate is based on the installation analysed in section 3.3. 
An outline of the major features of the installation is detailed in section 3.1.2 and a detailed 
breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

A complexity factor of 1.8 for the double header configuration vessels is assumed to be 
appropriate. The fairly high value is largely due to the size of the BWTS system needed to meet 
the required ballasting rate. It is a lower factor than the self-unloader accommodation aft category 
as the larger vessel is believed to offer more space to accommodate the installation including 
space underneath the existing conveyors. This would lead to a lesser impact on existing systems. 
A complexity factor of 2.2 is given for the deep well configuration vessels due to the additional 
work scope required to treat a system without a common piping system. The cost estimates are 
given in Tables 19 & 20.  
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Vessel Complexity Factor 1.8 Annual exchanges 80 

Double Header Configuration Treatment Time (Hours) 8 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS 
 ($) 

Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour  
manhours 

Low  
($) 

 
Probable 

($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 12,000 62,000 1,639,000 2,662,000 27,000 6,186,000 7,068,000 8,705,000 

Ozone 1.6 12,000 62,000 2,550,000 914,000 28,000 5,978,000 6,759,000 8,446,000 

UV 1 12,000 62,000 2,685,000 1,188,000 26,000 6,489,000 7,341,000 9,167,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 12,000 62,000 1,382,000 175,000 22,000 3,427,000 3,860,000 4,909,000 

 

Vessel Complexity Factor 2.2 Annual exchanges 80 

Deep Well Configuration Treatment Time (Hours) 8 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS 
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS 
($) 

Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 15,000 35,000 1,997,000 2,680,000 28,000 6,718,000 7,665,000 9,442,000 

Ozone 1.6 15,000 35,000 3,156,000 945,000 29,000 6,840,000 7,727,000 9,635,000 

UV 1 15,000 35,000 5,110,000 1,309,000 43,000 11,067,000 12,485,000 15,627,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 15,000 35,000 1,547,000 341,000 23,000 3,838,000 4,324,000 5,490,000 

TABLE 19 SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT COSTS ESTIMATE 

 

BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials  

($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low 
 ($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Low  
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Double Header Configuration 

Electrolysis 153,000 150,000 2,000 34,000 293,000 338,000 436,000 0.06 0.07 0.09 

Ozone 165,000 0 3,000 54,000 193,000 221,000 310,000 0.039 0.045 0.06 

UV 182,000 56,000 3,000 33,000 236,000 273,000 369,000 0.05 0.06 0.07 

Chemical 
Injection 

52,000 386,000 1,000 27,000 402,000 466,000 553,000 0.08 0.09 0.11 

Deep Well Configuration 

Electrolysis 174,000 150,000 2,000 34,000 311,000 360,000 467,000 0.06 0.07 0.09 

Ozone 195,000 0 3,000 54,000 219,000 253,000 354,000 0.04 0.05 0.07 

UV 194,000 59,000 5,000 56,000 272,000 315,000 426,000 0.05 0.06 0.09 

Chemical 
Injection 

56,000 218,000 2,000 27,000 262,000 303,000 368,000 0.09 0.11 0.13 

TABLE 20 SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ ANNUAL OPERATING & LIFE CYCLE COSTS 
ESTIMATE 
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3.3.5 Comparison with International Ships    

The self-unloader 1000’ vessels are specific to the Great Lakes shipping industry. There are 
relatively few similar ships world-wide and they tend to be used for dedicated niche trades. These 
vessels cannot accurately be compared with vessels that use onboard or dockside crane systems 
as the primary method of transferring cargo (bulkers & geared bulkers) which are more common 
in international fleets as the ballasting rate is directly linked with cargo handling and this has a 
major impact the BWTS. The higher ballast rate associated with self-unloading vessels leads to a 
greater challenge for BWTS installation than non-self-unloading vessels of other categories. While 
the technical challenges of BWTS installation on international vessels may be similar to those in 
the Great Lakes fleet, the economic aspects of the service and the competitive environment are 
generally rather different and this should be noted in any comparative analyses.  
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3.4 TANKER 

3.4.1 Overview 

The Great Lakes Tanker fleet are owned exclusively by Canadian operators. They are not 
generally limited to the Great Lakes and also operate along coastal and deep sea routes. They 
are typically smaller vessels varying in size from approximately 200’ - 500’ (60 to 150m) LOA and 
are amongst the newest vessels in the fleet with an average age of 23 years. Their primary 
purpose is the transport of petroleum products throughout the Great Lakes, St Lawrence Seaway 
and Atlantic Canada. An example of this class of vessel is given in Figure 5. Table 21 details 
several vessels within this class. 

 
FIGURE 5 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES TANKER. 

(http://www.groupedesgagnes.com/en/home/4.aspx) 
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Vessel Owner Cargo 
Date 

of 
Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

Jana 
Desgagnés 

Tankers 
12 Tanks 1993 14 3000 2 300 600 1 15 785* 

 
Algonova 

 

Algoma 
Tankers 

14 Tanks 2008 18 5000 2 500 1000 0 N/A N/A 

International Vessels 

Harbour 
Fashion 

Nordic 
Tankers 

11 2011 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Chemtrans 
Alster 

Chemikalien 
Seetransport 

N/A 2008 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 21 GREAT LAKES TANKER VESSEL EXAMPLES 

3.4.2 General Strategy for Installation 

The Canadian Great Lakes and Seaway fleet comprises of 22 Tankers. A full listing of vessels 
can be found in Appendix A. 

A typical vessel in the Canadian fleet has a ballasting system consisting of between up to 7 wing 
tanks on each side, and a fore and aft peak tank. Two different ballasting configurations are 
common; one consists of two pumps feeding a single central header branching off for each tank 
and terminating in a bell mouth. The ballast pumps are housed in the pump room forward of the 
main machinery space. The second configuration consists of two pumps feeding port and 
starboard headers independently with branches off for each tank. The ballast pumps are housed 
in the ballast tanks (deep well configuration) forward of the machinery space on the port and 
starboard sides. Both configurations incorporate an ejector system connected to the main ballast 
header(s) for stripping the lower levels of the tanks. A cross connection is also common between 
the pumps in both configurations to allow for redundancy should either pump fail. Table 22 outlines 
a typical ballast system expected on a vessel in this class.  

It should be noted that generally the maximum ballasting rate is between 600-1000m3/hour, which 
is lower than the maximum cargo discharge rate, typically between 1200 – 4700m3/hour. The 
larger capacity requirements are generally associated with vessels where the ballast pumps are 
located in the ballast tanks and a double header configuration is utilised. 

For Tankers with the ballast pumps housed in a pump house the installation strategy for all types 
of BWTS remains consistent and includes: 

 Maintaining the existing ballast system’s header and tank connections. 

 Installation of a single BWTS in the existing pump compartment and 
converted workshop/store spaces. 
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 Installation of a new ballast stripping pump in place of the existing stripping 
ejector in the existing pump compartment (UV BWTS). 

 Control systems – typically each BWTS comes with its own independent 
control system but these can be integrated into the existing ship control 
system via hard wired connections or a serial link.  

For Tankers with the ballast pumps housed in the ballast tank the installation strategy would 
include: 

 Maintaining the existing ballast system’s port & starboard headers and tank 
connections. 
 

 New ballast pipework running from the existing main headers to the new 
BWTS.  

 Installation of a single BWTS consisting of a single mechanical filter and up 
to two treatment units/injectors in the existing machinery spaces & converted 
workshop. 

 Installation of a new ballast stripping pump (in the ballast tank) in place of 
the existing stripping ejector (UV system). 

 Control systems – typically each BWTS comes with its own independent 
control system but these can be integrated into the existing ship control 
system via hard wired connections or a serial link.  

As the required ballasting rate is considerably lower than some other Great Lakes vessel 
categories (approximately 10-20% of a typical self-unloader) a smaller BWTS is capable of 
meeting the system demands. This typically consists of a single mechanical filter and treatment 
unit which can be skid mounted or installed as separate units. BWTS installations within a 
machinery space local to the existing ballast pumps is the preferred option and although 
installation in the pump compartment and machinery spaces may require additional re-
arrangement of existing system it is assumed to be  feasible. Conversion of an existing ballast 
tank or on deck installations were considered but the ballast tanks are not large enough to house 
equipment and provide sufficient maintenance space, whilst deck installations were anticipated to 
be a less cost effective option and may impede cargo handling operations. Using the cargo holds 
would have a greater negative effect on cargo capacity and was not considered as cost effective 
as the machinery space proposal.   

The electrical control and power panels associated with both configurations and all system types 
would ideally be housed in the machinery space/pump compartment and offer more installation 
flexibility than the mechanical components of the system. 

The installation of the BWTS will require some structural modifications including, foundations for 
the treatment system modules and the relevant electrical panels and additional lifting and fleeting 
arrangement to facilitate installation & maintenance. 
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Several modifications and new auxiliary systems are also required and include, increased 
compartment ventilation and gas detection systems for electrolysis, ozone and chemical injection 
systems. 

The existing ballast pumps on the vessel investigated are believed to have sufficient capacity to 
operate successfully with the addition of a BWTS and would not require replacement although 
individual vessels will need to be evaluated. UV systems require a minimum 10% flow through the 
UV treatment modules and the current stripping ejector may not be capable of providing this; 
replacement with a suitably sized stripping pump will be required.  

For electrolysis systems the additional brine will be stored in the aft peak ballast tank and pumped 
forward into the side stream line prior to heating. Due to the corrosive nature of the brine it is 
suggested that a stainless steel tank within the aft peak ballast tank and stainless steel pipework 
be installed. In order for the electrolysis system to function efficiently the 1% side stream is 
required to be heated prior to reaching the chlorine generator. This could be achieved by use of 
pipe jacket heaters if the piping lengths permit or a circulation heater. There is scope to explore 
heat recovery avenues already present on some vessels in order to minimise the power 
requirements of the additional heating loads.   

The lower ballasting rates required by tankers mean electrical loads from the BWTS are not likely 
to require additional generator sets. The highest electrical demands are associated with heating 
the ballast slip stream as required by electrolysis systems and are considerably higher than non-
heated solutions.  

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 23 for a total 
ballast volume 5000m3. The major steps for installation are outlined in Table 24.  

No. Of 
Wing 
Tanks 

Typical 
Wing 
Tank 
(m3) 

Fore 
Peak 
Tank 
(m3) 

Aft 
Peak 
Tank 
(m3) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Pump 
Pressure 

(bar) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

12-14 300 200 80 
3000-
5000 

2 300-500 3 0.275-0.3 0.1 1200-4700 2-9 

TABLE 22 TYPICAL TANKER BALLAST WATER SYSTEM. 
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TABLE 23 TANKER BWTS 
 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.4870 and 10 
kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.24350 and 
50 kg respectively.  

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 5kW (back flushing).Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 200kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 1000kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 

  

 System Configuration 
Footprint 

(m2) 
System 

Weight (kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

CMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 

1 x 1000 m3/hour system 
installed in existing pump 

compartment and converted 
workshop. 

9.6 
4400 

a9280 
b28800 

55 66 1.1 

UV 
1 x 600- 1000m3/hour 

system installed in existing 
pump compartment. 

2 1800 36 60 1.1 

Ozone 

1 x 600-1000 m3/hour 
system installed in existing 

pump compartment and 
converted workshop. 

6.6 3424 60 66 0.3 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 600m3/hour system 
installed in existing pump 

compartment and converted 
workshop. 

12.6 
5200 

d5380 
e6200 

5 7 0.5 
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TABLE 24 TANKER OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 
  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control 
system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV module(s) installation 
Electrical panel installation 
New Stripping pump 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (2-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

Chemical 
Injection 

Filter installation 
Chemical treatment module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 
 

New electrical panels (2-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 
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3.4.3 Operational Challenges 

Tankers face several operating challenges associated with the installation and operation of a 
BWTS. The lack of available space is a major consideration. UV systems typically have a smaller 
footprint and so could, in theory, be completely installed in the existing pump compartment with 
little if any disruption to operations. Electrolysis, ozone and chemical injection systems will require 
additional space that could be made available by converting existing storage and workshop space 
available on other decks. Due to the nature of these systems remote installation away from the 
main ballast header is possible although the potential loss of storage space and the workshop 
may have an operational impact.     

Table 46 gives the estimated weight impacts for typical installations. In addition to the reduction 
in cargo capacity the requirement to bunker brine and neutralising agents must be considered.  

3.4.4 Approximate Costings 

The tanker cost estimate is based on the installation analysed in section 4 for a vessel with the 
existing ballast equipment housed in the pump room. An outline of the major features of the 
installation is detailed in section 4.1 and a breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

The vessel complexity factor of 1.5 is assumed due to the relatively small size of the BWTS 
system, the amount of available space in the pump room and workshop areas and the low power 
requirements believed to be within the existing system capacity. This installation requires less 
structural and system modifications when compared to vessel categories with higher ballasting 
rates. 

Tankers have ocean going capabilities so it is feasible that seawater may be used as ballast 
depending on the vessel location and schedule. This would negate the need to purchase high 
salinity brine and could result in annual savings estimated to be approximately $20,000. The low, 
probable and high estimates assume all brine is purchased. The operating schedule for the 
tankers is anticipated to involve fewer ballasting cycles than the dry goods bulkers in the fleet, all 
calculations are based on an estimated 40 ballast water exchanges annually. The tanker cost 
estimates are provided in Tables 25 & 26 
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Vessel Complexity Factor 1.5 Annual exchanges 40 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 6 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS  
($) 

Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour  
manhours 

Low  
($) 

 
Probable 

($) 

High  
($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 600 3,295 640,000 5,000 7,000 1,341,000 1,509,000 1,916,000 

Ozone 1.6 600 3,295 420,000 0 7,000 1,055,000 1,187,000 1,528,000 

UV 1 600 3,295 268,000 21,000 5,000 691,000 780,000 999,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 600 3295 484,000 5,000 6,000 1,063,000 1,196,000 1,524,000 

TABLE 25 TANKER INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT COSTS ESTIMATE 

 

BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials ($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 41,000 a19,000 1,000 4,000 57,000 65,000 86,000 0.43 0.49 0.65 

Ozone 44,000 0 <1000 13,000 52,000 58,000 81,000 0.39 0.44 0.61 

UV 7,000 2,000 <1000 6,000 13,000 15,000 21,000 0.10 0.11 0.16 

Chemical 
Injection 

38,000 10,000 0 3,000 46,000 52,000 70,000 0.35 0.39 0.53 

TABLE 26 TANKER ANNUAL OPERATING & LIFE CYCLE COSTS ESTIMATE 

aSalt brine costs may be reduced by ballasting with sea water when available. 

3.4.5 Comparison with International Ships    

The tankers used on the GLSLS are very similar to their international equivalents and the 
installation of a BWTS is seen as posing a similar challenge. It is not envisaged that that the 
existing ballast systems, vessel layouts and operating profiles will vary significantly between the 
vessels in the Great Lakes fleet (described in section 3) and their international counterparts.   
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3.5 STRAIGHT DECKER 

3.5.1 Overview 

The Straight Deckers are intermediate sized vessels and form a significant part of the Canadian 
fleet. One vessel is currently operated from the USA. They come in both accommodation aft and 
fwd. and aft configurations and were built specifically for use on the Great Lakes and Seaway. 
They are all gearless and so required shore side unloading facilities. One new vessel has been 
built since 1985. The average age of vessels currently operating in the Canadian fleet is 40 years. 
They are dry bulk cargo vessel primarily used for the transport of coal, grain and iron ore. A typical 
example of this class of vessel is shown in Figure 6, Table 27 details example vessels from this 
class. 

 
FIGURE 6 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES STRAIGHT DECKER. 

(www.boatnerd.com/pictures/fleet/kaministiqua.htm)  
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Vessel Owner 
Cargo 

Configuration 

Date 
of 

Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

Pine 
Glen 

CSL 4 Holds 1985 10 16000 2 2275 4550 2 N/A N/A 

Tim S 
Dool 

Algoma 6 Holds 1967 N/A 17000 2 2000 4000 N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 27 GREAT LAKES STRAIGHT DECKER VESSEL EXAMPLES 

3.5.2 General Strategy for Installation 

There are currently 13 straight deckers in the Canadian fleet and 1 in the U.S. They are typically 
around 40 years old with one new vessel launched in 2013. A full listing of vessels can be found 
in Appendix A. 

A typical vessel in the Canadian fleet has a ballasting arrangement consisting of 8 wing tanks on 
each side, and a smaller fore and aft peak tank. The ballast system is split into two independent 
systems, port and starboard. A cross connection allows for redundancy should either system fail. 
The main ballast pumps each have their own sea chest, downstream of each pump is a manifold 
with smaller lines branching off for each individual tank. The vessels are also equipped with a 
ballast stripping system that connects into the main ballast line on either side of the vessel 
upstream of the manifold. The main ballast, stripping pumps and manifolds are located in the lower 
engine room. Straight decker cargo loading rates vary considerably and are determined by the 
port the vessel is docked in and the type of cargo transported. It is assumed that the relatively 
high ballast rates found on the vessels investigated are to allow ballasting to match the higher 
cargo handling rates found at certain Great Lakes ports13; these cargo handling rates should be 
examined in line with individual vessel schedules to determine a rate that the vessel is most 
commonly operating at, as a reduction in the required ballasting rate can have a considerable 
impact on the size of the BWTS installed and its integration into the vessel. Table 28 outlines the 
system parameters for a typical ballast system expected on a vessel in this class. 

The preferred BWTS installation site would be in the lower engine room downstream of the main 
ballast pumps and prior to the main ballast manifold as this would minimise the volume of piping 
and structural modifications. From the information available it is believed that suitable unoccupied 
space within the lower engine room is at a premium preventing singular skid installations and 
requiring the system components to be installed as individual units.  

The UV BWTS generally has the smallest footprint of all the systems examined and so a feasible 
installation could be accommodated in the lower engine room. Unlike other technologies 
examined, the UV BWTS requires treatment of all ballast water during both ballasting and 

                                                
 
13 The port of Thunder Bay claims to have the fastest grain ship turnaround of all western Canadian ports with 
loading rates ranging from 1000 to 3400 tonnes/hour. 
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deballasting operations. A dual system approach with mechanical filters and UV modules installed 
between the main ballast pump and the ballast manifold on either side of the vessel is utilised to 
accomplish this. Two filters and UV modules are required for each system so the existing ballast 
line will be split downstream of the pump to incorporate the filter and UV modules and then run 
into the ballast manifold. In order to integrate the UV BWTS it is anticipated that the engine room 
ballast pipework would be extensively remodelled.    

The Electrolysis BWTS installation consists of two mechanical filters installed between the main 
ballast pump and the manifold on either side of the vessel. It is not believed that sufficient space 
exists in the current vessel machinery spaces to house the main electrolysis plant. The approach 
identified would involve converting part of the aft wing ballast tank, similar to the approach 
identified for the self-unloader accommodation aft vessels. Only one tank is converted to 
accommodate a singular electrolysis and neutralising plant along with the heating equipment. The 
slip stream is taken from the main ballast line downstream of the mechanical filter and the dosed 
stream is injected back into the main manifolds on both sides of the vessel. The Aft peak tank 
would be used for brine storage and would require a tank lining due to the corrosive nature of the 
brine. 

The Ozone installation is also believed to be too large to install in the existing machinery spaces 
and so would follow the single wing tank conversion outlined in the electrolysis proposal. A single 
ozone plant would be installed in the converted tank space with an injector installed adjacent to 
each manifold. 

Each vessel needs to be individually analysed to ensure the optimum solution is found. 
Installations within existing machinery spaces where the ballast pumps are originally housed result 
in the minimum disruption to existing systems and save considerable structural modifications 
when compared to the creation of a new machinery space. Other options examined include 
installation of the electrolysis and ozone generating plant in a new machinery space on the open 
deck but this was disregarded at this stage due to the potential disruption to loading/unloading 
cargo the new structure could have and the high installation costs envisaged.      

Due to the ballasting rates found on the straight deckers electrical loads from the BWTS may 
require additional / uprated generator sets. Additional load requirements for heating of the 
electrolysis slip stream and uprated ballast pumps, would be significant. Procurement of slip 
stream heaters is considered in the costings estimate for electrolysis systems, procurements of 
uprated ballast pumps are not. 

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 29 for a total 
ballast volume 11000m3 at a rate of 3600m3/hr.  The installation steps involved are outlined in 
Table 30. 
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Configuration 
No. Of 
Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Total 
Ballasting 

Rate 
(m3/hour) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

Manifold 10 11000 2 1800 3600 0.508 0.25 1000-3400 10-33 

TABLE 28 TYPICAL STRAIGHT DECKER BALLAST WATER SYSTEM 
 

 System Configuration 
Footprint 

(m2) 

System 
Weight 

(kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

cMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 
1 x 3600m3/hr. and 2 x 

mechanical filters. 
18 

5,900 

180 220 1.1 a16600 
b59500 

UV 
2 x 2000 m3/hour installed in 

lower engine room. 
7 6700 212 352 1.1 

Ozone 
1 x 3600m3/hour installed in port 

ballast tank 
20 14600 273 300 0.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 3600m3/hr. and 2 x 
mechanical filters. 

26 
25,000 

d25,450 
e27,250 

10 24 0.5 

TABLE 29 STRAIGHT DECKER BWTS 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.10700 and 
22 kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.53550 and 
110 kg respectively. 

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 22kW (back flushing).Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 450kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 2250kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 
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TABLE 30 STRAIGHT DECKER OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 
  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control 
system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Ballast wing tank conversion 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV modules installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (12-14) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Ballast wing tank conversion 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 

Chemical 

Chemical injection module installation 
Neutralization module installation 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification 
Stripping pump system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 
Monitoring systems 

Work-in-way of installation 
Ballast wing tank conversion 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Ventilation upgrades 
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3.5.3 Operational Challenges 

The Straight deckers operational challenges are concerned with a lack of available machinery 
space for the BWTS installation and operation. It is feasible that UV BWTS installations could be 
accommodated within the existing machinery space but this would leave very little space for 
maintenance and could impact on other systems in the vicinity.  Alternative options for UV systems 
are limited as all ballast water must pass through the UV module on ballasting and deballasting 
and this is further complicated by the dual manifold ballast configuration typically installed. 
Electrolysis and Ozone based systems require part of a ballast tank to be converted, Table 46 
details the potential weight impacts on the vessel. Conversion of the ballast tank to a machinery 
space and use of the aft peak tank for brine storage may also cause operational difficulties. The 
effects on vessel stability need to be analysed in detail on a vessel by vessel basis and are beyond 
the scope of this report; however stability is not expected to be a significant concern. 

3.5.4 Approximate Costings 

The Straight decker cost estimate is based on the installation analysed in section 3.5.2 for a vessel 
with the double manifold ballast configuration. A detailed breakdown of the costings is given in 
Appendix G. 

A complexity factor of 1.7 for this vessel is assumed. The value is slightly lower than the self-
unloading categories due to the lower ballasting rate and available space, where additional 
machinery space is required sufficient room can be made by converting a single wing tank. The 
cost estimates are provided in Tables 31 & 32. 
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Vessel Complexity Factor 1.7 Annual exchanges 80 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 3 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS ($) 
Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour 
manhours 

Low ($) 
 

Probable 
($) 

High ($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 3600 11,000 887,000 746,000 18,000 3,113,000 3,532,000 4,455,000 

Ozone 1.6 3600 11,000 981,000 306,000 19,000 2,927,000 3,301,000 4,220,000 

UV 1 4000 11,000 1,257,000 364,000 15,000 2,986,000 3,371,000 4,244,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 3600 11,000 648,000 83,000 15,000 1,960,000 2,206,000 2,847,000 

TABLE 31 STRAIGHT DECKER INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT COSTS ESTIMATE 

 

BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials ($) 

Labour 
man 

hours 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low ($) 
Probable 

($) 
High 
($) 

Low ($) 
Probable 

($) 
High 
($) 

Electrolysis 47,000 86,000 1,000 19,000 137,000 152,000 213,000 0.16 0.17 0.24 

Ozone 55,000 0 1,000 31,000 77,000 87,000 121,000 0.09 0.10 0.14 

UV 65,000 14,000 1,000 17,000 85,000 97,000 136,000 0.10 0.11 0.15 

Chemical 
Injection 

38,000 68,000 1,000 23,000 114,000 130,000 165,000 0.13 0.15 0.19 

TABLE 32 STRAIGHT DECKER ANNUAL OPERATING AND LIFE CYCLE COST 
ESTIMATE 

3.5.5 Comparison with International Ships    

The straight decker vessels are specific to the Great Lakes shipping industry with relatively few 
similar ships world-wide which are used for dedicated niche trades. The closest common 
international comparison would be with the gearless bulkers where there are similarities in 
ballasting rates (straight deckers having slightly higher rates), configuration and vessel size. The 
biggest difference is seen as the volume of ballast carried, which has a greater impact on operating 
cost than installation feasibility and the vessels operating environment; saltwater as opposed to 
freshwater. This influences the BWTS type selection more than the installation challenge. A direct 
comparison to an international counterpart cannot accurately be made, but using the similarities 
to the gearless bulkers it is reasonable to propose that the technical challenge associated with a 
BWTS installation would be more difficult than that of an international gearless bulker of 
comparative size. 
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3.6 BULKER – GEARED 

3.6.1 Overview 

The Geared Bulker category of vessel operating on the GLSLS are owned and operated by the 
Canadian company Groupe Desgagnés. The vessels have deep sea capabilities and are self-
unloading via their onboard crane systems. They are amongst the newest vessels operating on 
the lakes with 4 new vessels bought into service since 2007. They are smaller vessels, typically 
between 350’ to 450’ (100 to 140m) LOA which are used to transport dry bulk goods along the 
Great Lakes and Seaway, Artic and deep sea route. A typical example is given in Figure 7 and 
Table 33. 

 

 
FIGURE 7 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES BULKER – GEARED. 

(www.boatnerd.com/pictures/fleet/melissadesgagnes.htm) 
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Vessel Owner 
Cargo 

Configurat
ion 

Date 
of 

Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

Amélia 
Groupe 

Desgagnés 

3 Holds, 2 
Twin 

Cranes 
1975 N/A 2000 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Mélissa 
Groupe 

Desgagnés 
4 Holds, 2 

Cranes 
1975 N/A 2000 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Rosaire 
Groupe 

Desgagnés 
3 Holds, 2 

Cranes 
2007 N/A 5000 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 33 GREAT LAKES GEARED BULKER VESSEL EXAMPLES 

3.6.2 General Strategy for Installation 

The Geared bulker fleet currently consists of 8 Canadian owned vessels. They are amongst the 
smallest commercial vessels operating on the Great Lakes and utilise onboard cranes and grabs 
to self-load/unload cargo. Several international owners also operate geared and gearless bulkers 
within the GLSLS. Section 4.5 provides details on an installation approach onboard an 
international geared bulker. A full listing of vessels can be found in Appendix A. 

The geared bulkers typically have a ballast capacity of between 1700-5000m3 and it is anticipated 
that due to the crane based cargo handling techniques ballasting rates would be relatively low 
when compared to the conveyor systems employed on other self-unloader category vessels. 
Limited information was available on specific vessels within this category so it is assumed that 
due to the similarities in size the general installation techniques for a BWTS onboard a geared 
bulker would be proportional to that of a similar sized tanker. A typical vessel’s ballast water 
system is given in Table 34. 

Geared bulkers have ocean going capabilities and depending on an individual vessel’s schedule 
it could be feasible to ballast with sea water and recirculate it through the onboard BWTS during 
the voyage. The higher salinity levels present in sea water would allow electrolysis and ozone 
based BWTS to function at higher efficiency levels and depending on the voyage duration smaller 
capacity BTWS could be employed. This does not remove the requirement for any water used in 
the slip stream for electrolysis systems to be above 15˚C and so heating may still be required. It 
would also be feasible to bunker sea water and store it onboard for use when ballasting freshwater 
within the Great Lakes. The sea water would replace the saltwater brine used in the previous 
proposals but would require careful analysis of the vessels schedule to ensure sufficient seawater 
is bunkered in advance. 

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 35 for a total 
ballast volume 2700m3 at a rate of 500m3/hr. The installation steps involved are provided in Table 
36. 
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No. Of 
Wing 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

4-8 
1700-
5000 

1-2 300-800 1000-3000 4-10 

TABLE 34 TYPICAL GEARED BULKER BALLAST WATER SYSTEM 

TABLE 35 GEARED BULKER BWTS 

aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.2630 and 5 
kg respectively. 

bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.13150 and 
25 kg respectively. 

cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 3kW (back flushing).Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 

dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx. 100kg. 

eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 550kg. 

fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 

  

 System Configuration 
Footprint 

(m2) 
System 

Weight (kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

CMax BWTS Power 
Consumption (kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 

1 x 500 m3/hour system 
installed in existing pump 

compartment and converted 
workshop. 

8.2 
4200 

a6800 
b17400 

26 32 1.1 

UV 
1 x 500m3/hour system 

installed in machinery space 
2 1700 36 58 1.1 

Ozone 

1 x 600m3/hour system 
installed in existing pump 

compartment and converted 
workshop. 

6.6 3424 60.4 66 0.3 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 500 m3/hour system 
installed in existing pump 

compartment and converted 
workshop. 

11.8 
4700 

 d4800 
e5250 

4.6 6.9 0.5 
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TABLE 36 GEARED BULKER OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop & pump room  
conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV module(s) installation 
Electrical panel installation 
New Stripping pump and integration 
Ballast/system pipework installation 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (2-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

Chemical 
Injection 

Filter installation 
Chemical treatment module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 
 

New electrical panels (2-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 
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3.6.3 Operational Challenges 

The Geared bulkers pose similar operating challenges to the tankers examined in section 3.4. 
They may offer potential cost saving when compared to other Great Lakes vessels as their ocean 
going capabilities may allow them to ballast/bunker sea water as opposed to freshwater and brine 
improving the operating efficiencies of some BWTS. An estimation of the potential weight impacts 
caused by the installation of a BWTS is given in Table 46 based on typical vessel parameters.  

3.6.4 Approximate Costings 

The Geared bulker cost estimate is based on the installation outlined in section 3.6.2, a detailed 
breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

The vessel complexity factor of 1.5 is assumed to be appropriate due to the relatively small size 
of the BWTS system allowing for a machinery space installation and the assumption that the power 
requirements are within the existing system capacity.  

Geared bulkers have ocean going capabilities so it is feasible that seawater may be used as 
ballast depending on the vessel location and schedule. This would negate the need to purchase 
high salinity brine and could result in potential savings of $21,000 annually. The low, probable and 
high estimates assume all brine is purchased. The operating schedule of the geared bulker is 
anticipated to align with the other dry goods bulkers in the fleet so all calculations are based on 
an estimated 80 ballast water exchanges annually. Cost estimates are provided in Tables 37 & 
38. 

 
Vessel Complexity Factor 1.5 Annual exchanges 80 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 6 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS  
($) 

Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour  
manhour 

Low  
($) 

 
Probable 

($) 

High  
($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 500 2700 609,000 235,000 7,000 1,470,000 1,665,000 2,087,000 

Ozone 1.6 500 2700 401,000 46,000 7,000 1,044,000 1,177,000 1,509,000 

UV 1 500 2700 243,000 68,000 5,000 697,000 789,000 1,008,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 500 2700 477,000 21,000 5,000 999,000 1,125,000 1,426,000 

TABLE 37 GEARED BULKER INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT COST ESTIMATE 
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BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials  

($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low  
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Low  
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

Electrolysis 41,000 21,000 1,000 4,000 59,000 67,000 88,000 0.27 0.31 0.41 

Ozone 46,000 0 <1,000 13,000 53,000 59,000 83,000 0.25 0.27 0.38 

UV 12,000 1,000 <1,000 6,000 17,000 19,000 27,000 0.08 0.09 0.13 

Chemical 
Injection 

38,000 17,000 0 6,000 55,000 62,000 82,000 0.25 0.29 0.38 

TABLE 38 GEARED BULKER ANNUAL OPERATING AND LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATE 

3.6.5  Comparison with International Ships    

A set of international vessels trading into the Great Lakes and Seaway and similar to the GLSLS 
geared bulkers was drawn from the list at Appendix A. The Geared Bulkers used on the Great 
Lakes and Seaway are very similar to their international equivalents and the installation of a BWTS 
is seen as posing a similar challenge. It is not envisaged that that the existing ballast systems, 
vessel layouts and operating profiles will vary significantly between the vessels in the Great Lakes 
fleet (described in section 3) and their international counterparts.   
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3.7 BULKER – GEARLESS 

3.7.1 Overview 

The Gearless Bulker category of vessels is exclusively owned by Canadian operators. They are 
intermediate sized vessels that were originally constructed for deep sea trade routes before they 
were purchased for the Great Lakes fleet. They are all gearless and so require shore side 
unloading facilities and are used for the transportation of dry bulk cargo, primarily coal, grain and 
iron ore. A typical example of this class of vessel is shown in Figure 8 and details are provided in 
Table 39. 

 

FIGURE 8 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES BULKER – GEARLESS. 
(www.boatnerd.com/news/newsthumbsb/images-10-3/2-AlgomaGuardian09-11-2010-a-bb.jpg) 
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Vessel Owner Cargo  
Date 

of 
Build 

Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Total 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Stripping 
Pump 

Stripping 
Rate 

(m3/hr.) 

Power 
Available 

(kW) 

Discovery Algoma 7 Holds 1987 34 24000 2 1400 2800 1 130 N/A 

Mapleglen CSL 7 Holds 1981 N/A 16000 2 900 1800 N/A N/A N/A 

TABLE 39 GREAT LAKES GEARLESS BULKER VESSEL EXAMPLES 

3.7.2 General Strategy for Installation 

The Gearless bulker category vessels are exclusively owned by Canadian operators. There are 
currently 5 vessels in service and all were originally built with ocean going capabilities. Several 
international owner also regularly trade within the GLSLS using ocean going gearless bulkers. A 
full listing of vessels can be found in Appendix A. 

The vessels investigated differed from other traditional Great Lakes bulkers in that the ballast 
tanks are segregated between double bottom and upper side tanks. This gives a system of 
multiple smaller tanks which are fed from port and starboard main ballast ducts. The duct system 
is a similar configuration to the main ballast header seen in other vessel categories using square 
ducts built into the ship’s hull as opposed to large diameter pipe. Two main ballast pumps are 
housed in the lower engine room and served by a transverse sea water main. The stripping system 
consists of a single stripping ejector located in the lower engine room. 

Cargo loading rates can vary considerably and are determined by the port the vessel is docked in 
and the type of cargo carried. It is assumed that the relatively high ballast rates found on the 
vessels investigated are to allow ballasting to match the higher cargo handling rates found at some 
Great Lakes ports. The vessels cargo handling rates should be examined to determine a rate that 
the vessel is most commonly operating at as a reduction in the required ballasting rate can have 
a considerable impact on the size of the BWTS installed and its integration into the vessel.  Table 
40 outlines the system parameters for a typical ballast system expected on a vessel in this class. 

The preferred BWTS installation site would be in the lower engine room downstream of the main 
ballast pumps and prior to the main ballast duct on either side of the vessel as this would minimise 
the volume of piping and structural modifications required. From the information available it is 
believed that suitable unoccupied space within the lower engine room is at a premium preventing 
singular skid installations and requiring the individual system components to be installed as 
individual units.  

The UV BWTS installation is based on a scaled down version of the Straight deckers proposal 
incorporating a dual system approach. The relatively small footprint offered by the UV BWTS 
would allow the mechanical filters and UV module to be installed between the main ballast pumps 
and the ballast ducts on either side of the vessel. In order to integrate the UV BWTS it is anticipated 
that the engine room ballast pipework would be extensively remodelled and may result in 
repositioning of the main ballast pumps. The UV system offers few alternative options in terms of 
relocating the BWTS to other areas of the vessel as the entire flow of ballast water must pass 
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through the UV modules on both ballasting and deballasting. The stripping ejector is not capable 
of meeting the minimum flow requirements required by the UV modules and would be replaced 
with a suitably sized stripping pump.       

For Electrolysis and ozone based systems potentially free machinery space has been identified 
on the 1st deck, starboard side and is currently utilised as the engineers workshop and storage 
compartment. These spaces would require additional auxiliary service supplies including 
increased ventilation for degassing and ozone production. 

Although relatively similar in size to the Straight Deckers, Gearless Bulkers carry approximately 
twice the total ballast volume and so require considerably more consumables such as brine and 
neutralising agents. This additional weight gain is compensated in part by the lower ballasting 
rates seen resulting in a smaller BWTS installation. 

The Electrolysis BWTS installation approach consists of two mechanical filters installed between 
the main ballast pump and the ballast duct in a similar position to the UV BWTS installation. The 
electrolysis plant, neutralisation plant and heating equipment would be installed in the converted 
1st deck machinery space. The slip stream line comes off the main ballast line downstream of the 
mechanical filter and the dosed stream is injected back into the main ballast ducts on both sides 
of the vessel. The Gearless bulkers have ocean going capabilities and so potentially offer 
additional options for obtaining a saline water source as discussed in section 3.6.2. Due to the 
vessel’s arrangement of multiple smaller ballast tanks seawater or brine required for the 
electrolysis process could be stored in any number of ballast tanks offering greater operational 
flexibility than the traditional wing tanks configuration; all tanks used for brine/seawater storage 
would require corrosion protection. 

The Ozone BWTS installation does not require mechanical filters and would be fitted entirely within 
the converted machinery space. A single ozone plant would be installed with two ozone injector 
systems installed in the lower engine room connecting into the main ballast duct.  

Each vessel needs to be individually analysed to ensure the optimum solution is found. 
Installations within existing machinery spaces where the ballast pumps are originally housed, 
when feasible, results in the minimum disruption to existing systems and save considerable 
structural modifications when compared to the creation of a new machinery space. Other options 
examined include installation of the electrolysis and ozone generating plant in a new machinery 
space on the open deck but this was disregarded at this stage due to insufficient information 
available to investigate the potential disruption to loading/unloading cargo the new structure could 
have.      

Due to the moderately high ballasting rates found on the gearless bulker electrical loads from the 
BWTS are likely to require additional or uprated generator sets. This is likely to be the case if 
considering an electrolysis BWTS where the highest electrical demands are associated with 
heating the ballast slip stream and are considerably higher than non-heated solutions.  Costs for 
upgraded generators are included for the electrolysis option. 

The outline system parameters for each type of BWTS evaluated are given in Table 41 for a total ballast 
volume 24500m3 at a rate of 2800m3/hr. The installation steps involved are provided in Table 42. 
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Configuration 
No. Of 
Ballast 
Tanks 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

No. 
Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hour) 

Total 
Ballasting 

Rate 
(m3/hour) 

Main 
Ballast 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Stripping 
Pipe Ø 

(m) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

rate 
(T/hour) 

Cargo 
Unloading 

Time 
(hour) 

Ballast 
Header Ducts 

34 24500 2 1400 2800 0.508 0.2 1000-3400 10-33 

TABLE 40 TYPICAL GEARLESS BULKER BALLAST WATER SYSTEM 

 

 System Configuration 
Footprint 

(m2) 

System 
Weight 

(kg) 

BWTS Power 
Consumption 

(kW) 

cMax BWTS Power 
Consumption  

(kW) 

System Max 
Pressure Drop 

(bar) 

Electrolysis 
1 x 3000m3/hr. and 2 x 

mechanical filters. 
16 

5,400 

156 187 1.1 
a29300 

b125000 

UV 
2 x 1488 m3/hour installed in 

lower engine room. 
5 4500 156 267 1.1 

Ozone 
1 x 3000m3/hour installed in 

converted workshop 
17 11300 244 268 0.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 3000m3/hr. and 2 x 
mechanical filters. 

23.3 
19500 

d20500 
e24500 

10.6 22 0.5 

TABLE 41 GEARLESS BULKER BWTS 
aIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.23860 and 
50 kg respectively. 
bIncludes sufficient 230 PSU brine and neutralising agent for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx.119000 and 
250 kg respectively. 
cMax power consumption based on full flow rate and Back flushing pump loads (except Ozone), estimated 
to be 110% high load + 16kW (back flushing).Does not include heater requirements for electrolysis 
systems. 
dIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 1 complete ballast cycle, approx.1000kg. 
eIncludes sufficient chemical agents for 5 complete ballast cycles, approx. 5000kg. 
fMax power based on continuous back washing cycle, normal operation assumes 6 minutes back washing 
per hour. 
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TABLE 42 GEARLESS BULKER OUTLINE BWTS INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS 
  

System Mechanical Electrical Vessel Dependent 

Electrolysis 

Filter installation 
Electrolysis module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Brine transfer equipment 
Slip stream heating system 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (1-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Brine transfer pump & control system 
Slip stream heating and control 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Engineers workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

 

UV 

Filter installation 
UV module(s) installation 
Electrical panel installation 
New Stripping pump 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (6-8) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 

Ozone 

Ozone module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Oxygen generator module installation 
Chilled water integration 
HVAC integration 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 

New electrical panels (4) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 

Chemical 
Injection 

Filter installation 
Chemical treatment module installation 
Neutralisation module installation 
Electrical panel installation 
Ballast/system pipework installation & 
modification  
Stripping system integration 
Auxiliary system integration 
New valves and instrumentation 
 

New electrical panels (2-3) 
System power 
Control valves 
Ship IPMS integration 

Work-in-way of installation 
Fleeting/ lifting arrangements 
Electrical power upgrades 
Workshop conversion 
Ventilation upgrades 
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3.7.3 Operational Challenges 

Gearless bulkers have high total ballast volume to vessel size ratio and so require a larger amount 
of consumables when compared to other vessel categories. The costs of this could be partially 
offset by their ocean going capabilities allowing them to bunker seawater as opposed to brine but 
this is dependent on the vessel schedule. The ballast flow rates required allow for a smaller BWTS 
installation and so improve the feasibility of the installation being within an existing machinery 
space or converted storage/workshop area, this is a lower impact option when compared to the 
ballast tank conversion approach identified for other classes of vessel. Table 46 outlines potential 
installation weight implications. 

3.7.4 Approximate Costings 

The Gearless Bulker cost estimate is based on the installation outlined in section 3.7.2, a detailed 
breakdown of the costings is given in Appendix G. 

A complexity factor of 1.6 for this vessel is assumed to be appropriate. The value is lower than the 
self-unloading categories due to the lower ballasting rate and the potential for available machinery 
space. Cost estimates are provided in Tables 43 & 44. 
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Vessel Complexity Factor 1.6 Annual exchanges 80 

 Treatment Time (Hours) 8.8 

 

Ballast System Procurement Installation 
Total  BWTS Procurement & 

Installation Costs ($) 

BWTS  
Complexity 

Factor 

Total Flow 
Rate    

(m3/hr) 

Total 
Ballast 
Volume 

(m3) 

BWTS ($) 
Additional 
Equipment 

($) 

Labour 
manhours 

Low ($) 
 

Probable 
($) 

High ($) 

Electrolysis 1.5 2,800 24,500 850,000 630,000 15,000 2,769,000 3,140,000 3,995,000 

Ozone 1.5 2,800 24,500 868,000 260,000 17,000 2,534,000 2,859,000 3,651,000 

UV 1 2,800 24,500 897,000 273,000 13,000 2,309,000 2,608,000 3,298,000 

Chemical 
Injection 

1.2 2,800 24,500 606,000 73,000 12,000 1,733,000 1,952,000 2,510,000 

TABLE 43 GEARLESS BULKER INSTALLATION & PROCUREMENT COST ESTIMATE 

 

BWTS 
Type 

Fuel 
Consumption 

($) 

Consumables 
($) 

Maintenance 
Materials ($) 

Labour 
($75/hr) 

Annual Costs ($) Cost / m3 Treated ($) 

Low ($) 
Probable 

($) 
High 
($) 

Low ($) 
Probable 

($) 
High 
($) 

Electrolysis 62,000 191,000 1,000 17,000 242,000 271,000 379,000 0.12 0.14 0.19 

Ozone 77,000 0 1,000 27,000 92,000 105,000 146,000 0.05 0.05 0.07 

UV 104,000 13,000 1,000 15,000 116,000 88,000 67,000 0.06 0.05 0.03 

Chemical 
Injection 

42,000 152,000 1,000 20,000 187,000 215,000 262,058 0.10 0.11 0.13 

TABLE 44 GEARLESS BULKER OPERATING & LIFE CYCLE COST ESTIMATE 

3.7.5 Comparison with International Ships 

A set of international vessels trading into the Great Lakes and Seaway and similar to the GLSLS 
gearless bulkers was drawn from the list at Appendix A. The Gearless Bulkers used on the Great 
Lakes and Seaway are very similar to their international equivalents and the installation of a BWTS 
is seen as posing a similar challenge. It is not envisaged that that the existing ballast systems, 
vessel layouts and operating profiles will vary significantly between the vessels in the Great Lakes 
fleet (described in section 3) and their international counterparts.   
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3.8 TUG-BARGES 

The Canadian and U.S. fleet contains approximately 23 vessels that fall into the tug-barge category. 
These vessels cover a variety of configurations including Tank barges, Articulated or Integrated tug 
barges (ATB/ITB), Pusher tugs and barges converted from bulkers. They vary in age from new built 
ATB’s to barges converted from steam vessels that are over 100 years old, the average age in the 
Lakes fleet is approximately 40 years. Tug-barges are particularly difficult to categorise as they 
incorporate almost all of the variations seen through the entire Great Lakes fleet with a wide range 
of sizes, configurations and cargo handling capabilities.  

Tugs are generally amongst the smaller vessels commercially operating on the Great Lakes, 
typically <160’ (<50m) LOA, they carry smaller ballast volumes and operate at relatively low 
ballasting rates when compared to other Great Lakes vessels. The ballast configurations typically 
consist of 1-2 ballast pumps and a small manifold similar to the tanker and smaller bulker categories. 
Due to the sizes and rates of treatment required it is feasible that a suitable BWTS would be 
accommodated within the existing machinery spaces. On deck installations are a distinct possibility 
as the smaller ballast systems encountered would allow for a flexible installation profile and 
depending on the tug-barge connection method, may offer little if any impact to the barge cargo 
handling efficiency. 

Barges vary significantly, with sizes ranging from 300’ to 1000’ (90 to 300m) LOA, some carry no 
ballast at all whilst others have considerable pumping capacity in order to maintain a high cargo 
handling rate. Barges may also be equipped with self-unloading gear and their own generators 
whilst others rely on the tug for power. Given this range of variations it is not appropriate to offer a 
general strategy for installation that would be feasible for all vessels; however comparisons with 
other categories can be made.  

Self-unloading barges offer the most difficult installation profile amongst the barges for similar 
reasons to the self-unloading bulkers. The treatment rates required by these vessels are typically 
high (4000-6000m3/hour) requiring larger systems and higher power requirements. These barges 
are by design made to maximise cargo hauling with the effect of minimising all other available space 
making the preferred machinery space BWTS installation potentially infeasible. Ballast tank 
conversion and installation underneath the conveyors would be viable options if sufficient space 
exists, conversion of part of the cargo hold is another option but this is assumed to be less 
favourable as it has a direct impact on the vessels revenue generation. On deck installations have 
the potential to interfere with cargo handling and would require a greater amount of structural and 
system modifications. 

Gearless barges would require smaller treatment plants due to the lower anticipated cargo handling 
rates. Depending on vessel specifics these barges may have sufficient machinery space to house 
the BWTS or would require ballast tank/cargo hold modifications.    
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3.9 CATEGORY COMPARISON 

The SOW for this study includes an assessment of whether the challenge associated with 
installation of BWTS on vessels of the categories within the Great Lakes fleet is lower, similar, 
higher, or infeasible when compared to similar international ships.   

The first issue is whether the restriction of treatment system options to those capable of functioning 
in cold, fresh water is a major disadvantage for lakes ships.  This does not appear to be a major 
challenge, given that several of the systems selected for analysis have been and are successful in 
the international market.  As one example, the Hyde system considered as a potential UV option 
has over 200 installations on a fairly wide range of ship types, and so can be assumed to be 
competitive in the broad marketplace.  It is possible that the more limited range of options for Great 
Lakes ships will influence pricing, but this will only be a second order effect. The Mouawad report, 
Ballast Water Treatment Processes and Availability with Respect to the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence Seaway [5] suggests several treatment processes that are applicable to the GLSLS 
conditions. 

A second general issue is economic rather than technical.  Most of the installations developed in 
this study are quite labour-intensive.  Work of this type in North American shipyards (or by other 
suppliers) is quite expensive.  Having the equivalent work undertaken in Asia or Eastern Europe 
could reduce the labour component of cost by 50% or more, as labour rates are much lower and 
productivity is often as good or better.  Against this, the annual lay-ups of most Lakes and Seaway 
vessels provides an opportunity to undertake refits without loss of revenue through taking the ship 
out of service.  Many international BWTS installations maximize the use of riding crews to perform 
most or all of the installation work in order to mitigate this down-time problem.  Doing work while at 
sea will normally reduce productivity and thus increase cost. 

For the various ship categories STXM’s assessment is that the relative difficulty of installation is 
highly dependent on the ship type in question.  In several categories, including tankers and many 
bulkers, the ships used in the lakes and Seaway are very similar to international equivalents.  On a 
case-by-case basis, specific vessels may have relatively lower or higher challenges, but in overall 
terms the installations are likely to be similar in configuration, layout and installation hardware cost. 

The major exceptions to this are the self-unloaders., and to a slightly lesser extent the straight-
deckers purpose built for GLSLS service. There are relatively few similar ships world-wide and they 
tend to be more used for dedicated niche trades.  While the technical challenges of BWTS 
installation may be similar to those in the Great Lakes, the economic aspects of the service and the 
competitive environment are generally rather different and this should be noted in any comparative 
analyses. 

The SOW for this study also includes a comparison of the challenge associated with the installation 
of BWTS between the vessel categories within the Great Lakes fleet. The vessel rankings were 
determined using a number of factors drawn from the assessment of the technical installation and 
the costing model including total installation cost, annual running cost, installation labour 
requirement and vessel complexity; installation feasibility and the challenge associated with 
meeting the vessel requirements is given prominence. The rankings provided are based on typical 
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vessel categories identified in section 3 and average values for all system types analysed. The 
international and domestic comparisons are given in Table 45 and the installation effects on BWTS 
are given in Table 46. 
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Vessel Category 
Vessel Complexity 

Factor 
Vessels in the 

Canadian Fleet 
Comparison to 

International Vessel 
Vessel Installation Challenge 

(1 = Most Challenging, 9 = Least) 

Installation Cost ($) 
Operating 

Cost ($/m3) 

Installation 
Cost / DWT 

($/T) 

Low High Low High Low High 

Self-Unloader 1000' Deep 
Well 

2.2 0 More Difficult 1 4,324,000 12,485,000 0.05 0.11 69 200 

Primary Challenges Multiple system/part system installation required combined with high ballasting rates.  Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 1000' Ballast 
Headers 

1.8 0 More Difficult 2 3,860,000 7,341,000 
0.04

5 
0.09 43 82 

Primary Challenges Highest ballast rate combined with lack of available space potentially requiring structural modifications.  Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

2 24 More Difficult 3 2,899,000 5,816,000 0.07 0.16 89 179 

Primary Challenges High ballast rates combined with lack of available space requiring structural modifications. Significant power requirements. 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

1.8 15 More Difficult 4 2,476,000 3,555,000 0.1 0.2 95 137 

Primary Challenges High ballast rates combined with lack of available space potentially requiring structural modifications and significant system alterations.  Significant power requirements. 

Straight Decker 1.7 13 More Difficult 5 2,206,000 3,532,000 0.1 0.17 82 131 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballast rates combined with lack of available space, potentially requiring structural modifications. 

Bulker Gearless 1.6 5 Similar 6 1,952,000 3,140,000 0.05 0.14 56 91 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballast rates combined with large total ballast volume. 

Deep Sea Bulker 1.6 N/A  N/A 7 1,053,000 1,538,000 0.1 0.14 39 57 

Primary Challenges Midrange ballasting rate and volume requiring less structural/system modifications. 

Tanker 1.5 22 Similar 8 780,000 1,509,000 0.11 0.49 60 116 

Primary Challenges Lower ballasting rate requiring less structural/system modifications. 

Bulker Geared 1.5 8 Similar 9 789,000 1,665,000 0.09 0.31 70 149 

Primary Challenges Lower ballasting rate requiring less structural/system modifications. 

TABLE 45 INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC VESSEL COMPARISON
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Vessel BWTS System 
BWTS Size 

(m3/hr.) 

bTotal 
Installation 
Weight (t) 

Total Lost Capacity 
Due to BWTS 

Installation (% DWT) 

14Weight Impact 
Including Lost 

Ballast (% DWT) 

Self-Unloading Accommodation 
Aft 5000m3/hour, Total Ballast 

16200m3, DWT 32500t 

Electrolysis 2 x 2500 150 0.46 -1.8 

UV 2 x 2500 53 0.16 -1.2 

Ozone 1 x 5000 54 0.17 -0.9 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 5000 60 0.18 -0.3 

Tanker 600m3/hour, Total 
Ballast 5000m3, DWT 13000t 

Electrolysis 1 x 1000 34 0.32 0.32 

UV 1 x 600 5 0.05 0.05 

Ozone 1 x 600 7 0.07 0.07 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 600 11 0.1 0.1 

Self-Unloading Accommodation 
Fwd. &Aft 5000m3/hour, Total 
Ballast 12000m3, DWT 26000t 

Electrolysis 1 x 5000 89 0.34 0.25 

UV 2 x 2500 29 0.11 -0.2 

Ozone 1 x 5000 34 0.13 0.13 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 5000 54 0.21 0.03 

Self-Unloading 1000’ 
12000m3/hour, Total Ballast 

62000m3, DWT 89600t 

Electrolysis 1 x 12000 358 0.4 -0.41 

UV 2 x 6000 48 0.05 0.05 

Ozone 1 x 12000 76 0.08 -0.72 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 12000 93 0.1 -0.71 

Straight Decker 3600m3/hour, 
Total Ballast 11000m3, DWT 

27000t 

Electrolysis 1 x 4000 90 0.33 -3.4 

UV 2 x 2000 21 0.08 0.078 

Ozone 1 x 4000 40 0.15 -3.6 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 4000 25 0.09 -3.6 

Geared Bulker 500m3/hour, 
Total Ballast 2700m3, DWT 

11200t 

Electrolysis 1 x 500 22 0.28 0.28 

UV 1 x 500 5 0.06 0.06 

Ozone 1 x 600 8 0.1 0.1 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 500 11 0.14 0.14 

Gearless Bulker 2800m3/hour, 
Total Ballast 24500m3, DWT 

34650t 

Electrolysis 1 x 3000 134 1.8 1.8 

UV 2 x 1488 15 0.2 0.2 

Ozone 1 x 3000 21 0.3 0.3 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 3000 33 0.42 0.42 

International Vessel 1120 
m3/hour, Total Ballast 10810m3, 

DWT 27000t 

Electrolysis 1 x 1250 130 0.81 0.81 

UV 1 x 1250 8 0.1 0.1 

Ozone 1 x 1250 12 0.15 0.15 

Chemical 
Injection 

1 x 1250 28 0.36 0.36 

TABLE 46 BWTS EFFECTS ON DWT   

aEstimate based on consumables required for 5 complete ballast cycles. 

bIncludes all structural, system and consumable (sufficient for 5 ballast cycles) weight impacts.

                                                
 
14 Negative values represent an overall reduction in the vessel DWT due to the potential reduction in ballast 
capacity when ballast tanks have been converted into machinery spaces. In all cases the light ship weight will be 
increased due to the BWTS installation. 
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4 DETAILED TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR INSTALLATION  

In accordance with the project SOW, a more detailed assessment has been made examining each 
of the four BWTS technologies, proposing an installation for a typical ship in each of the following 
categories: Tanker, Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft, Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
and International vessel.  An effort has been made to ensure that the ships selected are reasonably 
typical of their category; i.e. that the installation is neither unusually easy nor particularly complex.  
Sufficient data was not available to complete a more detailed assessment of a traditional straight 
decker, in light of this in the Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. and Aft. category two ships with 
somewhat different arrangements have been assessed to examine the impacts of different 
installation approaches.  The individual vessels are not identified by name in order to mitigate 
concerns over release of commercially sensitive information. 

All proposals assume that up to date technology and processes will be available for the installation 
and will be provided by the shipyard or specialist contractors if required to ensure a safe, compliant 
and optimised installation is completed. Examples of this may include, but are not limited to:  

 3D laser scanning to optimise the use of space available and determine 
accurate pipe and system details allowing as much work to be completed off 
the vessel prior to docking as is practicable. 

 The use of modern couplings and instrumentation to optimise the installation 
process. 

 Optimised pipe routing and materials suitable for the spaces impacted. 

This subset of installation designs has been used as the basis for cost estimates that have been 
applied to the other ship categories with appropriate scaling factors concerned with ballasting rate, 
vessel size and vessel complexity.  

An overview of each BWTS and the required installation and operating considerations are provided 
in section 2. For the vessels analysed in detail in this section the general operating principle for 
each type of system remains consistent and is summarised as follows: 

Electrolysis: on ballasting the entire flow is screened through the mechanical filter to remove 
larger particles (>50µm). The mechanical filter has an automatic backwash system that allows the 
filter to clear itself during ballasting if the pressure drop across it reaches a predetermined level. 
The brine supply line joins the 1% side stream line after the filter and is routed through the 
circulation heater. The heater is capable of raising the water temperature from potentially <1˚C to 
15˚C prior to the water entering the chlorine generator unit. The dosed 1% side stream then re-
enters the ballast main line prior to entering the ballast tanks. The system analyser continually 
samples the main ballast flow to ensure the correct dosing levels are present and controls the 
chlorine generator accordingly. On de-ballasting a neutralising agent (typically sodium sulfite) is 
injected into the ballast and stripping mains as required ensuring the treated water is safe to 
discharge overboard. This is monitored and controlled by the sulfite analyser. The mechanical filter 
is by-passed on de-ballasting. 

UV: on ballasting the entire ballast water flow is screened through the mechanical filter to remove 
larger particles (>50µm). The filter has automatic back flushing allowing it to be cleared during 
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ballasting whilst raw water is still being filtered. Back flushing is triggered by the pressure drop 
across the filter reaching a predetermined level. Once the raw water has passed through the 
mechanical filter it flows through the UV treatment unit before joining the original main ballast 
header on route to the ballast tanks. On de-ballasting through either the main ballast or stripping 
pumps the ballast water is passed through the UV treatment unit but the mechanical filter is 
bypassed and the treated water is pumped overboard. 

Ozone: during ballasting ozone is injected into the ballast side stream (approximately 5% of main 
ballast flow) which then re-joins the original ballast lines. The TRO levels are constantly monitored 
in the side stream and the incoming ozone levels are adjusted to meet the requirement. The ozone 
supply is generated on demand from oxygen stored in the receivers. The increased air demand will 
require a new ventilation system ducted into the workshop capable of meeting the maximum ozone 
generator and the space ventilation requirements combined. The first stage of ozone production 
uses air compressors to produce compressed dry air. The air is then transferred to the oxygen 
generator where the other atmospheric gases are stripped out leaving essentially pure oxygen 
which is held in the oxygen receivers. On demand (during ballasting) the ozone generator converts 
the pure oxygen into ozone and mixes it with the raw ballast water via the ozone injector in the side 
stream. Excess ozone is routed through an ozone destruction unit prior to being vented outside the 
vessel along with the atmospheric gases stripped out of the air by the oxygen generator. The 
ozone generator unit requires a chilled water cooling system to control the operating temperature, 
this is installed in the workshop. The chiller feed is taken from the port side sea chest and warm 
water is discharged overboard via the existing discharge point. No treatment is required for de-
ballasting so the treated ballast water is simply pumped overboard as per the original ballast 
system. 

Chemical Injection: on ballasting the entire ballast water flow is screened through the mechanical 
filter to remove larger particles (>50µm). The mechanical filter has an automatic backwash system 
that allows the filter to clear itself during ballasting if the pressure drop across it reaches a 
predetermined level. Once the raw water has passed through the mechanical filter it re-joins the 
original ballast lines where the chemical treatment stream is injected prior to entering the ballast 
tanks. The ballast water is monitored to ensure the correct dosing levels are supplied and the 
chemical treatment unit alters its supply as required. On de-ballasting through either the main 
ballast or stripping header the ballast water is constantly monitored controlling the amount of 
neutralisation added to ensure the TRO levels are acceptable for discharge, the mechanical filters 
are bypassed on deballasting.  
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4.1 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES TANKER 

The existing ballast water system consists of 2 pumps with a maximum capacity of 300m3/hour 
each housed in the pump compartment on the stowage deck. The pumps feed into a single central 
header with a branch off for each tank on the port and starboard side. A stripping ejector is fitted in 
the pump compartment and takes a branch off the main header. Raw water is pumped from the 
starboard side sea chest to the main header, on de-ballasting water is pumped to the port side 
overboard. There are 12 wing tanks (6 port and 6 starboard) a fore peak and an aft tank both of 
which are located on the centre line. 

The vessel has three generators capable of producing a maximum output of 1785 kW; the highest 
electrical load is during cargo unloading where approximately 1000kW are required giving a spare 
capacity of 785kW. 

The effects on the vessel weight growth including an estimate of all structural and system additions 
is summarised in Table 4715, a detailed breakdown of the weight estimate is provided in Appendix 
B. The weight breakdown assumes that spare electrical capacity is available resulting in no 
additional generator requirements. 

System 
BWTS 
(kg) 

Consumables1 
(kg) 

Structural 
(kg) 

Mechanical 
(kg) 

Electrical 
(kg) 

Total 
(kg) 

Electrolysis 4400 24400 400 3000 1320 34000 

UV 1800 0 200 2250 500 5000 

Ozone 3423 0 300 2100 1000 7000 

Chemical 
Injection 

5175 1000 500 2500 1600 11000 

TABLE 47 TANKER WEIGHT ANALYSIS. 

1Consumable weights based on 5 cycle quantities.  

The data sources used for this analysis have been provided by the CSA and represent a typical tanker 
operating on the GLSLS built around 1992-1993. The following information was made available in 
electronic format: 

 Ballast water schematic diagram 

 Tank plan 

 Capacity plan 

 Machinery arrangement and Layout drawing 

 Machinery 3rd Deck drawing 

 Machinery 2nd Deck drawing 

 Machinery Upper Deck drawing 

 Auxiliary Engine Load data (spreadsheet) 

                                                
 
15 Chemical injection system consumable weights are based on carrying enough chemical agents to complete 5 
ballast cycles purely for comparison. A typical 500m3/hour system has storage capacity for up to 3000kg of 
chemical agents which could complete around 15 exchanges for a typical tanker.    
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The specific vessel used is not identified by name in order to mitigate concerns over release of 
commercially sensitive information. 

4.1.1 Electrolysis System 

For this configuration a single system capable of treating up to 1000m3/hour is suggested. This 
system is capable of processing a significantly higher flow rate than the existing ballast pumps 
can provide and was selected as a best fit option from the equipment available. For the purpose 
of this study only commercially available equipment has been considered although further 
optimisation of any solution may be achieved through the procurement of custom made equipment 
to suit specific system requirements. The mechanical filter, neutralising skid and stripping pump 
are installed in the pump compartment on the stowage deck. The electrolysis skid consisting of 
the chlorine generator unit, analyser, degassing unit, control panel and the circulation heater will 
be located in the workshop on the 2nd deck. The workshop installation will require the 
removal/relocation of several items of equipment including the lathe, pillar drill and welding 
equipment. The new BWTS installation will require approximately 35% of the original workshop 
floor space.   

The existing ballast pumps are capable of generating 3 bar of pressure and are anticipated to be 
sufficient for the system requirements. The existing sea chest and overboard discharges will 
remain in their existing locations. The existing stripping ejector will be maintained but a new 
sampling point is required prior to the drive water / ejector connection. A brine tank will be installed 
within the aft peak ballast tank to prevent excessive corrosion and the brine pump will be installed 
in the machinery space on the 2nd deck. Appendix B contains a system diagram showing the layout 
of the system.    

The major steps in installation will consist of: 

 Installation of the mechanical filter and neutralising skid in the existing pump 
compartment. 

 Installation of the circulation heater and electrolysis skid in the existing 
workshop. 

 Removal / relocation of the workshop equipment. 

 Branching off and then back into the main ballast header to integrate the 
mechanical filter. 

 1% side stream line off the new ballast filter line to the circulating heater on 
the 2nd deck and back into the ballast header. 

 Connection for the sulfite analyser, analyser drain and sulfite dosing lines. 

 Brine tank, pump and supply line run through the 2nd deck machinery space 
to the 1% slip line in the workshop. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into an existing overboard. 

 Increased ventilation in the workshop for the degassing module.  

Both brine and neutralising agent need to be bunkered, both solutions are corrosive all pipework 
and containers should be suitably protected or of stainless steel construction.  
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From the data available it is impractical to go into further detail regarding the work-in-way 
component of installing the BWTS in the pump compartment and workshop. 

The additional power requirements are significantly affected by the water temperature and 
depending on the amount of heating required. A breakdown of the additional estimated loads is 
shown in Table 48. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that 
the cargo pumps and BWTS will be running at full capacity. The back flushing pump for the 
mechanical filter is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted but will 
add to the maximum load. Variations in the salinity of the water and the chlorine dosing rate 
required will also affect the BWTS power consumption with lower salinity, temperature and higher 
dosing rates requiring higher power consumption. Additional loads required by the auxiliary 
systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation. 
Even at the maximum operating consumption additional power supplies are not required for this 
installation. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 49 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Circulation 
Heater 
(kW) 

Uprated Ballast 
Pump 
(kW) 

Brine 
System 

(kW) 

Auxiliary 
Systems 

(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 66 126 0 2 20 214 

Min Power 55 0 0 2 20 81 

TABLE 48 TANKER ELECTROLYSIS BWTS ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low  

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 1000m3/hour 691,000 771,000 951,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

26,000 31,000 36,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 282,000 319,000 422,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 342,000 389,000 507,000 

Total Installation 1,341,000 1,510,000 1,916,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 53,000 60,000 79,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life 
Cycle 

Labour & Materials 4,000 5,000 7,000 

TABLE 49 TANKER: ELECTROLYSIS COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.1.2 UV System 

For this configuration a single system installed in the pump compartment is suggested. Although 
the installation within the pump compartment is expected to require considerable modifications to 
existing systems in order to fit the BWTS its location with respect to the existing pumps and 
headers is preferable.  

The UV installation will consist of a 600m3/hour capacity system with one mechanical filter, UV 
treatment unit, power panel and control panel. The existing ballast pumps are capable of 
generating 3 bar of pressure and are anticipated to be sufficient for the system requirements. The 
existing sea chest and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. The existing 
stripping ejector will be replaced with a new stripping pump as it is not capable of generating the 
required minimum flow for the BWTS. The pump will be capable of producing at least 60m3/hour 
as the UV treatment units have a minimum flow requirement of approximately 10%. This will result 
in an anticipated additional electrical load of 5 kW. Appendix B contains a system diagram showing 
the layout of the system. 

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will be confined to the pump 
compartment. The UV treatment module will be mounted in a vertical position to allow space for 
the UV lamps to be withdrawn and maintenance to be completed as required. The power and 
control panels will be installed locally to BWTS. The major modifications will include: 

 Installation of new stripping pump. 

 Mechanical filter branches and bypass from the main ballast header. 

 Mechanical filter to UV treatment unit connection and stripping line 
integration. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing drain line run into the existing overboard. 

 UV treatment unit drain lines run into the existing overboard. 

From the data available it is impractical to go into further details regarding the work-in-way 
component of installing the BWTS in the pump compartment. The installation procedure is aided 
by the size and flexibility of the system allowing the main components to be installed in a number 
of positions and orientations to suit the space available.   

Currently this vessel has an electrical power capacity in excess of its load demands, with a spare 
capacity of approximately 785kW. The power requirements are summarised in Table 50 below. 
The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading 
gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity along with the back flushing pump for the 
mechanical filter. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water 
being ballasted. Variations in the salinity of the water will also affect the BWTS power 
consumption, with lower salinity level leading to higher power consumption. The additional load 
due the BWTS demands on auxiliary systems are expected to be minimal and limited to 
intermittent power requirements for actuated valves and minor wild heat loads. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 51 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Stripping 
Pump (kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Original 
Capacity 

(kW) 

Original 
Max Load 

(kW) 

Max Load 
Including BWTS 

(kW) 

Max Power 60 5 65 1785 1000 1065 

Min Power 36 5 41 1785 1000 1041 

TABLE 50 TANKER UV BWTS ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and all back flushing pumps operating 
simultaneously. 

Min power condition excludes back flushing pumps. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 600m3/hr. 314,000 353,000 440,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

23,000 27,000 31,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 134,000 151,000 202,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 219,000 248,000 327,000 

Total Installation 691,000 780,000 999,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 8,000 9,000 12,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life 
Cycle 

Labour & Materials 5,000 6,000 8,000 

TABLE 51 TANKER: UV COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.1.3 Ozone System 

For the ozone system installation a single system approach capable of treating up to 600m3/hour 
is suggested. The majority of the BWTS equipment will be installed in the workshop on the 2nd 
deck and consists of; air compressor/drier unit, oxygen generator & receivers, ozone generator, 
chiller plant and the ozone destruction unit. The ozone injection unit will be installed in the existing 
pump compartment and injected directly into the main ballast header. The workshop installation 
will require the removal/relocation of several items of equipment including the lathe, pillar drill and 
welding equipment. The new BWTS installation will require approximately 30% of the original 
workshop floor space.   

The existing ballast pumps are capable of generating 3 bar of pressure and are anticipated to be 
sufficient for the system requirements. The existing sea chest and overboard discharges will 
remain in their existing locations. The existing stripping ejector will be maintained but a new 
sampling point is required prior to the drive water / ejector connection.  

It should be noted that the system identified does not incorporate a side stream heating element 
or neutralisation system. Analysis of the current levels of uncertainty surrounding the effects of 
lower temperatures on the ozone treatment and required hold times prior to de-ballasting are 
beyond the scope of this report.  Section 2.3 outlines some areas of uncertainty for ozone 
treatment in the GLSLS environment.  

The major steps in installation will consist of: 

 Installation of the ozone injection unit in the existing pump compartment. 

 Installation of the BWTS equipment in the existing workshop. 

 Removal / relocation of the workshop equipment. 

 5% side stream line off the ballast header to incorporate the ozone injection 
system. 

 Increased ventilation for workshop. 

 Chilled water connections from the port ballast sea chest to the chiller plant 
and from the chiller plant to the overboard discharge. 

 BWTS system connections between the air compressors, oxygen generator 
and ozone generator units. 

 BWTS system vents from the ozone destruction unit and the oxygen 
generator. 

From the data available it is impractical to go into further detail regarding the work-in-way 
component of installing the BWTS in the pump compartment and workshop. A system diagram 
outlining the system is given in Appendix B. 

A breakdown of the additional estimated power requirements are shown in Table 52. The highest 
load requirements occur during unloading when it is assumed that the cargo pumps and BWTS 
will be running at full capacity. Variations in the water temperature and atmospheric humidity may 
also affect the BWTS power consumption. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems due 
to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation. 
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A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 53 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G.  

Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Additional 

Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 66 22 88 

Min Power 60 22 82 

TABLE 52 TANKER OZONE BWTS ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max Power is 110% manufacturer’s guidance. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 600m3/hr. 488,000 546,000 679,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

0 0 0 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 180,000 204,000 270,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 386,000 437,000 578,000 

Total Installation 1,054,000 1,187,000 1,527,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 39,000 44,000 61,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life 
Cycle 

Labour & Materials 13,000 14,000 19,000 

TABLE 53 TANKER: OZONE COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.1.4 Chemical Injection 

For this configuration a single system approach capable of treating up to 800m3/hour is suggested. 
This system is capable of processing a higher flow rate than the existing ballast pumps can provide 
and was selected as a best fit option from the equipment available. For the purpose of this study 
only commercially available equipment has been considered although further optimisation of any 
solution may be achieved through the procurement of custom made equipment to suit specific 
system requirements. The mechanical filter is installed in the pump compartment on the stowage 
deck and the chemical injection treatment and neutralisation units, including the stowage tanks, 
are located in the workshop on the 2nd deck. The workshop installation will require the 
removal/relocation of several items of equipment including the lathe, pillar drill and welding 
equipment. The new BWTS installation will require approximately 35% of the original workshop 
floor space.   

The existing ballast pumps are capable of generating 3 bar of pressure and are anticipated to be 
sufficient for the system requirements. The existing sea chest and overboard discharges will 
remain in their existing locations. The existing stripping ejector will be maintained but a new 
sampling point is required prior to the drive water / ejector connection. Appendix B contains a 
system diagram showing the layout of the system.  

The major steps in installation will consist of: 

 Installation of the mechanical filter in the existing pump compartment. 

 Installation of the chemical treatment and neutralisation units in the 2nd deck 
workshop. 

 Removal / relocation of the workshop equipment. 

 Branches off the main ballast header to integrate the mechanical filter. 

 Treatment unit water supply line from the sea chest.  

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into an existing overboard. 

 Treatment unit vent lines run to suitable open deck positions. 

 Treatment unit bunkering lines run from storage tanks to suitable chemical 
loading positions (open deck). 

From the data available it is impractical to go into further detail regarding the work-in-way 
component of installing the BWTS in the pump compartment and workshop. 

The additional power requirements are minimal and a breakdown of the additional estimated loads 
is shown in Table 54. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed 
that the cargo pumps and BWTS will be running at full capacity. The back flushing pump for the 
mechanical filter is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted but will 
add to the maximum load. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems due to the new 
machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation. Even at the maximum 
operating consumption additional power supplies are not required for this installation. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 55 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Additional 

Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 8 20 28 

Min Power 5 20 25 

TABLE 54 TANKER ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and back flushing pump running continuously. 

Min power conditions include back flushing pump running for 6 minutes per hour.  

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 600m3/hr. 529,000 591,000 730,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

22,000 26,000 31,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 218,000 247,000 327,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 294,000 333,000 437,000 

Total Installation 1,063,000 1,197,000 1,525,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 42,000 48,000 64,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life 
Cycle 

Labour & Materials 3,000 4,000 5,000 

TABLE 55 TANKER: CHEMICAL INJECTION COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.2 TYPICAL GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT 

The existing ballasting arrangement consists of 2 identical systems on each of the port and 
starboard sides of the vessel. Each system consists of a main ballast pump with a capacity of 
2500m3/hour piped directly into a main ballast header, each ballast tank takes a branch off the main 
header. The stripping system is a scaled down version of the main ballast system incorporating a 
pump capacity of 740 m3/hour, each side has its own stripping header.   

The effects on the vessel weight growth including an estimate of all structural and system additions 
is summarised in Table 5616, a detailed breakdown of the weight estimate is provided in Appendix 
C. The weight breakdown assumes that no spare electrical capacity is available resulting in a larger 
generator set requirements for systems with higher power consumption.  This assumption is based 
on STXM’s prior work with vessels of this class, which generally have little or no spare capacity 
while operating their self-unloading systems. 

System 
BWTS  

(kg) 
Consumables1 

(kg) 
Structural 

(kg) 
Mechanical 

(kg) 
Electrical 

(kg) 
Generator 

(kg) 
Total 

Electrolysis 10200 79000 34800 11800 3100 11500 150000 

UV 9250 0 23500 12100 2800 5400 53000 

Ozone 18900 0 18800 6600 5700 4000 54000 

Chemical 
Injection 

26290 3300 12800 6300 3100 1700 60000 

TABLE 56 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT WEIGHT ANAYLSIS. 

1Consumable weights based on 5 cycle quantities.  

The data sources used for this analysis have been provided by the CSA and represent a typical Self-
Unloader Accommodation Aft operating on the GLSLS. The following information was made available in 
electronic format: 

 Ballast water schematic diagrams 

 Ballast Water Arrangement 

 Capacity plan 

 General Arrangements 

 Midship Sections 

 Engine Room/Machinery Arrangements 

  The specific vessel used is not identified by name in order to mitigate concerns over release of 
commercially sensitive information. 

                                                
 
16 Chemical injection system consumable weights are based on carrying enough chemical agents to complete 5 
ballast cycles purely for comparison. A typical 5000m3/hour system has storage capacity for up to 13000kg of 
chemical agents which could complete around 20 exchanges for a typical Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft.    
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4.2.1 Electrolysis System 

As the existing ballast water systems are split equally between the port and starboard side of the 
vessel a dual BWTS installation is suggested. This will allow two identical systems each capable 
of processing 2500m3/hour to be installed local to the existing main ballast headers reducing the 
amount of existing pipework and equipment modifications required.    

The electrolysis installation will consist of two complete 2500m3/hour capacity systems installed 
in the converted ballast wing tanks on the port & starboard sides immediately forward of the lower 
engine room bulkhead. The upgraded ballast pumps and existing stripping pumps, sea chests and 
overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. A brine tank will be installed within the 
aft peak ballast tank to prevent excessive corrosion. Appendix C contains a system diagram and 
installation drawings showing the layout of the system.     

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will largely be confined to the 
converted ballast tank where the existing main ballast and stripping header will be moved as far 
inboard as possible to maximise the working space around the treatment skid. On exiting the 
converted tank space the headers will resume back to their original lines to minimise disruption 
down the system. The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branching off and then back into the main ballast header to integrate the 
mechanical filter. 

 1% side stream line off the new ballast filter line to the circulating heater. 

 Connections of the main and stripping header for the sulfite analyser, 
analyser drain and sulfite dosing lines. 

 Brine tank, pump and supply line run through the lower engine room and 
split between the port and starboard systems. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into an existing overboard. 

Both brine and a neutralising agents such as need to be bunkered and as both solutions are 
corrosive all pipework and containers should be suitably protected or of stainless steel 
construction.  

Additional power requirements are significant, a breakdown of the additional estimated loads are 
shown in Table 57. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that 
the self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity with the back flushing pump for 
the mechanical filter. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water 
being ballasted. Variations in the salinity of the water, temperature and the chlorine dosing rate 
required will also affect the BWTS power consumption with lower salinity and temperature and 
higher dosing rates requiring increased power consumption. Additional loads required by the 
auxiliary systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS 
operation.  

Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide if the additional power requirements will 
necessitate new generator set(s), upgrade of additional generator sets or if the existing set has 
sufficient spare capacity to cope with the new requirements.  
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A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 58 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Circulation 
Heater 
(kW) 

Uprated Ballast 
Pump 
(kW) 

Brine 
System 

(kW) 

Auxiliary 
Systems 

(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 329 1000 181 2 20 1532 

Min Power 220 0 181 2 20 423 

TABLE 57 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 2 x 2500m3/hour 1,743,000 1,940,000 2,400,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

1,309,000 1,538,000 1,779,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 778,000 878,000 1,170,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,293,000 1,460,000 1,937,000 

Total Installation 5,123,000 5,816,000 7,286,000  

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 65,000 73,000 103,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 26,000 29,000 40,000 

TABLE 58 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT: ELECTROLYSIS COSTINGS 
BREAKDOWN  
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4.2.2 UV System 

As the existing ballast water systems are split equally between the port and starboard side of the 
vessel a dual BWTS installation is suggested. This will allow two identical systems each capable 
of processing 2500m3/hour to be installed local to the existing main ballast headers reducing the 
amount of existing pipework and equipment modifications required. 

The UV installation will consist of two complete 2500m3/hour capacity systems installed in the 
converted ballast wing tanks on the port & starboard sides immediately forward of the lower engine 
room bulkhead. The upgraded ballast pumps and existing stripping pumps, sea chests and 
overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. Appendix C contains a system 
diagram showing the layout of the system.  

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will largely be confined to the 
converted ballast tank where the existing main ballast and stripping header will be lowered and 
moved inboard to maximise the working space around the BWTS. On exiting the converted tank 
space the headers will resume back to their original lines to minimise disruption down the system. 
The new pipe work and modifications for each system will include: 

 Reposition of the main ballast and stripping header within the aft ballast 
tank. 

 2 branches off the main ballast header to integrate the mechanical filters. 

 Mechanical filter to UV treatment unit connections and by pass lines to the 
main ballast and stripping headers. 

 2 connections between the main and stripping ballast header. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run to an existing overboard. 

 UV treatment unit drain lines run to an existing overboard. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS and the new machinery space. A breakdown of the 
additional estimated loads is shown in Table 59. The highest load requirements occur during 
ballasting when the self-unloading gear and BWTS are running at full capacity with the back 
flushing pump in operation. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the 
water being ballasted. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems due to the new machinery 
spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide if the additional power requirements will 
necessitate a new generator set, upgrade of existing generator sets or if the existing system has 
sufficient spare capacity to cope with the new requirements.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 60 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition BWTS (kW) 
Uprated Ballast Pump 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Additional 

Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 520 181 18 719 

Min Power 312 181 18 511 

TABLE 59 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and all back flushing pumps operating 
simultaneously. 

Min power condition excludes back flushing pumps. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 2 x 2500m3/hr. 1,582,000 1,762,000 2,167,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

723,000 850,000 978,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 568,000 643,000 844,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,232,000 1,387,000 1,859,000 

Total Installation 4,105,000 4,642,000 5,848,000  

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 122,000 139,000 195,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 18,000 19,000 27,000 

TABLE 60 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT: UV COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.2.3 Ozone System 

For the ozone BWTS installation proposal the port aft ballast tank is converted to a machinery 
space and two ozone injection systems are installed local to the main ballast headers in the lower 
engine room. This is preferred to the two identical system approach favoured for the electrolysis 
and UV systems primarily as there is no requirement for a mechanical filter to be placed directly 
in line with the main ballast headers reducing the space requirements. The ozone injection units 
can be positioned locally to the header requiring minimal modifications to the existing pipework to 
create the side stream required. The ozone supply is piped across in small pore pipe to the 
injection unit. A system diagram is shown in Appendix C. 

It should be noted that the system identified does not incorporate a side stream heating element 
or neutralisation system. Analysis of the current levels of uncertainty surrounding the effects of 
lower temperatures on the ozone treatment and required hold times prior to de-ballasting are 
beyond the scope of this report. Section 2.3 outlines some areas of uncertainty for ozone treatment 
in the GLSLS environment The ozone BWTS consists of one system capable of producing 
sufficient ozone to treat up to 5000m3/hour installed in the converted port wing tank immediately 
forward of the lower engine room bulkhead. As no mechanical filter is present the system pressure 
increase is limited to approximately 0.3bar, this requires upgraded ballast pumps capable of 
producing a minimum of 1.8bar to maintain the original ballasting rate. Main ballast pumps, 
stripping pumps, sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations within 
in the lower engine room. 

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will largely be confined to the 
converted port wing ballast tank where the existing main ballast and stripping header will be 
lowered and moved inboard to maximise the working space around the BWTS. On exiting the 
converted tank space the headers will resume back to their original lines to minimise disruption 
down the system. In the lower engine room a side stream branch will be taken off each of the port 
and starboard main ballast headers to incorporate the ozone injection unit. Each unit consists of 
a pump, TRO monitor and control valve which will be installed in the machinery space. The new 
pipe work and modifications for each system will include: 

 Reposition of the main ballast and stripping header within the port aft ballast 
tank. 

 Ozone injection system pipework. 

 New ventilation system for converted ballast tank. 

 Chilled water connections from the main ballast sea box to the chiller plant 
and from the chiller plant to the lower engine room overboard discharge. 

 BWTS system connections between the air compressors, oxygen generator 
and ozone generator units. 

 BWTS system vents from the ozone destruction unit and the oxygen 
generator. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS and the new machinery space for the vessel 
investigated. A breakdown of the additional estimated loads are shown in Table 61. The highest 
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load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear and the 
ozone generator will be running at full capacity. Variations in the water temperature and 
atmospheric humidity may also affect the BWTS power consumption. Additional loads required by 
the auxiliary systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS 
operation.  

Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide if the additional power requirements will 
necessitate a new generator set, upgrade of existing generator sets or if the existing system has 
sufficient spare capacity to cope with the new requirements.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 62 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Uprated Ballast Pump 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Additional 

Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 424 84 22 530 

Min Power 385 84 22 491 

TABLE 61 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max Power is 110% manufacturer’s guidance. 

 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 5000m3/hour 1,407,000 1,568,000 1,944,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

546,000 642,000 739,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 596,000 673,000 895,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,074,000 1,214,000 1,608,000 

Total Installation 3,623,000 4,097,000 5,186,000  

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 66,000 75,000 106,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 34,000 37,000 52,000 

TABLE 62 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT: OZONE COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.2.4 Chemical Injection 

As the existing ballast water system is split equally between the port and starboard side of the 
vessel and the BWTS requires all ballast water to pass through a mechanical filter on uptake a 
dual filter single treatment unit installation is suggested. This will consist of two identical 
mechanical filters each capable of processing 2400m3/hour installed local to the existing main 
ballast headers and a single treatment unit capable of treating 48003/hour installed on the 
machinery deck. 

The mechanical filters will be installed in the converted ballast wing tanks on the port & starboard 
sides immediately forward of the lower engine room bulkhead. The main treatment skid and 
chemical storage tanks will be installed in a converted storage compartment on the starboard side 
of the machinery deck and the neutralisation skid will be installed in a similar converted storage 
compartment on the port side of the machinery deck.  The upgraded ballast pumps and existing 
stripping pumps, sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 
Appendix C contains a system diagram showing the layout of the system.  

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will include smaller treatment, 
neutralisation and TRO monitor lines from the machinery deck units to the main ballast headers 
and minor adjustments to the existing ballast headers in both the port and starboard aft wing tanks. 
The treatment system also requires a water supply, this is taken from the starboard side sea chest 
and piped to the machinery deck. On exiting the converted tank space the headers will resume 
back to their original lines to minimise disruption of the system downstream. The new pipe work 
and modifications will include: 

 Reposition of the stripping header within the aft ballast tanks to maximise 
space available. 

 Branches off the main ballast headers to integrate the mechanical filters. 

 Treatment and neutralisation unit connections to the main ballast and 
stripping headers. 

 Treatment unit supply line run from the starboard side sea chest to the 
machinery deck.  

 Mechanical filter back flushing lines run into an existing overboard. 

 Treatment unit vent lines run to suitable open deck positions. 

 Treatment unit bunkering lines run from storage tanks to suitable chemical 
loading positions (open deck). 

Although the chemical injection BWTS’s additional power requirements are considerably smaller 
than alternative systems when combined with the additional power requirements for uprated 
ballast pumps (requirement is vessel specific) and auxiliary systems additional power generation 
maybe required. A breakdown of the additional estimated loads is shown in Table 63. The highest 
load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear and 
BWTS will be running at full capacity along with the back flushing pump for the mechanical filter. 
The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted. 
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Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present 
irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide if the additional power requirements will 
necessitate a new generator set, upgrade of existing generator sets or if the existing set has 
sufficient spare capacity to cope with the new requirements.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 64 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Uprated Ballast Pump 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Additional 

Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 48 181 20 259 

Min Power 13 181 20 214 

TABLE 63 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and back flushing pump running continuously. 

Min power conditions include back flushing pump running for 6 minutes per hour.  

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 4800m3/hour 
957,000 1,068,000 1,328,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

329,000 388,000 446,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 
461,000 519,000 696,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 
818,000 924,000 1,228,000 

Total Installation 
2,565,000 2,899,000 3,698,000  

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 
47,000 53,000 74,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 
17,000 19,000 26,000 

TABLE 64 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT: CHEMICAL INJECTION 
COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.3 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT. 

The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) recently completed a detailed study [4] [5] investigating BWTS 
installations onboard Great Lakes Bulk Carriers; one of the vessels investigated was a self-unloader 
accommodation fwd. & aft. fitted with Ozone and UV based system. STXM considers that the 
approach outlined for the Ozone based system installation is technically feasible and realistic. 
STXM have summarised the approach taken by the USCG in section 4.3.3 and provided analysis 
using for weight, power and costings using the STXM model. Alternative proposals including the 
use of electrolysis and chemical injection BWTS have also been provided. 

As there are some differences between the US and Canadian fleets, a second example of this 
category of ship is examined in Section 4.4.  This helps indicate the (relative lack of) sensitivity of 
the cost and other impacts to assumptions on installation approach. 

The existing ballasting arrangement consists of 2 main ballast pumps with a capacity of 
2385m3/hour each piped directly into a main manifold. Each ballast tank is fed by an individual line 
from the manifold. The system also contains 2 auxiliary pumps each with a capacity of 450m3/hour, 
the auxiliary pumps are understood to work in a similar manor to a typical stripping system and are 
used to increase the total flow rate during deballasting. All the pumps and manifolds are housed in 
the engine room with the majority of the individual tank lines run longitudinally down the port and 
starboard wings of the vessel.   

The effects on the vessel weight growth including an estimate of all structural and system additions 
is summarised in Table 6517, a detailed breakdown of the weight estimate is provided in Appendix 
D. The weight breakdown assumes a spare electrical capacity of approximately 650kW [5] is 
available during normal unloading and estimates of any additional power requirements are included 
for each BWTS as applicable. 

System 
BWTS 
(kg) 

Consumables1 
(kg) 

Structural 
(kg) 

Mechanical 
(kg) 

Electrical 
(kg) 

Generator 
(kg) 

Total 

Electrolysis 6330 58555 7600 10000 1900 4800 89000 

UV 9250 0 4500 11100 2800 1000 29000 

Ozone 18900 0 7000 2800 5700 0 35000 

Chemical 
Injection 

26290 2500 9400 7800 7900 0 54000 

TABLE 65 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT WEIGHT ANALYSIS. 

1Consumable weights based on 5 cycle quantities.  

                                                
 
17 Chemical injection system consumable weights are based on carrying enough chemical agents to complete 5 
ballast cycles purely for comparison. A typical 5000m3/hour system has storage capacity for up to 13000kg of 
chemical agents which could complete around 26 exchanges for a typical Self-unloader Accommodation Fwd. & 
Aft.    
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The data sources used for this analysis have been taken from the USCG report [3] [4] and represents a 
typical Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft operating on the GLSLS. The following information 
was made available: 

 Ballast water piping diagram 

 Capacity plan 

 General Arrangement 

 Midship Sections 

 Machinery Arrangements 

The specific vessel used is not identified by name in order to mitigate concerns over release of 
commercially sensitive information. 

4.3.1 Electrolysis System 

The electrolysis installation will consist of a singular 5000m3/hour capacity system with the main 
electrolysis skid and circulation heaters installed in the converted coal bunker on the port side of 
the spar deck. This space has been identified as available by the USCG report and is 
approximately 35m2. The neutralisation skid will be installed on the main deck, port side between 
frames 200-205, this space was also identified as free in the USCG report. The mechanical filters 
will be housed in the existing trim tanks on the port and starboard sides of the working deck. This 
will require some structural modifications to the tanks and main ballasting lines. The result will be 
a decrease in each trim tank’s volume of approximately 5% (0.2% of total vessel ballast). The 
additional deadweight of the filter, foundations, structure and pipework incorporated in this section 
of the installation in both tanks is estimated at approximately 13 tons. A system drawing is provided 
in Appendix D. 

The decision to convert part of the ballast trim tanks is based on the requirement for all ballast 
water to flow through the mechanical filters and the lack of space in the engine room. The trim 
tanks provide a feasible location requiring a less piping and existing equipment modification work 
when compared to alternative locations. The effects on vessel trim due to the potential loss of 
ballasting are expected to be minimal and could potentially be reduced following a detailed 
optimisation study for specific vessel requirements prior to installation.  

Based on the USCG analysis, the existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this 
installation and along with the sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing 
locations. A brine tank will be installed within the aft peak ballast tank to prevent excessive 
corrosion; depending on the amount of brine to be stored at one time and other specifics 
concerned with vessel operations additional and alternative locations such as the existing trim 
tanks are feasible alternative options. 

The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branching off and then back into the main ballast line to integrate the 
mechanical filter positioned in the trim tanks on the working deck. 

 1% side stream line off the new ballast filter line to the circulation heaters on 
the spar deck. 
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 Connections for the neutralisation skid housed on the main deck. 

 Brine tank, pump and supply line from the aft peak tank to the electrolysis 
skid on the spar deck. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into the existing overboard in the 
engine room. 

Both brine and a neutralising agents need to be bunkered are highly corrosive. All pipework and 
containers need to be suitably protected or of stainless steel construction.  

Additional power requirements are significant, largely due to the circulation heater requirements 
when treating water at near freezing temperatures. A breakdown of the additional estimated load 
is shown in Table 66. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed 
that the self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity with the back flushing pump 
for the mechanical filters in operation. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the 
turbidity of the water being ballasted. Variations in the salinity of the water, temperature and the 
chlorine dosing rate required will also affect the BWTS power consumption. Lower salinity and 
temperature and higher dosing rates require more power. Additional loads required by the auxiliary 
systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide the extent of additional power requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 67 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Circulation 
Heater 
(kW) 

Brine 
System 

(kW) 

Auxiliary 
Systems 

(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 268 1000 2 20 1290 640 

Min Power 248 0 2 20 270 0 

TABLE 66 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 5000m3/hour 1,158,000 1,290,000 1,605,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

582,000 682,000 795,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 566,000 638,000 855,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 810,000 918,000 1,203,000 

Total Installation 3,116,000 3,528,000 4,458,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 149,000 173,000 219,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 21,000 24,000 33,000 

TABLE 67 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT: ELECTROLYSIS 
COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 

4.3.2 UV System 

The existing ballast water system is split equally between the port and starboard side of the vessel. 
All ballast water is required to pass through the mechanical filter and UV modules on ballasting. 
A dual BWTS installation is suggested consisting of two identical systems each capable of 
processing 2500m3/hour. This configuration will minimise the amount of new and existing pipework 
modifications required and have a minimal impact on the existing engine room equipment.  

The BWTS will be installed in the converted ballast trim tanks on the port & starboard sides of the 
working deck and are in close proximity to the existing ballast water pumps and manifolds. This 
will require some structural modifications to the tanks and main ballasting lines resulting in a 
lowered ballast volume for each trim tank of approximately 17% (0.66% of total vessel ballast). 
The additional deadweight of the filter, foundations, structure and pipework incorporated in the 
installation in both tanks is estimated at approximately 29 tons. The existing ballast pumps are 
assumed to be sufficient for this installation and along with the sea chests and overboard 
discharges will remain in their existing locations. System and installation drawings are provided in 
Appendix D.  

The decision to convert part of the existing ballast trim tanks is based on the requirement for all 
ballast water to flow through the mechanical filters and UV modules on ballasting. The preferred 
installation site would be in the existing engine room in close proximity to the main ballast pumps 
and existing pipe lines but sufficient space does not exist; to create sufficient space in the engine 
room the ballasting system would have to be completely reconfigured leading to increased costs 
and complexity. The trim tanks provide a feasible location requiring a reduced amount of piping 
and existing equipment modification work when compared to alternative locations. This proposal 
minimises the impact on cargo capacity and handling. The effects on vessel trim due to the 
potential loss of ballasting are believed to be minimal and could potentially be reduced following 
a detailed optimisation study for specific vessel requirements prior to installation.  

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will largely be confined to the 
converted ballast trim tank. The new pipe work and modifications for each system will include: 
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 Branching off and then back into the main ballast line to integrate the BWTS 
positioned in the trims tanks on the working deck. 

 Mechanical filter to UV treatment unit connections and by pass lines to the 
main and auxiliary lines. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into the existing overboard in the 
engine room. 

 UV treatment unit drain lines run into the existing overboard in the engine 
room. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS and converted trim tanks but the majority of this can be supplied 
by the existing generator sets as there is an estimated spare capacity of approximately 650kW. This is 
estimated to leave the vessel requiring an additional 70kW if the maximum power requirements are 
reached. It should be noted that for the purpose of this study the maximum BWTS power requirements 
are calculated as being 110% of the manufacturer’s high load estimate in addition to the mechanical filter 
back flushing pumps. This would be an intermittent occurrence and not considered the normal operating 
condition of the system. In this case a detailed review of the current electrical load analysis should be 
completed as the marginal increase (approximately 6% worst case scenario) may be accommodated in 
the current generator system. A breakdown of the additional estimated load requirement is shown in Table 
68. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation are given 
in Table 69 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Auxiliary 
Systems 

(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 520 18 538 0 

Min Power 312 18 330 0 

TABLE 68 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and all back flushing pumps operating 
simultaneously. 

Min power condition excludes back flushing pumps. 
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 2 x 2500m3/hour 1,582,000 1,762,000 2,167,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

130,000 153,000 175,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 568,000 643,000 844,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 781,000 886,000 1,158,000 

Total Installation 3,061,000 3,444,000 4,344,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 102,000 119,000 167,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 18,000 19,000 27,000 

TABLE 69 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT: UV COSTINGS 
BREAKDOWN 

4.3.3 Ozone System 

The USCG report [4] [5] included a detailed investigation of the installation of an ozone based 
system without a mechanical filter into a self-unloader accommodation fwd. & aft vessel. A  USCG 
drawing for this system is included in Appendix D. STXM has used this as the basis for analysis 
for weight, power requirements and costings using the STXM model. 

The ozone installation will consist of a singular 5000m3/hour capacity system with the ozone 
generator and oxygen generator skids and receivers installed in the converted coal bunker on the 
port side of the spar deck, this space is approximately 35m2 and would require a small amount of 
structural modification including the removal of a longitudinal bulkhead. The compressors, chiller 
plant and power panel will be installed on the main deck. The ozone injector equipment will be 
installed on the working deck and the ozone piped into the slip stream and onto the main ballast 
line prior to the ballast manifolds. The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this 
installation and along with the sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing 
locations.  

It should be noted that the system identified does not incorporate a side stream heating element 
or neutralisation system as this is not required under normal operating conditions associated with 
typical long haul shipping. Analysis of the current levels of uncertainty surrounding the effects of 
lower temperatures on the ozone treatment and required hold times prior to de-ballasting are 
beyond the scope of this report. Section 2.3 outlines some areas of uncertainty for ozone treatment 
in the GLSLS environment 

Additional power requirements are believed to be within the existing spare capacity of the vessel, 
a breakdown of the additional estimated load is shown in Table 70.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 71 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Auxiliary 
Systems 

(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Max Power 424 22 446 

Min Power 385 22 407 

TABLE 70 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max Power is 110% manufacturer’s guidance. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 5000m3/hour 1,407,000 1,568,000 1,944,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 

installation (major items only) 
114,000 135,000 155,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 596,000 673,000 895,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,044,000 1,181,000 1,562,000 

Total Installation 3,161,000 3,557,000 4,556,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 66,000 75,000 105,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life 
Cycle 

Labour & Materials 34,000 37,000 52,000 

TABLE 71 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT: OZONE COSTINGS 
BREAKDOWN 

4.3.4 Chemical Injection 

As the existing ballast water system is split equally between the port and starboard side of the 
vessel and the BWTS requires all ballast water to pass through a mechanical filter on uptake a 
dual filter single treatment unit installation is suggested. This will consist of two identical 
mechanical filters each capable of processing 2400m3/hour installed in the existing trim tanks on 
the port and starboard sides of the working deck. This will require some structural modifications 
to the tanks and main ballasting lines. It is anticipated the small amount of ballast lost by the tank 
conversion would have a minimal impact on the vessels operational performance. A single 
treatment unit capable of treating 4800m3/hour will be installed in the converted coal bunker on 
the port side of the spar deck. This space has been identified as available by the USCG report 
and is approximately 35m2. The neutralisation skid will be installed on the main deck, port side 
between frames 200-205, this space was also identified as available in the USCG report. A system 
drawing is provided in Appendix D. 

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will include smaller treatment, 
neutralisation and TRO monitor lines from the treatment units on the spar and main decks to the 
ballast manifolds. Modifications to the existing main ballast lines are required to incorporate the 
mechanical filters housed in the trim tanks. The treatment system requires a water supply which 
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is taken from the port side sea chest and piped to the Spar deck treatment unit. The new pipe 
work and modifications will include: 

 Branches off the main ballast system to integrate the mechanical filters in 
the trim tanks. 

 Treatment and neutralisation unit connections to the ballast manifolds. 

 Treatment unit supply line run from the port side sea chest to the spar deck.  

 Mechanical filter back flushing lines run into an existing overboard. 

 Treatment unit vent lines run to suitable open deck positions. 

 Treatment unit bunkering lines run from storage tanks to suitable chemical 
loading positions (open deck). 

The chemical injection BWTS’s additional power requirements and considerably smaller than 
alternative BWTS investigated and even when combined with the auxiliary system requirements 
additional power generation is not required. A breakdown of the additional estimated loads is 
shown in Table 72. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that 
the self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity along with the back flushing 
pump for the mechanical filter. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of 
the water being ballasted. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems due to the new 
machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 73 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Auxiliary 

Systems (kW) 
Total Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 48 20 68 

Min Power 13 20 33 

TABLE 72 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and back flushing pump running continuously. 

Min power conditions include back flushing pump running for 6 minutes per hour. .  
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 5000m3/hour 957,000 1,068,000 1,328,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

81,000 96,000 110,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 461,000 519,000 696,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 701,000 794,000 1,045,000 

Total Installation 2,200,000 2,477,000 3,179,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 101,000 116,000 143,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 9,000 10,000 14,000 

TABLE 73 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT: CHEMICAL INJECTION 
COSTINGS BREAKDOWN  
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4.4 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 

This vessel differs somewhat from the example provided in Section 4.3, and a quite different 
approach has been taken to the installation of a number of each of the treatment systems.  This is 
used to illustrate the point that while the discussion of vessel categories in Section 3 uses a single 
outline approach for each category, in reality the system installations should be customized for each 
ship. 

The existing ballasting arrangement consists of a dual pump and manifold system located on the 
port and starboard sides of the engine room, a crossover between the manifold provides 
redundancy between the systems. The system is augmented by a smaller auxiliary pump that can 
be used to ballast the aft peak and engine room ballast tanks or deballast all tanks via the manifolds. 
The main ballast pumps are capable of ballasting and deballasting all tanks and each has a capacity 
of 2725m3/hour, the auxiliary pump has a capacity of 290m3/hour. The ballast system consists of 
12 wing tanks, a fore peak and aft peak tank and 2 engine room ballast tanks. The wing and fore 
peak tanks each have a direct line from the ballast manifold while the aft peak and engine rooms 
are connected on a loop from the manifold crossover. 

The effects on the vessel weight growth including an estimate of all structural and system additions 
is summarised in Table 7418, a detailed breakdown of the weight estimate is provided in Appendix 
E.  

Limited electrical load information was available for the vessel investigated, estimates with regards 
to spare electrical capacity are believed to be similar to the vessel investigated in section 4.3 with 
approximately 650kW available. 

 

System 
BWTS 
(kg) 

Consumables1 
(kg) 

Structural 
(kg) 

Mechanical 
(kg) 

Electrical 
(kg) 

Generator 
(kg) 

Total 
Max Cargo 
Loss (% of 

DWT) 

Electrolysis 6800 84650 47500 7500 2000 5500 154000 0.45 

UV 9900 0 8400 9100 1000 0 28000 0.08 

Ozone 20428 0 48500 3100 6100 0 78000 0.23 

Chemical 
Injection 

31089 35600 10100 5800 9300 0 60000 0.27 

TABLE 74 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 WEIGHT ANAYLSIS. 

1Consumable weights based on 5 cycle quantities.  

  

                                                
 
18 Chemical injection system consumable weights are based on carrying enough chemical agents to complete 5 
ballast cycles purely for comparison. A typical 5000m3/hour system has storage capacity for up to 13000kg of 
chemical agents which could complete around 20 exchanges for a typical Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft.    
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The selection of ships has been driven partly by the availability of good quality data, which has been 
provided through the CSA & TC. The data sources used for this analysis have been provided by TC and 
represents a typical Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft operating on the GLSLS. The following 
information was made available in electronic format by TC: 

 Ballast water schematic diagram 

 Capacity plan 

 General Arrangement 

 Midship Sections 

 Machinery Arrangements 

The individual vessels used is not identified by name in order to mitigate concerns over release of 
commercially sensitive information. 

4.4.1 Electrolysis System 

The electrolysis installation will consist of a singular 6000m3/hour capacity system with the 
electrolysis skid installed on the main engine fuel pump platform located above the main engine 
between the machinery and main deck. The neutralisation skid and circulation heaters are 
mounted in the machinery space against the forward bulkhead and the mechanical filters are 
positioned in the engine room at the tank top level forward of the existing ballast manifolds. A 
system drawing is provided in Appendix E. 

The fuel pump platform will require structural modification to allow a sufficient walkway past the 
electrolysis units, this will need to be removable as it will impede on the main engine removal 
envelope. The mechanical filter installations also require structural modifications to the engine 
room deck to allow the filters to be mounted at the tank top level, this is required for filter 
maintenance access. This proposal requires considerable modifications to existing ship systems 
including; repositioning of the electrical panels currently mounted on the machinery space forward 
bulkhead, modifications to the existing ballast system pipework to integrate the BWTS and a brine 
tank and pump installation in the engine room.  

The conversion of the aft wing ballast tanks to create a new machinery space is also considered 
a feasible option for installation although the effects of altering the vessel ballasting arrangements 
and the cost involved with the conversion would require further analysis.  As shown in Section 4.3, 
vessels in this overall category (and in other categories) can have significant differences in 
configuration and the best approach can vary between individual vessels.  

The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and, along with the 
sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. A brine tank will be 
installed within the aft peak ballast tank with the brine pump installed in the engine room.  

The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branching off the main ballast line to integrate the mechanical filters 
positioned in the engine room. 

 1% side stream line off the new ballast filter line to the circulation heaters on 
the machinery deck. 
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 Connections for the neutralisation skid housed on the machinery deck. 

 Auxiliary pump dosing and neutralisation connections. 

 Brine tank, pump and supply line from the aft peak tank to the electrolysis 
skid on the fuel pump platform deck. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into the existing overboard in the 
engine room. 

Both brine and a neutralising agent need to be bunkered and will require all pipework and 
containers to be corrosion resistant.  

Additional power is required for the BWTS, this can in part be accommodated by the spare 
capacity that currently exists, approximately 650kW. The power requirements for the circulation 
heaters when treating water at near freezing temperatures are significant and will require 
additional power generation. A breakdown of the additional estimated load is shown in Table 75. 
The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading 
gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity and the back flushing pumps for the mechanical 
filters are in operation. The back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water 
being ballasted. Variations in the salinity of the water, temperature and the chlorine dosing rate 
required will also affect the BWTS power consumption with lower salinity, temperature and higher 
dosing rates requiring more power. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems are low in 
comparison to the heater and BWTS requirements but are constant irrespective of the BWTS 
operation. Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide the extent of additional power 
requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 76 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G.  

 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Circulation 
Heater 
(kW) 

Brine 
System 

(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 375 1000 2 1377 727 

Min Power 297 0 2 299 0 

TABLE 75 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 
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Cost Item Detail Low Probable High 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 6000m3/hour 1,274,000 1,419,000 1,765,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

590,000 694,000 798,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 462,000 523,000 691,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 800,000 904,000 1,197,000 

Total Installation 3,126,000 3,540,000 4,451,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 187,000 211,000 296,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 16,000 18,000 25,000 

TABLE 76 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2: ELECTROLYSIS 
COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 

4.4.2 UV System 

The majority of the existing ballast water system is split equally between the port and starboard 
manifolds, the exception being the aft peak and engine room tanks that use the auxiliary ballast 
pump. As all ballast water is required to pass through the mechanical filter on ballasting and the 
UV modules on both ballasting and deballasting the preferred installation site would be in the 
existing engine room in close proximity to the main ballast pumps and manifolds. Based on the 
information available it is assessed as feasible to install a complete system capable of treating 
6000m3/hour in the space forward of the main ballast pumps. This would involve modifications to 
the existing ballast manifolds and auxiliary pump systems and relocation of several slurry pumps 
and a hydraulic power pack. Structural modifications to the deck and the walkway access to the 
unloading tunnel will also be required. This proposal minimises the impact on cargo handling and 
the ongoing efficiency of the vessel during normal operations and does not compromise the 
existing ballasting capacity. Significant system alterations and a considerable amount of work-in-
way is anticipated and this is reflected in the costings estimate. 

Due to the relatively high ballasting rate a large BWTS installation is required. This consists of 6 
mechanical filters each capable of a handling a maximum flow rate of 1000m3/hour located on the 
engine room deck forward of the main ballast pumps. In order to match the BWTS to the existing 
ballast system configuration a total of 13 UV treatment modules will be installed in the engine 
room. 12 will be installed on the tank specific lines immediately forward of the ballast manifolds 
for treatment of the fore peak and wing tanks. Each unit is capable of treating a maximum flow of 
450m3/hour. The final UV treatment module is installed in line with the auxiliary pump; this will 
require modifications to the existing ballast piping system to integrate the module and ensure that 
water transferred to and from the aft peak and engine room ballast tanks passes through the 
treatment module using either the auxiliary or main ballast pumps. The system will require a 
control panel and 14 power panels which can be located throughout the vessel where space is 
available. A system diagram detailing this approach is included in Appendix E. The existing ballast 
pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and along with the sea chests and 
overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 
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The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will be confined to the engine 
room and will include: 

 Branching off and then back into the main ballast line prior to the manifold to 
integrate the 6 mechanical filters. 

 Installation of 12 UV modules to the tank lines immediately forward of the 
ballast manifolds. 

 Installation of the larger UV module in line with the auxiliary pump. 

 Mechanical filter to the larger UV treatment unit connections. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing lines run into the existing overboard in the 
engine room. 

 UV treatment unit drain lines run into the existing overboard in the engine 
room. 

 Relocation of the slurry pumps and hydraulic power pack currently located 
on the deck immediately forward of the main ballast pumps. 

 Modifications to the deck to integrate the UV modules under the walkway, 
removal floor plates required. 

 Considerable work-in-way is anticipated due to small bore pipe systems and 
cable runs in the location of the installation. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS and auxiliary systems but the majority of this can be 
supplied by the existing generator sets as there is an estimated spare capacity of approximately 
650kW. This is estimated to leave the vessel requiring an additional 14kW if the maximum power 
requirements are achieved. It should be noted that for the purpose of this study the maximum 
BWTS power requirements are calculated as being 110% of the manufacturers high load estimate 
in addition to the mechanical filter back flushing pumps running simultaneously. This would be an 
intermittent occurrence and not considered the normal operating condition of the system. In this 
case a detailed review of the current electrical load analysis should be completed as the marginal 
increase (approximately 2% worst case scenario) may be accommodated in the current generator 
system. A breakdown of the additional estimated load requirement is shown in Table 77. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 78, the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix E. It should be noted that due 
to the limited space available in and around the main ballast pumps and the high ballast flow rate 
required the costs involved with procuring a suitable system and the anticipated levels of work-in-
way are considerably higher (approximately 48% increase) when compared to the ballast tank 
conversion proposal outlined in section 4.3. 
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Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Estimated Spare Capacity  

(kW) 
Total Additional Requirement  

(kW) 

Max Power 664 650 14 

Min Power 390 650 N/A 

TABLE 77 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and all back flushing pumps operating 
simultaneously. 

Min power condition excludes back flushing pumps. 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 6000m3/hour with13 UV units. 3,545,000 3,943,000 4,807,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

167,000 197,000 226,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 1,028,000 1,172,000 1,507,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,253,000 1,422,000 1,855,000 

Total Installation 5,993,000 6,734,000 8,395,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 113,000 132,000 185,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 20,000 22,000 31,000 

TABLE 78 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2: UV COSTINGS 
BREAKDOWN 

4.4.3 Ozone System 

The ozone installation consists of a singular 6000m3/hour capacity system with the ozone 
generator, ozone destruction unit and control panel installed on the main engine fuel pump 
platform located above the main engine between the machinery and main deck. The oxygen 
generator and compressors are mounted in the machinery space against the forward bulkhead 
and the new chiller plant is located in the engine room aft of the existing auxiliary pump. A system 
drawing is provided in Appendix E. 

The fuel pump platform deck will require structural modifications to allow a sufficient walkway past 
the treatment units as they take up most of the current platform. The walk way may need to be 
removable to maintain the main engine removal envelope. The proposal requires considerable 
modifications to existing ship systems including, repositioning of the electrical panels currently 
mounted on the machinery deck forward bulkhead, modifications to the existing ballast system 
pipework to integrate the injection systems and potential modifications to the main engine fuel 
pump manifold to incorporate the equipment on the fuel pump platform. 

Alternative locations that are seen as feasible include the conversion of the aft wing ballast tanks 
or part of the cargo hold. The effects of altering the vessel ballasting arrangements and the cost 
involved with the conversion would require in depth analysis and as noted in 4.4.1 would vary 
greatly between individual vessels. The direct impact on revenue generation expected with a 
potential reduction in cargo capacity would also require further analysis of individual vessels to 
ensure it is a financially viable option.     
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The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and, along with the 
sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations.  

The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 3 off 5% side stream lines to supply the ozone injection systems.  

 Uprated ventilation system to serve the fuel pump platform and machinery 
deck area. 

 Chilled water connections from the auxiliary sea box to the chiller plant and 
from the chiller plant to the engine room overboard discharge. 

 BWTS system connections between the air compressors, oxygen generator 
and ozone generator units. 

 BWTS system vents from the ozone destruction unit and the oxygen 
generator. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS but this can be accommodated by the spare capacity 
that currently exists, approximately 650kW. A breakdown of the additional estimated load is shown 
in Table 79. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the 
self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity. Additional loads required by the 
auxiliary systems are low in comparison to the BWTS requirements and are primarily the result of 
upgraded existing vent systems. Each vessel requires individual analysis to decide the extent of 
additional power requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 80 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Auxiliary Systems 
(kW) 

Total Additional 
Requirement (kW) 

Max Power 482 10 492 

Min Power 438 10 448 

TABLE 79 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max Power is 110% manufacturer’s guidance. 
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 6000m3/hour 1,598,000 1,779,000 2,204,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

128,000 151,000 173,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 667,000 753,000 1,001,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 1,134,000 1,283,000 1,694,000 

Total Installation 3,527,000 3,966,000 5,072,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 59,000 68,000 95,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 37,000 41,000 57,000 

TABLE 80 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2: OZONE COSTINGS 
BREAKDOWN 
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4.4.4 Chemical Injection System 

The Chemical injection system will consist of a 6000m3/hour treatment plant located on the 
machinery deck and two identical mechanical filters installed forward of the main ballast manifolds 
in the engine room. The neutralisation skid will be mounted on the main engine fuel pump platform.  

The fuel pump platform will require structural modifications to allow a sufficient walkway past the 
neutralisation skid, this will need to be removable as it will impede on the main engine removal 
envelope. The mechanical filter installations also require structural modifications to the engine 
room deck to allow the filters to be mounted at the tank top level to allow filter maintenance access. 
This proposal requires considerable modifications to existing ship systems including; repositioning 
of the electrical panels currently mounted on the machinery space forward bulkhead and 
modifications to the existing ballast system pipework to integrate the mechanical filters. A system 
drawing is provided in Appendix E. 

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will include smaller treatment, 
neutralisation and TRO monitor lines from the treatment units on the machinery deck to the ballast 
manifolds and pipework. The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branches off the main ballast system to integrate the mechanical filters. 

 Treatment and neutralisation unit connections to the ballast manifolds. 

 Treatment unit supply line run from the mechanical filters.  

 Mechanical filter back flushing lines run into an existing overboard. 

 Treatment unit vent lines run to suitable open deck positions. 

 Treatment unit bunkering lines run from storage tanks to suitable chemical 
loading positions (open deck). 

The chemical injection BWTS’s additional power requirements are considerably smaller than the 
alternative BWTS investigated and additional power generation is not required. A breakdown of 
the additional estimated loads is shown in Table 81. The highest load requirements occur during 
ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full capacity 
along with the back flushing pump for the mechanical filter. The back flushing is intermittent and 
dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted. Additional loads required by the auxiliary 
systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 82 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 
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Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Estimated Spare Capacity  

(kW) 

Max Power 53 650 

Min Power 15 650 

TABLE 81 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 ESTIMATED POWER 
REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and back flushing pump running continuously. 

Min power conditions include back flushing pump running for 6 minutes per hour.  

 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 

$ 
Probable 

$ 
High 

$ 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 6000m3/hour 1,048,000 1,169,000 1,453,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

89,000 105,000 121,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 506,000 570,000 764,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 732,000 830,000 1,089,000 

Total Installation 2,375,000 2,674,000 3,427,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 99,000 116,000 134,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 10,000 11,000 15,000 

TABLE 82 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2: CHEMICAL INJECTION 
COSTINGS BREAKDOWN
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4.5 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL. 

The international vessel investigated is from the geared bulker category and commonly operates 
within the GLSLS and along deep sea routes. 

The existing ballasting arrangement consists of dual pumps and double headers located on the port 
and starboard sides of the engine room, a crossover between the main headers provides 
redundancy between the systems. The system also incorporates a ballast stripping ejector located 
in the lower engine room. The main ballast pumps are capable of ballasting and deballasting all 
tanks and each has a capacity of 560m3/hour, the capacity of the stripping ejector is unknown. The 
ballast system consists of 8 wing tanks, fore peak and aft peak tanks and 4 tanks located 
transversely across the vessel forward of frame 180. All tanks have an individual branch off the 
main header on the relevant side. 

The effects on the vessel weight growth including an estimate of all structural and system additions 
is summarised in Table 8319, a detailed breakdown of the weight estimate is provided in Appendix 
F.  For consistency with the other ship estimates, consumables are taken as sufficient for 5 
ballasting cycles.  Given the different operating profile for this category a lower number may be 
more acceptable in practice. 

Sufficient electrical load is believed to exist as the vessels typically are equipped with 3 generator 
sets and require only 2 to run at any given time. The additional loads required by the BWTS can 
operate within this redundant capacity but vessels should be investigated to ensure the loss of 
redundancy is within the vessels operating risk profile. 

 

System 
BWTS 
(kg) 

Consumables1 
(kg) 

Structural 
(kg) 

Mechanical 
(kg) 

Electrical 
(kg) 

Generator 
(kg) 

Total (kg) 
Max Cargo 
Loss (% of 

DWT) 

Electrolysis 4500 52800 500 4000 1350 0 63000 0.81 

UV 2500 0 300 4400 800 0 8000 0.10 

Ozone 5800 0 600 4000 1700 0 12000 0.15 

Chemical 
Injection 

19500 2230 500 2120 3442.5 0 28000 0.36 

TABLE 83 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL WEIGHT ANAYLSIS. 

1Consumable weights based on 5 cycle quantities. 

  

                                                
 
19 Chemical injection system consumable weights are based on carrying enough chemical agents to complete 5 
ballast cycles purely for comparison. A typical 1250m3/hour system has storage capacity for up to 3900kg of 
chemical agents which could complete around 9 exchanges for a typical vessel of this type.    
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The data sources used for this analysis have been provided by the vessel owner and represent a typical 
International vessel operating on the GLSLS. The following information was made available in hard 
copies: 
 

 Bilge & Ballast water plan 

 Capacity plan 

 General Arrangement 

 Upper Deck Arrangements and Sections 

 Machinery Deck Arrangements and Sections 

The specific vessels used is not identified by name in order to mitigate concerns over release of 
commercially sensitive information. 

4.5.1 Electrolysis System 

The electrolysis installation will consist of a singular 1250m3/hour capacity system with the 
electrolysis and neutralisation skids installed in the engineer’s workshop and store on the upper 
platform.  The mechanical filter is positioned in the engine room at the tank top level in the space 
between the main ballast pumps forward of frame 34, a system drawing is provided in Appendix 
F. 

The mechanical filter installation will require modifications to the existing ballast system and a high 
level of work-in-way is anticipated due the shortage of space in and around the main ballast pumps 
and headers. The installation of the treatment skids in the engineer’s workshop and stores will 
require some structural modifications and the relocation of equipment and stores currently utilising 
this space, it is estimated that the installation will require approximately 25% of the area. This 
approach is favoured over the conversions of a ballast tank, cargo hold or on deck installations as 
it is anticipated to require less structural modifications and have a smaller impact on the vessels 
cargo capacity and handling operations. 

The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and, along with the 
sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 

The international vessels investigated frequently operate on both the GLSLS and deep sea routes 
making it feasible that the vessels could ballast with (or hold sufficient) sea water to enable the 
electrolysis BWTS to operate efficiently without the need for a separate brine system. This 
approach has been analysed here and system drawings are given in Appendix F. If a vessel is 
found to require a brine source then a brine system similar to the previous vessel categories 
proposals could be installed.  

The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branching off and the main ballast lines to integrate the mechanical filters 
positioned in the engine room. 

 1% side stream line off the new ballast filter line to the circulation heaters in 
the engineer’s workshop. 

 Connections for the neutralisation skid. 
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 Stripping ejector monitoring and neutralisation connections. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into the existing overboard in the 
engine room. 

Neutralising agents (and brine if required) need to be bunkered and are highly corrosive, all 
pipework and containers should be suitably protected or of stainless steel construction.  

Additional power is required for the BWTS but this can be accommodated by the spare capacity 
that currently exists, including the circulation heaters. A breakdown of the additional estimated 
load is shown in Table 84. The highest load requirements occur during ballasting in cold 
temperatures when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear and BWTS will be running at full 
capacity with the back flushing pump for the mechanical filters in operation. The back flushing is 
intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted. Variations in the salinity 
of the water, temperature and the chlorine dosing rate required will also affect the BWTS power 
consumption with lower salinity and temperature and higher dosing rates requiring higher power 
consumption. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems are low in comparison to the 
heater and BWTS requirements but are constant irrespective of the BWTS operation. Each vessel 
requires individual analysis to decide the extent of additional power requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 85 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G.  

 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Circulation 
Heater 
(kW) 

Auxiliary Systems 
(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Max Power 73 240 20 333 

Min Power 66 0 20 86 

TABLE 84 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 1250m3/hour 696,000 777,000 959,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

28,000 32,000 38,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 290,000 327,000 434,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 354,000 402,000 524,000 

Total Installation 1,368,000 1,538,000 1,955,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 66,000 75,000 98,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 5,000 5,000 7,000 

TABLE 85 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL: ELECTROLYSIS COSTINGS BREAKDOWN20 

4.5.2 UV System 

The UV installation will consist of a single mechanical filter and UV treatment unit located in the 
lower engine room at the tank top level in the space between the main ballast pumps forward of 
frame 34. 

All ballast water is required to pass through the mechanical filter and UV module on ballasting and 
only the UV module on deballasting so positioning the system in and around the existing ballast 
pumps and headers is seen as the preferred location. The lower engine room is relatively short 
on space and modifications to the existing ballast system and the amount of work-in-way required 
to install and access the system is anticipated to be substantial, but feasible. This proposal 
minimises the impact on cargo handling and the ongoing efficiency of the vessel during normal 
operations and does not compromise the existing ballasting capacity. Although the capacity of the 
existing stripping ejector is not known it is anticipated that it will not be capable of meeting the 
minimum flow requirements for the UV treatment module. This should be replaced with a stripping 
pump capable of producing 120m3/hour. A system diagram detailing this approach is included in 
Appendix F. The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and along 
with the sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 

The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will be confined to the engine 
room and will include: 

 Branching off and then back into the main ballast lines prior to integrate the 
mechanical filter. 

 Installation of the UV module immediately forward of the mechanical filter. 

 Replacement of the stripping elector. 

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into an existing overboard. 

 UV treatment unit drain line run into an existing overboard. 

                                                
 
20 Based on 60 annual exchanges. 
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 Relocation of equipment located in the space between the ballast pumps 
forward of frame 34. 

 Considerable work-in-way is anticipated due to pipe systems and cable runs 
in the location of the installation. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS but this can be accommodated by the spare capacity 
that currently exists. A breakdown of the additional estimated load is shown in Table 86. The 
highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear 
and BWTS will be running at full capacity with the back flushing pump for the mechanical filters in 
operation, the back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being 
ballasted. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems are low in comparison to the BWTS 
requirements but are constant irrespective of the BWTS operation. Each vessel requires individual 
analysis to decide the extent of additional power requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 87 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G.  

Condition 
BWTS Max 

(kW) 
Auxiliary Systems 

(kW) 
Total Requirement  

(kW) 

Max Power 135 18 153 

Min Power 78 18 96 

TABLE 86 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL2 ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition includes 110% manufacturer’s guidance and all back flushing pump operating 
simultaneously. 

Min power condition excludes back flushing pump. 

 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 1250m3/hour system. 434,000 487,000 602,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

25,000 29,000 35,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 184,000 208,000 276,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 292,000 331,000 438,000 

Total Installation 935,000 1,055,000 1,351,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 53,000 60,000 84,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 3,000 3,000 5,000 

TABLE 87 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL: UV COSTINGS BREAKDOWN 
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4.5.3 Ozone System 

The Ozone installation will consist of a singular 1250m3/hour capacity system with the treatment 
skid installed in the engineer’s workshop and store on the upper platform as in the electrolysis 
installation. 2 ozone injection systems will be installed in the lower engine room local to the main 
ballast pumps and headers. The injection system installation may require some existing 
equipment and systems to be relocated and some work-in-way is anticipated due the shortage of 
space in this location. The installation of the treatment skid in the engineer’s workshop and stores 
will require some structural modifications and the relocation of equipment and stores currently 
utilising this space, it is estimated that the installation will require approximately 25% of the area. 
This approach is favoured over the conversions of a ballast tank, cargo hold or on deck 
installations as it is anticipated to require less structural modifications and have a smaller impact 
on the vessels cargo capacity and handling operations. 

The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and along with the sea 
chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 

It should be noted that the system identified does not incorporate a side stream heating element 
or neutralisation system. Analysis of the current levels of uncertainty surrounding the effects of 
lower temperatures on the ozone treatment and required hold times prior to de-ballasting are 
beyond the scope of this report.  Section 2.3 outlines some areas of uncertainty for ozone 
treatment in the GLSLS environment.  

The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 2 off 5% side stream lines for the injection systems.  

 1 off ozone supply line from the treatment skid. 

 Uprated ventilation system to serve engineer’s workshop area. 

 Chilled water connections from the auxiliary sea box to the chiller plant and 
from the chiller plant to the engine room overboard discharge. 

 BWTS system connections between the air compressors, oxygen generator 
and ozone generator units. 

 BWTS system vents from the ozone destruction unit and the oxygen 
generator. 

Additional power is required for the BWTS but this can be accommodated by the spare capacity 
that currently exists. A breakdown of the additional estimated load is shown in Table 88. The 
highest load requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear 
and BWTS will be running at full capacity. Additional loads required by the auxiliary systems are 
low in comparison to the BWTS but are constant irrespective of the BWTS operation. These are 
largely due to an increase in the required ventilation system. Each vessel requires individual 
analysis to decide the extent of additional power requirements. 

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 89 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G.  
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Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Auxiliary Systems 
(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Max Power 116 22 138 

Min Power 105 22 127 

TABLE 88 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

 

Cost Item Detail 
Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 1250m3/hour 601,000 672,000 832,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

32,000 38,000 46,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 263,000 297,000 396,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 346,000 392,000 513,000 

Total Installation 1,242,000 1,399,000 1,787,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 48,000 54,000 75,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 5,000 5,000 7,000 

TABLE 89 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL: OZONE COSTINGS BREAKDOWN21 

4.5.4 Chemical Injection System 

The Chemical Injection system installation will consist of a singular 1250m3/hour capacity system 
with the treatment and neutralisation skids installed in the engineer’s workshop and store on the 
upper platform.  The mechanical filter is positioned in the engine room at the tank top level in the 
space between the main ballast pumps forward of frame 34, a system drawing is provided in 
Appendix F. 

The mechanical filter installation will require modifications to the existing ballast system and a high 
level of work-in-way is anticipated due the shortage of space in and around the main ballast pumps 
and headers. The installation of the treatment skids in the engineer’s workshop and stores will 
require some structural modifications and the relocation of equipment and stores currently utilising 
this space, it is estimated that the installation will require approximately 25% of the area. This 
approach is favoured over the conversions of a ballast tank, cargo hold or on deck installations as 
it is anticipated to require less structural modifications and have a smaller impact on the vessels 
cargo capacity and handling operations. 

                                                
 
21 Based on 60 annual exchanges. 
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The new pipe work and modifications to the existing ballast system will include smaller treatment, 
neutralisation and TRO monitor lines from the treatment units in the engineer’s workshop to the 
ballast headers. The new pipe work and modifications will include: 

 Branches off the main ballast system to integrate the mechanical filter. 

 Treatment and neutralisation unit connections to the ballast headers. 

 Treatment unit supply line run from the mechanical filter.  

 Mechanical filter back flushing line run into an existing overboard. 

 Treatment unit vent lines run to suitable open deck positions. 

 Treatment unit bunkering lines run from storage tanks to suitable chemical 
loading positions (open deck). 

The existing ballast pumps are assumed to be sufficient for this installation and, along with the 
sea chests and overboard discharges will remain in their existing locations. 

The chemical injection BWTS’s additional power requirements are considerably smaller than the 
alternative BWTS investigated and sufficient capacity exists within the current power generation 
system. A breakdown of the additional estimated loads is shown in Table 90. The highest load 
requirements occur during ballasting when it is assumed that the self-unloading gear and BWTS 
will be running at full capacity along with the back flushing pump for the mechanical filter. The 
back flushing is intermittent and dependent on the turbidity of the water being ballasted. Additional 
loads required by the auxiliary systems due to the new machinery spaces will be present 
irrespective of the BWTS operation.  

A breakdown of the estimated installation, maintenance and lifecycle costings for this installation 
are given in Table 91 the detailed estimate is provided in Appendix G. 

 

Condition 
BWTS 
Max 
(kW) 

Auxiliary Systems 
(kW) 

Total Requirement 
(kW) 

Max Power 10 20 30 

Min Power 6 20 26 

TABLE 90 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL ESTIMATED POWER REQUIREMENTS. 

Max power condition for a water temperature approx.0˚C with back flushing pump running. 

Min power condition for a water temperature approx.15˚C without back flushing pump. 
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Cost Item Detail 
Low 
($) 

Probable 
($) 

High 
($) 

BWTS, Installation &Spares 1 x 1200m3/hour 576,000 644,000 794,000 

Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

28,000 32,000 39,000 

Installation Support Work Electrical & Mechanical 236,000 267,000 354,000 

Additional Installation Costs Structural &  existing system modifications 307,000 348,000 456,000 

Total Installation 1,147,000 1,291,000 1,643,000 

Annual Operating Fuel & Consumables 78,000 89,000 112,000 

Annual Maintenance & Life Cycle Labour & Materials 4,000 4,000 6,000 

TABLE 91 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL: CHEMICAL INJECTION COSTINGS BREAKDOWN22 

 

 

                                                
 
22 Based on 60 annual exchanges. 
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5 REVIEW AND DETAILED EVALUATION OF CSA CONCERNS 

The Canadian Shipowners’ Association (CSA) has expressed a range of concerns related to the 
implementation of BWTS on their and other ships operating on the Great Lakes.  Following the 
circulation by TC of their discussion paper: “Canadian Implementation of the Ballast Water 
Convention” (October 2012) [1], CSA produced its own paper in March 2013 [2] as a critique of the 
proposed TC approach.  STXM has been tasked to review and comment on relevant elements of 
the CSA document as part of our current project. 

In particular, Transport Canada has requested to address a number of specific points derived from 
the CSA paper.  For clarity, these are grouped into a number of themes below. 

The CSA has also raised many concerns over the effectiveness of certain types of BWTS in Great 
Lakes and Seaway water conditions.  As noted elsewhere in the report, these aspects fall outside 
the scope of the current project and are not addressed in this section. 

5.1 FEASIBILITY 

In general, CSA is concerned that not all vessels in the Great Lakes fleet can physically install 
BWTS. They have noted that the fleet is technically diverse with many vessels employing unique 
designs in order to maximize efficiencies in unique operating environments. Specific concerns have 
been raised for tankers, which may not have dedicated ballast pump rooms; and for ATBs, in 
particular for the tugs. 

STXM considers that the installation designs developed through this project demonstrate that it is 
in general technically feasible to install one or more types of BWTS, though with varying degrees of 
difficulty and cost.  The high flow rates used by self-unloading categories mean that their BWTS are 
unusually large.  The tug/barge fleet is particularly challenging to categorize due to the lack of 
commonality, and in Section 3 we have noted that systems may need to be fitted to the barges 
rather than to the tugs.  For tankers, while ship configurations vary, the challenge is more similar to 
that for any short sea tanker of similar size and vintage in the international fleet.  Despite the 
challenges, for all the individual ships and general ship categories that have been examined, a 
solution has been developed.   

5.2 SPACE/LOCATION 

CSA has noted a number of space availability concerns, such as: 

 On most CSA vessels there is very limited available empty space in the engine room to 
accommodate ballast water systems. Multiple treatment system modules may be required in 
order to meet the large ballast volume and high flow rates, further exacerbating this 
installation constraint.  

 Other space considerations include maintenance and “pull” space for filters and UV bulb 
replacement.  With a large number of disc [filter] stacks, when greater than 800-1000 m3 per 
hour flows are needed, fitting disc filters is a significant challenge in existing engine rooms. 
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 For electro-chlorination, a brine tank with a 1200 m3 capacity would be required, resulting in 
the loss of cargo capacity of approximately 1200 tons of cargo per voyage. 

STXM agrees that it is not easy and sometimes not feasible or not desirable to install the new 
equipment required in the engine room itself, particularly for ships such as self-unloaders with 
high ballast flow rates.  Our engineering approaches therefore often use other spaces, such as 
the aft end of ballast tanks, storerooms, workshops, etc., as described in Section 4 and the 
report Annexes.  Depending on the ship and ballast water system configuration; one, several or 
many (up to 13) treatment modules have been included in different BWTS installations.  All 
approaches have taken maintenance envelopes for this equipment into account; where access 
or maintenance space will be “tight” this is discussed in the report.   

For the electro-chlorination options, we have used significantly smaller tank volumes than those 
suggested by CSA, with a maximum of 85m3 (approximately 95tons of 230 PSU brine).  This 
volume provides at least 5 ballast operations.  A larger tank would need less frequent 
replenishment, but would impact cargo capacity more.  We consider our approach to be 
reasonable, but individual owners may make different trade-offs. 

5.3 POWER/HEAT 

CSA has flagged concerns that some or all treatment systems may require significant energy to 
operate, and that some systems may need preheat of the ballast water to provide effective 
treatment.  Specifically: 

 Existing vessels were designed with generators matched to the designed electrical load of 
the original ship, with only a small reserve to accommodate the type of power required by 
even the most conservative ballast water treatment systems. 

 Additional diesel generators will be required at significant cost and indeed will need to be 
housed in the engine room which will only make the space limitation a more complex issue 
to solve. 

 An even greater electrical power concern is associated BWMS that employ ultra-violet light 
during treatment, as the anticipated power demand would be greater than the supply 
capacity of most vessels. 

 For electro-chlorination, treatment water must be above 15˚C for effective use, which is not 
achievable for much of the year in the Great Lakes. Operation of these systems at lower 
temperatures will severely impact the operating life of the systems and lead to higher 
maintenance and frequent breakdowns.  

 Heating ballast water to 15˚C for full-flow electro-chlorination systems is not feasible for flow 
rates of 4000 or 5000 m3 per hour. 

STXM has identified the energy demand, electric or otherwise associated with all the installation 
approaches described in sections 3, 4 and the Annexes to the report. We have taken information 
on system requirements from manufacturers’ information and from additional considerations 
presented in the previous report on system performance [3] developed for Transport Canada.  We 
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agree with CSA that some vessels do not have enough spare electrical capacity, and will need to 
replace or add generators if certain types of BWTS are used.   While CSA has flagged UV as being 
the most demanding option, this is not necessarily the case, as shown in our various design 
approaches. Wherever electrical capacity upgrades are assessed as being necessary, the 
equipment costs for this are included in our cost estimates, as are new cabling, switchgear and 
other electrical components and the additional fuel burden.  For space reasons we have generally 
assumed that generators are replaced with larger units, rather than adding extra generators.  For 
some ships, adding a generator may be feasible and may be slightly cheaper.   

The total power demand varies with the system that is selected.  When heating of part of the ballast 
flow is required, we have assumed this is done electrically rather than by waste heat recovery or 
other means.  CSA also noted that: 

 The ability to heat ballast water in slipstream systems may be feasible if the ballast water 
treatment system was operational while the vessel’s main engine was running and hot 
water was being produced. However, ballast water treatment systems operate while the 
vessels are at dock and discharging or loading cargo, therefore only generators and running 
to supply electrical power while at the dock. This would not generate enough heat to raise 
water temperatures to the levels required. 

We do consider that waste heat (or boilers) could be cheaper options for some ships, but this would 
require more detailed engineering analyses to verify on a case-by-case basis.  Based on our 
understanding of the technologies, it is never essential to heat the entire ballast water stream to 
generate the active substance, and as noted by CSA it would be impractical to attempt to do so.   

5.4 OTHER COLD TEMPERATURE ISSUES 

The low water temperatures in the Great Lakes over part of the year lead to various concerns from 
CSA, including: 

 Chemical systems [e.g. ozone, electro-chlorination] generally need water temperatures of 
greater than 15 ˚C to be effective, therefore systems may be ineffective in the Great Lakes in 
the winter.  

 Operation in 0 ˚C waters may render filtration systems non-operational due to problems with 
ice and slush blockage. Filter systems may also be completely ineffective in zero degree 
temperature waters, as the filters could freeze due to accumulated slush and ice formation. 

As noted earlier, STXM agrees that the slipstream into treatment systems may need to be heated, 
and has made provision for this in the overall equipment fits. 

The potential for slush ice ingestion in the lakes is very real, but the risk is mitigated in all Great 
Lakes ship designs by the location and design of sea bays and sea chests.  Using low suctions 
can lead to more sediment in the water.  Many of the system installations incorporate filters which 
will help to remove this, with the impact of requiring regular back-flushing.  This will have some 
effect on power consumption and on the frequency of filter replacement.  We have made 
engineering estimates to account for these considerations. 
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Freezing of water in the lines and filters themselves is a potential problem, but is made less likely 
by heating the filter spaces and by using the high flow volumes themselves to create some local 
heating effects.  In the event that this does become a real problem, the design of the systems 
could be adapted to use more engine cooling recirculation or to redirect the heated slipstreams.  
These or other measures would add to system complexity and cost, but as second order effects. 

The general effect of cold temperatures on system maintenance requirements, also raised as a 
CSA concern in 5.3, is not possible to validate or quantify with any data available.  However, 
STXM does not expect this to be a more significant issue for BWTS than it is for other systems 
used in Great Lakes vessels. 

5.5 SHORT VOYAGES 

CSA has noted that voyage durations for most Great Lakes vessels are short in comparison with 
ships on international voyages.  This increases the number of ballasting operations and thus the 
operating cost impact.  It can also pose challenges for systems that rely on a delay time either to 
kill the organisms or to allow chemicals to degrade to an acceptably low level. 

STXM has accounted for these concerns in our designs and analyses to the extent that current 
information allows.  We have assumed certain system life expectancies and maintenance 
requirements based on dialogue with suppliers.  We have added neutralizing systems for chemical 
agents, and have not used systems where the retention time requirements are known to be 
particularly challenging.  

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

STXM has explored the feasibility of BWTS installation in various categories of ship operating in the 
Great lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system.  Four types of treatment system were selected for 
investigation: electrolysis (using side stream injection), ozone, UV sterilization and chemical injection.  
It has been concluded that it is technically feasible to install any of these systems in all of the specific 
ships that have been examined in detail, and that a technically feasible approach can be found for 
all of the vessel categories considered. 

The current project has provided feasibility level solutions and ship impact estimates, but all 
specific ships are likely to need relatively unique approaches due to the fairly wide variability 
between individual vessels.  This has been illustrated for the vessel category of self-unloaders with 
fore and aft accommodation, where two example ships have been used to develop quite different 
installation approaches.  In this case, the total costs were estimated to be relatively similar though 
in other examples the differences may be greater. 

BWTS installations for many categories of Great Lakes vessels will be neither easy nor 
inexpensive.  While some of the ship categories examined have similar installation needs and 
challenges to ships operating internationally, the demands on self-unloading ships in particular are 
unusual due to the high ballast water transfer rates they require.  This is also the case, though to a 
slightly lesser extent, for the straight-deckers purpose designed for the GLSLS. Their BWTS will be 
large, and may require the sacrifice of space outside the existing machinery spaces.  There is likely 
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to be some impact on capacity and deadweight, as quantified for each design that has been 
developed.  

Any individual vessel’s operating profile can have a significant impact on the selection of BWTS 
and requires vessel specific analysis to determine the optimum solution. Opportunities to simplify 
the installation for any system type are typically limited to reducing the ballasting rate in order to 
reduce the physical size of the BWTS and its power and consumable requirements. While this 
could lead to lower initial installation costs its effect on the overall vessel efficiency due to 
potentially reducing cargo handling rates must be considered.  

The service cycle for Great Lakes ships involves many ballasting operations due to the short 
voyages they normally undertake.  This is similar to other short sea services. It will lead to higher 
operating costs and maintenance effort for BWTS than will be typical for longer-haul services. 

This project has not examined the efficacy of any of the treatment systems in the Great Lakes 
operating conditions, which has been the subject of separate work commissioned by TC [3].  Nor 
has it considered the overall cost/benefit balance of ship installations... 

Other more specific findings of this work have included the need to explore the potential corrosive 
effects of electrolysis and ozone systems in more detail, due to the significant cost impact if new 
coatings have to be applied to some types of ships.  There is also uncertainty over the level of 
neutralization and the heating of ballast water prior to treatment that some systems may need, 
which will affect their cost and complexity.  
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8 APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A FLEET ANALYSIS DATA 
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Great Lakes Fleet 
Owner 

Vessel Name  Vessel Category Flag 
Year 
Built 

Ballast 
Capacity 

Capacity 
(DWT) 

CANADIAN OPERATORS 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Discovery 
Bulker - Gearless CA 1987   34,380 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Guardian 
Bulker - Gearless CA 1987   34,380 

Algoma Algoma Mariner 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2011 >5000 37,162 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Montrealais 
Straight decker CA 1962 12,000 29,072 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Navigator 
Straight decker CA 1967  13624 MT 30,324 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Progress 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1968   31,637 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Quebecois 
Straight decker CA 1963  11999 MT 28,716 

Algoma Algomarine 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1968   26,755 

Algoma Algoma Spirit Bulker - Gearless CA 1986   34,380 

Algoma Algoma Transfer 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1965 7,507 15,719 

Algoma Algorail 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1968   23,810 

Algoma Algosoo 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1974  17633 LT 30,284 

Algoma Algosteel 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1966  14385 LT 26,949 

Algoma Algoway 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1972   23,812 

Algoma Algowood 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1981  17012 MT 32,253 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Enterprise 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1979 17,127 33,854 

Algoma Algoma Olympic 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1976   33,859 

Algoma 
Algoma 

Transport 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1979 >10000 32,678 

Algoma 
Capt. Henry 

Jackman 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1981 16,618 30,435 

Algoma 
Gordon C. 

Leitch 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1952 13,227 31,668 

Algoma John B. Aird 
Self-Unloaders - 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1983 16,845 30,857 

Algoma John D. Leitch 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1967 

 
16524 MT 

34,127 

Algoma 
Peter R. 

Cresswell 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1982 16.897 30,590 

Algoma 
Radcliffe R. 

Latimer 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1978 16,728 36,668 

Algoma Tim S.Dool Straight decker CA 1967 10,645 31,054 

Algoma Equinox Straight decker CA 2013     

Algoma Tankers AlgoCanada Tankers CA 2008 <5000 11,453 

Algoma Tankers 
Algoma 

Dartmouth 
Tankers CA 2007 <5000 3,512 

Algoma Tankers Algoeast Tankers CA 1977 5700 10,350 

Algoma Tankers Algonova Tankers CA 2008 <5000 11,453 

Algoma Tankers Algosar Tankers CA 1978  4473 LT 12,000 
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Algoma Tankers Algoscotia Tankers CA 2004 >5000 19,160 

Algoma Tankers Algosea Tankers CA 1998 7784 17,285 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Atlantic Erie 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1985 >5000 37,411 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Atlantic Huron 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1984 >5000 34,860 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Atlantic Superior 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1982 >5000 36,219 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Baie St. Paul 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2012 >5000 37,690 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Birchglen  Straight decker CA 1983 >5000 33,824 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Cedarglen Straight decker CA 1959 11,649 29,518 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Thunder Bay 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2013 >5000 34,900 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

CSL Assiniboine 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1977   36,768 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

CSL Laurentien 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1977   37,795 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

CSL Niagara 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1972   37,694 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

CSL Spirit  
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2001   68,911 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

CSL Tadoussac 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1969   30,051 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Frontenac 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1968  14560 LT 26,822 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Whitefish Bay 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2013 >5000 34,490 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Mapleglen Bulker - Gearless CA 1981 >5000 35,067 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Oakglen Bulker - Gearless CA 1980 >5000 35,067 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Pineglen Straight decker CA 1985 13,436 33,197 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Rt. Hon. Paul J. 
Martin 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

CA 1973   37,694 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Saguenay 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1981   35,067 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Salarium 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 1980 >5000 35,123 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Spruceglen Straight decker CA 1983 18841 33,824 

Canada 
Steamship Lines 

Baie Comeau 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
CA 2013 >5000 34,500 

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

Alsterstern Tankers CA 1994   17,034 

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

DorSch. Tankers CA 1976     

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

Havelstern Tankers CA 1994   17,083 

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

Mokami Tankers CA 1989   2,500 

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

Nanny Tankers CA 1993   9,176 

Coastal Shipping 
Ltd 

Tuvaq Tankers CA 1977   15,955 
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Essroc Canada Inc 
Stephen 
B.Roman 

Other CA 1965   8,377 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Amélia  Bulker - Geared CA 1976 <5000 7,349 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Anna  Bulker - Geared CA 1986 <5000 17,850 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Camilla  Bulker - Geared CA 1982 <5000 6,889 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Catherine  Other CA 1962 <5000 8,394 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Mélissa  Bulker - Geared CA 1975 1,712 7,500 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Rosaire A.  Bulker - Geared CA 2007 >5000 12,575 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Sedna   Bulker - Geared CA 2009 >5000 12,413 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Zélada  Bulker - Geared CA 2009 >5000 12,491 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Dara  Tankers CA 1992 3,295 10,511 

Groupe 
Desgagnés 

Claude A Bulker - Geared CA 2011 <5000 12,671 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Esta  Tankers CA 1992 3,295 10,511 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Jana  Tankers CA 1993 3,295 10,511 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Maria  Tankers CA 1999 5,651 13,199 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Sarah  Tankers CA 2007 7,434 18,000 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Thalassa  Tankers CA 1976 3,279 9,748 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Véga  Tankers CA 1982 6,598 11,548 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Nordik 
Express (ferry) 

Other CA 1974   1,697 

Desgagnés 
Tankers 

Bella 
Desgagnes 

Other CA 2008   2,042 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Cuyahoga 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1943  7433 LT 15,675 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Kaministiqua Straight Decker CA 1983   34,500 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Manitoba Straight Decker CA 1967 6,673 17,610 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Michipicoten 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1952  13250 LT 22,300 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Mississagi 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1943   15,800 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Ojibway Straight Decker CA 1952   20,668 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Robert S. 
Pierson 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

CA 1924 10,745 19,650 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Saginaw 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
CA 1953   20,525 

Lower Lakes 
Towing Ltd. 

Tecumseh Straight Decker CA 1973   29,510 

McAsphalt Marine  
Ltd. 

John J. 
Carrick (barge) 

Other CA 2009   11,613 
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McAsphalt Marine  
Ltd. 

McAsphalt 401  Other CA 1966   7,399 

McAsphalt Marine  
Ltd. 

Norman 
McLeod  

Other CA 2002   3,364 

McAsphalt Marine  
Ltd. 

Everlast  Other CA 1977   336 

McAsphalt Marine  
Ltd. 

Victorious  Other CA 2009   902 

Sterling fuel Sterling Energy Tankers CA 2002   1,231 

Sterling fuel Hamilton Energy Tankers CA 1965   1,282 

AMERICAN OPERATORS 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Adam E. 
Cornelius 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

USA 1973   29,200 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Century 

Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1980   80,900 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Courage 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

USA 1979   24,300 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Fortitude 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1953 15400 LT  23,400 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Integrity 

Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1978  61164 LT 80,900 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Mariner 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft 

USA 1980   37,300 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American Spirit Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1978  46037 LT 62,400 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American Valor 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1953  17858 LT 26,200 

American 
Steamship Lines 

American 
Victory 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1943  12928 LT 26,700 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Buffalo 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1978  14086 LT 24,300 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Burns Harbor Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1980   78,850 

American 
Steamship Lines 

H. Lee White 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1974  21684 LT 35,400 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Indiana Harbor Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1979  61164 LT 80,900 

American 
Steamship Lines 

John J. Boland 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1973   34,000 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Ken Boothe Sr. Other USA 2011     

American 
Steamship Lines 

Lakes 
Contender 

Other USA 2011   33,892 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Sam Laud 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1975   24,300 

American 
Steamship Lines 

St. Clair 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1976   44,800 

American 
Steamship Lines 

Walter J. 
McCarthy Jr. 

Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1977   80,900 

Rand US Flagged Manistee 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1943  6842 LT   

Central marine 
Logistics 

Edward L. 
Ryerson 

Straight decker USA 1959  16067 LT 27,500 

Central marine 
Logistics 

Joseph L Block 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1975   37,200 

Central marine 
Logistics 

Wilfred Sykes 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1949   21,500 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Cason J. 
Callaway 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1952   25,300 
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Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Edgar B. Speer Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1980   73,700 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Edwin H. Gott Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1978  61313 LT 74,100 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Great Republic 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1981  14122 LT 25,600 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

John G. Munson 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1952   25,550 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Philip R. Clarke 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1952   25,300 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Presque Isle 
(barge) 

Other USA 1972  55083 LT 57,500 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Presque Isle 
(tug) 

Other USA 1972     

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Roger Blough 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1972   43,900 

Great lakes fleet 
Inc. 

Arthur M 
Anderson 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1952     

Inland Lakes 
Management Inc 

Alpena 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1942   14,123 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Herbert C 
Jackson 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1959   24,800 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Hon. James L. 
Oberstar 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 

USA 1957   31,000 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

James R Barker Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1976  43610 LT 63,300 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Mesabi Miner Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1975   63,300 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Dorothy Ann 
(tug) 

Other USA 1999     

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Pathfinder 
(barge) 

Other USA 1999  10815 LT 26,700 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Paul R 
Tregurtha 

Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1981  51000 LT 68,000 

Interlake 
Steamship Co. 

Stewart J Cort Self-Unloaders 1000' USA 1970  38966 LT 58,000 

Lake Shipping Co. Kaye E Barker 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1953   25,900 

Lake Shipping Co. Lee A. Tregurtha 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
USA 1942   29,360 

Port City 
Steamship 
Services 

St. Marys 
Challenger 

Other USA 1906   10,250 

Seajon  Ken Boothe Sr. Other USA 2011   33,892 

Seajon  
Lakes 

Contender 
Other USA 2011   23,000 

TGL Marine 
Holdings 

Jane Ann IV Other USA 1978     

TGL Marine 
Holdings 

Sarah Spencer Other USA 1959   21,844 

Upper Lakes 
Towing Inc 

Joseph H. 
Thompson 

Other USA 1944   21,200 

Upper Lakes 
Towing Inc 

Joseph H. 
Thompson Jr. 

Other USA 1944     

VanEnkevort Tug 
& Barge Inc 

Great Lakes 
Trader (barge) 

Other USA 1998   39,600 

VanEnkevort Tug 
& Barge Inc 

Joyce L. 
VanEnkevort 

(articulated tug) 
Other USA 1998     
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Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Calumet 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1973  11140 LT   

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Manitowoc 
Self-Unloader 

Accommodation Aft 
USA 1973     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Invincible Other USA 1979     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Mckee Sons Other USA 1945     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Victory Other USA 1953     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

James L Kuber Other USA 1953     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

oilive Moore Other USA 1952     

Rand (US 
Flagged) 

Lewis J Kuber Other USA 1952     
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INTERNATIONAL VESSELS 

Vessel Name IMO # Built Type Category 
Ownership / 
Management 

Port of 
Registry 

Length Beam Depth 
Gross 
& DWT 

Zhuang Yuan 
Ao 

9650339 2012 
Asphalt 
Tanker 

Tanker 
COSCO Southern 
Asphalt Shipping, 

Hong Kong, 
China 

479' 0" 72' 2" 35' 5" 
9,780 / 
12,000 

Lalandia Swan 8810918 1991 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Uni-Tankers, 
Middlefart, 
Denmark 

455' 8" 76' 8" 38' 9" 
10,420 

/ 
14,986 

Kristin Knutsen 9141405 1998 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Knutsen OAS 

Shipping, 
Haugesund, 

Norway 
477' 5" 75' 6" 42' 6" 

12,184 
/ 

19,152 

MCT Altair 9173082 1999 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Mega Chemical 

Tankers, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
489' 
10" 

77' 
11" 

41' 6" 
12,358 

/ 
19,996 

Stella Polaris 9187057 1999 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Tarbit Shipping BV 
Rotterdam, 
Netherlands 

387' 2" 55' 9" 34' 5" 
5,396 / 
8,000 

MCT Arcturus 9173111 2000 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Mega Chemical 

Tankers, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
489' 
10" 

77' 
11" 

41' 6" 
12,358 

/ 
19,996 

Harbour 
Legend 

Chemical 
Tanker 

2004 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

388' 
04" 

62' 
04" 

33' 
02" 

6,522 / 
10,098 

Bum Eun 9304332 2005 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker STX Pan Ocean Co., 
Hong Kong, 

China 
477' 5" 77' 9" 

43' 
10" 

11,590 
/ 

19,992 

Nordic 
Copenhagen 

9300776 2005 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Oslo, 

Norway 
417' 4" 

66' 
11" 

37' 9" 
8,455 / 
12,956 

Clipper Karina 9322970 2006 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

382' 3" 66' 7" 38' 5" 
7,687 / 
11,259 

Clipper Lancer 9363182 2006 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Clipper Group AS, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

388' 4" 62' 4" 33' 2" 
6,522 / 
10,098 

El Zorro 9344801 2007 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker NGM Energy, 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Harbour 
Loyalty 

9373929 2007 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

388' 
04" 

62' 
04" 

33' 
02" 

6,522 / 
10,098 

Nordic Helsinki 9361457 2007 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Eitzen Chemical ASA, Singapore 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 9" 
8,539 / 
13,119 

Nordic 
Stockholm 

9328314 2007 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Oslo, 

Norway 
417' 4" 

66' 
11" 

37' 9" 
8,455 / 
12,956 

Sichem 
Melbourne 

9376921 2007 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Eitzen Chemical ASA, 
Panama, 
Panama 

421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 9" 
8,455 / 
12,956 

Anuket Ruby 9393668 2008 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Norbulk Shipping Co., Panama 332' 8" 62' 6" 34' 5" 
5,581 / 
7,315 

AS Omaria 9363819 2008 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Seafarers Shipping 

Inc., 
Manila, 

Philippines 
477' 5" 77' 9" 

43' 
10" 

11,590 
/ 

19,992 

Chemtrans 
Alster 

9439319 2008 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemikalien 

Seetransport GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

CT Dublin 9395989 2008 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemstar Tankers 

Ltd., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
472' 7" 75' 6" 40' 8" 

12,137 
/ 

17,000 
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Weser 9439307 2008 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemikalien 

Seetransport GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Chem Hydra 9486180 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Ace Tankers, 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
475' 1" 75' 6" 40' 8" 

11,939 
/ 

17,055 

Chem Norma 9486192 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Ace Tankers, 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
475' 1" 75' 6" 40' 8" 

11,939 
/ 

17,055 

Chemtrans 
Ems 

9439321 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemikalien 

Seetransport GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Chemtrans 
Havel 

9439333 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemikalien 

Seetransport GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Chemtrans 
Elbe 

9439345 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemikalien 

Seetransport GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
421' 
11" 

66' 
11" 

37' 
09" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Clipper Mari 9422677 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Clipper Group AS, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

481' 0" 77' 9" 42' 8" 
11,726 

/ 
19,822 

Hellespont 
Charger 

9436381 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Hellespont Shipping 

Corp., 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
472' 5" 74' 2" 42' 0" 

11,551 
/ 

16,866 

Jette Theresa 9406582 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Herning Shipping SA, 
Herning, 
Denmark 

424' 
10" 

63' 
00" 

36' 
01" 

8,539 / 
13,073 

Nordisle 9457828 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nord Klaus Oldendorff 

Reederei, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

393' 
08" 

66' 
11" 

39' 
00" 

8,278 / 
12,810 

Songa Emerald 9473937 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Songa Shipping 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is 
472' 5" 74' 2" 41' 0" 

11,259 
/ 

17,596 

Songa Opal 9473913 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Songa Shipping 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is 
472' 5" 74' 2" 41' 0" 

11,259 
/ 

17,596 

Susana S. 9406714 2009 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Utkilen Shipping AS 
Bergen, 
Norway 

539' 
02" 

76' 
01" 

42' 
00" 

12,862 
/ 

19,540 

Ayane 9395991 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Yilmar Shipping & 

Trading Ltd., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
472' 7" 75' 6" 48' 8" 

12,137 
/ 

16,745 

Elisabeth 
Schulte 

9439840 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Bernhard Schulte, Singapore 476' 2" 76' 5" 41' 0" 
11,233 

/ 
16,658 

Everhard 
Schulte 

9439838 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Bernhard Schulte, Singapore 476' 2" 76' 5" 41' 0" 
11,233 

/ 
16,658 

Harbour 
Pioneer 

9572757 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Funchal, 
Madeira 

530' 5" 75' 6" 40' 8" 
13,239 

/ 
19,122 

Harbour 
Progress 

9572745 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Funchal, 
Madeira 

530' 5" 75' 6" 40' 8" 
13,239 

/ 
19,122 

Hellespont 
Crusader 

9436410 2010 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Hellespont Shipping 

Corp., 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
472' 5" 74' 2" 42' 0" 

11,551 
/ 

16,866 

Harbour 
Fashion 

9473080 2011 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker TB Marine, 
Madeira, 
Portugal 

473' 2" 75' 6" 40' 8" 
11,880 

/ 
16,909 
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Harbour First 9473119 2011 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Madeira, 
Portugal 

473' 
02" 

75' 
06" 

40' 
08" 

11,880 
/ 

16,909 

Harbour 
Fountain 

9473107 2011 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Madeira, 
Portugal 

473' 
02" 

75' 
06" 

40' 
08" 

11,880 
/ 

16,909 

Mehmet A. 9418822 2011 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Chemfleet Shipping 

Ltd., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
530' 
04" 

73' 
06" 

34' 
01" 

13,000 
/ 

20,000 

Elevit 9466609 2012 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker Yardimci Corporation, 
Istanbul, 
Turkey 

472' 
07" 

75' 
06" 

40' 
08" 

12,137 
/ 

17,000 

Sloman 
Herakles 

9466726 2012 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Sloman Neptun 
Schiffahrts AG 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

476' 2" 75' 6" 41' 0" 
11,246 

/ 
16,427 

Sloman 
Hermes 

9466738 2012 
Chemical & 
Oil Tanker 

Tanker 
Sloman Neptun 
Schiffahrts AG 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

476' 2" 75' 6" 41' 0" 
11,246 

/ 
16,427 

Sapphire 9114969 1997 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Finbeta, 
Ancona, 

Italy 
467' 
06" 

72' 
02" 

36' 
01" 

9,914 / 
14,015 

Algoma Hansa 9127186 1998 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Algoma Tankers Ltd., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

472' 7" 75' 6" 40' 8" 
11,290 

/ 
16,775 

North 
Contender 

9352585 2005 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Tachibanaya Co., Panama 
481' 
00" 

77' 
09" 

42' 
08" 

11,726 
/ 

19,822 

Peter Schulte 9321639 2006 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Bernhard Schulte, 
Douglas, 

Isle of Man 
417' 4" 67' 0" 37' 9" 

8,455 / 
12,888 

MCT Monte 
Rosa 

9298363 2007 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker 
Mega Chemical 

Tankers, 
Basle, 

Switzerland 
539' 
02" 

76' 
01" 

42' 
00" 

12,776 
/ 

19,950 

Sichem Dubai 9376933 2007 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Eitzen Chemical ASA, Singapore 
417' 
04" 

67' 
00" 

37' 
09" 

8,455 / 
12,888 

Fairchem 
Charger 

9367401 2009 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker 
Fairfield Chemical 

Carriers, 
Panama 

477' 
05" 

77' 
10" 

43' 
10" 

11,642 
/ 

19,992 

Rio Dauphin 9449417 2009 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker 
Columbia 

Shipmanagement, 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
399' 
07" 

67' 
00" 

39' 
00" 

8,278 / 
12,835 

Harbour 
Feature 

9473092 2011 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker 
Nordic Tankers 

Trading, 
Funchal, 
Madeira 

473' 
02" 

75' 
06" 

40' 
08" 

11,880 
/ 

16,909 

Intrepid 
Republic 

9466740 2011 
Chemical 
Tanker 

Tanker Intrepid Shipping LLC, 
Majuro, 

Marshall Is. 
476' 2" 75' 6" 41' 0" 

11,246 
/ 

16,427 

AK Brother 8315229 1985 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Ceren Denizcilik 
Sanayi, 

Panama 
599' 
09" 

76' 
00" 

48' 
07" 

17,815 
/ 

29,643 

Amstelgracht 8821814 1990 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Spliethoff's 
Bevrachtingskantoor 

BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

423' 
03" 

62' 
00" 

38' 
01" 

7,950 / 
12,200 

Apollon 9146821 1996 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Seastar Chartering 
Ltd., 

Pireaus, 
Greece 

606' 
11" 

77' 
05" 

48' 
11" 

17,997 
/ 

30,855 
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HR Maria 9164017 1998 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Hammonia Reederei 
GmbH & Co., 

Monrovia, 
Liberia 

468' 6" 
70' 
06" 

43' 8" 
11,894 

/ 
17,538 

Irma 9180396 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

655' 
10" 

77' 5" 50' 2" 
21,387 

/ 
34,946 

Isa 9180358 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

655' 
10" 

77' 5" 50' 2" 
21,387 

/ 
34,946 

Isadora 9180372 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

655' 
10" 

77' 5" 50' 2" 
21,387 

/ 
34,946 

Nogat 9154268 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
488' 
10" 

75' 
06" 

39' 
08" 

11,848 
/ 

17,064 

Orla 9154270 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
488' 
10" 

75' 
06" 

39' 
08" 

11,848 
/ 

17,064 

Pilica 9154282 1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
488' 
10" 

75' 
06" 

39' 
08" 

11,848 
/ 

17,064 

Iryda 9180384 2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

655' 
10" 

77' 
05" 

50' 
02" 

21,387 
/ 

34,946 

Cornelia 9216597 2001 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Mineralien Schiffahrt 
Spedition und 

Transport, 

Monrovia, 
Liberia 

574' 
02" 

75' 
09" 

44' 
09" 

16,807 
/ 

24,765 

Panthera 9226700 2001 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Harren & Partner 
Schiffahrts, 

St Johns, 
Antigua 

386' 
11" 

63' 8" 31' 0" 
6,274 / 
7,072 

Bluewing 9230919 2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Ocean Challenge Ltd., 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

611' 8" 77' 9" 46' 7" 
18,311 

/ 
26,737 

Federal Ems 9229984 2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intership Navigation, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

652' 
11" 

78' 5" 50' 2" 
22,654 

/ 
37,372 

Greenwing 9230921 2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

611' 
08" 

77' 
09" 

46' 
07" 

18,311 
/ 

26,737 

Ocean 
Crescent 

9258193 2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intermarine LLC, 
New 

Orleans, 
Louisiana 

393' 1" 65' 7" 37' 1" 
7,252 / 
8,097 

Federal Elbe  9230000 2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intership Navigation, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

652' 
11" 

78' 5" 50' 2" 
22,654 

/ 
37,372 

Federal Leda 9229996 2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intership Navigation, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

652' 
11" 

78' 5" 50' 2" 
22,654 

/ 
37,372 

Pochard 9262534 2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Harren & Partner 
Schiffahrts, 

St Johns, 
Antigua 

655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,655 

/ 
37,384 

Puffin 9262522 2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Harren & Partner 
Schiffahrts, 

Montego 
Bay, 

Jamaica 

655' 
10" 

77' 
09" 

50' 
02" 

22,655 
/ 

37,384 

BBC Wisconsin 9283966 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Krey Schiffahrts 
GmbH, 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

452' 
09" 

68' 
11" 

36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,806 
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Bluebill (2) 9263306 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

655' 
10" 

77' 
09" 

50' 
02" 

22,655 
/ 

37,384 

CL Hanse Gate 9283540 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Thode Johs Shipping 
Co, 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

606' 
11" 

77' 
09" 

46' 
03" 

18,825 
/ 

27,780 

Eider 9285938 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Group, 
Hong Kong, 

China 
655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,792 

/ 
37,249 

Federal 
Danube 

9271511 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intership Navigation, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

652' 
11" 

78' 5" 50' 2" 
22,654 

/ 
37,372 

Jette 9283966 2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

BD-Shipsnavo GmbH 
& Co., 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

452' 
09" 

68' 
11" 

36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,806 

Federal 
Katsura 

9293923 2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Koyo Line, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

624' 
08" 

77' 
05" 

49' 
10" 

19,125 
/ 

32,787 

Federal 
Mattawa 

9315537 2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Reederei Karl Schluter 
GmbH, 

Valletta, 
Malta 

606' 
11" 

77' 9" 46' 3" 
18,825 

/ 
27,780 

Federal 
Miramichi 

9315549 2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Sunship & M. 
Lauterjung, 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

606' 
11" 

77' 
09" 

46' 
03" 

18,825 
/ 

27,780 

Federal Sakura 9288291 2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Koyo Line, Panama 624' 8" 77' 5" 
49' 
10" 

19,125 
/ 

32,787 

Redhead 9285940 2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Group, 
Hong Kong, 

China 
655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,792 

/ 
37,249 

Arneborg 9333539 2006 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Wagenborg Shipping 
BV, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

469' 2" 70' 6" 43' 8" 
11,885 

/ 
17,294 

BBC 
Queensland 

9347839 2006 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Jungerhans Maritime 
Services, 

St. Johns, 
Antigua 

393' 1" 65' 7" 37' 1" 
7,223 / 
7,968 

Americaborg 9365659 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Wagenborg Shipping 
BV, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

469' 
02" 

70' 
06" 

43' 
08" 

11,885 
/ 

17,294 

Eylul K 9394222 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Kaptanoglu Shipping, 
Istanbul, 
Turkey 

518' 0" 76' 9" 41' 0" 
14,116 

/ 
21,057 

Gadwall 9358369 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Group, 
Hong Kong, 

China 
655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,792 

/ 
37,249 

Garganey 9358383 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Group, 
Hong Kong, 

China 
655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,792 

/ 
37,249 

Hollandia 9374973 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Nirint Shipping, 
Rotterdam, 
Netherlands 

468' 
11" 

62' 0" 
35' 
11" 

8,999 / 
12,000 

Whistler 9358371 2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Group, 
Hong Kong, 

China 
655' 
10" 

77' 9" 50' 2" 
22,792 

/ 
37,249 

BBC 
Kwiatkowski 

9436953 2008 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Briese Schiffahrts 
GMBH, 

St Johns, 
Antigua 

401' 9" 59' 9" 31' 2" 
6,115 / 
7,733 
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Blacky 9393149 2008 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Industrial Eagle 9407574 2008 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Inetermarine, 
St. Johns, 
Antigua 

456' 0" 65' 7" 27' 3" 
8,750 / 
10,340 

Andean 9413925 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

606' 
11" 

77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,637 
/ 

30,930 

Barnacle 9409742 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Labrador 9415222 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

606' 
11" 

77' 
09" 

47' 
11" 

19,637 
/ 

30,930 

Maccoa 9413913 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

606' 
11" 

77' 
09" 

47' 
11" 

19,637 
/ 

30,930 

Mottler 9477828 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Tufty 9393163 2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Brant 9477866 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Chestnut 9477866 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Drawsko 9393450 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 
04" 

77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 

Emilie 9498236 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Shipping, Panama 610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Federal Yukina 9476977 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Daiichi Chuo Kisen 
Kaisha, 

Hong Kong, 
China 

656' 
01" 

78' 
01" 

48' 
09" 

20,465 
/ 

35,868 

Heloise 9498224 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Parakou Shipping, Panama 610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Jan S 9415143 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Intersee 
Schiffahrtsgesellschaft, 

Monrovia, 
Liberia 

622' 
04" 

77' 
05" 

47' 
11" 

20,491 
/ 

29,653 

Miedwie 9393448 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 

Oslo Bulk 1 9485758 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Oslo Bulk Shipping, Singapore 355' 0" 59' 9" 29' 6" 
5,629 / 
8,063 

Oslo Bulk 4 9589956 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Oslo Bulk Shipping, Singapore 355' 0" 59' 9" 29' 6" 
5,629 / 
8,063 

Pacific Huron 9546796 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Freese Shipping, 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,535 
/ 

30,000 

Resko 9393462 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 
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Three Rivers 9546796 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Freese Shipping, 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,535 
/ 

30,000 

Torrent 9415210 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navarone SA, 
Limassol, 
Cyprus 

606' 
11" 

77' 
09" 

47' 
11" 

19,637 
/ 

30,930 

Wicko 9393474 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 

Zealand 
Beatrix 

9507087 2010 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Zealand Shipping B.V., 
Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

441' 
11" 

67' 3" 36' 1" 
9,514 / 
13,089 

BBC Fuji 9508419 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Briese Schiffahrts 
GMBH, 

St Johns, 
Antigua 

412' 9" 72' 2" 35' 5" 
8,255 / 
9,310 

Flevogracht 9509956 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Spliethoff's 
Bevrachtingskantoor 

BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

449' 8" 
62' 
00" 

38' 
03" 

8,620 / 
12,500 

Lady Doris 9459955 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Mineralien Schiffahrt 
Spedition und 

Transport, 

Monrovia, 
Liberia 

606' 
10" 

77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,895 

Lubie 9441984 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 
04" 

77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 

Lyulin 9498248 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Navigation Maritime 
Bulgare, 

Valletta, 
Malta 

610' 3" 77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,688 

Merwedegracht 9571519 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Spliethoff's 
Bevrachtingskantoor 

BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

464' 
11" 

62' 
00" 

38' 
03" 

9,615 / 
12,500 

Regalica 9521758 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
491' 1" 77' 5" 41' 0" 

13,579 
/ 

16,630 

Yulia 9459967 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Mineralien Schiffahrt 
Spedition und 

Transport, 

Monrovia, 
Liberia 

606' 
10" 

77' 9" 
47' 
11" 

19,814 
/ 

30,895 

Zealand 
Delilah 

9507075 2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Zealand Shipping B.V., 
Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

441' 
11" 

67' 3" 36' 1" 
9,514 / 
13,089 

Alaskaborg (2) 9466374 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Wagenborg Shipping 
BV, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

469' 2" 70' 6" 43' 8" 
11,885 

/ 
17,294 

Atlanticborg 9466350 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Wagenborg Shipping 
BV, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

469' 
02" 

70' 
06" 

43' 
08" 

11,885 
/ 

17,294 

Avonborg 9466362 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Wagenborg Shipping 
BV, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

469' 
02" 

70' 
06" 

43' 
08" 

11,885 
/ 

17,294 

BBC 
Rushmore 

9508469 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Briese Schiffahrts 
GMBH, 

St Johns, 
Antigua 

412' 9" 72' 2" 35' 5" 
8,255 / 
9,310 
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Clipper Gemini 9557800 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Clipper Group AS, 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

393' 
02" 

66' 
11" 

36' 
05" 

8,161 / 
9,500 

Raba 9521825 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
491' 1" 77' 5" 41' 0" 

13,579 
/ 

16,630 

Solina 9496252 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Polish Steamship Co., 
Nassau, 
Bahamas 

623' 4" 
77' 
11" 

47' 
11" 

20,603 
/ 

30,000 

Zealand 
Juliana 

9655951 2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Zealand Shipping B.V., 
Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

500' 4" 
73' 
10" 

35' 5" 
11,953 

/ 
16,736 

ARCTIC   1978 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   220.82 22.93 11.52 28418 

FEDERAL 
ASAHI 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
BAFFIN 

  2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.26 12.5 55309 

FEDERAL 
FRANKLIN 

  2008 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.26 12.5 55303 

FEDERAL 
FUJI 

  1986 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   182.8 23.16 10.55 29531 

FEDERAL 
HUDSON 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
HUNTER 

  2001 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
KIBUNE 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   177.85 28.6 10.87 36824 

FEDERAL 
KIVALINA 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
KUMANO 

  2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36489 

FEDERAL 
KUSHIRO 

  2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   190.43 23.6 10.67 32762 

FEDERAL 
MAAS 

  1997 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   200 23.5 10.73 34167 

FEDERAL 
MACKINAC 

  2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   185 23.5 9.8 27638 

FEDERAL 
MARGAREE 

  2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   185 23.5 9.8 27583 

FEDERAL 
MAYUMI 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.98 23.8 10.85 35885 

FEDERAL 
NAKAGAWA 

  2005 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36489 

FEDERAL 
OSHIMA 

  1999 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
POLARIS 

  1985 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   182.8 23.1 10.55 29536 
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FEDERAL 
RHINE 

  1997 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   200 23.5 10.73 34167 

FEDERAL 
RIDEAU 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
SABLE 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SAGUENAY 

  1996 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   200 23.5 10.73 34167 

FEDERAL 
SATSUKI 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.98 23.8 10.85 35885 

FEDERAL 
SCHELDE 

  1997 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   200 23.5 10.73 34167 

FEDERAL 
SETO 

  2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36489 

FEDERAL 
SEVERN 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SHIMANTO 

  2001 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   190.43 23.6 10.67 32787 

FEDERAL 
SKEENA 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SKYE 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SPEY 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SPRUCE 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL ST 
LAURENT 

  1996 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   200 23.5 10.73 34167 

FEDERAL 
SUTTON 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
SWIFT 

  2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 28.31 10.52 37140 

FEDERAL 
TAMBO 

  2013 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.31 12.58 55337 

FEDERAL 
TIBER 

  2013 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.31 12.58 55337 

FEDERAL 
TWEED 

  2013 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.31 12.58 55337 

FEDERAL 
WELLAND 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

FEDERAL 
WESER 

  2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.9 23.7 11.27 37038 

FEDERAL 
YOSHINO 

  2001 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   190.43 23.6 10.67 32845 

FEDERAL 
YUKON 

  2000 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.76 10.75 36563 

MAPLE 
GROVE 

  2006 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.94 32.26 12.3 53474 
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MAPLE HILL   2006 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.94 32.26 12.3 53452 

NEPTUNE 
PIONEER 

  2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.26 12.57 55921 

NUNAVIK   2014 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   188.8 26.6 10.21 24997 

ORSULA   1996 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   199.99 23.5 10.73 34167 

TRITON 
SEAGULL 

  2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.26 12.57 56058 

UMIAK I   2006 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   188.8 26.6 11.75 31992 

VEGA ROSE   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.9 32.26 12.52 55711 

WINDSOR 
ADVENTURE 

  2008 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Fednav   189.99 32.26 12.57 55975 

M/V Bluewing   2002 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   186 23.7 9.72 26722 

M/V Cinnamon   2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   186 23.7 9.72 26722 

M/V Greenwing   2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   186 23.7 9.72 26722 

M/V Mandarin   2003 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   186 23.7 9.72 26722 

M/V Jupiter II   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   169 26 9.8 27238 

M/V Zeus I   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   169 26 9.8 27238 

M/V Andean   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Barnacle   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Blacky   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Brant   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Chestnut   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Labrador   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Maccoa   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Mottler   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Ruddy   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Shoveler   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 
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M/V Torrent   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Tufty   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Tundra   2009 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   185 24 10 30771 

M/V Bufflehead   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V Harlequin   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V Merganser   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V Puna   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V Silver   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V Velvet   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   177 28 10 329222 

M/V AS Elbia   2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   180 30 10 34394 

M/V AS Elenia   2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   180 30 10 34394 

M/V 
Canvasback 

  2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   180 30 10 34394 

M/V Bluebill   2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37461 

M/V Eider   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37193 

M/V Gadwall   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37193 

M/V Garganey   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37193 

M/V Redhead   2004 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37228 

M/V Whistler   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37193 

M/V Wigeon   2007 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   199 24 11 37193 

M/V Pintail   2011 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   190 32 13 56880 

M/V Scoter   2012 
Geared 
Bulker 

Geared 
Bulker 

Canfornav   190 32 13 56880 

Umiavut 8801591 1988 Heavy Lift Other 
Spliethoff's 

Bevrachtingskantoor 
BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

370' 9" 62' 0" 37' 0" 
5,998 / 
9,653 
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Avataq 8801618 1989 Heavy Lift Other 
Spliethoff's 

Bevrachtingskantoor 
BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

371' 3" 62' 0" 37' 0" 
6,037 / 
9,653 

Qamutik 9081289 1994 Heavy Lift Other 
Spliethoff's 

Bevrachtingskantoor 
BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

447' 4" 62' 0" 38' 3" 
8,448 / 
12,754 

Mitiq 9081306 1995 Heavy Lift Other 
Spliethoff's 

Bevrachtingskantoor 
BV, 

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands 

447' 4" 62' 0" 38' 3" 
8,448 / 
12,754 

HR 
Constitution 

9273791 2006 Heavy Lift Other 
Hammonia Reederei 

GmbH & Co. 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
514' 4" 70' 6" 30' 6" 

10,899 
/ 

12,477 

HHL Amur 9435753 2007 Heavy Lift Other 
Hansa Heavy Lift 

GMBH, 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

452' 
11" 

68' 
11" 

36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,744 

Rosaire A. 
Desgagnés 

9363534 2007 Heavy Lift Other 
Transport Desgagnés 

Inc. 
Bridgetown, 
Barbados 

452' 
11" 

68' 
11" 

36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,777 

Fortitude 9402079 2008 Heavy Lift Other Peter Dohle Schiffahrts 
St. Johns, 
Antigua 

453' 0" 70' 1" 
36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,782 

HHL Amazon 9466996 2009 Heavy Lift Other 
Hansa Heavy Lift 

GMBH, 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

453' 0" 
68' 
11" 

36' 1" 
9,611 / 
12,700 

HHL 
Mississippi 

9435765 2009 Heavy Lift Other 
Hansa Heavy Lift 

GMBH, 
Monrovia, 

Liberia 
452' 
11" 

68' 
11" 

36' 1" 
9,611 / 
12,744 

HHL Nile 9443669 2009 Heavy Lift Other 
Hansa Heavy Lift 

GMBH, 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

453' 0" 
68' 
11" 

36' 1" 
9,611 / 
12,700 

BBC Celina 9468102 2010 Heavy Lift Other Elbe Shipping, 
Bridgetown, 
Barbados 

452' 
11" 

68' 
11" 

36' 
01" 

9,611 / 
12,777 

BBC Florida 9433286 2012 Heavy Lift Other 
W. Bockstiegel 

Reederei, 
St. Johns, 
Antigua 

454' 5" 
68' 
11" 

36' 1" 
9,611 / 
12,782 

Claude A. 
Desgagnés 

9488059 2012 Heavy Lift Other 
Transport Desgagnés 

Inc., 
Panama 454' 5" 

68' 
11" 

36' 1" 
9,611 / 
12,782 

Voorneborg 9179373 1999 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
433' 9" 52' 2" 31' 6" 

6,200 / 
6,200 

Mississippiborg 9207508 2000 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
441' 
05" 

54' 
02" 

32' 
02" 

6,540 / 
9,141 

Vaasaborg 9196242 2000 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
433' 9" 52' 2" 31' 6" 

6,200 / 
6,200 

Varnebank 9213739 2000 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Pot Scheepvaart, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

433' 
10" 

52' 1" 31' 8" 
6,130 / 
8,664 

Vancouverborg 9213741 2001 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
433' 
10" 

52' 
01" 

31' 
08" 

6,361 / 
9,857 
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Victoriaborg 9234276 2001 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
433' 
10" 

52' 1" 31' 8" 
6,361 / 
9,857 

Virginiaborg 9234290 2001 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
433' 
10" 

52' 1" 31' 8" 
6,361 / 
9,857 

Kwintebank 9234288 2002 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Pot Scheepvaart, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

433' 
10" 

52' 1" 31' 8" 
6,130 / 
8,664 

Tiwala 9376775 2008 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Schulte & Bruns 

GmbH & Co., 
St Johns, 
Antigua 

350' 4" 
49' 
10" 

21' 8" 
4,102 / 
5,484 

Eemsborg 9423748 2009 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
452' 3" 52' 1" 36' 1" 

7,196 / 
10,750 

Erieborg 9463437 2009 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
452' 3" 52' 1" 36' 1" 

7,196 / 
10,750 

Ebroborg 9463451 2010 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
452' 3" 52' 1" 36' 1" 

7,196 / 
10,750 

Edenborg 9463449 2010 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
452' 3" 52' 1" 36' 1" 

7,196 / 
10,750 

Flevoborg 9419292 2010 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
507' 
03" 

56' 
05" 

37' 
11" 

8,911 / 
14,603 

Elbeborg 9568249 2011 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
474' 3" 52' 1" 36' 7" 

7,680 / 
12,004 

Fraserborg 9419319 2011 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
507' 
03" 

56' 
05" 

37' 
11" 

8,911 / 
14,603 

Eeborg 9568328 2012 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
474' 3" 52' 1" 36' 7" 

7,680 / 
12,004 

Fuldaborg 9559092 2012 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
507' 3" 56' 5" 

37' 
11" 

8,911 / 
14,603 

Vikingbank 9604184 2012 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Pot Scheepvaart, 

Delfzijl, 
Netherlands 

468' 
00" 

51' 
09" 

35' 
04" 

7,367 / 
11,850 

Exeborg 9650482 2013 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
474' 3" 52' 1" 36' 7" 

7,680 / 
12,004 

Volgaborg 9631072 2013 Multipurpose 
Gearless 

Bulker 
Wagenborg Shipping 

BV, 
Delfzijl, 

Netherlands 
468' 0" 51' 9" 35' 4" 

7,367 / 
11,850 
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Jo Spirit 9140841 1998 Rum Tanker Tanker Jo Tankers BV, 
Bergen, 
Norway 

352' 2" 52' 2" 30' 2" 
4,425 / 
6,248 

YM Jupiter 9291597 2007 Tanker Tanker 
Yilmar Shipping & 

Trading Ltd., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
485' 7" 

70' 
10" 

37' 1" 
10,605 

/ 
16,000 

YM Saturn 9362138 2007 Tanker Tanker 
Yilmar Shipping & 

Trading Ltd., 
Valletta, 

Malta 
485' 7" 

70' 
10" 

37' 1" 
10,605 

/ 
16,000 
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APPENDIX B TYPICAL GREAT LAKES TANKER INSTALLATION 

Capacity 3,295 Slip 
Dry Salt (per ballast 

cycle) 
Brine @ 230 

PSU 
Min 

Temp 
Neutralisatio

n23 

 
PSU 

Required 
% m3/hr. 

Total per 
Ballast 

m3 
Kg m3 Kg m3 oC L Kg 

Sea Water 35 1 10 50 1750 0.81 8522 7.61 15 38.5 10 

 30 1 10 50 1500 0.69 7304 6.52 15 38.5 10 

 25 1 10 50 1250 0.58 6087 5.43 15 38.5 10 

 20 1 10 50 1000 0.46 4870 4.35 15 38.5 10 

 15 1 10 50 750 0.35 3652 3.26 15 38.5 10 

TABLE B1 SALTWATER BRINE AND NEUTRALISATION CALCULATIONS FOR USE WITH 
ELECTROLYSIS BASED SYSTEMS. 

 

Mass Flow 6000 L/hr. Based on 1% Slip @ maximum 600m3/hr. 

Specific Heat 4186 J/sec  

Temp Diff 15 C Worst case scenario24. 

Energy 376740000 J/sec  

Minimum 
Heater Size25 

104.65 kW/hr. Q=M x C x ΔT 

TABLE B2 SLIP STREAM HEAT REQUIREMENT

                                                
 
23 Values taken from BalPure neutralisation system guidance advising approximately 7.5L neutralising agent per 
1000m3 treated ballast. 
24 Values taken from [3]. 
25 Actual heater selected for best fit purpose -  Indeeco circulation heater 126kW, from manufacturers guidance. 
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TABLE B3 TANKER DETAILED WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Vessel Weight                     

Tanker   DWT =  10600 
Rate 

m3/hr. 
600           

  Electrolysis                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 7750  0       

Deck  0 7750  0       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS 

   440       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    500       

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD 

Sch 
Kg/met

er 
45 

Elbows 
Weight 

90 
Elbows 

Weight Total 
Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 5 273 Std 60 2 75 4 95 831 2400 

BWMS 15 200 Std 43 2 10 4 15 716   

BWMS 5 60 Std 5   10 1 32   

BWMS 20 30 Std 3   20 0 52   

BWMS 35 73 Std 12 10 2 20 2 464   

BWMS 5 89 Std 16   4 3 88   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework               218   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables  

          

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 
30% BWTS 

   1320       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW 

  0 0       

BWTS         4400           

           

  UV                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 7750  0       

Deck  0 7750  0       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS 

   180       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    450       

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD 

Sch 
Kg/met

er 
45 

Elbows 
Weight 

90 
Elbows 

Weight Total 
Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 10 273 Std 60 2 75 4 95 1133 1700 

BWMS 0 200 Std 43 2 10 4 15 78   

BWMS 5 60 Std 5   10 1 32   

BWMS 10 30 Std 3   20 0 27   

BWMS 0 73 Std 12 10 2 20 2 54   

BWMS 5 89 Std 16   4 3 88   
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Stripping Pump Estimate        100   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework               141   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables  

          

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 
30% BWTS 

   540       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW 

  0 0       

BWTS         1800           

           

  Ozone                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 8  0       

Deck  0 8  0       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS 

   342       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    550       

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD 

Sch 
Kg/met

er 
45 

Elbows 
Weight 

90 
Elbows 

Weight Total 
Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 0 273 Std 60 2 75 4 95 530 1400 

BWMS 10 200 Std 43 2 10 4 15 503   

BWMS 20 60 Std 5   10 1 113   

BWMS 20 30 Std 3   20 0 52   

BWMS 0 73 Std 12 10 2 20 2 54   

BWMS 0 89 Std 16   4 3 10   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework               126   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables  

          

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 
30% BWTS 

   1027       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW 

  0 0       

BWTS         3423           

           

  Chemical Injection                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 7750  0       

Deck  0 7750  0       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS 

   518       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    500       

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     
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Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD 

Sch 
Kg/met

er 
45 

Elbows 
Weight 

90 
Elbows 

Weight Total 
Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 5 273 Std 60 2 75 4 95 831 1900 

BWMS 0 200 Std 43 0 10 0 15 0   

BWMS 10 60 Std 5   10 1 59   

BWMS 25 30 Std 3   20 0 65   

BWMS 50 73 Std 12 10 2 20 2 639   

BWMS 5 89 Std 16   4 3 88   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework               168   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables  

          

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 
30% BWTS 

   1553       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW 

  0 0       

BWTS         5175           
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FIGURE B1 PROPOSED ELECTROLYSIS BWTS INSTALLATION - TANKER  
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FIGURE B2 PROPOSED UV BWTS INSTALLATION - TANKER  
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FIGURE B3 PROPOSED OZONE BWTS INSTALLATION – TANKER  
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FIGURE B4 PROPOSED CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS INSTALLATION - TANKER
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APPENDIX C TYPICAL GREAT LAKES SELF-UNLOADING ACCOMMODATION AFT 
INSTALLATION 

Pump Capacity Pressure Density Gravity Head 
Power 
(kW) 

Original 2500 1.2 1000 9.81 12.25 83 

Uprated 2500 2.5 1000 9.81 25.5 174 

Brine 
Pump 

15 3.5 1000 9.81 35.5 1.5 

TABLE C1 BALLAST PUMP REQUIREMENTS 

 

Capacity 19,255 Slip 
Dry Salt (per 

ballast operation) 
Brine @ 230 

PSU 
Min 

Temp 
Neutralisation26 

 
PSU 

Required 
% m3/hr. 

Total per 
Ballast m3 

Kg m3 Kg m3 oC L Kg 

Sea Water 35 1 10 192.55 6739 3.12 32817 29.30 15 148 32 

 30 1 10 192.55 5777 2.67 28129 25.12 15 148 32 

 25 1 10 192.55 4814 2.23 23441 20.93 15 148 32 

 20 1 10 192.55 3851 1.78 18753 16.74 15 148 32 

 15 1 10 192.55 2888 1.34 14065 12.56 15 148 32 

TABLE C2 SALTWATER BRINE AND NEUTRALISATION CALCULATIONS FOR USE WITH 
ELECTROLYSIS BASED SYSTEMS. 

 

Mass Flow 25000 L/hr. 
Based on 1% Slip @ maximum 

2500m3/hr. 

Specific Heat 4186 J/sec  

Temp Diff 15 C Worst case scenario.27 

Energy 1569750000 J/sec  

Minimum 
Heater Size28 

436 kW/hr. Q=M x C x ΔT 

TABLE C3 SLIP STREAM HEAT REQUIREMENT 

                                                
 
26 Values taken from BalPure neutralisation system guidance advising approximately 7.5L neutralising agent per 
1000m3 treated ballast. 
27 Values taken from [3]. 
28 Actual heater selected for best fit purpose -  Indeeco circulation heat 500kW, from manufacturers guidance. 2 
heaters are required in this configuration. 
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TABLE C3 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT DETAILED WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 

Vessel Weight                     
Self-Unloader Accommodation 
Aft. DWT =  32500 

Rate 
m3/hr. 5000           

 Electrolysis          

Structural Estimate A B C       

Bulkhead 20m2 x 6mm 0.12 7750 2 5580      

Deck 75m2 x 6mm 0.45 7750 3 27900      

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of BWTS  1020      

WT Door Estimate 135 2  270      

Mechanical 
System 

          

Vent Estimate    2000      

Bilge Estimate    500      

Service Air     100      

Ballast Pipework           

Pipe Pipe Length Pipe OD Sch 
Kg/mete

r 
45 

Elbows 
Weight 

90 
Elbows 

Weight Total 
Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 30 508 Std 117 4 75 2 95 4000 9200 

STR 20 406 Std 93 4 46 0 58.5 2044  

BWMS 30 200 Std 42.5 2 10 4 14.5 1353  

BWMS 12 60 Std 5.4   10 0.5 69.8  

BWMS 30 30 Std 2.5   20 0.1 77  

Brine 32 101  13.5 8 1.5 2 1.95 447.9  

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps 

Estimate 200 2      400  

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework       799.17  

Electrical 
Systems 

          

Power/Control 
Cables 

          

Lighting           

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  3060      

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 1532 11490      

BWTS     10200      

           

 UV          

Structural Estimate A B C       

Bulkhead 20m2 x 6mm 0.12 7750 2 5580      
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Deck 45m2 x 6mm 0.27 7750 3 16740      

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of BWTS  925      

WT Door Estimate 135 2  270      

Mechanical 
System 

          

Vent Estimate    1800      

Bilge Estimate    500      

Service Air     100      

Ballast Pipework           

Pipe Pipe Length Pipe OD Sch 
Kg/mete

r 
45 

Elbows 
Weigh

t 
90 

Elbows 
Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 30 508 Std 117 4 75 8 95 4570 9700 

STR 30 406 Std 93 4 46 8 58.5 3442  

BWMS 30 60 Std 5.4   4 0.5 164  

BWMS 20 101  13.5 8 1.5 2 1.95 285.9  

           

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps 

Estimate 200 2      400  

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework       886.19  

Electrical 
Systems 

          

Power/Control 
Cables 

          

Lighting           

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  2775      

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 719 5392.5      

BWTS     9250      

           

 Ozone          

Structural Estimate A B C       

Bulkhead 20m2 x 6mm 0.12 7750 2 2790      

Deck 75m2 x 6mm 0.45 7750 3 13950      

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of BWTS  1890      

WT Door Estimate 135 1  135      

Mechanical 
System 

          

Vent Estimate    2200      

Bilge Estimate    500      
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Service Air     100      

Ballast Pipework           

Pipe Pipe Length Pipe OD Sch 
Kg/mete

r 
45 

Elbows 
Weigh

t 
90 

Elbows 
Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 8 508 Std 117 4 75 2 95 1426 3800 

STR 4 406 Std 93 4 46 0 58.5 556  

BWMS 20 200 Std 42.5 6 10 4 14.5 968  

BWMS 10 60 Std 5.4 8 0.3 2 0.5 57.4  

BWMS 20 30 Std 2.5 6 0.2 6 0.25 52.7  

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps 

Estimate 200 2      400  

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework       346.01  

Electrical 
Systems 

          

Power/Control 
Cables 

          

Lighting           

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  5670      

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 530 3975      

BWTS     18900      

           

 Chemical Injection         

Structural Estimate A B C       

Bulkhead 20m2 x 6mm 0.12 7750 2 5580      

Deck 16m2 x 6mm 0.096 7750 3 5952      

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of BWTS  2629      

WT Door Estimate 135 2  270      

Mechanical 
System 

          

Vent Estimate    1000      

Bilge Estimate    500      

Service Air     100      

Ballast Pipework           

Pipe Pipe Length Pipe OD Sch 
Kg/mete

r 
45 

Elbows 
Weigh

t 
90 

Elbows 
Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 10 508 Std 117 4 75 2 95 1660 4700 

STR 15 406 Std 93 4 46 0 58.5 1579  

BWMS 20 101 Std 13.5 8 1.5 2 1.95 285.9  

BWMS 50 60 Std 5.4   10 0.5 275  
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BWMS 50 30 Std 2.5   20 0.1 127  

           

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps 

Estimate 200 2      400  

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework       392.69  

Electrical 
Systems 

          

Power/Control 
Cables 

          

Lighting           

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  7887      

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 227 1702.5      

BWTS     26290     
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FIGURE C1 PROPOSED ELECTROLYSIS BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION 
AFT 
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FIGURE C2 PROPOSED UV BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT 
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FIGURE C3 PROPOSED OZONE BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT 
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FIGURE C4 PROPOSED CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER 
ACCOMMODATION AFT
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APPENDIX D SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT INSTALLATION 

Capacity 1200 Slip Dry Salt (per ballast operation) Brine @ 230 PSU 
Min 

Temp 
Neutralisation29 

 
PSU 

Requir
ed 

% 
m3/hr

. 
Total per 

Ballast m3 
Kg m3 Kg m3 oC L Kg 

Sea Water 35 1 10 120 4200 1.94 20452 18.26 15 92.4 24 

 30 1 10 120 3600 1.67 17530 15.65 15 92.4 24 

 25 1 10 120 3000 1.39 14609 13.04 15 92.4 24 

 20 1 10 120 2400 1.11 11687 10.43 15 92.4 24 

 15 1 10 120 1800 0.83 8765 7.83 15 92.4 24 

TABLE D1 SALTWATER BRINE AND NEUTRALISATION CALCULATIONS FOR USE WITH 
ELECTROLYSIS BASED SYSTEMS. 

 

Mass Flow 25000 L/hr. Based on 1% Slip @ maximum 2500m3/hr. 

Specific Heat 4186 J/sec  

Temp Diff 15 C Worst case scenario.30 

Energy 1569750000 J/sec  

Minimum Heater Size31 436 kW/hr. Q=M x C x ΔT 

TABLE D2 SLIP STREAM HEAT REQUIREMENT 
  

                                                
 
29 Values taken from Bal Pure neutralisation system guidance advising approximately 7.5L neutralising agent per 
1000m3 treated ballast. 
30 Values taken from [3]. 
31 Actual heater selected for best fit purpose -  Indeeco circulation heat 500kW, from manufacturers guidance. 2 
heaters are required in this configuration. 
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TABLE D3 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT DETAILED WEIGHT 
BREAKDOWN 

Vessel Weight           

Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. 
& Aft. DWT =  

2601
1 

Rate 
m3/hr. 5670 

Total 
ballast 12000    

  Electrolysis                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead Tank  0.145 7750 2 6742.5       

Deck     0       

Equipment 
Foundations Estimate at 10% of BWTS  633       

WT Door Estimate 135 2   270           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    1000 Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    250       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB          8640 

MB            

BWMS            

BWMS            

BWMS            

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             864   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  1899       

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 640 4800       

BWTS         6330           

           

  UV                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead 12m2 x 6mm 0.072 7750 2 3348       

Deck 0m2 x 6mm 0 7750 3 0       

Equipment 
Foundations Estimate at 10% of BWTS  925       

WT Door Estimate 135 2   270           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    900       

Bilge Estimate    500       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB 24 508 Std 117 4 75 8 95 3868 9600 

MB 24 406 Std 93 4 46 8 58.5 2884   

BWMS 25 60 Std 5.4   12 0.5 141   

BWMS 40 200 Std 42.5 4 10 8 14.5 1856   
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Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             874.9   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  2775       

Generator Estimate based on 14kg/kW 70 980       

BWTS         9250           

           

  Ozone                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead Taken from USCG C-17   5000       

Deck     0       

Equipment 
Foundations Estimate at 10% of BWTS  1890       

WT Door Estimate 135 1   135           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    1100 Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    250       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB Estimate based on USCG C-17       1336 

MB            

BWMS            

BWMS            

BWMS            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             133.6   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  5670       

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 0 0       

BWTS         18900           

           

  Chemical Injection                 

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead 
Tank 
bulkhead 0.14 7750 2 6510       

Deck     0       

Equipment 
Foundations Estimate at 10% of BWTS  2629       

WT Door Estimate 135 2   270           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    1000 Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    250       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 
20% Kg 

MB          6480 
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MB            

BWMS            

BWMS            

BWMS            

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             648   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  7887       

Generator Estimate based on 7.5kg/kW 0 0       

BWTS         26290           
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FIGURE D1 PROPOSED ELECTROLYSIS BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION 
FWD. & AFT 
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FIGURE D2 PROPOSED UV BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT 
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FIGURE D3 PROPOSED OZONE BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & 
AFT (TAKEN FROM USCG REPORT [5]) 
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FIGURE D4 PROPOSED CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER 
ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT
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APPENDIX E SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 INSTALLATION 

Capacity 17348 Slip 
Dry Salt (per ballast 

operation) 
Brine @ 230 

PSU 
Min 

Temp 
Neutralisation32 

 
PSU 

Required 
% m3/hr. 

Total per 
Ballast m3 

Kg m3 Kg m3 oC L Kg 

Sea 
Water 

35 1 10 173 6072 2.81 29567 26.40 15 133.58 34.70 

 30 1 10 173 5204 2.41 25343 22.63 15 133.58 34.70 

 25 1 10 173 4337 2.01 21119 18.86 15 133.58 34.70 

 20 1 10 173 3470 1.61 16895 15.09 15 133.58 34.70 

 15 1 10 173 2602 1.20 12672 11.31 15 133.58 34.70 

TABLE E1 SALTWATER BRINE AND NEUTRALISATION CALCULATIONS FOR USE WITH 
ELECTROLYSIS BASED SYSTEMS. 

 

Mass Flow 28700 L/hr. Based on 1% Slip @ maximum 2500m3/hr. 

Specific Heat 4186 J/sec  

Temp Diff 15 C Worst case scenario.33 

Energy 1802073000 J/sec  

Minimum Heater Size34 500.58 kW/hr. Q=M x C x ΔT 

TABLE E2 SLIP STREAM HEAT REQUIREMENT

                                                
 
32 Values taken from Bal Pure neutralisation system guidance advising approximately 7.5L neutralising agent per 
1000m3 treated ballast. 
33 Values taken from [3]. 
34 Actual heater selected for best fit purpose - Indeeco circulation heat 500kW, from manufacturers guidance. 2 
heaters are required in this configuration. 
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TABLE E3 SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2 DETAILED WEIGHT 
BREAKDOWN 

Vessel Weight           

Self-Unloader Accommodation 
Fwd. & Aft #2. DWT =  

341
27 

Rate 
m3/hr. 5725 

Total 
ballast 17348    

  Electrolysis                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 0 0 0       

Deck  0.75 
775

0 3 46500       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   680       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    500 Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch 

Kg/mete
r 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB 30 508 Std 117 8 75 8 95 4870 6900 

MB 0 406 Std 93 4 46 8 58.5 0   

BWMS 40 60 Std 5.4   12 0.5 222   

BWMS 25 200 Std 42.5 4 10 8 14.5 1218.5   

BWMS 40 101  13.5 8 1.5 2 1.95 555.9   

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             690   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 30% 
BWTS  2040       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW  727 5452.5       

BWTS Estimate*       6800           

           

  UV                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead  0 0 0 0       

Deck 5m2 x 6mm 0.12 
775

0 3 7440       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   990       
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WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    500  
Upgrades to existing system to cope with 
wild heat loads  

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch 

Kg/mete
r 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB 40 508 Std 117 4 75 8 95 5740 8500 

MB 0 406 Std 93 4 46 8 58.5 652   

BWMS 60 60 Std 5.4   12 0.5 330   

BWMS 20 200 Std 42.5 4 10 8 14.5 1006   

             

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             772.8   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 10% 
BWTS  990       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
14kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         9900           

           

  Ozone                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck  0.75 
775

0 3 46500       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   

2042.7
5       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    1000 Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch 

Kg/mete
r 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB 60 30 Std 2.5 10 0.2 12 0.25 155 1704 

MB 30 200 Std 42.5 10 10 12 14.5 1549   

BWMS            

BWMS            

BWMS            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   
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Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             170.4   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 30% 
BWTS  

6128.2
5       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         20428           

           

  Chemical Injection                 

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck  0.15 
775

0 2 6975       

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   3108.9       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical System                     

Vent Estimate    ` Majority of equipment housed in existing work spaces 

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch 

Kg/mete
r 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB ` 508 Std 117 8 75 8 95 
#VALU

E! 5175 

BWMS 40 60 Std 5.4   12 0.5 222   

BWMS 0 200 Std 42.5 4 10 8 14.5 156   

BWMS 40 101  13.5 8 1.5 2 1.95 555.9   

BWMS            

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0      0   

Additional Valves 10% of Pipework             517.5   

Electrical Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater 
Combined Estimate 30% 
BWTS  9326.7       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         31089           
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FIGURE E1 PROPOSED ELECTROLYSIS BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION 
FWD. & AFT #2 
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FIGURE E2 PROPOSED UV BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT 
#2 
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FIGURE E3 PROPOSED OZONE BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & 
AFT #2 
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FIGURE E4 PROPOSED CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS INSTALLATION – SELF-UNLOADER 
ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT #2
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APPENDIX F INTERNATIONAL VESSEL 

Capacity 10810 Slip 
Dry Salt (per ballast 

operation) 
Brine @ 230 

PSU 
Min 

Temp 
Neutralisation35 

 
PSU 

Required 
% m3/hr. 

Total per 
Ballast m3 

Kg m3 Kg m3 oC L Kg 

Sea 
Water 

35 1 10 108 3784 1.75 18424 16.45 15 148 32 

 30 1 10 108 3243 1.50 15792 14.10 15 148 32 

 25 1 10 108 2703 1.25 13160 11.75 15 148 32 

 20 1 10 108 2162 1.00 10528 9.40 15 148 32 

 15 1 10 108 1622 0.75 7896 7.05 15 148 32 

TABLE F1 SALTWATER BRINE AND NEUTRALISATION CALCULATIONS FOR USE WITH 
ELECTROLYSIS BASED SYSTEMS. 

 

Mass Flow 11200 L/hr. Based on 1% Slip @ maximum 2500m3/hr. 

Specific Heat 4186 J/sec  

Temp Diff 15 C Worst case scenario.36 

Energy 703248000 J/sec  

Minimum Heater Size37 195 kW/hr. Q=M x C x ΔT 

TABLE F2 SLIP STREAM HEAT REQUIREMENT 
  

                                                
 
35 Values taken from Bal Pure neutralisation system guidance advising approximately 7.5L neutralising agent per 
1000m3 treated ballast. 
36 Values taken from [3]. 
37 Actual heater selected for best fit purpose - Indeeco circulation heat 240kW, from manufacturers guidance. 2 
heaters are required in this configuration. 
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TABLE F3 INTERNATIONAL VESSEL DETAILED WEIGHT BREAKDOWN 
Vessel Weight Scaled from Tanker weights approx. 200%      

International Vessel 
DWT 
=  10810 

Rate 
m3/hr. 1120 

Total 
ballast 17348    

  Electrolysis                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck            

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   450       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical 
System                     

Vent Estimate    1000  

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast 
Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB          2800 

MB           

BWMS           

BWMS           

BWMS           

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0         

Additional 
Valves 10% of Pipework                

Electrical 
Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  1350       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW          

BWTS Estimate*       4500           

           

  UV                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck 5m2 x 6mm           

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   250       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical 
System                     
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Vent Estimate    900  
Upgrades to existing system to cope with wild 
heat loads  

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast 
Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB          3400 

MB           

BWMS           

BWMS           

            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200 0         

Additional 
Valves 10% of Pipework                

Electrical 
Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 10% BWTS  750       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
14kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         2500           

           

  Ozone                   

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck            

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   580       

WT Door Estimate 135 0   0           

Mechanical 
System                     

Vent Estimate    1100  

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast 
Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB          2800 

MB           

BWMS           

BWMS            

BWMS            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate           
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Additional 
Valves 10% of Pipework                

Electrical 
Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  1740       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         5800           

           

  Chemical Injection                 

Structural Estimate A B C             

Bulkhead            

Deck            

Equipment 
Foundations 

Estimate at 10% of 
BWTS   800       

WT Door Estimate 135 0              

Mechanical 
System                     

Vent Estimate    `1000  

Bilge Estimate    0       

Service Air         100           

Ballast 
Pipework                     

Pipe Pipe Length 
Pipe 
OD Sch Kg/meter 

45 
Elbows Weight 

90 
Elbows Weight Total 

Total + 20% 
Kg 

MB          1400 

BWMS           

BWMS           

BWMS           

BWMS           

Brine            

Uprated Ballast 
Pumps Estimate 200          

Additional 
Valves 10% of Pipework                

Electrical 
Systems                     

Power/Control 
Cables            

Lighting            

Space Heater Combined Estimate 30% BWTS  2400       

Generator 
Estimate based on 
7.5kg/kW  0 0       

BWTS         8000           
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FIGURE F1 PROPOSED ELECTROLYSIS BWTS INSTALLATION – INTERNATIONAL VESSEL 
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FIGURE F2 PROPOSED UV BWTS INSTALLATION – INTERNATIONAL VESSEL 
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FIGURE F3 PROPOSED OZONE BWTS INSTALLATION – INTERNATIONAL VESSEL 
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FIGURE F4 PROPOSED CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS INSTALLATION – INTERNATIONAL VESSEL 
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APPENDIX G DETAILED COSTINGS  

TANKER ELECTROLYSIS BWTS  

  
 Purchase and Installation of Equipment  

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,635,215       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

69,433       

   Installation Man hours  6,353       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 1000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $640,000. -10% + 20% 576,000 640,000 768,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 750 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

113,906 126,563 177,188 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 28,800 32,000 44,800 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

213 250 288 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 21,516 25,313 29,109 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $5000 each 4,500 5,000 7,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 27,200 32,000 36,800 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 37,969 42,188 59,063 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

43,200 48,000 67,200 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 54,400 64,000 73,600 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 75,938 84,375 118,125 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

43,200 48,000 67,200 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 1000hrs 
machinery install* Vessel Complexity factor, -
10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 54,400 64,000 73,600 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

71,719 84,375 97,031 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 38,981 43,313 60,638 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

75,938 84,375 118,125 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr). Est High + Backwash 10% of  
running time + Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -
15% +40% 

4,016 4,725 6,615 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw constant, 
Circulation Heater 126kW (10% of ballasting 
time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 32,309 35,899 50,259 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

16,558 19,480 22,402 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures. -10% + 40% 

3,797 4,219 5,906 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

576 640 896 
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TANKER UV BWTS 

  
 

 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 823,375       

  Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

16,024       

 Installation Man hours 3,801    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 600m3/hr.       

1101 
BWTS System Hardware 

Price scaled from informal quotes, US$ 241,518 
each. -10%, +20%. 

241,518 268,353 322,024 

1102 
BWTS installation labour 

Estimate of 750 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

1103 BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 12,076 13,418 18,785 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 
Additional Equipment 

Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 
Pumps 

Installation of additional ballast/stripping 
pumping capacity. Estimate $10,000 each. 

17,000 20,000 23,000 

1202 
Generator Sets 

Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW. -15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 
Electrical Distribution 

Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

850 1,000 1,150 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 5,100 6,000 6,900 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 11,405 13,418 15,430 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 25,313 28,125 39,375 

1303 
Other 

Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS -
10%, +40% 

12,076 13,418 18,785 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 22,810 26,835 30,861 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 50,625 56,250 78,750 

1403 
Other 

Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 

12,076 13,418 18,785 

            

1500 
Other Installation Costs 

Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way 

Labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 500 hrs. * Vessel 
complexity factor 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 22,810 26,835 30,861 

1503 
HVAC Installation/upgrades 

Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

24,152 26,835 37,569 

1504 
Engineering 

Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

47,813 56,250 64,688 

1505 Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 23,321 25,913 36,278 
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1506 
Shipyard Support Labour 

Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 
Spares (system) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 
Spares (storage) 

Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 

Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWh). Est High + Backwash 10% of  
running time 

      

2202 

Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

5,704 6,710 9,394 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Estimate Stripping pump load 5kW whilst 
deballasting. No additional auxiliary load as 
system contained in existing pump room. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 437 485 679 

2300 Consumables         

2301 
Filters 

Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 
UV lamps 

Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz sleeves 
etc. $7900 each. Lamp life expectancy 5000hr or 
5 years. -10% + 40% 

1,422 1,580 2,212 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 

Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures estimated at 10% installation 
labour. -10% + 40% 

5,063 5,625 7,875 

2502 

Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

242 268 376 
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TANKER OZONE BWTS 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

1,315,713       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

63,532       

   Installation Man hours  5,742       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

NK-O3 030       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote from Choice Ballast @ 
$419,999 each. -10%, +20%. 

377,999 419,999 503,999 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 750 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

129,600 144,000 201,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 18,900 21,000 29,400 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

0 0 0 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 0 0 0 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 17,850 21,000 24,150 

1302 Labour 10% of system labour, -10%, +40% 8,100 9,000 12,600 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS -
10%, +40% 

18,900 21,000 29,400 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 35,700 42,000 48,300 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 

18,900 21,000 29,400 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 1000 hrs. per 
space converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -
10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 35,700 42,000 48,300 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

56,700 63,000 88,200 
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

76,500 90,000 103,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 35,235 39,150 54,810 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

81,000 90,000 126,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 
Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr) + Neutralising pump (Est 5kWhr).  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

4,425 5,205 7,288 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 22kw.       

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures estimated at 15% installation 
labour. -10% + 40% 

12,150 13,500 18,900 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

378 420 588 
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TANKER CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

1,275,846       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

55,740       

   Installation Man hours 5,412       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 600m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate US$436,000. -10% + 20% 436,000 484,444 581,333 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 750 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

72,900 81,000 113,400 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 21,800 24,222 33,911 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 28kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

213 250 288 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 17,213 20,250 23,288 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $5000 each 4,500 5,000 7,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 20,589 24,222 27,856 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 30,375 33,750 47,250 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

32,700 36,333 50,867 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 41,178 48,444 55,711 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 60,750 67,500 94,500 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

32,700 36,333 50,867 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 1000hrs 
machinery install* Vessel Complexity factor, -
10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 41,178 48,444 55,711 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

57,375 67,500 77,625 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 33,210 36,900 51,660 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

60,750 67,500 94,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr). Est High + Backwash 10% of  
running time + Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

1,987 2,337 3,272 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw constant.       

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemical Agents 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per treatment*annual 
number of treatments. 1 x m3 of chemical treats 
38750m3 ballast. Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, 
High=2153/T 

8,789 10,253 11,717 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures. -10% + 40% 

3,038 3,375 4,725 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

436 484 678 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

6,223,823       

  
Annual  
Operating Cost (mean) 

261,633       

   Installation Man hours  23,848       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

2 off 2500m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $788,250 each. -10% + 20% 1,418,850 1,576,500 1,891,800 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate based on systems size, location and 
complexity. 1200 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

364,500 405,000 567,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 70,943 78,825 110,355 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

86,224 101,440 116,656 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

1,042,589 1,226,575 1,410,561 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

67,001 78,825 90,649 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

6,918 8,138 9,359 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 68,850 81,000 93,150 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 each 37,620 41,800 58,520 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 67,001 78,825 90,649 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 121,500 135,000 189,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

106,414 118,238 165,533 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 134,003 157,650 181,298 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 243,000 270,000 378,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

106,414 118,238 165,533 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 2000 hrs. per 
tank converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, 
+40% 

540,000 600,000 840,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 134,003 157,650 181,298 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

229,500 270,000 310,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 146,340 162,600 227,640 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

243,000 270,000 378,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr). Est High + Backwash 10% of  
running time + Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

18,946 22,289 31,205 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes uprated ballast pumps & Auxiliary 
systems. Est ballast pump load 181kW whilst 
ballasting, Auxiliary load 18kw constant, 
Circulation Heater 1000kW (10% of ballasting 
time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 45,842 50,935 71,309 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

127,520 150,024 172,528 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures. -10% + 40% 

24,300 27,000 37,800 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

1,419 1,577 2,207 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 
   

  Installation Cost (mean) 4,865,027       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

173,640 
      

 Installation Man hours 18,832    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

2 off 2500m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote @ $671,500USD each. 
-10%, +20%. 

1,343,000 1,492,222 1,790,667 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate based on systems size, location and 
complexity. 1200 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 67,150 74,611 104,456 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

86,224 101,440 116,656 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 719kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

498,087 585,985 673,883 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

63,419 74,611 85,803 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

29,216 34,371 39,527 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 45,900 54,000 62,100 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 63,419 74,611 85,803 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS -
10%, +40% 

67,150 74,611 104,456 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 126,839 149,222 171,606 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 

67,150 74,611 104,456 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 2000 hrs. per 
tank converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, 
+40% 

540,000 600,000 840,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 126,839 149,222 171,606 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

134,300 149,222 208,911 
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

153,000 180,000 207,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 115,560 128,400 179,760 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWh). Est High + Backwash 10% of  
running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

55,003 64,710 90,594 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes uprated ballast pumps & Auxiliary 
systems. Estimate ballast pump load 181kW 
whilst ballasting, Auxiliary load 18kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 50,681 56,313 78,838 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz sleeves 
etc. $45800 each. Lamp life expectancy 5000hr 
or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

16,488 18,320 25,648 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures estimated at 10% installation 
labour. -10% + 40% 

16,200 18,000 25,200 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

1,343 1,492 2,089 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT OZONE BWTS 

   Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 4,459,564       

  Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

123,387 
      

   Installation Man hours  17,776       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 5000m3/hour       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote $1,250,000 each. -
10%, +20%. 

1,125,000 1,250,000 1,500,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate based on systems size, location and 
complexity. 2000 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

345,600 384,000 537,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 56,250 62,500 87,500 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

86,224 101,440 116,656 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

340,140 400,165 460,190 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

53,125 62,500 71,875 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

5,162 6,072 6,983 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 61,200 72,000 82,800 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 53,125 62,500 71,875 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 108,000 120,000 168,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS -
10%, +40% 

56,250 62,500 87,500 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 106,250 125,000 143,750 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 216,000 240,000 336,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 

56,250 62,500 87,500 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 2000 hrs. per 
tank converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, 
+40% 

270,000 300,000 420,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 106,250 125,000 143,750 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

168,750 187,500 262,500 
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

204,000 240,000 276,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 109,080 121,200 169,680 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

216,000 240,000 336,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 
Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr) + Neutralising pump (Est 5kWhr).  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation 
system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) 
* fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

26,317 30,961 43,346 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes uprated ballast pumps & Auxiliary 
systems. Estimate ballast pump load 84kW 
whilst ballasting, Auxiliary load 22kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 39,985 44,428 62,199 

2300 Consumables         

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters and 
system failures estimated at 15% installation 
labour. -10% + 40% 

32,400 36,000 50,400 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way materials 
only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

1,125 1,250 1,750 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION AFT CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

3,093,562       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

198,620       

   Installation Man hours  15,532       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 4800m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate US$748,000 each. -10% + 20% 748,000 831,111 997,333 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 2000 hours * Complexity factor 
for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

194,400 216,000 302,400 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 37,400 41,556 58,178 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

86,224 101,440 116,656 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 227kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

157,254 185,005 212,756 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

35,322 41,556 47,789 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

4,704 5,535 6,365 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 45,900 54,000 62,100 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 35,322 41,556 47,789 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,100 62,333 87,267 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 70,644 83,111 95,578 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,100 62,333 87,267 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1250 
hrs. per tank converted * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

337,500 375,000 525,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 70,644 83,111 95,578 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

153,000 180,000 207,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

95,310 105,900 148,260 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

4,562 5,367 7,514 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes uprated ballast pumps & Auxiliary 
systems. Est ballast pump load 181kW 
whilst ballasting, Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 42,760 47,511 66,516 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

102,720 119,829 136,939 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

16,200 18,000 25,200 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

748 831 1,164 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

Ship 1 
 Purchase and Installation 

of Equipment 
    

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,824,132       

  Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

206,140       

 Installation Man hours 16,302    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

Bal pure, 1 off 5000m3/hr. 
      

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $1,000,000 each. -10% + 20% 900,000 1,000,000 1,200,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 2000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

303,750 337,500 472,500 

1103 BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 
45,000 50,000 70,000 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 640kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

443,360 521,600 599,840 

1203 Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

42,500 50,000 57,500 

1204 Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

1,108 1,304 1,500 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 57,375 67,500 77,625 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

37,620 41,800 58,520 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 42,500 50,000 57,500 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 101,250 112,500 157,500 

1303 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

67,500 75,000 105,000 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 85,000 100,000 115,000 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 202,500 225,000 315,000 

1403 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

67,500 75,000 105,000 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 500 
hrs. per tank converted + 900hrs machinery 
install* Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, 
+40% 

230,850 256,500 359,100 
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1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 85,000 100,000 115,000 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

191,250 225,000 258,750 

1505 Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

100,035 111,150 155,610 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

202,500 225,000 315,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

30,793 36,227 50,718 

2203 Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 1000kW (10% 
of ballasting time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 38,903 43,225 60,515 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

79,472 93,496 107,520 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

20,250 22,500 31,500 

2502 Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

900 1,000 1,400 
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SHIP 2 

Purchase and Installation of Equipment 

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,705,747       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

250,663       

  Installation Manhours 15,576       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 6000m3/hr. with additional UV 
modules. 

      

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Estimate scaled from informal quotes. -
10%, +20%. 

991,350 1,101,500 1,321,800 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 2200 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

222,750 247,500 346,500 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 49,568 55,075 77,105 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator 
capacity, Based on $815/kW and 727kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

503,629 592,505 681,381 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

46,814 55,075 63,336 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event 
of system failure, one buy cost for lifetime 
of system 

25,181 29,625 34,069 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (10% of total) 14,025 16,500 18,975 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 46,814 55,075 63,336 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 74,250 82,500 115,500 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

49,568 55,075 77,105 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 93,628 110,150 126,673 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 148,500 165,000 231,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

49,568 55,075 77,105 
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1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting 
structures, etc. 

      

1501 Work in way labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800 hrs for machinery space installation * 
Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,700 243,000 340,200 

1502 Work in way allowance Material costs associated with work in way 93,628 110,150 126,673 

1503 
HVAC 
Installation/upgrades 

Material costs, estimate at 5% of BWTS 
installation  

49,568 55,075 77,105 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

140,250 165,000 189,750 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

75,330 83,700 117,180 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. 
-10% +40%. 

222,750 247,500 346,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event 
of system failure, one buy cost for lifetime 
of system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

64,104 75,417 105,584 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 0kw 
constant. Minimal due to machinary space 
installation. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 0 0 0 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 

Salt brine For electrolysis systems: 
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

122,400 136,000 190,400 
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2500 Maintenance         

2501 
Maintenance & repair 
labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

14,850 16,500 23,100 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work in way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work in way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

991 1,102 1,542 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT UV BWTS 

Ship 1 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,616,461       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

150,611       

 Installation Man hours 12,672    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

2 off 2500m3/hr. with additional UV modules.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Estimate scaled from informal quotes @ 
$671,500USD each. -10%, +20%. 

1,343,000 1,492,222 1,790,667 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 1200 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 67,150 74,611 104,456 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 70kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

48,493 57,050 65,608 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

63,419 74,611 85,803 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

2,425 2,853 3,280 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (10% of total) 15,300 18,000 20,700 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 63,419 74,611 85,803 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

67,150 74,611 104,456 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 126,839 149,222 171,606 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

67,150 74,611 104,456 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 800 
hrs. per tank converted* Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

194,400 216,000 302,400 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 126,839 149,222 171,606 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 5% of BWTS 
installation  

67,150 74,611 104,456 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

153,000 180,000 207,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

77,760 86,400 120,960 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

85,410 100,482 140,675 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 0kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 0 0 0 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $45800 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

16,620 18,467 25,853 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

16,200 18,000 25,200 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,343 1,492 2,089 
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Ship 2 
Purchase and Installation of Equipment 

  Installation Cost (mean) 7,040,744       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

20,625       

  Installation man hours 18,340       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 6000m3/hr. with additional UV 
modules. 

      

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Estimate scaled from informal 
quotes. -10%, +20%. 

3,206,000 3,562,222 4,274,667 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, 
location and complexity. 2500 hours 
* Complexity factor for BWTS 
system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

168,750 187,500 262,500 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 160,300 178,111 249,356 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as 
part of installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast 
pumping capacity, estimate $50,720 
per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator 
capacity, Based on $815/kW and 
70kW requirement. -15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power 
distribution (major items, 
switchboards, etc.), 5% 

151,394 178,111 204,828 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost 
for lifetime of system 

0 0 0 

1205 Labour 
Estimate of labour for above (10% of 
total) 

15,938 18,750 21,563 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 151,394 178,111 204,828 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 84,375 93,750 131,250 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 
5% BWTS -10%, +40% 

160,300 178,111 249,356 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 302,789 356,222 409,656 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 168,750 187,500 262,500 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 
5% BWTS. -10%, +40% 

160,300 178,111 249,356 
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1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, 
welding consumables, steel for 
mounting structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work in way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort 
for getting equipment installed - 
Estimate 1800 hrs. per space 
converted * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

364,500 405,000 567,000 

1502 Work in way allowance 
Material costs associated with work 
in way 

302,789 356,222 409,656 

1503 
HVAC 
Installation/upgrades 

Material costs, estimate at 5% of 
BWTS installation  

160,300 178,111 249,356 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner 
support, etc. 100% of install labour, 
+/- 15% 

159,375 187,500 215,625 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -
10%, +40% 

97,200 108,000 151,200 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation 
labour. -10% +40%. 

168,750 187,500 262,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost 
for lifetime of system (covered by 
item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of 
spare parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous 
line) * t fuel to generate power 
(assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) * 
fuel cost per t diesel (assume 
$1100/MT). -15% +40% 

101,209 119,069 166,696 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 0kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 0 0 0 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and 
cleaning, covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 

Spare Parts Kit including lamps, 
quartz sleeves etc. $5,100 each. 
Lamp life expectancy 5000hr or 5 
years. -10% + 40% 

12,029 13,366 18,713 
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2500 Maintenance         

2501 
Maintenance & repair 
labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned 
work including replacing lamps, 
inspecting filters and system failures 
estimated at 10% installation labour. 
-10% + 40% 

16,875 18,750 26,250 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above 
(NOT the cost of new filters, bulbs, 
etc. - work in way materials only.) 
10% of initial work in way cost 
annually.  -10% + 40% 

3,206 3,562 4,987 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT OZONE BWTS 

Ship 1 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,915,587       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

122,802       

 Installation Man hours 17,336    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

NK-O3 250       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote from Choice Ballast 
@ $1,250,000 each. -10%, +20%. 

1,125,000 1,250,000 1,500,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 2000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

345,600 384,000 537,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 56,250 62,500 87,500 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 0kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

53,125 62,500 71,875 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

0 0 0 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 61,200 72,000 82,800 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 53,125 62,500 71,875 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 108,000 120,000 168,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

56,250 62,500 87,500 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 106,250 125,000 143,750 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 216,000 240,000 336,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,250 62,500 87,500 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

243,000 270,000 378,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 106,250 125,000 143,750 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

168,750 187,500 262,500 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

204,000 240,000 276,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

106,380 118,200 165,480 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

216,000 240,000 336,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr) + Neutralising 
pump (Est 5kWhr).  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

30,793 36,227 50,718 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

 Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 22kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 15% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

32,400 36,000 50,400 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,125 1,250 1,750 
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Ship 2 

 
Purchase and Installation of Equipment 

  Installation Cost (mean) 4,188,555       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

119,254       

  Installation man hours 22,194       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

NK-O3 300       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote from Choice Ballast @ 
$1,429,000 each. -10%, +20%. 

1,286,100 1,429,000 1,714,800 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate based on systems size, location and 
complexity. 2200 hours * Complexity factor for BWTS 
system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

237,600 264,000 369,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 64,305 71,450 100,030 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of installation 
(major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping capacity, 
estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, Based on 
$815/kW and 0kW requirement. -15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

60,733 71,450 82,168 

1204 Spares (Additional equipment) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of system 
failure, one buy cost for lifetime of system 

0 0 0 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 67,320 79,200 91,080 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 60,733 71,450 82,168 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 118,800 132,000 184,800 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS -10%, 
+40% 

64,305 71,450 100,030 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 121,465 142,900 164,335 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 237,600 264,000 369,600 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

64,305 71,450 100,030 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc. 
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1501 Work in way 
labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 1800 hrs. per space 
converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

243,000 270,000 378,000 

1502 Work in way allowance Material costs associated with work in way 121,465 142,900 164,335 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS installation  192,915 214,350 300,090 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 100% 
of install labour, +/- 15% 

224,400 264,000 303,600 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 114,588 127,320 178,248 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

237,600 264,000 369,600 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of system 
failure, one buy cost for lifetime of system (covered by 
item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 
Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement (Est 
1kWhr) 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel 
cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

42,971 50,554 70,776 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 10kw constant. 
Minimal due to machinary space installation. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 15,836 17,595 24,633 

2300 Consumables         

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work including 
replacing lamps, inspecting filters and system failures 
estimated at 15% installation labour. -10% + 40% 

35,640 39,600 55,440 

2502 Maintenance materials 
Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of new 
filters, bulbs, etc. - work in way materials only.) 
10% of initial work in way cost annually.  -10% + 40% 

1,286 1,429 2,001 
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SELF-UNLOADER ACCOMMODATION FWD. & AFT CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

Ship 1 
 Purchase and Installation 

of Equipment 
    

  Installation  
Cost (mean) 

2,658,198       

  Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

130,723       

 Installation Man hours 13,794    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 5000m3/hr. 
      

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate US$748,000 each. -10% + 20% 748,000 831,111 997,333 

1102 BWTS installation labour Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 2000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

194,400 216,000 302,400 

1103 BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 
37,400 41,556 58,178 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 0kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

35,322 41,556 47,789 

1204 Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

0 0 0 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 45,900 54,000 62,100 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 35,322 41,556 47,789 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1303 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,100 62,333 87,267 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 70,644 83,111 95,578 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1403 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,100 62,333 87,267 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 500 
hrs. per tank converted + 900hrs machinery 

230,850 256,500 359,100 
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install* Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, 
+40% 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 70,644 83,111 95,578 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

153,000 180,000 207,000 

1505 Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

84,645 94,050 131,670 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

5,115 6,018 8,425 

2203 Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems 20kw constant. 
      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 

Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

64,017 74,679 85,342 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

8,100 9,000 12,600 

2502 Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

748 831 1,164 
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Ship 2 

 
Purchase and Installation of Equipment 

  Installation Cost (mean) 2,825,027       

  Annual Operating Cost (mean) 128,119       

  Installation man hours 17,239       

ID Cost Item Details 
Low 

Estimat
e 

High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 Ballast Water Treatment System 1 off 6000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate US$819,000 each. -10% + 20% 819,00
0 

910,000 
1,092,00

0 

1102 BWTS installation labour Estimate based on systems size, location and 
complexity. 2200 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, +40% 

178,20
0 

198,000 277,200 

1103 BWTS spares purchase from OEM Estimate 5% of procurement price. 40,950 45,500 63,700 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of installation 
(major items only)       

1201 Pumps Installation of additional ballast pumping capacity, 
estimate $50,720 per pump. 0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, Based 
on $815/kW and 0kW requirement. -15% + 15% 0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution (major 
items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 38,675 45,500 52,325 

1204 Spares (Additional equipment) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of system 0 0 0 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 50,490 59,400 68,310 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 each 0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 38,675 45,500 52,325 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 89,100 99,000 138,600 

1303 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 61,425 68,250 95,550 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 77,350 91,000 104,650 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 178,20
0 

198,000 277,200 

1403 Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% BWTS. -
10%, +40% 61,425 68,250 95,550 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, etc.       

1501 Work in way labour estimate for additional effort for getting 
equipment installed - Estimate 1800 hrs. per space 
converted * Vessel Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,70
0 

243,000 340,200 
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1502 Work in way allowance Material costs associated with work in way 77,350 91,000 104,650 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation        

1504 Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, etc. 
100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

168,30
0 

198,000 227,700 

1505 Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, +40% 
89,586 99,540 139,356 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -10% 
+40%. 

178,20
0 

198,000 277,200 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of system 
(covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare parts 
(shore)       

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle requirement 
(Est 1kWhr). Est High + Backwash 10% of  running 
time + Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power generation 
system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t fuel to 
generate power (assume .22L per kWh, .83kg/L) * 
fuel cost per t diesel (assume $1100/MT). -15% 
+40% 

6,486 7,631 10,684 

2203 Additional Systems Power Consumed 
(yearly) 

Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 0kw constant. 
Minimal due to machinary space installation. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 0 0 0 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, covered 
in 2500.       

2302 

Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemcial*qty per treatment*annual 
number of treatments. 1 x m3 of chemical treats 
38750m3 ballast. Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, 
High=2153/T 

92,547 107,961 123,376 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work including 
replacing lamps, inspecting filters and system 
failures. -10% + 40% 

8,910 9,900 13,860 
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2502 Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the cost of 
new filters, bulbs, etc. - work in way materials only.) 
5% of initial work in way cost annually.  -10% + 
40% 

819 910 1,274 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

     

  Installation Cost (mean) 7,505,254     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

355,610       

 Installation Man hours 22,374    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 1 off 12000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $1,638,500 each. -10% + 20% 1,474,650 1,638,500 1,966,200 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

455,625 506,250 708,750 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 73,733 81,925 114,695 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 3081kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

2,134,363 2,511,015 2,887,667 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

69,636 81,925 94,214 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

5,336 6,278 7,219 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 86,063 101,250 116,438 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

56,430 62,700 87,780 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 69,636 81,925 94,214 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 151,875 168,750 236,250 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

110,599 122,888 172,043 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 139,273 163,850 188,428 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 303,750 337,500 472,500 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

110,599 122,888 172,043 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,700 243,000 340,200 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 139,273 163,850 188,428 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

286,875 337,500 388,125 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

137,295 152,550 213,570 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

303,750 337,500 472,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

73,208 86,127 120,578 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 2400kW (10% 
of ballasting time), Brine pump 5kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 60,017 66,686 93,360 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

127,520 150,024 172,528 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

30,375 33,750 47,250 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,475 1,639 2,294 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

7,370,559       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

292,603       

 Installation Man hours 21,956    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 2 x 6000       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $1,491,456 US each. -10% + 20% 2,416,159 2,684,621 3,221,545 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 2200 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

297,000 330,000 462,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 120,808 134,231 187,923 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 1290kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

893,648 1,051,350 1,209,053 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

114,096 134,231 154,366 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

2,234 2,628 3,023 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 84,150 99,000 113,850 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 114,096 134,231 154,366 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 148,500 165,000 231,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

181,212 201,347 281,885 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 228,193 268,462 308,731 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 297,000 330,000 462,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

181,212 201,347 281,885 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,700 243,000 340,200 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 228,193 268,462 308,731 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

241,616 268,462 375,847 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

280,500 330,000 379,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

134,730 149,700 209,580 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

297,000 330,000 462,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

127,700 150,235 210,329 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 18kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 28,504 31,672 44,340 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $108,900 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

47,393 55,757 64,120 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

29,700 33,000 46,200 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

2,416 2,685 3,758 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ OZONE BWTS 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 7,298,878     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

241,498       

   Installation Man hours  23,628       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

NKO3, 1 off 12000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $2,549,975 each. -10% + 20% 2,294,978 2,549,975 3,059,970 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

518,400 576,000 806,400 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 114,749 127,499 178,498 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 963kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

667,118 784,845 902,572 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

108,374 127,499 146,624 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

1,668 1,962 2,256 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 91,800 108,000 124,200 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 108,374 127,499 146,624 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

172,123 191,248 267,747 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 216,748 254,998 293,247 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 324,000 360,000 504,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

172,123 191,248 267,747 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,700 243,000 340,200 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 216,748 254,998 293,247 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

306,000 360,000 414,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

144,990 161,100 225,540 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

324,000 360,000 504,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

107,267 126,196 176,675 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 22kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

0 0 0 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

48,600 54,000 75,600 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

2,295 2,550 3,570 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  Installation Cost (mean) 4,125,057     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

473,695       

 Installation Man hours 18,612    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 12000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $1,244,000 each. -10% + 20% 1,244,000 1,382,222 1,658,667 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

291,600 324,000 453,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 62,200 69,111 96,756 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 130kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

90,058 105,950 121,843 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

58,744 69,111 79,478 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

225 265 305 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 68,850 81,000 93,150 

1206     0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 58,744 69,111 79,478 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 121,500 135,000 189,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

93,300 103,667 145,133 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 117,489 138,222 158,956 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 243,000 270,000 378,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

93,300 103,667 145,133 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

218,700 243,000 340,200 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 117,489 138,222 158,956 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

229,500 270,000 310,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

114,210 126,900 177,660 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

243,000 270,000 378,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

14,061 16,543 23,160 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

330,752 385,843 440,934 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

24,300 27,000 37,800 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,244 1,382 1,935 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ DEEP WELL ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  Installation Cost (mean) 8,127,464     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

379,359       

 Installation Man hours 23,166    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 1 off 15000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Estimate $1,907,000 + 18 filters @ $5000 
each. -10% + 20% 

1,797,300 1,997,000 2,396,400 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

455,625 506,250 708,750 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 89,865 99,850 139,790 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 3081kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

2,134,363 2,511,015 2,887,667 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

84,873 99,850 114,828 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

5,336 6,278 7,219 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 86,063 101,250 116,438 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

56,430 62,700 87,780 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 84,873 99,850 114,828 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 151,875 168,750 236,250 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

134,798 149,775 209,685 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 169,745 199,700 229,655 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 303,750 337,500 472,500 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

134,798 149,775 209,685 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

267,300 297,000 415,800 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 169,745 199,700 229,655 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

286,875 337,500 388,125 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

142,155 157,950 221,130 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

303,750 337,500 472,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

91,532 107,685 150,759 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 2400kW (10% 
of ballasting time), Brine pump 5kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 60,017 66,686 93,360 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

127,520 150,024 172,528 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

30,375 33,750 47,250 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,797 1,997 2,796 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ DEEP WELL UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

12,497,493       

  
Annual  
Operating Cost (mean) 

337,803       

 Installation Man hours 35,706    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

      

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

15 x 1000       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $378,500 US each. -10% + 20% 4,598,775 5,109,750 6,131,700 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 500 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

506,250 562,500 787,500 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 229,939 255,488 357,683 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 1290kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

893,648 1,051,350 1,209,053 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

217,164 255,488 293,811 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

2,234 2,628 3,023 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 143,438 168,750 194,063 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 217,164 255,488 293,811 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 253,125 281,250 393,750 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

344,908 383,231 536,524 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 434,329 510,975 587,621 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 506,250 562,500 787,500 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

344,908 383,231 536,524 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

267,300 297,000 415,800 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 434,329 510,975 587,621 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

459,878 510,975 715,365 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

478,125 562,500 646,875 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

219,105 243,450 340,830 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

506,250 562,500 787,500 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

138,354 162,769 227,876 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 18kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 28,504 31,672 44,340 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $15,400 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

50,266 59,136 68,006 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

4,599 5,110 7,154 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ DEEP WELL OZONE BWTS 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

8,265,200     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

275,165       

   Installation Man hours  24,420       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 15000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Estimate $3,110,500 + 18 Injectors @ $2500 
each. -10% + 20% 

2,839,950 3,155,500 3,786,600 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3200 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

486,000 540,000 756,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 141,998 157,775 220,885 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 963kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

667,118 784,845 902,572 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

134,109 157,775 181,441 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

1,668 1,962 2,256 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 91,800 108,000 124,200 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 134,109 157,775 181,441 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

212,996 236,663 331,328 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 268,218 315,550 362,883 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 324,000 360,000 504,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

212,996 236,663 331,328 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 

267,300 297,000 415,800 
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1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 268,218 315,550 362,883 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

306,000 360,000 414,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

149,850 166,500 233,100 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

324,000 360,000 504,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

133,159 156,658 219,321 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 22kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302     0 0 0 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

48,600 54,000 75,600 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

2,840 3,156 4,418 
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SELF-UNLOADER 1000’ DEEP WELL CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  Installation Cost (mean) 4,610,098     

  
Annual  
Operating Cost (mean) 

310,722       

 Installation Man hours 19,404    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 15000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $1,457,000 each. -10% + 20% 1,392,300 1,547,000 1,856,400 

1102 BWTS installation labour 

Estimate based on systems size, location 
and complexity. 3000 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system* No BWTS. -10%, 
+40% 

291,600 324,000 453,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 69,615 77,350 108,290 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 246kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

170,417 200,490 230,564 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

65,748 77,350 88,953 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

426 501 576 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 68,850 81,000 93,150 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $20,900 
each 

56,430 62,700 87,780 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 65,748 77,350 88,953 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 121,500 135,000 189,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

104,423 116,025 162,435 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 131,495 154,700 177,905 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 243,000 270,000 378,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

104,423 116,025 162,435 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1800hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

267,300 297,000 415,800 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 131,495 154,700 177,905 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

229,500 270,000 310,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

119,070 132,300 185,220 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

243,000 270,000 378,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

17,886 21,042 29,459 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Auxiliary systems.  Auxiliary load 20kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

186,715 217,815 248,915 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

24,300 27,000 37,800 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,392 1,547 2,166 
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GEARED BULKER ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 
 

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,783,896   

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

71,359 
      

 Installation Man hours 6,039    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 1 off 500m3/hr. 
      

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $609,250 each. -10% + 20% 548,325 609,250 731,100 

1102 
BWTS installation labour Estimate of 700 hours * Complexity factor for 

BWTS system. -10%, +40% 
106,313 118,125 165,375 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 
27,416 30,463 42,648 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 
Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of 

installation (major items only) 
      

1201 
Pumps Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 

pumping capacity. 
0 0 0 

1202 
Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, 

Based on $815/kW and 122kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

84,516 99,430 114,345 

1203 
Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution 

(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 
25,893 30,463 35,032 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

84,728 99,680 114,632 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 20,081 23,625 27,169 

1206 
Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. 90kW Est 

$4000 each 
4,500 5,000 7,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 25,893 30,463 35,032 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 35,438 39,375 55,125 

1303 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 

BWTS. -10%, +40% 
41,124 45,694 63,971 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 51,786 60,925 70,064 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 70,875 78,750 110,250 

1403 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 

BWTS. -10%, +40% 
41,124 45,694 63,971 

            

1500 
Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 

consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 

Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1000hrs machinery install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 51,786 60,925 70,064 

1503 
HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 

installation  
      

1504 
Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 

etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 
66,938 78,750 90,563 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

37,058 41,175 57,645 

1506 
Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -

10% +40%. 
70,875 78,750 110,250 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 
Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 

system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 
Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare 

parts (shore) 
      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 

Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 

Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

4,278 5,033 7,047 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 90kW (10% of 
ballasting time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 32,617 36,241 50,737 

2300 Consumables         

2301 
Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 

covered in 2500. 
      

2302 

Salt brine - Not required as 
vessel has sea going 
capabilities and regularly 
operates in coastal regions. 

For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

17,884 21,040 24,196 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 
Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work 

including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

3,544 3,938 5,513 

2502 

Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

548 609 853 
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GEARED BULKER UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

831,472     

  
Annual  
Operating Cost (mean) 

21,258       

 Installation Man hours 3,811    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

Hyde Guardian Gold 1 off 600m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Price scaled from informal quote provided by 
Hyde Marine 11/02/2014 @ US$ 218,371 
each. -10%, +20%. 

218,371 242,634 291,161 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 750 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 10,919 12,132 16,984 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/stripping 
pumping capacity. Estimate $10,000 each. 

17,000 20,000 23,000 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW. -15% + 15% 

40,180 47,270 54,361 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

950 1,118 1,286 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 5,703 6,709 7,715 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 10,312 12,132 13,951 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 25,313 28,125 39,375 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

10,919 12,132 16,984 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 20,624 24,263 27,903 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 50,625 56,250 78,750 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

10,919 12,132 16,984 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 Work-in-way 
Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 500 
hrs. * Vessel complexity factor 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 20,624 24,263 27,903 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

21,837 24,263 33,969 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

47,813 56,250 64,688 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

23,385 25,983 36,377 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

9,739 11,457 16,040 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Estimate Stripping pump load 5kW whilst 
deballasting. No additional auxiliary load as 
system contained in existing pump room. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 859 954 1,336 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $6,100 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

1,098 1,220 1,708 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

5,063 5,625 7,875 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

218 243 340 
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GEARED BULKER OZONE BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

1,298,858 

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

65,106       

 Installation Man hours 5,469    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 500m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote @ $401,315 each. -
10%, +20%. 

361,184 401,315 481,578 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 700 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

120,960 134,400 188,160 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 18,059 20,066 28,092 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 56kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

38,794 45,640 52,486 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

97 114 131 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 0 0 0 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 17,056 20,066 23,076 

1302 Labour 10% of system labour, -10%, +40% 7,560 8,400 11,760 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

18,059 20,066 28,092 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 34,112 40,132 46,151 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 75,600 84,000 117,600 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

18,059 20,066 28,092 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1000 
hrs. per space converted * Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 34,112 40,132 46,151 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

54,178 60,197 84,276 
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

71,400 84,000 96,600 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

33,561 37,290 52,206 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

75,600 84,000 117,600 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr) + Neutralising 
pump (Est 5kWhr).  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

6,453 7,591 10,628 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 22kw.       

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 15% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

11,340 12,600 17,640 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

361 401 562 
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GEARED BULKER CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  
Installation  
Cost (mean) 

1,197,193     

  
Annual  
Operating Cost (mean) 

66,300       

 Installation Man hours 4,147    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 500m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Price scaled from informal quote -10%, 
+20%. 

429,000 476,667 572,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 700 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

68,040 75,600 105,840 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 21,450 23,833 33,367 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/stripping 
pumping capacity. Estimate $10,000 each. 

17,000 20,000 23,000 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW. -15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

850 1,000 1,150 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 5,100 6,000 6,900 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 20,258 23,833 27,408 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 28,350 31,500 44,100 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

21,450 23,833 33,367 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 40,517 47,667 54,817 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 56,700 63,000 88,200 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

21,450 23,833 33,367 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 Work-in-way 
Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1000 
hrs. * Vessel complexity factor 

50,625 56,250 78,750 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 40,517 47,667 54,817 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

42,900 47,667 66,733 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

53,550 63,000 72,450 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

25,448 28,275 39,585 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

56,700 63,000 88,200 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

2,615 3,077 4,307 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Estimate 20kW Auxiliary load.       

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

14,404 16,803 19,202 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

5,670 6,300 8,820 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

429 477 667 
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GEARLESS BULKER ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 
   

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,380,659       

  
Annual Operating  
Cost (mean) 

297,133 
      

 Installation Man hours 12,045    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

3000m3/hr. 
      

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote 850,000 @ each. -
10%, +20%. 

765,000 850,000 1,020,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 1500 hours * Complexity factor 
for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

227,813 253,125 354,375 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 
38,250 42,500 59,500 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

475,919 559,905 643,891 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

36,125 42,500 48,875 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

23,796 27,995 32,195 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 43,031 50,625 58,219 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters.500kW  17,765 20,900 24,035 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 36,125 42,500 48,875 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 75,938 84,375 118,125 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

38,250 42,500 59,500 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 72,250 85,000 97,750 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 151,875 168,750 236,250 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

38,250 42,500 59,500 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1500 
hrs. per installation * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 72,250 85,000 97,750 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

114,750 127,500 178,500 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

143,438 168,750 194,063 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

73,913 82,125 114,975 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

227,813 253,125 354,375 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

22,721 26,730 37,423 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
20kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

171,792 190,880 267,232 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

15,188 16,875 23,625 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

765 850 1,190 
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GEARLESS BULKER UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

   

  Installation Cost (mean) 2,738,624     

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

145,289       

 Installation Man hours 11,000    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 2 off 2000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote $403,500USD 
each. -10%, +20%. 

807,000 896,667 1,076,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 1000 hours * Complexity factor 
for BWTS system*No of BWTS. -10%, +40% 

135,000 150,000 210,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 40,350 44,833 62,767 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 267kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

184,964 217,605 250,246 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

38,108 44,833 51,558 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

9,248 10,880 12,512 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 38,250 45,000 51,750 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 38,108 44,833 51,558 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 67,500 75,000 105,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

40,350 44,833 62,767 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 76,217 89,667 103,117 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 135,000 150,000 210,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

40,350 44,833 62,767 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1500 
hrs. per installation * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 76,217 89,667 103,117 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

80,700 89,667 125,533 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

127,500 150,000 172,500 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

67,500 75,000 105,000 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

135,000 150,000 210,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

61,873 72,792 101,908 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
18kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 28,504 31,672 44,340 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $22,900 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

11,542 12,824 17,954 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

13,500 15,000 21,000 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

807 897 1,255 
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GEARLESS BULKER OZONE BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 
   

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,133,608       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

114,440 
      

 Installation Man hours 12,672    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

 3000m3/hr.       

1101 
BWTS System Hardware Based on informal quote   @ 868,415 each. 

-10%, +20%. 
781,574 868,415 1,042,098 

1102 
BWTS installation labour Estimate of 1500 hours * Complexity factor 

for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 
259,200 288,000 403,200 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 39,079 43,421 60,789 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 
Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of 

installation (major items only) 
      

1201 
Pumps Installation of additional ballast pumping 

capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 
0 0 0 

1202 
Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, 

Based on $815/kW and 253kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

175,266 206,195 237,124 

1203 
Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution 

(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 
36,908 43,421 49,934 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

8,763 10,310 11,856 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 45,900 54,000 62,100 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters.500kW  0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 36,908 43,421 49,934 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1303 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 

BWTS -10%, +40% 
39,079 43,421 60,789 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 73,815 86,842 99,868 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 162,000 180,000 252,000 

1403 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 

BWTS. -10%, +40% 
39,079 43,421 60,789 

            

1500 
Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 

consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 

Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1500 
hrs. per installation * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 73,815 86,842 99,868 

1503 
HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 

installation  
117,236 130,262 182,367 

1504 
Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 

etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 
153,000 180,000 207,000 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

77,760 86,400 120,960 

1506 
Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -

10% +40%. 
259,200 288,000 403,200 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 
Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 

system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 
Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare 

parts (shore) 
      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 

Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 

Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

32,330 38,035 53,249 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
22kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

2301 
Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 

covered in 2500. 
      

2302 
Salt brine For electrolysis systems:  

cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

0 0 0 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 

Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 15% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

24,300 27,000 37,800 

2502 

Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

782 868 1,216 
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GEARLESS BULKER CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

 
   

  Installation Cost (mean) 2,094,648       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

221,359 
      

 Installation Man hours 10,164    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 3000m3/hr.       

1101 
BWTS System Hardware Scaled from informal quote @ 606,000 each. 

-10%, +20%. 
545,400 606,000 727,200 

1102 
BWTS installation labour Estimate of 1500 hours * Complexity factor 

for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 
145,800 162,000 226,800 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 27,270 30,300 42,420 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 
Additional Equipment Additional equipment required as part of 

installation (major items only) 
      

1201 
Pumps Installation of additional ballast pumping 

capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 
0 0 0 

1202 
Generator Sets Installation of additional Generator capacity, 

Based on $815/kW and 50kW requirement. -
15% + 15% 

34,638 40,750 46,863 

1203 
Electrical Distribution Installation of additional power distribution 

(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 
25,755 30,300 34,845 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

1,732 2,038 2,343 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 34,425 40,500 46,575 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters.500kW  0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 25,755 30,300 34,845 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 60,750 67,500 94,500 

1303 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 

BWTS -10%, +40% 
27,270 30,300 42,420 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 51,510 60,600 69,690 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 121,500 135,000 189,000 

1403 
Other Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 

BWTS. -10%, +40% 
27,270 30,300 42,420 

            

1500 
Other Installation Costs Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 

consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 

Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1500 
hrs. per installation * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

162,000 180,000 252,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 51,510 60,600 69,690 

1503 
HVAC Installation/upgrades Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 

installation  
81,810 90,900 127,260 

1504 
Engineering Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 

etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 
114,750 135,000 155,250 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

62,370 69,300 97,020 

1506 
Shipyard Support Labour Based on 100% system installation labour. -

10% +40%. 
145,800 162,000 226,800 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 
Spares (system) Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 

system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 
Spares (storage) Overhead associated with storage of spare 

parts (shore) 
      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 

Power consumed (yearly) Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 

Fuel Cost Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

5,679 6,681 9,353 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
20kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 
Filters Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 

covered in 2500. 
      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

130,700 152,470 174,240 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 

Maintenance & repair labour Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 15% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

18,225 20,250 28,350 

2502 

Maintenance materials Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

545 606 848 
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STRAIGHT DECKER ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

  
 Purchase and 
Installation of 
Equipment 

        

  
Installation Cost 
(mean) 

4,048,747       

  
Annual Operating 
Cost (mean) 

169,636       

  
 Installation Man 
hours 

 14,179       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water 
Treatment System 

3600m3/hr.       

1101 
BWTS System 
Hardware 

Based on informal quote estimate @ 
$887000 each. -10%, +20%. 

798,300 887,000 1,064,400 

1102 
BWTS installation 
labour 

Estimate of 1700 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

172,125 191,250 267,750 

1103 
BWTS spares 
purchase from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 39,915 44,350 62,090 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 
Additional 
Equipment 

Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator 
capacity, Based on $815/kW and 
820kW requirement. -15% + 15% 

568,055 668,300 768,545 

1203 
Electrical 
Distribution 

Installation of additional power 
distribution (major items, switchboards, 
etc.), 5% 

37,698 44,350 51,003 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost for 
lifetime of system 

28,403 33,415 38,427 

1205 Labour 
Estimate of labour for above (30% of 
total) 

48,769 57,375 65,981 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters.700kW  24,871 29,260 33,649 

1300 
Supporting 
Electrical 

Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 37,698 44,350 51,003 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 86,063 95,625 133,875 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

39,915 44,350 62,090 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 75,395 88,700 102,005 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 172,125 191,250 267,750 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

39,915 44,350 62,090 

            

1500 
Other Installation 
Costs 

Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, 
welding consumables, steel for 
mounting structures, etc. 
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1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
2000 hrs. per tank * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

229,500 255,000 357,000 

1502 
Work-in-way 
allowance 

Material costs associated with work-in-
way 

75,395 88,700 102,005 

1503 
HVAC 
Installation/upgrades 

Material costs, estimate at 15% of 
BWTS installation  

119,745 133,050 186,270 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner 
support, etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 
15% 

162,563 191,250 219,938 

1505 
Project Management 
and administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -
10%, +40% 

88,358 98,175 137,445 

1506 
Shipyard Support 
Labour 

Based on 100% system installation 
labour. -10% +40%. 

258,188 286,875 401,625 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost for 
lifetime of system (covered by item 
1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of 
spare parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 
Power consumed 
(yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) 
* t fuel to generate power (assume .22L 
per kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

9,904 11,651 16,312 

2203 
Additional Systems 
Power Consumed 
(yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary 
load 20kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and 
cleaning, covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

77,040 85,600 119,840 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 
Maintenance & 
repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting 
filters and system failures estimated at 
10% installation labour. -10% + 40% 

17,213 19,125 26,775 

2502 
Maintenance 
materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT 
the cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-
in-way materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  
-10% + 40% 

798 887 1,242 
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STRAIGHT DECKER UV BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,517,715       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

105,979       

 Installation Man hours 12,364    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

2 off 2000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote from Hyde Marine 
11/02/2014 @ $565,576USD each. -10%, 
+20%. 

1,131,152 1,256,836 1,508,203 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 1100 hours * Complexity factor 
for BWTS system*No of BWTS. -10%, +40% 

148,500 165,000 231,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase from 
OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 56,558 62,842 87,978 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

        `   

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 352kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

243,848 286,880 329,912 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

53,416 62,842 72,268 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

12,192 14,344 16,496 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 42,075 49,500 56,925 

            

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 53,416 62,842 72,268 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 74,250 82,500 115,500 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

56,558 62,842 87,978 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 106,831 125,684 144,536 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 148,500 165,000 231,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

56,558 62,842 87,978 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 1800 
hrs. per installation * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

206,550 229,000 321,300 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 106,831 125,684 144,536 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 10% of BWTS 
installation  

113,115 125,684 175,957 
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

140,250 165,000 189,750 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

75,870 84,300 118,020 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

148,500 165,000 231,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWh). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

28,720 33,788 47,303 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
18kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 28,504 31,672 44,340 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $34,100 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

12,276 13,640 19,096 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 10% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

14,850 16,500 23,100 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

1,131 1,257 1,760 
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STRAIGHT DECKER OZONE BWTS 

 
Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

    

  Installation Cost (mean) 3,765,305       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

97,847       

 Installation Man hours 14,890    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

NKO3 3600m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware 
Based on informal quote estimate @ 
981,000 each. -10%, +20%. 

882,900 981,000 1,177,200 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 1700 hours * Complexity factor 
for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

183,600 204,000 285,600 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 44,145 49,050 68,670 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 350kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

207,825 244,500 281,175 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

41,693 49,050 56,408 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

10,391 12,225 14,059 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 52,020 61,200 70,380 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters.700kW  0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 41,693 49,050 56,408 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 91,800 102,000 142,800 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

44,145 49,050 68,670 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 83,385 98,100 112,815 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 183,600 204,000 285,600 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

44,145 49,050 68,670 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 2000 
hrs. per tank * Vessel Complexity factor, -
10%, +40% 

229,500 255,000 357,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 83,385 98,100 112,815 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

132,435 147,150 206,010 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

173,400 204,000 234,600 
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1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

92,718 103,020 144,228 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

293,760 326,400 456,960 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

13,993 16,462 23,047 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
22kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems:  
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

0 0 0 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures estimated at 15% 
installation labour. -10% + 40% 

27,540 30,600 42,840 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

883 981 1,373 
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 STRAIGHT DECKER CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 
Purchase and 
Installation of 
Equipment 

    

  
Installation Cost 
(mean) 

2,401,190       

  
Annual Operating 
Cost (mean) 

137,359       

 
Installation Man 
hours 

12,047    

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

1000 Installation Costs         

1100 
Ballast Water 
Treatment System 

4000m3/hr.       

1101 
BWTS System 
Hardware 

Scaled from informal quote @ 677,000 
each. -10%, +20%. 

583,200 648,000 777,600 

1102 
BWTS installation 
labour 

Estimate of 1700 hours * Complexity 
factor for BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

137,700 153,000 214,200 

1103 
BWTS spares 
purchase from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 29,160 32,400 45,360 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast pumping 
capacity, estimate $50,720 per pump. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator 
capacity, Based on $815/kW and 59kW 
requirement. -15% + 15% 

40,872 48,085 55,298 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power 
distribution (major items, switchboards, 
etc.), 5% 

27,540 32,400 37,260 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost for 
lifetime of system 

2,044 2,404 2,765 

1205 Labour 
Estimate of labour for above (30% of 
total) 

39,015 45,900 52,785 

1206     0 0 0 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 27,540 32,400 37,260 

1302 Labour 50% of system labour, -10%, +40% 68,850 76,500 107,100 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS -10%, +40% 

29,160 32,400 45,360 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 55,080 64,800 74,520 

1402 Labour 100% of system labour, -10%, +40% 137,700 153,000 214,200 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

29,160 32,400 45,360 

            

1500 
Other Installation 
Costs 

Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, 
welding consumables, steel for mounting 
structures, etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Tank 
Conversion labour 

Labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
2000 hrs. per tank * Vessel Complexity 
factor, -10%, +40% 

229,500 255,000 357,000 
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1502 Work-in-way allowance 
Material costs associated with work-in-
way 

55,080 64,800 74,520 

1503 
HVAC 
Installation/upgrades 

Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

87,480 97,200 136,080 

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner 
support, etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 
15% 

130,050 153,000 175,950 

1505 
Project Management 
and administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

75,276 83,640 117,096 

1506 
Shipyard Support 
Labour 

Based on 100% system installation 
labour. -10% +40%. 

165,240 183,600 257,040 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the 
event of system failure, one buy cost for 
lifetime of system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of 
spare parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 
Power consumed 
(yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system:  
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system:  
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * 
t fuel to generate power (assume .22L 
per kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

2,684 3,158 4,421 

2203 
Additional Systems 
Power Consumed 
(yearly) 

Includes Auxiliary systems. Auxiliary load 
20kw constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and 
cleaning, covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemicals required. 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemical*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 
1 x m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 
ballast. Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, 
High=2153/T 

58,682 68,456 78,230 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 
Maintenance & repair 
labour 

Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting 
filters and system failures estimated at 
15% installation labour. -10% + 40% 

20,655 22,950 32,130 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-
way materials only.) 
10% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  
-10% + 40% 

583 648 907 
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INTERNATIONAL VESSEL ELECTROLYSIS BWTS 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,620,128       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

85,006       

   Installation Man hours  7,866       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 1000m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $640,000. -10% + 20% 576,000 640,000 768,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 800 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

81,000 90,000 126,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 28,800 32,000 44,800 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

213 250 288 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 22,950 27,000 31,050 

1206 Circulation Heater Installation of water heaters. Est $5000 each 4,500 5,000 7,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 27,200 32,000 36,800 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 40,500 45,000 63,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

43,200 48,000 67,200 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 54,400 64,000 73,600 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

43,200 48,000 67,200 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1000hrs machinary install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 54,400 64,000 73,600 

1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  
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1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

76,500 90,000 103,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

40,905 45,450 63,630 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

81,000 90,000 126,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

7,504 8,829 12,360 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 126kW (10% of 
ballasting time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 33,192 36,880 51,632 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Salt brine 
For electrolysis systems: 
cost per t of brine (Est $100)*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 

24,837 29,220 33,603 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

4,050 4,500 6,300 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

576 640 896 
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INTERNATIONAL VESSEL UV BWTS 

 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,113,237       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

69,092       

   Installation Man hours  6,124       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 1250m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $392,000. -10% + 20% 352,800 392,000 470,400 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 800 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

54,000 60,000 84,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 17,640 19,600 27,440 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

425 500 575 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 15,300 18,000 20,700 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $10000 
each 

9,000 10,000 14,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 16,660 19,600 22,540 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 27,000 30,000 42,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

26,460 29,400 41,160 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 33,320 39,200 45,080 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 54,000 60,000 84,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

26,460 29,400 41,160 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1200hrs machinary install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

121,500 135,000 189,000 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 33,320 39,200 45,080 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

51,000 60,000 69,000 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

32,670 36,300 50,820 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

54,000 60,000 84,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

14,378 16,916 23,682 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw 
constant, Circulation Heater 240kW (10% of 
ballasting time), Brine pump 2kW. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,379 38,199 53,478 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 UV lamps 
Spare Parts Kit including lamps, quartz 
sleeves etc. $20,100 each. Lamp life 
expectancy 5000hr or 5 years. -10% + 40% 

3,936 4,631 6,483 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

2,700 3,000 4,200 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

353 392 549 
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INTERNATIONAL VESSEL OZONE BWTS 

 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,475,545       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

64,570       

   Installation Man hours  7,866       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 1250m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $540,000. -10% + 20% 486,000 540,000 648,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 800 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

81,000 90,000 126,000 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 24,300 27,000 37,800 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

425 500 575 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 22,950 27,000 31,050 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $10000 
each 

9,000 10,000 14,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 22,950 27,000 31,050 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 40,500 45,000 63,000 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

36,450 40,500 56,700 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 45,900 54,000 62,100 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 81,000 90,000 126,000 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

36,450 40,500 56,700 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1000hrs machinary install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 45,900 54,000 62,100 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

76,500 90,000 103,500 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

40,905 45,450 63,630 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

81,000 90,000 126,000 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 
Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). 

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

12,903 15,180 21,252 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 22kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 34,839 38,710 54,194 

2300 Consumables         

2301           

2302           

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

4,050 4,500 6,300 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

486 540 756 
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INTERNATIONAL VESSEL CHEMICAL INJECTION BWTS 

 

  
 Purchase and Installation 
of Equipment 

        

  Installation Cost (mean) 1,360,288       

  
Annual Operating Cost 
(mean) 

97,620       

   Installation Man hours  6,623       

ID Cost Item Details Low Estimate High 

            

1000 Installation Costs         

            

1100 
Ballast Water Treatment 
System 

1 off 1200m3/hr.       

1101 BWTS System Hardware Estimate $530,000. -10% + 20% 477,000 530,000 636,000 

1102 BWTS installation labour 
Estimate of 800 hours * Complexity factor for 
BWTS system. -10%, +40% 

64,800 72,000 100,800 

1103 
BWTS spares purchase 
from OEM 

Estimate 5% of procurement price. 23,850 26,500 37,100 

1104 Other Shipping, flat rate OEM costs, etc. 10,000 15,000 20,000 

            

1200 Additional Equipment 
Additional equipment required as part of 
installation (major items only) 

      

1201 Pumps 
Installation of additional ballast/ stripping 
pumping capacity. 

0 0 0 

1202 Generator Sets 
Installation of additional Generator capacity, 
Based on $815/kW and 687kW requirement. 
-15% + 15% 

0 0 0 

1203 Electrical Distribution 
Installation of additional power distribution 
(major items, switchboards, etc.), 5% 

0 0 0 

1204 
Spares (Additional 
equipment) 

Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system 

425 500 575 

1205 Labour Estimate of labour for above (30% of total) 18,360 21,600 24,840 

1206 Circulation Heater 
Installation of water heaters. Est $10000 
each 

9,000 10,000 14,000 

1300 Supporting Electrical Additional electrical work required       

1301 Cable 5% of system cost, -15%, +30% 22,525 26,500 30,475 

1302 Labour 50% of system cost, -10%, +40% 32,400 36,000 50,400 

1303 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

35,775 39,750 55,650 

            

1400 Supporting Piping Additional pipe work       

1401 Pipework 10% of system cost, -15%, +30% 45,050 53,000 60,950 

1402 Labour 100% of system cost, -10%, +40% 64,800 72,000 100,800 

1403 Other 
Additional costs -Auxiliary Systems, 7.5% 
BWTS. -10%, +40% 

35,775 39,750 55,650 

            

1500 Other Installation Costs 
Misc.: deck plating to be replaced, welding 
consumables, steel for mounting structures, 
etc. 

      

1501 
Work-in-way / Workshop 
Conversion labour 

labour estimate for additional effort for 
getting equipment installed - Estimate 
1000hrs machinary install* Vessel 
Complexity factor, -10%, +40% 

101,250 112,500 157,500 

1502 Work-in-way allowance Material costs associated with work-in-way 45,050 53,000 60,950 
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1503 HVAC Installation/upgrades 
Material costs, estimate at 15% of BWTS 
installation  

      

1504 Engineering 
Drawings, HAT/SAT/STW, owner support, 
etc. 100% of install labour, +/- 15% 

61,200 72,000 82,800 

1505 
Project Management and 
administration 

Based on 10 % of total labour cost. -10%, 
+40% 

34,749 38,610 54,054 

1506 Shipyard Support Labour 
Based on 100% system installation labour. -
10% +40%. 

64,800 72,000 100,800 

2000 Operating Costs         

            

2100 Spares Items associated with BWTS       

2101 Spares (system) 
Covers spare parts for repairs in the event of 
system failure, one buy cost for lifetime of 
system (covered by item 1204) 

      

2102 Spares (storage) 
Overhead associated with storage of spare 
parts (shore) 

      

            

2200 Fuel Costs Items associated with BWTS       

2201 Power consumed (yearly) 

Power required by BWTS system: 
kWh when active * active time + idle 
requirement (Est 1kWhr). Est High + 
Backwash 10% of  running time + 
Neutralising pump Est 5kWhr  

      

2202 Fuel Cost 

Based on required kWh and power 
generation system: 
Total kW/h needed (from previous line) * t 
fuel to generate power (assume .22L per 
kWh, .83kg/L) * fuel cost per t diesel 
(assume $1100/MT). -15% +40% 

3,069 3,611 5,055 

2203 
Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly) 

Includes constant auxiliary load 20kw 
constant. 

      

2204 Additional Fuel Cost As above. -10% + 40% 31,672 35,191 49,267 

2300 Consumables         

2301 Filters 
Limited to annual inspection and cleaning, 
covered in 2500. 

      

2302 Chemical Agents 

For CE systems: Chemical cost ($ 
cost per t of Chemcial*qty per 
treatment*annual number of treatments. 1 x 
m3 of chemical treats 38750m3 ballast. 
Low=$1615/T, Med=1884/T, High=2153/T 

43,251 50,455 57,659 

            

            

2500 Maintenance         

2501 Maintenance & repair labour 
Labour for planned and unplanned work 
including replacing lamps, inspecting filters 
and system failures. -10% + 40% 

3,240 3,600 5,040 

2502 Maintenance materials 

Related material costs to above (NOT the 
cost of new filters, bulbs, etc. - work-in-way 
materials only.) 
5% of initial work-in-way cost annually.  -
10% + 40% 

477 530 742 
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APPENDIX H STATEMENT OF WORK 

The following is an extract from the Technical Bid section of the Proposal for Feasibility of Ballast Water 
Treatment System Installation and Operation by Existing Domestic Vessels on the Great Lakes and St 
Lawrence Seaway System. 

 
Contract Title 
Assessing the feasibility of ballast water treatment system installation and operation by existing vessels 
on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway system. 
 
Introduction 
Ballast water, required for the safety and stability of ships, is also a vector for the introduction of aquatic 
invasive species. Canada has a long history of actions to reduce this risk, and a history of co-operation 
with the United States in shared waters, such as on the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway system 
(GLSLS). Despite the success of Canada’s current regulations, their principal approach (requiring ships 
to exchange their ballast water in the open ocean) has certain limitations. Recognizing the same issue, 
the International Maritime Organization adopted the International Convention for the Control and 
Management of Ships’ Ballast Water and Sediments, 2004 (the “Convention”), which will require ships 
to limit the number of potentially invasive organisms discharged. Coming into force of this Convention, 
which Canada ratified in 2010, is at hand. Accordingly, Transport Canada (TC) is preparing to 
implement the Convention by way of regulatory amendments and recently released a proposed 
regulatory approach38 toward these ends. 
 
In response to TC’s proposed regulatory approach, the Canadian Shipowners Association39 (CSA) 
expressed concern that—due to vessel design factors—it is infeasible for commercially available ballast 
water treatment systems (BWTS) to be physically installed onboard existing vessels, and that 
operational requirements of BWTS are not consistent with vessel operations (see Annex A). As the 
Convention applies to all international voyages, including transits between Canada and the 
United States on the Great Lakes, the Canadian Great Lakes fleet is particularly concerned by the 
potentially imminent entry into force of the Convention, and the upcoming dates for compliance with 
U.S. requirements to treat ballast water to the same standard. TC understands that some international 
vessels that are similar to certain Great Lakes vessels intend to install BWTS. 
 
Accordingly, TC requires a technical expert familiar with Great Lakes vessel design and operational 
characteristics to advise the department on the concerns raised by the Great Lakes fleet. Separately, 
TC also intends to consult an engineer with expertise in BWTS design, efficacy and approvals to 
evaluate the Great Lakes fleet’s additional concerns that commercially available ballast water treatment 
systems (BWTS) will not be reliably effective in reaching the ballast water performance standard 
(Regulation D-2) of the Convention. 

                                                
 
38 see http://tinyurl.com/q4mrztz 
39 The Canadian Shipowners Association represents Canadian companies with domestically flagged vessels. 
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Objectives 
The objectives of this work are to assess the concerns expressed by the CSA relating to the feasibility 
of installing commercially available BWTS onboard the various classes of vessel commonly found on 
the Great Lakes, assess operational concerns that could interfere with the feasibility of using installed 
systems, identify appropriate vessel classes for analysis of BWTS feasibility, and develop a list of 
vessel constraints based on these classes that can inform the review and future work as well as options 
for mitigation of these constraints. 
 
Any data or reports shall be the property of TC and shall not contain any material that cannot be 
released to the public. 
 
Scope of Work 
The contractor shall: 
 

A. Provide a list of vessel categories that appropriately divides the existing Canadian Great Lakes 

fleet (95 vessels) and United States Great Lakes fleet (55 vessels)  and selected foreign vessels 

that operate in the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway into groups to best address the 

feasibility of installation and operation of BWTS across the categories.   For each category 

identified, the contractor shall: 

1. Describe the category (including general layout, ballasting configuration and any key 

characteristics of vessels in the category) and supply a list of vessels that form part of 

that category. For each vessel listed, as available, the contractor shall identify: the vessel 

owner, cargo configuration, the date of construction, the number of ballast water tanks, 

volume of ballast, typical time for ballasting operations, available electrical power, the 

number of ballast water pumps, the flow rate per pump, and the total flow rate. 

2. Explain the recommended general strategy for installation of side-stream electrolysis, 

ultra-violet, ozonation and chemical BWTS on vessels of that category, taking into 

account factors such as (but not limited to): space and site of installation, piping 

arrangements, heating of ballast water, control systems, chemical storage and safe 

handling, pump size and electrical power requirements. The strategy should also identify 

the key challenges associated with the installation for that category.  

3. Explain challenges for operation of side-stream electrolysis, ultra-violet, ozonation and 

chemical BWTS on vessels of that category, including but not limited to: cargo capacity, 

flow rate, chemical handling, minimum voyage lengths and maintenance needs.  

4. Estimate approximate costs for procurement, installation, operation and life-cycle 

associated with the fitting of side-stream electrolysis, ultra-violet, ozonation and chemical 
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BWTS, providing low, medium and high ranges, and place this cost and the challenge of 

system installation in context with other vessel maintenance or upgrade procedures on 

vessels of this category.  

5. Take into account the above in making recommendations to TC on: 

i. whether the challenge associated with installation of BWTS on vessels of this 

category is lower, similar, higher, or infeasible when compared to similar 

international ships, and 

ii. the challenge associated with installation of BWTS compared to the other 

categories of existing domestic ships studied. 

B. Evaluate and provide a detailed review of the aspects of Annex A to this document that pertain 

to installation and operation of BWTS, taking into account the expertise of the contractor, the 

work conducted above and any similarities between Great Lakes ships and international vessels 

that are generally expected to install BWTS to comply with the international convention. 

C. From the data and information above, recommend a technical approach, including engineering, 

installation, operation and life-cycle costs (and an approximate budget for procuring a BWTS) for 

compliance by: 

1. a typical Great Lakes fore-aft traditional straight decker  

2. a typical Great Lakes pocket tanker 

3. a typical Great Lakes all-aft self-unloader 

4. a typical Great Lakes fore-aft self-unloader  

5. a typical international vessel trading on the Great Lakes 
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SHIPPING FEDERATION OF CANADA 
 

300 St. Sacrement, Suite 326, Montreal, QC, H2Y 1X4 
Tel: (514) 849-2325 / Fax: (514) 849-8774 

www.shipfed.ca 
 

Montréal, September 8 2014 
 
 
 
Mr. Colin Henein 
Policy Advisor 
Marine Policy (ACFS) 
Transport Canada 
330 Sparks Street  
Ottawa, ON  K1A 0N5  
 
 
Dear Mr. Henein, 
 
The Shipping Federation of Canada represents the agents, owners and vessels of ocean vessels 
(cargo and cruise) calling Canadian ports.  We are writing in preparation for the ballast water 
technical workshop that will be held in Ottawa on September 18, 2014.  We have reviewed the two 
studies commissioned by Transport Canada on the efficacy and feasibility of installing ballast water 
treatment systems on vessels operating on the Great Lakes, and offer the following comments 
based on the operational realities of foreign-flagged vessels transiting into Canadian ports. 
 
 
General Comments 
 
We appreciate the extensive effort that Transport Canada has undertaken to assess the concerns of 
shipowners and operators with respect to the installation of ballast water treatment systems on-
board vessels.  Although we do not see any indication that the International Convention for the 
Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water and Sediments (Ballast Water Convention) will 
enter into force before the end of the year, we believe that it is important to be prepared should the 
current situation change. 
 
Transport Canada has stated on numerous occasions that it would take legal, scientific, technical, 
economic and compatibility issues into consideration when developing new ballast water 
regulations to allow for the implementation of the Ballast Water Convention.  While we understand 
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that the current exercise is focused primarily on the technical aspects of installing ballast water 
treatment systems, we believe that completely removing the legal and policy contexts from the 
exercise renders it more theoretical than practical.  This is especially true for our members, who are 
involved in international trade and therefore need consistent standards throughout the regions in 
which they operate.  Although all five of the above-noted factors are crucial for the implementation 
of the Ballast Water Convention in Canada, they are not all equal in terms of their degree of 
importance.  More specifically, from our members’ perspective, legal and compatibility 
considerations will trump the other three factors as the main elements driving the process of 
installing ballast water treatment systems.   
 
We would have preferred to see the ballast water treatment system installation process driven by 
the International Maritime Organization, which would have ensured the implementation of the 
same standard and approval process worldwide, thus reducing regulatory fragmentation to the 
extent possible.  However, the current situation is being largely driven by the approvals that are 
still pending from the U.S. Coast Guard.  Consequently, although we appreciate the work done by 
the two consultants and believe that both studies provide valuable information, the reality is that 
our members will be far more influenced by developments south of the border than by the contents 
of the studies when selecting a treatment system.  The fact that the two reports do not address any 
of the foregoing,  yet have the potential to influence future policy decisions is of serious concern to 
the Federation’s membership. 
 
You will find below our comments and additional questions on the two studies, which we look 
forward to discussing further at the September 18 workshop session. 
 
 
Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment Processes and Availability with 
Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System 
(Mouawad Consulting) 
 
The objective of this first report was to assess whether there exist treatment systems that are 
capable of treating ballast water within the Great Lakes and the Saint Lawrence Seaway; identify 
any outstanding concerns with such systems that relate to conditions and trade patterns (voyage 
lengths) on the Great Lakes, and prepare a list of systems with basic, final and /or type approval 
associated with these processes.   
 
Although our members have expressed general agreement with the conclusions of the report’s 
assessment of existing ballast water treatment systems, they have also indicated that this is not 
their primary consideration.  This is because their primary concern when assessing a given 
treatment system is whether the system has been approved by the relevant authorities in the areas 
in which their ships trade.  Only after has this first question been answered will they examine the 
system’s characteristics for performing in such areas. 
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Within such a context, the multiplication of approval processes, local regulations and additional 
requirements have all been identified as serious impediments to the rapid installation of ballast 
water treatment systems on-board vessels.  Other factors in the assessment process include 
operational and maintenance considerations such as the system’s ability to handle high sediment 
loads and the ease with which the ballast water treatment system can be operated by the ship’s 
crew.  Another point that our members have consistently raised is the need for treatments systems 
which are marine rather than laboratory products, and which can therefore withstand the realities 
of ships’ operations in the marine environment.  We are concerned that by focusing exclusively on 
treatment of waters of the Great Lakes, the current study presents a distorted portrait of reality, in 
which there exists a host of treatment systems that are readily available for installation. 
 
We read with great interest Section 2.4 – Feasibility of Treatment Processes in the Laurentian Great 
Lakes.  While we find the approach and classification interesting, once again, the fact that all 
regulatory considerations have been removed from the assessment reduces the relevancy of the 
conclusions.  For example, the use of the characterization Minor-Major to assess the impacts of the 
water quality parameters on the operation of the ballast water treatment systems reduces the 
validity of the exercise.  To say that “there exists a reasonable mitigating measure to overcome the 
impact of the parameter on the technology” is one thing.  However, in the real world of ballast water 
treatment system approvals, it is quite likely that, for example, the U.S. Coast Guard would consider 
“a reasonable mitigating measure” to be a system modification, thus requiring either part or all of 
the approval process to be started anew.  Indeed, the study’s author acknowledges this possibility 
in section 2.5, which states that: “In essence, this report is arguing that there is no technical reason 
that some processes won’t work under the specific conditions of the Great Lakes.  We acknowledge 
other arguments stating that those processes have not been shown to work under the specific 
conditions of the Great Lakes.  Both arguments need not necessarily contradict each other.”  Although 
we would like to share the author’s opinion, we unfortunately find ourselves supporting the second 
part of the argument – that these systems have not been shown to work under the specific 
conditions of the Great Lakes. 
 
We think that the conclusion of the study should have gone further; a risk assessment for ports and 
harbours around the Great Lakes would be a useful tool, but the feasibility study for building on-
shore or offshore reception facilities is, in our opinion, of limited use unless we see a global interest 
for such initiatives at the IMO.  As well, in an ideal world, conducting on-board testing of 
technologies that the report has classified as promising or uncertain is the best method of 
determining whether such technologies can effectively meet the D-2 standard on a consistent basis.  
Unfortunately, in a world of slow economic recovery, it is doubtful that many shipowners will line 
up their ships to do so, unless significant economic incentives can be guaranteed.  Should this be 
considered, we would recommend that regular traders to the Great Lakes have access to these 
mechanisms. 
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Additional questions:  
 

• Ballast Water Treatment System Selection: Our membership only sees limited interest in 
electrolysis systems (even side stream injection systems) because these are perceived as 
inadequate for Great Lakes water temperature conditions.  Given these concerns, shouldn’t 
these be re-classified as “Promising”, pending further research? 

 
• Ballast Water Exchange and Treatment: A comment that was brought up by our 

membership is about the adopted (U.S.) and proposed (Canada) requirement to keep ballast 
water exchange and add treatment for oceangoing vessels.  We do not agree with this 
requirement (indeed, ballast water exchange has its risks and should be discontinued as 
soon as a ballast water treatment system is fitted on-board the vessel).  But irrespective of 
our opinion on this requirement, why wasn’t this consideration in the study, since it could 
have changed some of the assessment parameters?  While we understand that the study 
was commissioned in response to domestic companies’ concerns, as mentioned above, 
using the results of this study for potential policy decisions while not taking into 
consideration practical concerns of a percentage of system users is greatly worrisome. 

  
 
Assessing the Feasibility of Ballast Water Treatment System 
Installation and Operation by Existing Vessels on the Great Lakes and 
St. Lawrence Seaway System (STX Canada Marine – now Vard Marine) 
 
As an overall comment, Federation members who reviewed the study considered it to be complete, 
and generally representative of vessels that regularly transit the Great Lakes.  Some vessel types 
(such as project cargo for example) were omitted, but as mentioned in the study, this was mainly 
due to the limited number of such vessels from the international fleet.  However, overall, there was 
no dispute of the detailed technical approach for installation, which is surprising considering the 
limited input that our membership provided to the study. 
 
The main aspect of the study that Federation members dispute relates to the cost calculation 
component.  What is obvious from the study is that purchase and installation costs have been 
calculated for installations occurring in Canadian shipyards.  However, the reality is that most 
foreign-flagged vessels will undertake such an installation abroad; it was mentioned by some that 
the costs were vastly overestimated while other mentioned that this was the case for an installation 
on a newbuild, while a retrofit on an existing vessel could meet the prices presented in Table 1, 
even if the installation was done in a foreign shipyard.  It was also mentioned that several elements 
were missing; the cost evaluation was done for an installation that would run on time according to 
the manufacturer’s specifications, which rarely, if ever, happens.  While we understand that the 
“high” value could take into consideration overtime, we think that it should be stated explicitly.  
There are no cost figures for classification fees, nor for training and crew familiarization with the 
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system.  As a result, should such an installation occur in a Canadian shipyard, there is a very real 
potential for rapid cost escalation while figures would be different in a foreign shipyard depending 
whether the installation is on a newbuild or a retrofit.   
 
 
Additional Questions: 
 

• Coverage: On p. 16, it is stated that the “International vessel data constitutes a sample of 
vessels believed to have operated on the Great Lakes during the 2013 season”.  Could you 
explain how you established the numbers in the study?  

 
• Ballast Water Treatment System Installation: There has been several ballast water 

treatment systems installation on-board vessels; has there been any information collected 
with respect to difficulties encountered in the process so as to validate the information 
presented in the study? For example, members that have ballast water treatment systems 
on-board vessels have mentioned that they had some difficulties with the stripping 
operations resulting in several procedural adjustments.  While information about one 
typical vessel will allow for general conclusions, it would have strengthened the study to 
obtain information about several installations. 

 
 

• Costs validation: Have you considered requesting quotes from shipyards to confirm the 
costs figures? While we understand that it is impossible to validate all types of systems for 
all vessel types, it would have been interesting to have a cross-section of numbers being 
validated by shipyards. 

 
 

******* 
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As a concluding comment, we believe that the current exercise will add information to the 
discussions surrounding the implementation of the Ballast Water Convention.  However, because 
the exercise isolates technical factors from all the other factors that also impact the process of 
installing and operating ballast water treatment systems, we are not convinced that it will actually 
provide validation for any position.  Decisions regarding the selection, purchase and installation of 
ballast water treatment systems are complex and involve many more variables than just their 
potential for operation in the Great Lakes or the feasibility of their installation – especially with 
respect to vessels which trade internationally. 
 
Before closing, we would also take this opportunity to reiterate our willingness to collaborate with 
Transport Canada in developing regulations for the future implementation of the International 
Convention for the Control and Management of Ships' Ballast Water and Sediments.  Towards that 
end, we would be pleased to provide any additional clarification or information you may require, 
and remain available to provide input in the future. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Caroline Gravel 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Shipping Federation of Canada 
 
 
The Shipping Federation of Canada (The Federation), incorporated by an Act of Parliament in 1903, acts as the 
pre-eminent voice of shipowners, operators and agents involved in Canada’s world trade. Its overall objective is 
to work towards a safe, competitive and environmentally sustainable marine transportation system.  
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Executive Summary 

We applaud Transport Canada’s attempt to identify and evaluate the constraints 
associated with installing type approved ballast water management systems (BWMSs) 
on board the U.S. and Canadian flagged Laker fleets.  STX Canada Marine (STX) has 
done a good job in quantifying many of the constraints, challenges and impracticalities 
of installing BWMSs.  However, LCA believes the subject report does not adequately 
quantify the significant challenges associated with these installations.  These would 
include the costs and complexity of the installations.  The report also does not consider 
the costs due to lost revenues resulting from BWMS installation. 

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

We do not understand the conclusion that “technically feasible solutions can be 
developed” even though that term is not defined anywhere in the report, in the Transport 
Canada Statement of Work, or in any other documentation provided.  However, when 
read in context, STX Canada Marine seems to intend the term “technically feasible” to 
be synonymous with “physically possible.” Given the lack of a definition, and the context 
in which the statement is continuously used, the statement that installation of BWMSs 
on our vessels is “technically feasible” is dubious at best.  We believe the following 
quote from Sharon Astyk (Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas USA) 
appropriately synopsizes our concerns: 

One of the hardest concepts for many Americans to absorb is this – that technical 
feasibility rests on a complex bed of other feasibilities and never stands alone. Thus, 
simply observing that it is technically possible to, say, create zero impact cities or to run 
our cars on corn waste does not usefully tell us whether we are going to do so or not. 
This historical reality stands in stark contrast to the perceptions that many of us have, 
which is that technology operates as a kind of vending machine into which one puts 
quarters and gets inevitable results. In the case of our thousand footers with individual 
ballast systems for each ballast tank, is it physically possible to install an individual UV 
treatment system for each ballast tank; remove and install larger pumps for each 
system; install multiple additional generators; or alternatively completely re-pipe the 
entire ballast water system?  Yes, it is physically possible to do so, but it is not 
commercially reasonable or viable to do so as the installation and operating costs would 
immediately make the vessel unprofitable, and time out of service would be substantial. 

In the case of any of our Lakers with uncoated ballast tanks, is it physically possible to 
install a BWMS which uses an oxidizer, such as an electrolytic chlorine system, ozone 
system or biocide injection system?  Yes, it is physically possible to do so, but it is not 
possible to do so from a sound engineering perspective because vessels which have 
safely operated for 30, 40 and 50 years or more will experience accelerated ballast tank 
corrosion due to the use of these oxidizers.  To prevent this, is it physically possible to 
coat the ballast tanks?  Yes it is physically possible, but only after all existing 
discontinuous internal welds are gouged out and replaced with continuous welds, and 
all tank internal surfaces and internal structural members prepped and completely 
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coated resulting in a doubling or tripling of the installation cost of a BWMS.  Again, that 
is not a commercially reasonable or viable option.  

Therefore, in the context used in the report, the question of “technical feasibility” is a 
moot one.  As Ms. Astyk articulately states, almost anything is technically feasible, 
however, how many hundreds of millions of quarters does Transport Canada expect our 
members to insert into the ballast water management vending machine to achieve 
technical feasibility?  At some point the vessels stop becoming cargo carriers and 
transition into the role of mobile ballast water treatment platforms.   

UNDERESTIMATION OF FLOW RATES  

We were encouraged by STX Canada Marine’s statement that “[a]n important 
assumption is that current ballast water flow rates are maintained in all cases.”  We 
believe that reasonable attempts were made to quantify increases in backpressure as a 
result of system installations, although we believe the estimates are on the low side 
based on our research to date.  However, most troubling is the lack of inclusion of 
actual flow rate data versus manufacturer’s advertised flow rate or total rated capacity 
(TRC) which leads to a critical and significant underestimation of pumping requirements.  
It is widely known throughout the industry that any system which requires the use of 
filters must divert a portion of the incoming flow for filter backwashing.  In some cases, 
backwashing is triggered by a pressure differential, in other cases, it is continuous.  In 
either case, between 10% and 30% of the incoming flow of a BWMS must be diverted, 
resulting in a significant difference between the vendor’s TRC and the actual flow rate 
that is delivered to the ballast tank.  For example, a BWMS with a TRC of 5,000 m3/hr 
will actually only deliver between 3500 m3/hr and 4,500 m3/hr to the ballast tanks.  Thus, 
if “current ballast water flow rates are maintained in all cases”, all of STX Canada 
Marine’s projections for BWMSs must be upsized by between 10% and 30%, as must 
all the pump replacements and the electrical loads associated with the larger equipment 
demands.   

METHODOLOGY 

We understand that any attempt to evaluate “technical feasibility” must make broad 
assumptions regarding technology types and vessel categories.  STX Canada Marine 
correctly points out throughout the report that there will be significant variation in actual 
shipboard installation, operation, maintenance and practice and that the estimates of 
these costs are approximations that may vary widely from ship to ship.  While there are 
some instances throughout our members’ fleets where “sister vessels” occur, and, as a 
result, the costs and challenges associated with installation will be similar, there is 
significant variation even within vessel categories which makes a broad reaching 
evaluation of costs and “technical feasibility” virtually meaningless.  There are examples 
in each category of at least one, but often several, vessels which have design features 
(e.g., ballast piping, use of submersible pumps, number of ballast pumps, pump 
capacities, etc.) which are significantly different than the example chosen by the 
authors.  In most cases, more than half of the vessels in the category have markedly 
different characteristics resulting in significant differences in installation, operation and 
system feasibility. 
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For example, the thousand footers with individual ballast pumps for each tank may have 
one, two, or three conveyor belts under the cargo hold.  The one and three belt vessels 
have very limited space under the cargo hold for installation of BWTS and still allowing 
adequate personnel and equipment access past the pumps or proposed BWTS.   Any 
proposed modification to the structure in this area is a problem because the American 
Bureau of Shipping  (ABS) considers the plating running between the slope peak and 
tank top a structural element of the vessel.  Essentially, this plate is part of the double 
bottom girder flange and as strength member any adjustment to it would require 
compensating steel design approved by ABS.    This makes the STSM assumption of 
using this space extremely costly and far more complex than STX implies, as the space 
could not be used without modifying the plate to make adequate room for BWTS 
equipment 

We also understand the difficulty of obtaining data regarding the specifics of BWMSs.  
Due to the lack of transparency in the existing foreign administration type approval 
process, it is impossible to collect accurate data regarding actual flow rates, pressure 
drops, power demands, footprint requirements and other critical data necessary to 
determine “technical feasibility”.  In almost all cases, vendor-supplied data is the only 
source for this information.  It has been our experience – not only in the BWMS industry, 
but other marine supplier industries – that equipment performance assumptions are 
aggressive.  Thus, the data contained in the report and the resulting conclusions 
regarding costs are likely to be significantly different than the actual costs.  Although the 
report provides Low, Probable and High estimates, we forecast that the High estimates 
are more likely in line with actual costs and the Low and Probable values will rarely, if 
ever, be realized. 

BIOLOGICAL EFFICACY OF BALLAST WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

We share the concerns identified by the Canadian Shipowners Association in their 
Evaluation of Transport Canada Report No. 2013-2-1-2:  Assessment of Ballast Water 
Treatment Processes and Availability with Respect to the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence Seaway System.  For the reasons fully articulated in their report, we do not 
believe that most of the systems which were deemed “consistent” with the unique Great 
Lakes environment and vessel operations are appropriate or will be consistently 
effective in meeting the ballast water discharge standard (BWDS) established by the 
International Maritime Organization, U.S. Coast Guard and U.S. EPA.  Specifically, our 
members exclusively own U.S. flagged vessels.  As such, all critical equipment and 
systems – such as a BWMS – are required to be Type Approved by the U.S. Coast 
Guard.  Based on information provided at numerous seminars and conferences by the 
U.S. Coast Guard, we are not at all certain that foreign administration type approved 
BWMSs will achieve U.S. Type Approval, particularly in the cold water, fresh water 
environment of the Great Lakes.  With the current state of technology, ocean-going 
vessels entering the Great Lakes could require two separate treatment systems. 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

We believe that, for the most part, the process used to evaluate cost is rather 
comprehensive.  However, for the reasons stated elsewhere (including increased 
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BWMS capacity, increased pumping requirements and additional power requirements) 
we believe STX Canada Marine has underestimated the cost of system installation.  In 
some cases, the STX Canada Marine estimates are less than half of the corresponding 
estimates provided in the more comprehensive U.S. Coast Guard Ballast Water 
Treatment Engineering and Cost Study.  Also, in the cases of three of the four 
technologies chosen which use corrosive active substances, the cost of completely 
recoating the ballast tanks is not included.  This cost could double or triple the total 
installation cost. Additionally, any financial analysis cannot be considered complete 
without factoring in the lost opportunity costs and lost revenues associated with BWMS 
installation.  These costs have specifically been excluded according to the authors. 

Another factor that must be addressed is the price of steel.  We are unable to determine 
if the report based its costs on proper steel prices available in U.S. shipyards.  The 
report must also recognize that U.S. maritime law requires virtually all repairs and 
upgrades be performed in U.S. shipyards and topside repair facilities, hence U.S. 
pricing rules.   
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Specific Concerns and Recommendations 

The following is a listing, by Report Section of our concerns and recommendations. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Ballast Flow Rates 

We strongly agree with the author’s assessment that any evaluation on the technical feasibility of 
installing a ballast water management system (BWMS) must ensure that current ballast water flow 
rates are maintained.  For each of the vessel types and treatment technologies, the authors have 
attempted to calculate pressure drops resulting from system installation and recommend replacement 
of pumps to account for these pressure drops. Accuracy of the data notwithstanding, calculating 
increased pump design pressure ignores the more important concern of reduced average flow to the 
ballast tanks as a result of filter backwashing.  Typically, BWMS manufacturers determine the total 
rated capacity (TRC) of their systems based on an ideal, maximum flow rate with little or no 
backwashing of filters.  This does not represent real world operations.  Based on publicly available 
data from the Maritime Environmental Resource Center and the Great Ships Initiative, backwashing 
can reduce the actual flow rate of BWMS tested in accordance with G8 or the ETV protocol by up to 
28% with the best systems reducing flow rates by about 12%.  Therefore, in order to maintain existing 
flow rates – a purported goal of the report – STX Canada Marine should have included these 
calculations in their assessments.  The estimates regarding pump replacements and costs will be 
significantly underestimated and the sizing and cost of the BWMS will also be significantly 
underestimated.  In many cases, the next larger BWMS model will be required, adding to the cost of 
the installation.   

Another problem related to ballast pumps has been identified: too much flow for the BWTS system 
design.  With a positive head on the pump suction (i.e., pumping out a full ballast tank) and the 
discharge head (i.e., overboard) employing less suction, centrifugal pumps produce more flow than 
their design rating.  Thus, a BWTS designed for treating ballast at discharge, the pump design flow 
rate of say 2,000m3/hr could see significantly higher than 2,000m3/hr and higher than for which the 
system is designed. 

Technical Feasibility 

Given that there is no definition of “technical feasibility” in the Report or in the Transport Canada 
Statement of Work, the only reasonable conclusion that can be drawn, when “technically feasible” is 
read in context throughout the document, is that it is “technically possible” to install BWMSs on most 
vessels.  Efficacy of BWMSs in actually meeting the ballast water discharge standard (BWDS) 
notwithstanding, and given no cost constraints on the systems or requirement that the vessels remain 
viable as cargo carriers, we do not dispute that it is “possible” to install BWMSs on most of our 
vessels.  However, the installation of BWMSs is not commercially reasonable or viable, and it is not 
“feasible” – or reasonable – for Transport Canada to expect that, as a result of the installation of 
BWMSs, our members will operate unsafe or unprofitable vessels.  As noted by Sharon Astyk 
(Association for the Study of Peak Oil and Gas USA), the issue of technically feasibility does not 
address the question of whether or not a particular technology should be implemented or will be 
implemented, only that it is technically possible to do so.  
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One of the hardest concepts for many Americans to absorb is this – that technical 
feasibility rests on a complex bed of other feasibilities and never stands alone. Thus, 
simply observing that it is technically possible to, say, create zero impact cities or to run 
our cars on corn waste does not usefully tell us whether we are going to do so or not. 
This historical reality stands in stark contrast to the perceptions that many of us have, 
which is that technology operates as a kind of vending machine into which one puts 
quarters and gets inevitable results. 

Daily, I receive emails from people who assure me that just as soon as the next 
technological breakthrough comes in, we’ll all be fine. Daily I receive statements that we 
could technically do this, and that means it’ll happen any day now. Unfortunately, history 
and reality offer checks to those assumptions – it is possible it will happen, but we 
cannot afford to live our lives as though these outcomes are inevitable. It is, however, 
hard to shake the belief that all depends on feasibility anyway. 

Clearly, cost is one of the components of the feasibility “bed”, yet the concept of cost vs. feasibility is 
not addressed anywhere in the STX Canada Marine report.   

Table 1. Vessel Comparison 

While this Table provides an informative snapshot of vessel categories and installation and operating 
expense ranges, we disagree with the Vessel Complexity Factor ratings and find the Vessel 
Installation Challenge scale to be misleading and confusing.  Regarding the Vessel Complexity Factor 
where each vessel type is rated on a relative scale according to the complexity of BWMS installation, 
we disagree that the complexity of installing 18 individual BWMSs on one of our thousand footers that 
has individual ballast systems for each tank is only 22% more complex than installing one or two 
systems on a self-unloader. Similarly, while there may be greater challenges on the smaller, older 
self-unloaders regarding space availability than the thousand footers which have common header 
ballast water piping systems, we don’t agree that as a group, or on an individual case by case basis, 
the smaller self-unloaders will be more complex an installation.  While we applaud STX Canada 
Marine’s attempt to quantify complexity of installation, the degree of ship variance within each 
category results in little value for shipowners or regulatory decision-makers.   

For that reason, we strongly disagree with the inclusion of the Vessel Installation Challenge as a 
misleading and confusing rating.  We do not understand how, according to this scale, the order of 
complexity is:  1. Self-Unloader 1000’ Deep well; 2. Self-Unloader 1000’ Ballast headers; 3. Self-
Unloader Accommodation Aft when the Vessel Complexity Factor for the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft is higher (2.0) than the Self-Unloader 1000’ Ballast Headers (1.8). 

2. BALLAST WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS 

As per the Statement of Work, the authors were required to evaluate Type Approved BWMSs utilizing 
four technologies:  Sidestream Electrolysis; Ozonation; Ultra-violet Radiation; and Chemical Injection.  
Of the four system types, Electrolysis and Ozonation systems use highly oxidative biocides to kill 
organisms making them impractical alternatives for our fleet which has uncoated ballast tanks.  To 
date, the only Chemical Injection systems which have been type approved also use oxidizers as the 
primary biocide.  Although there have been studies to evaluate other non-oxidative biocides, none 
have been type approved to date. 
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The authors note that in some cases it may be necessary to install new pumps as a result of 
increases in back pressure and reduced flow.  Since none of our vessels have “excess” pumping 
capacity – either pressure or flow – all installations would require new pumps.  In all cases, the 
authors have not included backwash rates in their flow calculations, significantly underestimating the 
size requirements for additional pumps and BWMSs, and the associated power demands. 

As with all new equipment installed on a vessel, significant training must be undertaken to ensure the 
vessel crew understands the proper operation of the system; can conduct the manufacturer’s required 
maintenance; and can safely troubleshoot the system.  Additionally, many of the systems require the 
vessel crew to handle hazardous materials (for example, biocides in the case of chemical injection 
systems and neutralizing agents in the case of chemical injection, ozonation and electrolytic 
chlorination systems) and special handling may be required for different components of the systems.  
As is noted by the authors, the electrolytic chlorination systems produce as a by-product explosive 
hydrogen gas.  The disinfection by-products which result from most biocides can also be hazardous 
to the crews.  Vessels’ safety manuals must be updated to reflect these new hazards to ensure crew 
safety.  Finally, while it is true that BWMS manufacturers attempt to configure their systems so that 
they are easily integrated into the existing ballast system, as the authors point out, some of the 
installations are quite complex and thus may not be as seamless as projected.  Therefore, we 
disagree with the authors’ assessment that these “user friendly” systems will require minimal training.  
To ensure crew safety and protection of the environment, we believe extensive initial and periodic 
training will be required to safely operate the BWMS. 

We are dismayed by the statement that “[w]here possible the proposals have attempted to minimize 
any potentially detrimental effects on the vessels revenue generation.”  In our view, this indicates that 
the authors have intentionally chosen best case scenarios regarding detrimental effects which may 
not reflect most likely scenarios.  This self-serving approach results in a significant underestimation of 
costs and lost revenue.  We would have preferred an approach which evaluated the most likely 
potential detrimental impacts on vessel revenue generation which would result in more realistic costs 
for the industry. 

Finally, we strongly agree with the statements and conclusions in the Canadian Shipowners 
Association report Evaluation of Transport Canada Report No. 2013-2-1-2:  Assessment of Ballast 
Water Treatment Processes and Availability with Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Seaway System.  We believe that the TC Report is significantly flawed in its methodology and 
conclusions.  Most notably, the determination of “consistency” is entirely theoretical in nature and 
does not reflect any actual testing or data which has been developed in the Great Lakes or 
elsewhere.  It ignores data developed by the Great Ships Initiative in Superior, WI regarding 
numerous failed tests of foreign type approved BWMS, demonstrating those systems’ failure to 
consistently meet the BWDS in the challenging conditions of the Great Lakes.  It also assumes water 
quality characteristics – including temperature, salinity, turbidity, organic load and UV-T – which are 
not consistent with the actual ship operating environment in the Great Lakes and for which no 
supporting data is provided.  Moreover, all of our members’ vessels are U.S. flagged.  As a result, all 
critical equipment and systems installed on our vessels must, by law, be U.S. Type Approved.  On 
numerous occasions at international conferences and seminars, the U.S. Coast Guard has stated that 
they are not confident that BWMSs which have received foreign administration type approval will, in 
fact, consistently meet the BWDS and will be capable of passing the more rigorous U.S. Type 
Approval process.  As Transport Canada understands and recently acknowledged in an MEPC Paper 
(MEPC 67/2/11), the concern over the validity of foreign administration type approval is a very real 
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one; so much so that the Government of Canada has proposed a “grace period” for three years 
during which a better evaluation of type approved systems may be undertaken to determine if they 
actually meet the BWDS on a consistent basis.  It is completely inconsistent that, on the one hand, 
the Government of Canada is acknowledging the fact that there are significant concerns regarding the 
validity of testing and type approval under the Guidelines G8, while on the other hand they are 
requiring that these same systems be installed on our vessels. 

2.1. Electro-chlorination 

In the introductory paragraphs for Ballast Water Treatment Systems, the authors state that they only 
included type approved systems in their assessment.  However, none of the electrolytic chlorination 
systems have been tested for type approval in fresh water.  The arrangements for supplying ions to 
generate the biocide (in the case proposed by the authors, the use of brine from a tank) are not 
approved by the type approving Administrations.  Since all equipment installed on U.S. flagged 
vessels must be approved by the U.S. Coast Guard, and since the U.S. Coast Guard requires all 
BWMSs to be tested in the salinity for which they are seeking Type Approval, it is unclear how 
electrolytic chlorination BWMS vendors will comply with these requirements.  Similarly, electrolytic 
chlorination systems typically require a minimum water temperature of 15°C to effectively produce the 
required biocide doses.  At ambient water temperatures lower than 15°C, the required power to 
produce the required biocide increases dramatically.  As in the case of supplying brine to provide a 
source of ions for the electrolysis process, no electrolytic chlorination systems have been type 
approved which have included a method or mechanism for heating the sidestream flow to achieve a 
given required temperature.  While heating of a sidestream flow using one of the methods described 
may be “technically feasible” it has not been type approved and thus, should not be included in this 
assessment, just as the use of a brine tank should not be considered. 

The biocides produced during electrolytic chlorination are strong oxidizers and would quickly corrode 
untreated steel.  Our Lakers do not have coated ballast tanks.  In most cases, the weldments on the 
interior of the tanks are discontinuous (stitch) welds making coating existing ballast tanks nearly 
impossible without significant re-welding of the entire ship’s ballast tanks.  The cost to gouge out the 
existing weldments, re-weld the ballast tanks, then prepare and coat the ballast tanks ranges from 
approximately $5 million (USD) to $9.4 million.  This, of course, would be in addition to the expense of 
installing the BWMS.  Therefore, the cost of an electrolytic chlorination system installation could likely 
be several times the estimate proposed by STX Canada Marine, rendering such system installations 
commercially unreasonable. 

Finally, assuming the preceding challenges could be overcome (which we don’t believe they could) 
the issue of bunkering of consumables (brine and neutralizer) would likely add significant expense 
and result in lost revenues for many of our ships.  The STX Report assumes – though it is clearly not 
demonstrated– that many of the larger ports would be able to provide the required consumables in 
the required quantities in a timely manner at a reasonable cost.  Even if these assumptions are 
correct – which we strongly believe will not be the case – many of our vessels are on short duration 
runs to smaller ports which have limited infrastructure – if any.  These short runs result in a higher 
rate of brine and neutralizer consumption, as pointed out in the Report.  These runs are frequently 
unpredictable making fuel bunkering a challenge, much less BWMS consumables bunkering, where 
the supplies are likely to be significantly scarcer.  Scheduling cargo voyages around BWMS 
consumable bunkering would likely result in significantly less flexibility and greater cost than are 
estimated in the Report, not to mention the loss of revenues as a result of travel to a BWMS 
consumables bunkering port. 
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As briefly described in Section 4 of the Report, all electrolytic chlorination systems rely on two 
feedback loops for proper operation.  Different systems employ different methods of accomplishing 
these two tasks, however, the following is a generalized system control philosophy employed by 
these systems.  First, in order to administer the appropriate dosage of biocide, a total residual oxidant 
(TRO) sensor is used to measure biocide demand in the ambient water.  When the TRO demand is 
greater than or less than the pre-set dose, the amount of biocide produced is either increased or 
decreased respectively to ensure an adequate level of TRO remains in the treated ballast water in the 
tank to prevent regrowth.  During deballasting, the TRO sensor measures the amount of residual 
oxidant again to ensure unsafe levels of biocide are not discharged.  The TRO sensor provides 
feedback to the control panel, which then controls the dose of neutralizer if needed.  In both cases, 
the control panel can only monitor and control one ballast stream since there is only one electrolytic 
chlorination unit and one neutralizing system.  However, for Self-Unloader, Accommodation Fwd and 
Aft; Self-Unloader, Thousand Footer (2 independent ballast systems); Self-Unloader, Thousand 
Footer (Individual ballast systems in each tank); and Straight Decker categories, all of which employ 
at least two independent ballast systems, the authors recommend the installation of one large 
electrolytic chlorination system.  This arrangement is not possible and would not comply with the 
requirements of the BWMSs type approval certificate.  For each independent ballast system, a 
separate BWMS would be required. 

For all of these reasons, we do not believe that installation of an electrolytic chlorination BWMS is 
appropriate for U.S. Lakers.  The highly corrosive effects of the chlorine compounds would quickly 
corrode our ballast tanks, making them structurally unsafe. 

2.2 Ultra-Violet Radiation 

As was discussed in the Canadian Shipowners Association’s Report, we do not believe that the 
assumptions regarding the ultra-violet transmissivity of the water in Great Lakes ports will allow these 
systems to effectively kill organisms.  Therefore, we do not believe that existing BWMS which use 
ultra-violet radiation to kill organisms will consistently meet the BWDS in the Great Lakes due to the 
extremely challenging water conditions routinely found in our ports.   

As stated previously, any BWMS installed on a U.S. flagged vessel must have a U.S. Coast Guard 
Type Approval certificate.  Presently, the future of Type Approval for UV treatment systems is unclear 
and will not likely be resolved within the next 12-18 months.  While the Coast Guard has not stated 
that UV treatment systems cannot or will not be Type Approved at some time in the future, they have 
stated: “The Coast Guard is not aware of a validated testing method to determine the viability of the 
many types of organisms in ballast water after undergoing treatment by a UV BWMS”.  Until a testing 
method has been developed, tested and validated as being as stringent as the testing protocols for 
other non-UV treatment systems in accordance with the ETV Protocol, the Coast Guard will not Type 
Approve any BWMS which uses UV radiation.  

For all of the proposed UV Treatment system installations in Sections 3 and 4, the authors 
recommend a BWMS with a capacity of not less than 2,500 m3/hr.  To our knowledge there has been 
no type approval testing – land-based or shipboard – of any UV Treatment systems at flow rates of 
more than 500 m3/hr.  Unlike chemical dosing systems or electrolytic chlorination systems which are 
upscaled by increasing the dosage rate, in many cases, UV Treatment systems are upscaled by 
changing the configuration of the UV chamber significantly from the type-tested model.  
Computational Fluid Dynamics or similar calculations are used to determine whether or not the 
appropriate UV doses are achieved.  In cases where base (tested) models are duplexed, triplexed or 
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more (i.e., additional UV chambers and filters added in parallel), the footprint expands significantly 
(likely more than is calculated by the authors).  However, in cases where the upgraded UV chamber 
design has been modified, we are very concerned about the veracity of the CFD calculations and the 
actual ability of these upscaled UV systems to consistently meet the BWDS.  This is particularly true 
when no biological efficacy testing has been completed on any of the upscaled models.  Furthermore, 
it is our understanding that the U.S. Coast Guard is similarly skeptical of upscaling based solely on 
computational modeling and will require expanded testing of all BWMS technologies – but particularly 
UV systems – prior to U.S. Type Approval. 

2.3 Ozonation 

The STX Canada Marine Report states that all ozone treatment systems lack a mechanical filter, and 
thus, the backpressure is estimated to be low; only about 0.2-0.5 bar.  However, this is not the case.  
According to the Transport Canada Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment Processes and 
Availability With Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System, there are four 
BWMSs which have been type approved and which use ozonation to treat ballast water.  Of those 
four systems, two use filtration, and one uses a pre-filter with cavitation.  Thus, only one of four type 
approved BWMSs which uses ozone actually meets the STX criteria.  If any of the other three 
BWMSs are installed, then back pressures similar to the other technologies evaluated could be 
expected, requiring replacement of existing ballast pumps.  This cost has not been figured into the 
cost projections in the Report.  

Ozone is extremely hazardous to human health.  According to the American Lung Association, 
"Ozone is a potent lung irritant and exposure to elevated levels is a contributor to the exacerbation of 
lung disease; it is especially dangerous for persons with asthma and other chronic lung diseases, 
children and the elderly."  The Report describes the complex safety requirements and features which 
must be incorporated into the installation of an ozone system and emphasizes critical maintenance 
that must be conducted.  This seems to conflict with the authors’ previous statements that installation 
of BWMSs require minimal training and maintenance. 

However, most importantly, ozone is an extremely strong oxidizer and is highly corrosive to uncoated 
mild steel as is used in our uncoated ballast tanks.  A review of pertinent literature recommends the 
use of stainless steel piping for ozone service.  Based on the cost estimates in the report in Sections 
3 and 4, it does not appear that STX has factored the high cost of stainless steel piping into their 
assessments, significantly underestimating piping material costs.  For the reasons detailed above in 
the section on electrolytic chlorination systems, the use of ozone would have disastrous effects on the 
ballast tanks in our fleet.  For these reasons, we do not believe that systems using ozonation are 
appropriate for use in our vessels. 

Finally, ozone systems have similar feedback loop requirements as the electrolytic chlorination 
systems.  Thus, for those same reasons, individual ballast systems will require individual ozone 
treatment systems to operate properly and in accordance with the BWMS type approval certificate.  
This requirement affects the same categories of vessels as described in the electrolytic chlorination 
section and the probable cost increases would also be similar. 

2.4 Chemical Injection 

All of the chemical injection systems which have been type approved to date use chlorine compounds 
to kill organisms.  In all cases, substantial volumes of biocide or biocide constituents and neutralizing 
agents must be loaded, stored and handled on board the ship.  In most cases, these biocides have 
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significant human health and safety risks associated with them.  While the manufacturers likely have 
lengthy safe handling instructions and recommended protective equipment to prevent injury and 
illness, since our vessels ballast significantly more frequently than their oceangoing counterparts, the 
likelihood of accidental exposure is higher.  Additionally, in all cases, the biocides are proprietary and 
must be supplied by the manufacturer.  It is unclear how these manufacturers (two of the three are 
non-North American companies; none of the three have existing infrastructure in the Great Lakes 
region) plan to develop the required supply chain and distribution network to adequately provide the 
necessary supplies to our vessels, particularly given the relatively small size of our fleets when  
compared to the global market.  This will be particularly problematic for vessels on non-routine 
voyages of short duration as described in Section 2.1 on page 4. 

Since the existing type approved BWMSs using chemical injection all use biocides which are chlorine 
based and are highly corrosive to uncoated steel, we raise the same concerns identified in Sections 
2.1 and 2.3 regarding their effects on uncoated ballast tanks.  Until such time as a chemical injection 
system can be developed and U.S. Type Approved for fresh water that uses a non-corrosive biocide 
(and meets all of the other constraints we have identified previously), we do not believe that chemical 
injection systems are appropriate for installation on our fleet of vessels.  We would also like to point 
out that several of the eight Great Lakes States have standards that go beyond the IMO or US 
Federal standards for residual chemicals in ballast water.  It is likely that the use of one of the 
systems described could make it impossible for a vessel to discharge ballast water in the State of 
Ohio (where the background level of some chemicals in saltwater exchanged ballast can exceed 
state discharge standards) or other Great Lakes State. 

Similar to the electrolytic chlorination systems and ozone systems, chemical injection systems have 
feedback loop requirements to ensure the system doses the incoming water adequately and the 
discharged water does not exceed environmental requirements for residual biocides.  Thus, for those 
same reasons, individual ballast systems will require individual chemical injection treatment systems 
to operate properly and in accordance with the BWMS type approval certificate.  This requirement 
affects the same categories of vessels as described in the electrolytic chlorination section. 

3. GENERAL FEASIBILITY 

We understand that the authors were required to develop categories of vessels in accordance with 
the Transport Canada Statement of Work.  While these categories are helpful to the layperson in 
describing the types of vessels in operation in the Great Lakes, in truth, there is tremendous 
variability within each category regarding numbers of seachests, pumps, ballast tanks, manifolds and 
general piping arrangements.  As a result, the variability in installation complexity and the resulting 
cost will be significantly different.  This is clearly demonstrated in Section 4 where two different 
vessels within the Self-Unloader Accommodation Forward & Aft category have a 174% difference in 
installation cost for a UV BWMS!  (This issue will be discussed further in our evaluation of Section 4.)   

Additionally, the “typical vessel” data used when evaluating cost of installation (i.e., number of ballast 
pumps, ballast capacity, pump capacity, total ballasting rate) were often significantly underestimated 
for our fleet.  We have identified for each category our fleet’s “average” as well as maximum and 
minimum values for each data field.  Overall, 37% of our vessels exceeded the “typical” installation.  
In some categories, the rate was significantly higher. 

As stated previously, we strongly disagree with the vessel complexity factors assigned to various 
vessel categories.  For example, we do not understand how the vessel complexity factor for a 
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thousand footer with individual ballast systems for each ballast tank is less than 50% more complex 
than a geared bulker which, according to the Report, has relatively low ballasting rates and minimal 
structural challenges.  Even more confounding is the case where one of our thousand footers has 
deep well pumps and seachests within each ballast tank which would necessitate an extensive re-
engineering of the 18 individual ballast tanks and systems. 

We believe that much of the information presented regarding the electrical demands of BWMSs is 
inaccurate and often underestimates the actual power demands of a BWMS.  This is particularly true 
in the case where ballast pumps with higher flow rates will be required (as identified later in this 
section).  Specific reference is made to various power consumption levels, based on the different 
technologies and systems studied.  However, we cross referenced the listed values with the 
manufacturer’s published values, and found some major discrepancies.  The following table shows 
that some of the units were consistently under-reported, while others where over-reported.  Either 
way, these different electrical loads form the basis of a significant part of the overall installation costs, 
particularly if additional power is required to be installed. 

 

We also think the range and assignment of values for the BWTS complexity factor is flawed.  For 
example, some UV treatment systems are not modular, meaning the filter and UV treatment are one 
combined unit necessitating a large footprint for the higher flow rate models with little installation 

INSTALLATION DESCRIPTION
BWTS 

TECH

BALLAST 

CAPACITY 

(m3/hr)

BWTS 

CAPACITY 

(m3/hr)

POWER 

CONSUMPTION 

STX REPORT 

ESTIMATE           

(kW)

POWER 

CONSUMPTION 

VENDOR CROSS 

REFERENCE              

(kW)

DELTA CROSS REFERENCE SOURCE

EC 600 550-750 66 57.6 8.4 Wartsila AQ-750-EC

UV 600 600 60 50 10 Hyde Guardian HG600G

O3 600 600 66 67.4 -1.4 NK-03 030

CI 600 600 8 6.9 1.1 Ecochlor Series 100

EC 5000 2400-3000 (x2) 329 540.4 -211.4 Wartsila AQ-3000-EC (x2)

UV 5000 2500 (x2) 520 456 64 Hyde Guardian HG2500G (x2)

O3 5000 5000 424 452.9 -28.9 NK-03 250

CI 5000 2400 (x2) 48 37.6 10.4 Ecochlor Series 150 (x2)

EC 5000 4800-6000 329 540.4 -211.4 Wartsila AQ-3000-EC (x2)

UV 5000 2500 (x2) 520 456 64 Hyde Guardian HG2500G(x2)

O3 5000 5000 424 452.9 -28.9 NK-03 250

CI 5000 2400 (x2) 48 37.6 10.4 Ecochlor Series 150 (x2)

EC 6000 3000-3300 (x2) 375 657.2 -282.2 Wartsila AQ-3300-EC (x2)

UV 6000 1000 (x6) 664 450 214 Hyde Guardian HG1000G (x6)

O3 6000 6000 482 498.5 -16.5 NK-03 300

CI 6000 7200 53 36.3 16.7 Ecochlor Series 250

EC 1250 1200-1500 73 110 -37 Wartsila AQ-1500-EC

UV 1250 1250 135 114 21 Hyde Guardian HG1250G 

O3 1250 1500 116 137.8 -21.8 NK-03 075

CI 1250 1200 10 9.2 0.8 Ecochlor Series 150

EC:

UV:

O3:

CI:

No.2 Great Lakes Self-Unloader (Accom. Fwd & Aft) 

International Vessel

STX BWTS REPORT - VENDOR SPECIFIC  POWER 

CONSUMPTION CROSS REFERENCE

Great Lakes Tanker

Great Lakes Self-Unloader (Accom. Aft)

No.1 Great Lakes Self-Unloader (Accom. Fwd & Aft) 

NOTES

1. Power consumption values are for ballast water treatment systems only

2. Numbers in Delta column hightlighted red represent STX report underestimations

3. Refer to STX Canada Marine BWTS Feasibility Report for Installation Description details

Electro-Chlorination

Ultraviolet

Ozone

Chemical Injection

ABBREVIATIONS
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flexibility, where other UV treatment systems are modular allowing the filter to be installed in one 
location, and the UV treatment chamber in another.   

We appreciate the authors’ reference to the corrosive effects of active substances produced by 
BWMSs on uncoated steel surfaces.  We have detailed our concerns regarding this issue in the 
sections devoted to the specific technology types.  It is unfortunate that they failed to include this 
significant expense in their total cost for installation.  As stated previously, we estimate that the cost 
of preparing and coating ballast tanks will range from $5.4 - $9.0 million (USD) resulting in a doubling 
or tripling the cost of BWMS installation. 

The authors also identified other expenses, such as revenue losses due to cargo loss, revenue 
losses due to delays resulting from slower pumping rates, delays due to bunkering of consumables 
and lost revenues resulting from installation delays, but then failed to include them in their cost 
analyses.  Given that there is no long term operational history for BWMSs, particularly in cold, fresh 
water, it is difficult to predict the reliability of these BWMSs and the potential delays as a result of 
equipment failure.  This is particularly concerning given that our vessels ballast and de-ballast far 
more frequently than their ocean-going counterparts. 

Finally, the authors failed to account for the lost flow as a result of the required backwashing of filters.  
Based on recent testing of BWMS’s and filters conducted at the Great Ship’s Initiative in Superior, WI 
and the Maritime Environmental Resource Center in Baltimore, MD, the range of flow rate reduction 
varies from 28% reduction to 12% reduction.  Therefore, we have used a conservative estimate of a 
15% reduction in our evaluation of the recommended installations contained in the Report.  For 
example, in the case of a vessel that has a total ballasting rate of 5,000 m3/hr, in order to actually 
achieve that ballasting rate given the 15% reduction in flow resulting from backwashing, a BWMS 
(and associated pumps) would actually need to have a flow rate of 5,882 m3/hr. Overall, when taking 
into account the 15% reduction in flow rates, 86% of our vessels exceeded the “typical vessel” for 
each category (as compared to the 37% identified previously).  As a result, in these cases, the next 
larger size BWMS would be required, adding significant cost to the installation. 

3.1 Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft 

We agree with the author’s general assessment that upgraded ballast pumps will be required and 
increased generator capacity will have to be installed to accommodate any of the four BWMS types 
recommended.  However, we note that the increased generator capacity is most likely 
underestimated significantly for the electrolytic chlorination systems inasmuch as the power demands 
for pre-heating the sidestream are not included.  Based on data in the CSA Report, Evaluation of 
Transport Canada Report No. 2013-2-1-2:  Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment Processes and 
Availability with Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System we estimate that 
heating of a sidestream would be required 100% of the time in Lake Superior and not less than half of 
the time in the warmest lake (Lake Erie).   

We also agree that the installations will require the creation of new machinery spaces in existing 
ballast tanks or cargo areas, resulting in a reduction in cargo carrying capacity.  We are confused by 
the estimate in Table 5 which lists the pressure drop for chemical injection (which requires a filter) as 
0.5 bar which is less than the pressure drop for the ozone treatment system which requires no filter, 
as well as the System Configuration description for Chemical Injection in the same Table. 
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The description in Table 4 of the Report of a vessel “typical” of this class significantly underestimates 
the vessels in our fleet with regard to pumping capacity.  This situation is exacerbated when the 15% 
reduction is included.  Table 1 provides data regarding how our fleet compares to the “typical vessel” 
described by the authors.  

Table 1.  LCA Fleet of Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Comparison 

 # of Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hr) 

Total Ballast 
Volume 

Maximum 
Flow Rate 

(m3/hr) 

STX “typical vessel” 2 2,500 17,500 5,000 

STX “typical vessel” 15% adjustment 2 2,125  4,250 

LCA Fleet Average 3 2,697 18,041 5,394 

LCA Fleet Maximum 4 3,634 24,685 7,268 

LCA Fleet Minimum 2 1,931 12,476 3,861 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX “typical vessel”1 4 4 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX-adjusted “typical vessel”  6 

Number of Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Vessels in Fleet  8 

Half of the LCA vessels in this category exceed the maximum flow rate identified by the authors as 
“typical” and 75% of the LCA vessels exceed the adjusted maximum flow rate identified by the 
authors as “typical”.  In the worst case scenario, one LCA vessel in this category has a flow rate that 
is 71% greater than the adjusted flow rate for a vessel typical of this category meaning the cost of 
installation would far exceed the STX estimates for this category. 

3.2 Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd & Aft 

We agree with the author’s general assessment that upgraded ballast pumps will be required and 
increased generator capacity will have to be installed to accommodate any of the four BWMS types 
recommended.  For the reasons mentioned in our response to Section 3.1, we believe the authors 
significantly underestimated the power requirements for electrolytic chlorination installations.  We 
agree that the installations will require the creation of new machinery spaces in existing ballast tanks 
or cargo areas, resulting in a reduction in cargo carrying capacity.   

The authors have done a significantly better job of capturing the “average” ballast system 
characteristics of this class of vessels than for the Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft category.  
However, more so than any other category of vessels, this category has the widest degree of 
variation from what would be considered a “typical” ballast system arrangement.  These vessels 
range in age from 72 years to 42 years; many of these vessels were originally built as coal-fired 
steamships; some have been converted from steam to diesel while others remain steamships.  There 
are many different machinery layouts and fuel bunker arrangements, all of which will influence a 
BWMS installation.  As can be seen from Table 2, one vessel has 20 low capacity pumps, each 
servicing an individual ballast tank, others have more traditional ballast systems servicing the port 

                                                 
1 The number in each column represents the number of LCA vessels in the vessel type category that exceeds the STX estimate for the 
given columnar parameter. 
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and starboard tanks.  Therefore, the idea of a “typical” installation for vessels in this category might 
apply to only one or two of these vessels.  This is further demonstrated in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 where 
the authors provide technical cost estimates for two different vessels in the category for each of the 
four BWMS technology types.  For electrolysis systems, the difference in cost between the two 
“typical vessels” is 43%; for chemical injection, the difference is 58%; for ozone the difference is 60%; 
and for UV systems, the difference is 174%!  The Coast Guard feasibility study’s estimate for UV 
system installation was almost twice as high as the authors’ low estimate for this vessel category 
(even though, as noted by the authors, the Coast Guard estimate did not include pump replacement)!  
Additionally, Netsco has computed that for one type of vessel in this category, the interior surface 
area of the ballast tanks is 500,000 ft2 whereas another vessel type in this category has almost twice 
the surface area at 920,000 ft2 due to the vast differences in structure and design of the two ships.  
As the authors clearly demonstrate, there is so much variation in this category of vessels that an 
“average” or “most probable” cost cannot be reasonably determined.  This situation is exacerbated 
when the 15% adjustment is included, along with the need for multiple systems in some cases.  Table 
2 provides data regarding how our fleet compares to the “typical vessel” described by the authors, 
while Table 5 provides the cost variations between Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 

It must be further noted that using aft ballast tanks for BWTSs on traditional fore and aft lakers, with 
the resultant loss of ballast capacity, would raise issues with hull stress and stern and propeller 
submersion.   It is for this reason that the hatches are trunked (raised aft) on all of those double-
ended conversions because more weight (either cargo or ballast) is required.  The vessels’ loading 
manuals call for high cargo loads in the aft and trunked hatches to address hull stress and draft 
submersion aft.  Reducing aft ballast or cargo capacity on these vessels is not a viable option from an 
engineering standpoint. 

Table 2.  LCA Fleet of Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd & Aft Comparison 

 # of Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hr) 

Total Ballast 
Volume 

Maximum 
Flow Rate 

(m3/hr) 

STX “typical vessel” 2 2,500 12,000 5,000 

STX “typical vessel” 15% adjustment 2 2,125  4,250 

LCA Fleet Average 4 1,697 17,058 5,088 

LCA Fleet Maximum 20 3,180 32,950 7,949 

LCA Fleet Minimum 2 265 6,995 3,180 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX “typical vessel” 13 5 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX-adjusted “typical vessel”  14 

Number of Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Vessels in Fleet  15 

The authors significantly underestimated the total ballast volume for this category:  thirteen of the 
fifteen LCA vessels in this category exceed the STX “typical vessel”.  While the authors’ estimate of 
maximum flow rate is a reasonable approximation of the “average” (previous caveats and discussion 
notwithstanding), when the 15% flow rate adjustment is applied, fourteen of the fifteen LCA vessels 
exceed the authors’ estimates.   
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Given the age of the vessels, the degree of modifications throughout their lifetimes, and the very high 
pumping rates, we believe that the complexity factor of 1.8 is low when compared to the Geared 
Bulker or Deep Sea Bulker.  As a result of this, and the aforementioned other factors, we believe the 
cost estimate for this category is considerably higher than the authors’ estimates. 

3.3 Self-Unloader Thousand Footer 

Contrary to the description provided by the authors, there are actually three different ballast 
configurations in the LCA fleet of Thousand Footers.  Seven of the footers have ballast systems 
similar to the description of the “double header configuration”.  Four have individual ballast systems 
for each of the 9 port and starboard ballast tanks (for a total of 18 ballast systems).  These ballast 
systems are located adjacent to each tank in way of the conveyor tunnel.  The STEWART J. CORT is 
unique in that the entire ballast system – deep well pump, piping, sea chest and valves – is internal to 
each ballast tank.  With the exception of the prime movers located on deck, which drive the deep well 
pump, no part of the ballast system extends outside the ballast tank.  Therefore, it would be 
impossible to install a BWMS on the STEWART J. CORT without completely removing the existing 
ballast system(s) and installing a different system or systems for the vessel.  For this reason, the 
following discussion addresses only the first two types of thousand footers. 

Aforementioned issues notwithstanding, we do not agree with the author’s general assessment that 
upgraded ballast pumps will not be required and increased generator capacity will not be necessary 
to accommodate any of the four BWMS types recommended for either of the two other ballast 
configurations.  For the reasons mentioned in our response to Section 3.1, we believe the authors 
significantly underestimated the power requirements for electrolytic chlorination installations.  We also 
disagree with the authors’ assessment that one electrolytic chlorination system could be used to treat 
all tanks.  In the case of the vessels with individual ballast systems for each tank, given the spatial 
distance between seachests, it is likely that the organic load will be significantly different for each 
ballast tank, thus the system would have to deliver different biocide doses to each tank.  No 
electrolytic chlorination system is presently type approved for this application.  The same is true for 
the ozone and chemical injection systems.  The same principal applies regarding the filters and 
backwash sequence.  Most filters backwash when a preset differential pressure is met.  The control 
unit senses the pressure differential and instructs the filter to go into backwash mode.  In order for the 
authors’ arrangement to be acceptable, the control unit would have to have independent sensors and 
logic controllers for each ballast tank.  Given the relatively small number of vessels in the global 
market that are arranged in this manner, it is unlikely that a BWMS vendor would attempt this 
configuration (which would require additional type approval testing).  Since there are no type 
approved systems presently configured to permit the installations described by the authors, the only 
alternative for the thousand footers with individual ballast systems for each tank is to install a 
treatment system at each ballast tank.  As a result, the equipment costs alone would be at least ten 
times higher than the authors’ estimate for the electrolytic chlorination, ozone and chemical injection 
systems. 

For the thousand footers with port and starboard ballast water systems, the same challenges that 
were identified in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 exist, however, on a much greater scale.  The pumping rates 
of thousand footers are often twice at of the other two categories of vessels.   

Table 3.  LCA Fleet of Self-Unloader Thousand Footer - Header Comparison 
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 # of Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hr) 

Total Ballast 
Volume 

Maximum 
Flow Rate 

(m3/hr) 

STX “typical vessel” 4 2,953 62,000 11,812 

STX “typical vessel” 15% adjustment 4 2,510  10,040 

LCA Fleet Average 4 2,738 57,883 12,498 

LCA Fleet Maximum 4 3,634 62,173 14,536 

LCA Fleet Minimum 4 772 46,796 9,085 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX “typical vessel” 5 3 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX-adjusted “typical vessel”  6 

Number of Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Vessels in Fleet  7 

The authors’ estimates for ballast volume and maximum flow rates are relatively accurate for this sub-
category of vessels, although five out of seven vessels in this subcategory exceeded the total ballast 
volume by a relatively small margin.  Three of the vessels exceeded the maximum flow rates, but also 
by a similarly small margin.  However, taking into account the 15% pumping rate adjustment due to 
backwashing, six out of seven LCA vessels in this sub-category exceed the authors’ projections.  In 
this case, the exceedances were significant, necessitating installation of a larger BWMS with resulting 
increase in electrical demand and associated peripheral costs.   

Table 4.  LCA Fleet of Self-Unloader Thousand Footer – Individual Ballast System Comparison 

 # of Ballast 
Pumps 

Pump 
Capacity 
(m3/hr) 

Total Ballast 
Volume 

Maximum 
Flow Rate 

(m3/hr) 

STX “typical vessel” 18 817 35,000 14,706 

STX “typical vessel” 15% adjustment 18 694  12,500 

LCA Fleet Average 22 818 46,883 14,718 

LCA Fleet Maximum 36 999 57,229 17,988 

LCA Fleet Minimum 18 681 41,444 12,265 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX “typical vessel” 5 1 

# LCA Vessels Exceeding STX-adjusted “typical vessel”  4 

Number of Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Vessels in Fleet  5 

It appears the authors used two sister vessels of the five vessels in this subcategory as “typical” and 
therefore, the estimates are accurate with one of the vessels in the subcategory having higher flow 
rates and two having lower flow rates.  However, when the 15% adjustment is factored in, four of the 
five vessels in this subcategory exceeded the pump rates for a “typical vessel” of this subcategory.  
Unlike other configurations where upscaling of the BWMS would require one or two systems to be 
upscaled, in the case of this subcategory of vessels, up to 18 BWMS and ballast pumps would 
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require upscaling.  Therefore, it is our opinion that the cost of installation of these systems could 
easily exceed ten times the authors’ estimates. 

3.5 Straight Decker 

There is only one straight decker in the U.S. fleet, the EDWARD L. RYERSON, which is operable. 
(The JOHN SHERWIN would need to be re-engined before it could operate again.)  Its ballast system 
layout is similar to those described in the report, however, the total ballasting rate for the RYERSON 
is more than 2 ½ times that of the “typical vessel” for this category.  Additionally, unlike the examples 
in this section which are diesel vessels, the RYERSON is a steamship, and, as a result, has 
significantly less available engine room space for installation.  It is unlikely that a UV BWMS could be 
installed in the engine room as is described by the authors for vessels of this category, nor could any 
of the other BWMSs. 

The concerns raised for the other vessel categories as they pertain to vessels with independent port 
and starboard ballasting systems apply to the RYERSON as well.  Because the RYERSON’s 
maximum pumping rate is 2 ½ times that of the typical vessel, we anticipate that the costs associated 
with the upscaling of the system, including additional power generation, pumps, etc. would be 
significantly higher than the cost estimates in the report. 

4. DETAILED TECHNICAL APPROACH FOR INSTALLATION 

We find the brief synopsis of each system type on page 76-77 to be generally accurate.  Therefore, 
we are surprised that the authors would recommend a single electrolysis, ozone or chemical injection 
system to treat more than one ballast water stream/system as is typically found in the categories of 
vessels identified in Sections 3 and 4.  None of the existing systems are type approved (or designed) 
for that type of operation. 

We believe the same errors identified in Section 3 and in each of the Vessel Category Subsections 
are repeated in Section 4.  As we understand the Report, the cost and installation estimates in 
Section 3 are based on data and characteristics for a category of vessels which possess similar 
characteristics.  As such, the cost estimates are generalized and not specific to a particular vessel, 
rather a generic or composite vessel is used.  Conversely, the cost and installation estimates in 
Section 4 are based on a specific vessel within the category.  In the case of Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd & Aft, two such estimates are given since there is such wide variability in this 
vessel category.  Given the two completely different methodologies employed in Sections 3 and 4, we 
find it surprising – and a bit alarming – that the cost estimates in Section 3 for the different vessel 
categories are, in all cases, within $1,000 of the cost estimates developed for ship-specific 
applications.  This translates to less than 0.1% difference between the two completely different 
methods for calculating costs.  It is our collective experience – having put out for competitive bid 
hundreds of vessel modifications, drydock maintenance work and routine repair work - that cost 
estimates for shipyard work are rarely within 1% of each other, much less 0.1%.  Therefore, we can’t 
help but question the veracity and independence of the two methods of cost calculations. 

We found the comparison between Sections 4.3 and 4.4 to be most enlightening.  Those sections 
compare the costs of installing each of the four BWMS technology types on two different vessels 
within the same category:  Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd & Aft.  As we have stated previously in 
Section 3, we believe that the significant variation in this category of vessels renders it an almost 
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useless categorization.  The data in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 clearly bear this out.  As can be seen from 
Table 5, there are significant differences in the cost estimates for the two different vessels chosen. 

Table 5.  Cost Comparison between Two Accommodation Fwd & Aft Self-Unloaders 

 Accomm Fwd & Aft  
Option 1  

Accomm Fwd & Aft  
Option 2 

% Difference 

Electrolysis-Low $3,116,000 $3,126,000 0.32% 

Electrolysis-Probable $3,528,000 $3,540,000 0.34% 

Electrolysis-High $4,458,000 $4,451,000 -0.16% 

Percent Difference Between Option 1 Low and Option 2 High 42.84% 

Ozone-Low $3,161,000 $3,527,000 11.58% 

Ozone-Probable $3,557,000 $3,966,000 11.50% 

Ozone-High $4,556,000 $5,072,000 11.33% 

Percent Difference Between Option 1 Low and Option 2 High 60.46% 

UV-Low $3,061,000 $5,993,000 95.79% 

UV-Probable $3,444,000 $6,734,000 95.53% 

UV-High $4,344,000 $8,395,000 93.26% 

Percent Difference Between Option 1 Low and Option 2 High 174.26% 

Chemical Inj-Low $2,200,000 $2,375,000 7.95% 

Chemical Inj-Probable $2,477,000 $2,674,000 7.95% 

Chemical Inj-High $3,179,000 $3,427,000 7.80% 

Percent Difference Between Option 1 Low and Option 2 High 55.77% 

 

We recognize the enormous task undertaken by STX Canada Marine in attempting to evaluate and 
quantify BWMS installation costs for four different technologies on six different categories of vessels.  
This Report effectively identifies many of the challenges and constraints associated with these 
installations.  STX Canada accurately and correctly points out that in almost all cases, there will not 
be enough physical space in our cramped engine rooms to install a BWMS and other spaces, such as 
existing ballast tanks or cargo spaces, may require extensive modification to accommodate these 
systems.  However, we believe that the cost, complexity, temporary and continuing lost revenues and 
safety factors make installation of BWMSs on our vessels commercially unreasonable and not 
commercially viable.  Thus, the question of technical feasibility – as ambiguously defined by reading 
in context in the Report – is a moot one.  Rather, the appropriate analysis should include physical 
viability, operational viability, economic viability, and environmental risk.  We submit that while 
physical installation in many existing lakers is possible, there are significant operational challenges 
that would render the systems commercially unreasonable and would fly in the face of sound 
engineering practice. 

OTHER ISSUES 

While the following issues are not specifically addressed in the STX Canada Marine Report, we 
believe that they are germane to the issue of ballast water management generally and thus, have 
been included in this response. 
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Application of BWDS to Ocean-going Vessels 

We strongly agree with the position of the Canada Shipowners Association regarding the efficacy of 
BWMSs in meeting the BWDS when operating in the cold water, fresh water environment of the Great 
Lakes.  Until BWMSs are tested in the Great Lakes (preferably at the Great Ships Initiative) we have 
little or no confidence that they will be able to consistently meet the BWDS in our challenging 
environment.  The U.S. Coast Guard shares this concern and requires any BWMS which is approved 
for operation in fresh water to be tested in fresh water with a salinity of less than 1.0 PSU.  

We are concerned that Canada has not adopted a similar policy as the U.S. regarding use of BWMSs 
which have not been demonstrated to meet the BWDS in fresh water.  This is particularly troubling 
regarding ocean-going vessels.  As we know, all vessel-borne introductions of non-indigenous 
species into the Great Lakes are the result of the ocean-going trade.  This is not in dispute.  Lakers, 
by definition, are not ocean-going but are instead captive in the enclosed ecosystem of the Great 
Lakes, and as such could not be responsible for introducing NIS into the Great Lakes. Therefore, 
given the lack of BWMSs which have been demonstrated to consistently meet the BWDS in fresh 
water, we question how Transport Canada plans to ensure that the BWDS is consistently complied 
with on board foreign-flagged oceangoing vessels operating in the Great Lakes. 

Transit Standard 

LCA is very concerned that Canada has proposed imposing a transit standard versus a discharge 
standard.  The transit standard issue first arose during the EPA Vessel General Permit 2008 state 
401 certification process when the state of New York attempted to impose a treatment requirement on 
all vessels transiting their state waters, regardless of whether or not the vessels discharged ballast 
water in New York.  At that time, Canada correctly and vehemently opposed such a requirement, both 
formally through comments on the docket and via official correspondence to the U.S. State 
Department and informally in various stakeholder meetings.  Finally, after much negotiating, New 
York realized the error of its ways and repealed its transit standard.  Now, six years later, Canada has 
reversed its position with respect to transit standards and is contemplating an equally erroneous and 
ill-advised transit standard.  There can be no clear explanation for this change in position.  Certainly, 
the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, upon which Canada based much of its argument, remains 
constant. LCA fully recognizes Canada’s sovereign right to establish water quality discharge 
standards for various discharges into its territorial waters.  We also understand Canada’s perceived 
responsibilities under the Ballast Water Management Convention to require vessels operating on its 
internal waters to comply with the Ballast Water Discharge Standard despite waivers and exemptions 
permitted under Regulation A-4 and/or Article 3-2.  However, nothing in the Convention requires – 
or for that matter allows – Administrations to establish a treatment requirement for vessels 
which do not discharge ballast in their waters.  For example, the Convention specifically allows – 
as do the U.S. Regulations – discharge of untreated ballast to a shoreside facility.  In these cases, 
vessels will carry untreated water in their ballast tanks.  This IMO and U.S. compliance option would 
NOT be permissible if Canada were to enact a transit standard.  Even when the Convention enters 
into force and vessels are required to comply with the BWDS while operating in Canadian waters, 
vessels will frequently have water in their ballast tanks which does not meet the BWDS.  For 
example, UV treatment systems which have no residual biocidal effect in ballast tanks, require 
treatment during deballasting to address organism regrowth during the voyage.  Ballast water in 
vessels arriving from overseas will likely have experienced organism regrowth meaning that the 
ballast in their tanks does not meet the discharge standard.  How will a transit standard be 
implemented and enforced for these vessels carrying “non-compliant” ballast water?  Will the same 
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level of enforcement be directed at vessels with treatment systems installed carrying non-compliant 
ballast water as it is for vessels lacking installed treatments systems.  Given the transit standard, 
ocean-going vessels will not only have to have two treatment systems installed (one for use in saline 
conditions and one for use upon entering the freshwater of the Great Lakes) but will have to have a 
way of treating ballast water while underway (re-circulating a tank, treatment while transferring 
between tanks or ensuring continuous flow through treatment while underway).   

We believe the implementation of a transit standard is unnecessary, violates the spirit of the bi-lateral 
Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement and potentially violates the U.S. / Canadian Boundary Waters 
Treaty.  As currently proposed, it appears the transit standard will only apply to the Great Lakes and 
is specifically targeting U.S.-flag lakers.  Why wouldn’t TC also impose the transit standard on vessels 
sailing on it other coasts, waterways or even extend it to vessels transiting the Canadian EEZ?  We 
strongly urge Transport Canada to immediately reconsider a ballast water transit standard.  Canada 
will be the only country in the world to implement such a standard.  This action would oppose the 
concepts of innocent passage at best and at worst, intentionally challenges the sovereignty of the 
United States by denying access of its vessels to its ports.  In every other country in the world, now 
and after ratification, ballast water retention is a compliance option. 

LCA will continue to address this very concerning issue with Canadian government officials and 
strongly hopes that a mutually-agreeable resolution can be arrived at in the near-term.  Thank you for 
the opportunity to comment. 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) is providing input to Transport Canada on its Report No. 
2013-2-1-2 (Revision 5) entitled Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment Processes and Availability With 
Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System.  For the reasons fully detailed in the body of 
this paper, we believe the Report reached erroneous conclusions due to a flawed methodology in its 
development.  Additionally, we believe that while the Author of the Report – Jad Mouawad – has 
extensive experience in overseeing the testing of Ballast Water Management Systems (BWMSs) in 
accordance with the Guidelines G8, he was an inappropriate choice to draft the paper due to clear 
conflicts of interest.  It is unreasonable for Transport Canada to expect Mr. Mouawad to critically 
evaluate type-approval test data, which he personally reviewed and approved in his role as head of 
the ballast water operations while at Det Norske Veritas (DNV).  In addition to this conflict, Mr. 
Mouawad has no experience regarding the operations of CSA vessels, nor is he familiar with the 
physical or chemical challenges posed by the unique environment of the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence 
Seaway (GLSLS).   

Furthermore, we find the Report to be internally inconsistent, containing numerous contradictory 
statements, and unsubstantiated by data or facts.  At times, it states that a BWMS must only be 
evaluated as the combination of processes, yet at other times, it makes determinations that BWMSs, 
which are a combination of processes, will meet the ballast water discharge standard if only one of 
the processes is consistent with operations in the GLSLS.  In other instances, the Report determines 
that a BWMS technology would be “an exceptional procedure” or “a very good alternative” despite 
an admission that there is no available data to support the premise that these technologies would 
work in any water salinity. 

Finally, we believe that the Report is overly theoretical in nature and does not demonstrate that there 
are BWMSs available that can consistently meet the ballast water discharge standard for vessels 
operating in the GLSLS.  As such, the Report may provide insightful information regarding the 
limitations and challenges of existing treatment technologies, but it should not be used by TC as 
the basis for development of policy or regulations.   
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INDEPENDENCE AND EXPERTISE OF AUTHOR 

Conflict of Interest 

CSA does not disagree that the author of the paper, Mr. Jad Mouawad, has extensive experience in 
overseeing the testing and evaluation of ballast water management systems (BWMS) in accordance 
with the Guidelines G8 on behalf of the Government of Norway.  However, the purpose of this 
Report was ostensibly to provide a critical evaluation of BWMS technologies and BWMS that have 
received foreign administration type-approval and their effectiveness in treating ballast water in the 
unique fresh and cold-water environment of the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence Seaway (GLSLS).  By 
his own admission, the author has signed numerous type-approval certificates approving systems for 
use in fresh water, even though those same BWMS were never tested in fresh water.  It is 
unreasonable for Transport Canada to expect that the author would critically evaluate those very 
same BWMS technologies for efficacy in fresh water and potentially contradict his previous 
assessments (as evidenced by his signature on Type Approval certificates).  This is a clear conflict of 
interest. 

For example, the Report’s author has approved at least 6 BWMS for use in fresh water, yet none had 
challenged freshwater land-based testing.  It is unreasonable to expect that Mr. Mouawad would, on 
the one hand, issue type approval certificates for use in fresh water for these systems, and, in the 
Report to Transport Canada, declare that these same BWMS types were not likely to meet the ballast 
water discharge standard (BWDS) when used in fresh water.  Mr. Mouawad cannot reasonably be 
expected to provide a critical review given his predisposition to approving BWMS for use in fresh 
water even though they have not been tested in fresh water. 

Contradiction to Previously Stated TC Policy 

Clearly, the author does not believe that BWMS that are intended to be used in fresh water – such as 
in the GLSLS – need to be tested in fresh water.  This position conflicts with earlier statements by 
Chris Wiley of Transport Canada at the Great Lakes Ballast Water Collaborative meeting in Duluth, 
MN (August 2012) when he questioned whether BWMSs type approved by foreign administrations 
would actually work in the Great Lakes, particularly if they had not been tested in fresh water. 
(Moen, August 2-3, 2012)  It also is in direct conflict with the U.S. Coast Guard regulations, which 
require all BWMS be tested in all salinities for which they will be type approved and operated.   

Moreover, it is completely unreasonable to expect that ship owners would invest millions, and in 
some cases tens of millions of dollars, on a BWMS which only has the “potential” to meet the 
BWDS in waters in which it has not been tested when the governments of both Canada and the 
U.S., as well as other Convention signatories, will require our vessels to meet the BWDS.   

Lack of Great Lakes Expertise 

In his Conclusion, the author states:  “It is Mouawad Consulting’s experience and recommendation 
that implementation of any regulation requires the cooperation of authorities and the industry.”  We 
wholeheartedly agree with this statement.  Therefore, we find it odd that, despite this statement, Mr. 
Mouawad never contacted any industry representatives during the development of the Report.  Mr. 
Mouawad has no experience nor expertise in the Great Lakes ecosystem, nor with the unique 
characteristics of our waters or the unique operating profiles of our vessels.  As a result, he makes 
numerous incorrect assumptions.  For example: 
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1. “Ships can always avoid ballasting in such areas [waters of low UV transmittance], 
exchange the water with very low UV-T with water with higher UV-T or use high 
suction sea chests”. (Page 43) 
 

CSA vessels, the vast majority of which are bulkers and tankers, can almost never avoid ballasting 
when discharging cargoes.  It is very concerning to consider such a dangerous suggestion would be 
included as a mitigating measure in the Report.  This recommendation could have disastrous 
consequences on the safety, structural integrity and stability of our vessels, and indicates a lack of 
appreciation for CSA vessels that misleads the reader and the conclusions of the Report. 
Additionally, the majority of our vessels are equipped with low suction sea chests only and do not 
have the option of high suction sea chest water uptake. 

Regarding exchanging water, many CSA vessels have voyages that are only a few hours in duration, 
making it impossible to conduct a ballast water exchange.  Most of the GLSLS are restricted waters 
where vessel manoeuvrability is paramount.  In these circumstances, it would not be safe to conduct 
an exchange of ballast water potentially reducing the manoeuvrability of the vessel.  

2. Water quality parameters of the Great Lakes. (Page 29, Table 17) 
 

Parameter Maximum Minimum 
Temperature +24⁰C +1⁰C 
Salinity  Approximately 0 PSU 
Ultraviolet Transmittance (UV-T)  65% 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) Approximately 25  
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) 5.5  
Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) 2.2  
 

Veracity of Data. Based on the citations contained in the document and subsequent clarification by 
TC contacts (Sudjana, 2013), the TSS, DOC, and POC water quality data for the entire Great 
Lakes – St. Lawrence Seaway are based on one report conducted over 20 years ago (Nalepa, et al., 
1996).  All of the samples in the report were taken in Saginaw Bay – a location where no ballast 
water is embarked.  The closest port to Saginaw Bay is Bay City which is ranked 28th (with 0.6% total 
volume of water ballasted) in the Great Lakes as a ballast loading port for U.S. Great Lakes vessels 
(Waterhouse, et al., 2013).  Therefore, to characterize the water quality of the entire Great Lakes 
based on samples from only one location is intellectually misleading and is poor science.  
Furthermore, the author of the report (Thomas J. Nalepa) states the following: 

“He was mostly asking about particle size distribution.  Of course that depends on 
where you are.  Would range from riverine sediment (mostly clay and silt) to mostly 
planktonic particles in open lakes – to some sandy sediment in coastal ports without 
rivers.  And not only spatially variable but completely time variable as to whether you 
have high riverine TSS loads or wind-induced resuspensionIn truly river dominate 
situations TSS could go up above the 25 mg/L  (Sudjana, 2013).” 
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As stated in his email, the author of the study believes that the data in his report are inappropriate 
for use in determining basin-wide water quality due to the extremely high geographic and temporal 
variability.   

To our knowledge, GLSLS-wide data for the water characteristics of concern do not exist.  Lacking 
more comprehensive data, we believe a more representative characterization of Great Lakes water 
can be found in a recent GSI analysis, which was conducted in conjunction with land-based testing 
for type approval of a BWMS using UV treatment (Cangelosi, 2011).  The following Table indicates 
that the Report significantly underestimated the values for UV-T and DOC and overestimated the 
UV-T. The lower UV-T reported by Cangelosi below would result in a much reduced effectiveness 
of the ultraviolet process.. 

Table 1.  Water Quality Parameters in Superior/Duluth Harbor 

Water Quality Parameter Value 
Total Suspended Solid (TSS) in mg/L 19.3 ± 6.8 
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) in mg/L 18.9 ± 0.2 
Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) in mg/L 0.3 ± 0.3 
Percent Transmissivity 15.9 ± 0.4 
(Cangelosi, 2011) 

In the case of UV-T – the most critical water quality parameter affecting the efficacy of UV 
treatment systems – the author provides no data to support his premise that the UV-T of Great 
Lakes harbour water (where nearly all ballasting occurs) has a minimum of 65%.  To our knowledge, 
the only location in the Great Lakes where UV-T has been analyzed is in the Duluth/Superior 
harbour in Lake Superior by the Great Ships Initiative.  In that case, UV-T was less than one fourth 
of the value reported by Mr. Mouawad (15.9% vs. 65%).  Additionally, Briski et al (2013) reported a 
transmittance in Duluth-Superior Harbour of 14.2%, noting that this is “similar to conditions of 
many fresh and brackish water ports globally, especially those located in river mouths.” 

Note that the port of Superior/Duluth is much more representative of ballast loading ports than is 
the open water of Saginaw Bay.  The combined port of Superior/Duluth would rank 13th (with a 
total of 2.5%) (Waterhouse, et al., 2013) or nearly four times as much total ballast loaded by U.S. 
Great Lakes vessels when compared to Bay City. 

However, the author chooses to characterize the data from Saginaw Bay as being “representative” of 
the entire Great Lakes, while discounting data from GSI located in Superior Harbor, WI as not 
being representative of typical Great Lakes ports.  We can find no justifiable reason that data 
collected within the past five years in an actual ballast loading port would be considered less reliable 
and less representative of actual water quality conditions than data that was collected more than 20 
years ago in an open water location where no ballasting occurs.  Clearly, the author has chosen to 
selectively choose data that is supportive of preconceived conclusions and ignored the data that 
conflicts with those conclusions. 
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In addition, the “Multidimensional Approach to Invasive Species Prevention” paper issued in 2013 
(Briski et al, co—authored by representatives of GSI, DFO and Transport Canada, the following 
was noted: 

“The very low percentage of transmittance (14.2%) encountered during our study is 
similar to conditions of many fresh and brackish water ports globally, especially 
those located in river mouths.”  

Given that some of the co-authors of this report supplied information to Mr. Mouawad regarding 
UV-T and said information is in direct contradiction to this statement, is of great concern. 

Water Temperature.  The Report correctly characterizes the temperature of GLSLS water as having 
a range of +1⁰C to +24⁰C.  Nevertheless, such a general categorization of water temperature is of 
little use when determining whether BWMS - particularly electrolytic chlorination systems – can 
effectively operate in the GL.  As the author correctly states, even if all of the other limitations and 
constraints concerning electrolysis could be overcome, those systems have a minimum operating 
temperature of between 10⁰C and 17⁰C.  As is demonstrated in Table 2, a vessel fitted with an 
electrolytic BWMS that requires at least 17⁰C ambient water would only be able to operate 41.5% of 
the year (152 days) in Lake Erie (best case) and would not be able to operate at all in Lake Superior.  
A BWMS that requires a minimum of 10⁰C ambient water would fair slightly better in that it would 
be able to operate about a quarter of the year in Lake Superior (94 days) and about half the year (186 
days) in Lake Erie.  Regardless of the temperature regime chosen, BWMS which cannot operate in 
temperature ranges commonly found in the GLSLS cannot possibly be considered appropriate for 
installation on board vessels which routinely operate under these conditions. 

Table 2.  Water Temperatures in the Great Lakes* 

Water Temp Superior Michigan Huron Ontario Erie 
Days Less than 10⁰C 272 214 222 207 180 
Days Less than 13.5⁰C 309 248 256 240 214 
Days Less Than 17⁰C 366 286 296 240 214 
High Temp 16.07 21.38 19.97 22.38 23.99 
Low Temp 1.08 1.60 0.927 1.78 1.20 
* Based on ten year average, thus includes two leap years (366 day years) (Great Lakes 
Environmental Research Laboratory, 2014) 

Extremely low water temperatures also pose challenges for other BWMS technologies.  Mr. 
Mouawad correctly points out that chemical injection systems often rely on the biocide to degrade 
over time.  Since most biocides degrade much more slowly as the water becomes colder – an issue 
exacerbated by very short duration voyages – systems will require higher doses of neutralizer or may 
not have the capability of neutralizing adequately resulting in unacceptable levels of residual biocide 
being discharged.  According to the Report “The Hamann-SEDNA BWMS that uses the 
PERACLEAN Ocean, a peracetic acid-based oxidant, as disinfectant was taken out of the market 
after the maker discovered that their chemicals degrade significantly slower than expected in cold 
water.” (Page 17).  In other BWMS, the mixing of granular chemicals with ambient water requires 
minimum water temperatures higher than those found in the GLSLS to ensure the necessary 
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chemical reactions occur to form the liquid biocide.  The author fails to recognize these 
shortcomings when making a determination as to whether or not a technology is consistent with 
GLSLS operations. 

We also note that the USCG report on ballast water treatment (U.S. Coast Guard’s Engineering and 
Cost Study (Waterhouse, et al., 2013) took a much more practical look at ballast water treatment on 
vessels, going so far as to qualify the effect of the depth of the water intake on water temperature 
and system suitability. 

“Ballast water uptake occurs at depths of 3 to 8.5 m (10’ to 28’) below the surface. 
Due to naturally occurring temperature gradients, incoming ballast water can be 5 ºC 
to 15 ºC colder than surface water in the summer months (Assel, March 1985; 
NOAA, Accessed July 20, 2011).” 

3.  “The normal voyage length for a ship operating in the Great Lakes is between 48 hours 
and 120 hours.” (Page 33) 
 

The Report’s generalization of voyage lengths is not only inaccurate, but also misleading – an error 
which could have been avoided had the author had better knowledge of Great Lakes vessel 
operations or contacted ship owners prior to making this generalization.  There is enormous 
variability in voyage lengths due in large part to different trading patterns exhibited by different 
vessel types.  For U.S. Lakers, approximately 84% of the voyages are between 24 and 96 hours.  
However, depending on vessel type and trade, up to 95% of the voyages may be less than 48 hours 
in duration.  (Waterhouse, et al., 2013)  Canadian Lakers share similar trade patterns to their U.S. 
counterparts, and, thus are likely to have similar voyage durations.   

For example, , one of the largest CSA members reports that in 2013 nearly half (44%) of their ballast 
voyages were less than 24 hours in duration and more than two thirds (67%) of their ballast voyages 
were less than 48 hours, which is the stated lower limit for voyage duration in the Report. 
Mischaracterization of voyage lengths results in inaccurate conclusions regarding consistency of 
certain BWTS processes that rely on sufficient time to treat ballast water. 

4. “The assumptions above allow the report to cover both “types” of Lakers:  those 
confined to waters above the Welland canal (sic) due to their size and those that can 
transit the locks at the Welland.” (Page 4) 
 

The Report’s characterization of “both types of Lakers” is arbitrary and demonstrates a lack of 
knowledge of our industry.  The EPA initially – and erroneously – used the Welland Canal as a 
demarcation line for determining Laker status in their Draft VGP 2013, but changed the 
demarcation line to Anticosti Island.  Had the author more thoroughly researched the issue, or 
contacted members of the industry, he would have learned that the Welland Canal is not an 
appropriate demarcation line for determining the status of Lakers or even delineating different types 
of Lakers.  For example, there are numerous Lakers which are physically able to transit the locks at 
the Welland Canal, as well as the locks in the St. Lawrence Seaway; however due to their trade 
patterns, they rarely if ever transit the Welland.  A more appropriate and accurate characterization of 
Lakers is captured in the U.S. Coast Guard’s Engineering and Cost Study (Waterhouse, et al., 2013).  
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Although this report was unavailable at the time of the Report, the author could simply have 
contacted members of our industry in order to better characterize our fleets of ships. 

THEORETICAL NATURE OF THE REPORT 

Potential Vs. Actual 

The author acknowledges that the Report is not based on any testing conducted in the Great Lakes, 
or even testing conducted in fresh water, stating “Information in this overview section comes from a 
desktop study of over 66 BWTS and relies mainly on the experience of Mouawad Consulting in the 
evaluation of more than 30 BWTS.”  As previously stated, it is clear that the author does not believe 
that systems approved for use in fresh water actually have to be tested in fresh water, despite the 
commonly held belief that fresh water poses the most challenging conditions for BWMS testing.  
The results of a theoretical “desktop study” should not be the basis for any government agency to 
draft and implement regulations, policies, or permits that require compliance with a standard.  Only 
when rigorous testing of compliance tools has been completed – in this case, the testing of BWMSs 
in the Great Lakes – would it be appropriate for the government to mandate compliance with a 
discharge standard. 

The following information was reported by Desmi when testing their Ocean Guard A/S system in 
2011, (Tests Warn Ship-Owners About Possible Shortcomings of IMO-Approved BWTS) as a 
warning to vendors and ship owners as to the difficulty presented by operation in a fresh water 
environment. 

“The first tests were carried out in brackish water and the results were compatible 
with IMO regulations right away. The fresh water tests, however, presented an 
unexpected outcome. They showed that too many large organisms (over 50 microns) 
could get through the system. It made specialists wonder, because the filter mesh is 40 
microns which was enough to effectively remove organisms larger than 50 microns in 
brackish water.” 

Fresh water operation of systems is reported to be much more difficult and requires as much as 25% 
additional capacity in the ballast water treatment system (compared to brackish or sea water), 
however given the very small amount of testing done in fresh water and the lack of substantive data 
for the Great Lakes, this information could be inadequate for consistent system operation. 

The following statement exemplifies our concern that the Report is entirely theoretical in nature and 
does not demonstrate that there are ballast water management systems presently available that can 
consistently meet the BWDS in the GLSLS: 

“In essence, this report is arguing that there is no technical reason that some 
processes won’t work under the specific conditions of the Great Lakes.  We 
acknowledge other arguments stating that those processes have not been shown to 
work under the specific conditions of the Great Lakes.  Both arguments need not 
necessarily contradict each other. (page 33)” 
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By his own admission, the author acknowledges that BWMS have not been shown to work in the 
Great Lakes.  His report only demonstrates that some processes have the potential to work in the 
Great Lakes, or to paraphrase “there is no reason some processes won’t work”.  This is hardly 
convincing evidence that, in fact, there are BWMS that will work.  This, of course, is the same 
approach the California State Lands Commission adopted when it attempted to establish a more 
stringent BWDS (California State Lands Commission, 2010).  As we know, CSLC has had to 
postpone its implementation dates and re-adjust its discharge standard since those systems which 
purportedly had the potential to meet its more stringent standards were, in fact, never able to 
demonstrate that they actually met the standard.  

Thus, it is unreasonable for governments at any level to draft regulations, policies, permits or other 
instruments based on the hope that some technologies might someday realize that potential and 
actually be able to demonstrate compliance with a standard.  One needs look no further than the 
failed CSLC proposals to understand that such regulations are doomed to failure and will cause 
unnecessary uncertainty for the regulated industry.   

We therefore urge Transport Canada to recognize that the Report is a useful report for evaluating 
limitations and challenges for ballast water treatment technologies in the GLSLS, but it should not 
and cannot be used as the basis for drafting new regulations, policies, permits or other instruments 
that would require compliance with a discharge standard. 

Anecdotal Examples 

Many of our members have conducted extensive and exhaustive research regarding the installation 
of BWM onboard their vessels.  Our members have contacted more than 20 different BWMS 
manufacturers representing several different technology types.  One member began the process of 
installing a foreign administration type approved BWMS and enrolling in the U.S. Coast Guard 
Shipboard Technology Evaluation Program (STEP) only to have the BWMS removed from the 
market.  This is yet another example of the unpredictability of BWMSs and their ability to actually 
meet the BWDS and the questionable veracity of the G8 foreign administration type approval 
process. 

One of our members contacted several BWMS manufacturers and, after a thorough review of the 
limited available documentation, narrowed their focus to six different vendors representing three 
different technologies.  At least three of the vendors expressed concern that they would be able to 
meet the more stringent TRC requirements of some of the Great Lakes states and therefore could 
not guarantee that their systems would always be in compliance with TRC requirements.  All three 
of the electrolytic chlorination systems expressed concern regarding the ability to function in the 
fresh water of the Great Lakes with one vendor stating, “our system is not good for more than Lake 
Ontario” while another stated that their system “is not a good system for you”.  These examples 
demonstrate that while there may be theoretical mitigating measures that might be possible, the 
manufacturers themselves have discouraged vessel owners from purchasing these electrolytic 
chlorination systems.  Additionally, when our owner asked if the vendors would consider testing in 
fresh water in accordance with the ETV Protocol, all expressed concern that they would not pass 
and were unwilling to take the risk due to the small potential Great Lakes market. 
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FLAWED METHODOLOGY 

Component vs. System Conflict 

The Report states “It is Mouawad Consulting’s experience that it is the combination of processes 
that make a BWTS, thus to assess whether a BWTS functions or not in given conditions, the whole 
treatment system must be tested not only one component process.”  (page 45) We strongly agree 
with this statement; for those systems that use multiple treatment processes, it is impossible to 
determine the extent to which one component (process) contributes to the overall lethality/efficacy 
of the entire BWMS.  We therefore find it curious that throughout the Report, the author states that 
any systems which use a particular technology – either as a standalone or in conjunction with other 
processes – should be considered “consistent”. 

For example, after coming to the (flawed) conclusion that UV treatment systems are consistent with 
GLSLS operations, the author further concludes “We consider therefore that all combination of 
processes identified with UV radiation as being consistent. . . .” (page 37).  It is inconsistent to say, 
on the one hand, that BWMS should be evaluated as a whole system only, then to conclude that any 
system which uses UV as a component should be considered consistent.  Without knowing the 
extent to which the UV component contributes to the efficacy of the system, it is impossible to 
conclude that all systems using UV are consistent.   

A case in point is the ARA Ballast BWMS.  This system uses a combination of filter, UV treatment 
and Plasma technology to destroy organisms.  Nowhere in the manufacturer’s application for Basic 
Approval or Final Approval or in the administration type-approval dossier is any breakdown of the 
degree to which the plasma process vs. the UV process is responsible for the efficacy of the BWMS.  
Therefore, one cannot conclude that the ARA Ballast BWMS will be effective in meeting the 
discharge standard in the GLSLS simply because of the UV component.  Yet this is the exact 
conclusion the Report draws in Table 19 on page 32. 

Another case is the Bawat BWMS, which uses a combination of heat treatment and de-oxygenation.1  
The author correctly concludes that de-oxygenation is inconsistent with GLSLS operations due to 
short holding times.  However, the Report incorrectly states that heat treatment is not dependent on 
ambient water temperature.  Clearly, the energy requirements to heat water which is near 0oC during 
a voyage of only several hours is much greater than the energy requirement to heat 18oC on a voyage 
of several days.  Since there is no published data regarding the specifics of the “pasteurization” 
process (i.e., required hold times, heat requirements, tankage requirements, etc.) it is impossible to 
conclude that this technology would be feasible on any of our ships.  In this case, it would appear 
that both processes – de-oxygenation and heat treatment – are both inconsistent with GLSLS 
operations, yet the author concludes that the Bawat System is consistent with GLSLS operations.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 This BWMS has not yet been type approved, so little information is available about its details, specifically, 
required hold times for de-oxygenation, required waste heat generation capacity for the vessel, waste heat contact 
time, heat exchanger volumes, etc.  
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Lack of Validity for Mitigating Measures 

Ozone 

The Report correctly points out some of the shortcomings and uncertainties regarding processes 
using ozone including “the uncertainty of temperature effect on ozonation” and recommends 
additional land-based tests to confirm these systems would operate in the GLSLS environment.  He 
also points out possible corrosive effects of ozone, but neglects to acknowledge the higher 
likelihood of corrosion due to uncoated ballast tanks common to vessels in the GLSLS.  The author 
provides some conceptual work-arounds that should not be categorized as “solutions”. Nor does the 
author identify if these suggested solutions would be compatible with the systems’ type approval 
certificates.  However, after noting these significant shortcomings, and providing only conceptual, 
potential solutions, Mr. Mouawad concludes that there are “reasonably available solutions” which 
will allow ozonation to work in the GLSLS.   

Electrolysis 

The Report states:  “For electrolysis, the lack of salt in the water and periodically its low temperature 
makes it very demanding for those processes to generate hypochlorite in high enough 
concentrations to meet the type approval requirements.”  We agree completely with this conclusion.  
As demonstrated previously, the extreme cold water found in the GLSLS means that these systems 
could effectively operate less than 50% of the time for some systems in some Lakes and 0% of the 
time for some systems in Lake Superior.  Clearly, these low water temperatures would preclude the 
use of electrolytic chlorination systems in much of the GLSLS.  The Report provides no reasonable 
solutions for addressing the extreme cold water except to preheat the water with other ship 
equipment.2 This would invalidate a type-approval certificate, as the equipment was never designed 
to work in such a manner. 

In response to the issue of lack of salt, the author again correctly concludes that “the logistics of 
permanently having available high salinity ballast water for use with the treatment system can be 
insurmountable for some of the ships sailing in the Great lakes.”  We concur with the author’s 
conclusion, but would add that the logistics are insurmountable for virtually all of our vessels.  

In general, we agree with the calculations on pages 35-36 of the Report.  We assume that when the 
author refers to “dry brine” he is referring to bulk salt.  Our vessels have no capacity to carry salt in 
the manner in which he describes for use in mixing with fresh water to produce 20 PSU salt water.  
Moreover, in our members’ conversations with BWMS manufacturers, they have stated that their 
systems are not designed to be used in this manner and they would not warranty their systems if 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 One of our members has contacted an electrolytic BWMS manufacturer regarding possible mitigation of the 
extreme cold weather.  The manufacturer postulated that waste heat from another shipboard source could be used to 
heat the sidestream to an acceptable temperature, however, provided no calculations or examples to justify or verify 
their theory.  Most of our vessels have smaller main propulsion plants than comparable seagoing vessels, and thus 
have a smaller capacity for generating waste heat for use in heating the volumes of water necessary for such systems 
to operate effectively. 
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ship’s crew were responsible for properly mixing the salt with fresh water to accurately achieve the 
required 20 PSU water. 

Regarding the storage of 20 PSU water on board vessels, we have no “spare” tanks available to carry 
this water.  Aft peak tanks, which have frequently been identified as potential storage tanks, are 
routinely used to ensure the stern of the vessel, including propeller(s) and rudder(s), are adequately 
submerged in accordance with the vessel’s stability manuals, load line regulations, and 
manoeuvrability requirements.  One CSA member estimated that they would need to have adequate 
storage for 1400 m3 of 20 PSU water in order to use this technology.3 

Finally, it is clear that an arrangement involving internally supplied salt water (versus ambient salt 
water) would be inconsistent with a BWMS type-approval certificate.  One of our members has had 
conversations with various electrolytic manufacturers in an attempt to identify if engineering 
solutions are available.  The member reports that at least two BWMS manufacturers have stated that 
using a feed tank to supply the required salt-water side stream is not consistent with their type 
approval certificate and would not be permitted. 

Evaluation of UV Treatment Systems 

The author downplays the significant challenge UV Treatment systems face in terms of U.S. type 
approval.  We agree that the U.S. Coast Guard has not explicitly or implicitly stated that UV 
treatment systems cannot become type-approved under the ETV Protocol.  Nonetheless, the ETV 
process is a tedious, time-consuming, consensus-based process which can take years to reach a 
mutually agreed upon resolution which is acceptable to the U.S. Coast Guard.  For example, the 
ETV Protocol for Land-based testing took over 8 years to complete.  The ETV Tech Panel for the 
development of Shipboard Protocols has been meeting for over 2 years and they have yet to develop 
a Final Draft Protocol for evaluation by the Review Panel.  Therefore, it is not reasonable to expect 
that the ETV Tech Panel will have a finished Protocol until late 2014 at the earliest, after which 
verification testing must occur.   

While UV treatment systems offer the advantage of having no corrosive or hazardous active 
substances and thus hold promise for vessels which have uncoated ballast tanks, counter to the 
Report’s conclusions, the water quality parameters our vessels frequently encounter while loading 
ballast in the GLSLS fall outside the limits of most UV treatment systems’ capabilities. 

The water quality parameter which has the greatest impact on effective UV treatment of ballast 
water is DOC (page 8), which ultimately effects UV-T.  This assumes, of course, that the filtration 
stage has been effective at removing larger particles (TSS), including plankton, thereby improving 
water quality and minimizing the effect of large particle “shadowing”.  However, based on results 
from testing at GSI, we know that the ambient organism assemblage in the Great Lakes can be 
significantly problematic for many filter types (Cangelosi, 2011).  This organism assemblage, coupled 
with very high TSS levels commonly encountered as a result of ballasting at piers where under keel 
clearance may be less than 0.5 meters, results in very challenging water quality for not only the filter, 
but the UV treatment as well.  Although there are no GLSLS-wide studies to evaluate DOC and 
TSS, it is informative to note that DOC and TSS values are typically significantly higher in riverine 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Typically, our vessels bunker every 21 days.  This equates to approximately 7 ballasting operations.  Therefore, 7 
ballasting operations times 200 m3  per ballasting equals 1400 m3 20 PSU water. 
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and estuarine ports than in open water (Helie & Hillaire-Marcel, 2006).  Additionally, values of DOC 
and TSS are highly variable throughout the year and fluctuate significantly during periods of high 
runoff associated with spring ice and snow pack melt as well as periods of heavy rain (Helie & 
Hillaire-Marcel, 2006).  Given these ambient water quality conditions during ballasting, the TSS and 
DOC levels our vessels encounter during typical ballasting operations will frequently exceed the 
parameters contained in the Guidelines G8. 

Conclusions drawn despite no supporting data or information 

Treatment Processes 

Throughout the Report, Mr. Mouawad draws conclusions about the effectiveness of specific 
treatment processes despite the fact that, by his own admission, there is no data to support the 
conclusion that these processes actually meet the D-2 discharge standard.  The following processes 
have been listed in the Report as being consistent or promising with GLSLS service in meeting the 
discharge standard despite a lack of data to demonstrate this ability: 

• UV Radiation 
• Electrolysis 
• De-oxygenation and heat treatment 
• Ozonation 

 
Additionally, several more technologies were listed in the body of the Report as being consistent, 
but no references were made to the dossiers or data packages available to adequately support such 
conclusions.  

Certainty of Guidelines G8 Test Results 

There have been several papers submitted to the IMO’s Marine Environmental Protection 
Committee that have brought into question the veracity of the Guidelines G8 and the testing 
completed in accordance with those Guidelines.  (MEPC 64/2/18, 2012); (MEPC 64/2/17, 2012); 
(MEPC 64/2/12, 2012).  These three papers were drafted by Flag Administrations signatory to the 
Convention; a vessel operator consortium; and an international environmental non-government 
organization.  All concur that the Guidelines G8, as they presently exist, are flawed and are in need 
of improvement.  These are only three representative papers of many submitted to MEPC that all 
reference the ETV Protocol adopted by the U.S. Coast Guard as a significant improvement and 
potential model for a revised G8.  Additional papers will be introduced at MEPC 66 in March of this 
year that reinforce the concern over the veracity of G8 and the lax manner in which many 
Administrations have interpreted it. 

In a presentation at the Ballast Water Conference in Miami in the fall of 2013, a ballast water 
management manufacturer whose BWMS had undergone testing under both G8 and the ETV 
protocol clearly stated that the ETV Protocols provided a much more scientific and statistical 
challenge in demonstrating that its BWMS could consistently meet the BWDS under the most 
strenuous conditions. (Folso, 2013)  It is noteworthy that this testing occurred under the supervision 
of Det Norske Veritas following Mr. Mouawad’s departure from that organization.  It is also 
noteworthy – and once again brings up the issue of conflict of interest – that Mr. Mouawad would 
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disparage the newer and more rigorously validated ETV Protocols in favor of the outdated 
Guidelines G8 under which he type approved many BWMS while working for DNV.4 

Furthermore, the author contradicts his first statement regarding the veracity of the Guidelines G8 
with two subsequent examples/statements. First, he provides the example of the Hamann-SEDNA 
BWMS which had been type approved but was subsequently withdrawn from the market after it was 
discovered that the active substance used (in this case PERACLEAN Ocean) “degraded significantly 
slower than expected in cold water” (page 17).  As the author states: 

“This example provides an indication to the limitation the current test regime under 
Guidelines G8 has.  Two important parameters, temperature and salinity, mentioned in 
bullet point 2 above, are not included as limiting parameters of BWTS; and so a system 
can undergo type approval testing under a relatively narrow range of salinity and 
temperature, and gets approval for the complete range of both parameters. (my 
emphasis)(page 17) 

Thus, the Report identifies two critical shortcomings of the existing Guidelines G8, but somehow 
then concludes that the ETV Protocols, which specifically call out rigorous and specific regimes for 
salinity, are not a significant improvement over the Guidelines G8.  Moreover, the ETV Protocols 
are requirements for U.S. type-approval, whereas the Guidelines G8 are merely suggestive 
guidelines.  Administrations are free to interpret the Guidelines G8 and implement them as they see 
fit.  In some cases, Administrations may require rigorous compliance with the Guidelines, in other 
cases, compliance can be quite lax.  In almost all cases, and particularly for DNV and Norwegian 
Administration approvals, while the test results are publicly available, the processes, methodologies 
and Quality Assurance/Quality Control programs are tightly kept secrets.  Therefore, it is impossible 
to determine the extent to which the Guidelines G8 were complied with and the extent to which 
waivers, exemptions and alternatives were permitted during testing.  Thus, the shipowner is put in a 
position of trying to decipher the results of a process that was not transparent when making a 
determination as to whether or not a particular BWMS can actually consistently meet the BWDS. 

Second, the Report states that, although the Guidelines do not set rigorous requirements for a 
variety of parameters, this does not pose a problem: 

“This limitation in Guidelines G8 is however, according to the experience of Mouawad 
Consulting, easy to overcome by the authority supervising the type approval process by 
setting those limitations in the type approval certificate, something which item 6.2 of the 
Guidelines G8 specifically requires.(page 17) 

We find it surprising, therefore, that although the author states the Guidelines G8 requires the listing 
of limitations on the type approval certificate, when he was with DNV and was acting as the 
“authority supervising the type approval process,” he failed to delineate these limitations in type 
approval certificates he signed.  The author postulates that the “cure” for these G8 shortcomings is 
for the Administration to include limiting parameters on the Certificates, yet he failed to include this 
“cure” when he was acting on behalf of an Administration.  Moreover, a quick review of type 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4 As a sidenote, in the next sentence, Mr. Mouawad states that the ETV/USCG requirements do not call for control 
water during shipboard tests.  In fact, the ETV Protocol is applicable only to the land-based testing.  The shipboard 
test requirements to which Mr. Mouawad refers are delineated at 46 CFR 162.060-28. 
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approval certificates issued by various Administrations indicates that an overwhelming number of 
certificates do not include these limiting factors. 

SPECIFIC ERRORS, OMISSIONS AND UNSUPPORTED CONCLUSIONS 
Throughout the Report, the author makes specific statements that are either erroneous or 
unsupported by any factual evidence.  The following is a compilation of these inaccuracies, 
omissions and misstatements we have identified. 

1. Coming into force of this Convention, which Canada ratified in 2010, is at hand.  (page 
3) 
 

For at least the past three years, there have been rumours that the Convention would be ratified in 
the coming year.  Those rumours have all proven false.  No one can predict when the requisite 
tonnage will be met to allow the Convention to come into force. We cannot know the answer to 
that question and speculating about the Convention’s ratification has no place in a report regarding 
the availability and efficacy of ballast water treatment systems. 

2. The challenge conditions for TSS required for type approval under Guidelines G8 of the 
Convention are far more challenging than the levels that can be encountered in ports 
around the Great Lakes. (page 8) 
 

To our knowledge, there has not been a comprehensive study of TSS levels in ports frequented by 
vessels in the locations where vessels ballast.  Based on information provided by Transport Canada 
(Sudjana, 2013) the conclusions regarding TSS concentrations are based upon an open water survey 
conducted in Saginaw Bay, a location where no ballasting occurs.  Frequently our vessels take on 
ballast water alongside piers or quays with very muddy, silty substrates with less than 0.5 meter 
under keel clearance.  This results in the uptake of significant fine particle (often less than 25 µ) 
loads which cannot be filtered out.  Accordingly, the conclusion that open water TSS concentrations 
are less than that required by G8 has absolutely no bearing on the quality of the ballast water actually 
taken on in port. 

3. While the use of UV-based BWTS as one process during uptake and discharge is 
followed by all installations in the market today; the possibility to use these BWTS 
during circulation of water or with 2 passes immediately after each other is certainly 
within the limitations that current type approval certificates allow. (page 8) 
 

The implication here is unclear.  Is the author implying that UV-based BWMS are not likely to work 
as designed in the GLSLS and thus, multiple passes may be required to ensure compliance with the 
discharge standard?  If so, how is the ship owner to know how many passes may be required to 
ensure compliance?  After the author goes to great lengths to conclude that BWMS using UV will 
work in the GLSLS, he now suggests that they may not always work and thus ballast water may need 
to undergo multiple treatments to ensure compliance with the BWDS. 

The implication that circulation of ballast water around on a moving vessel is a practical operation, 
without said operation affecting the stability and safety of the vessel, lacks common sense and is not 
feasible. 
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When ship owners purchase and install a BWMS, they do so with the understanding that the system 
will consistently meet the BWDS in the waters in which they normally operate when using the 
BWMS in the manner in which it is designed.  This statement implies that ship owners may have to 
tinker with the system, alter the operating procedures and basically guess whether or not the BWMS 
is actually meeting the BWDS.  This is an unacceptable situation. 

4. This study will thus concentrate on the ships ballasting or taking ballast water partly in 
the Great Lakes or along the Saint Lawrence Seaway and de-ballasting in other areas of 
the Great Lakes, taking into consideration a typical voyage length and the water 
qualities in the Great Lakes. (page 28) 
 

While a majority of our members’ vessels fit the profile identified here, there are a significant 
number of vessels that operate outside the confines of the GLSLS in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the 
Canadian Arctic and the Canadian Maritimes.  While this is a relatively small portion of our trade, 
these vessels often face the same physical and operational constraints as those vessels that remain in 
the GLSLS for most of the year.  For one member, nearly 15% of their ballast is loaded outside of 
the GLSLS.  

5. The average voyage time of a Laker ranges between 48 hours and 120 hours. (pages 29, 
33, and 39) 
 

As detailed previously, given the wide variety of vessel types and operations, and the resulting huge 
variability in voyage times, characterizing an “average voyage time” as between 48 and 120 hours 
provides little to no useful information regarding Laker operations.  Some classes of vessels rarely 
have voyages of more than 48 hours; in the case of one CSA member, nearly half of their ballast 
voyages are 24 hours or less and two thirds are 48 hours or less.  Generalizations such as “average 
voyage time” only obfuscate the issue and provide no meaningful or useful information. 

6. It is Mouawad Consulting’s experience that many manufacturers of BWTS have 
installed systems to ships with higher capacity and flow rate of ballast water. (page 39) 
 

We do not disagree that there are ships that are presently in operation that have ballast water flow 
rates and capacities similar to our members’ vessels and which have installed BWMSs.  However, 
none of those systems underwent either shipboard or land-based testing at those higher volumes.  In 
all cases, testing was done at significantly lower flow rates, and then computational fluid dynamics 
calculations were completed to upscale the BWMS.  No biological efficacy testing has been 
conducted on these installations to verify that they are actually meeting the discharge standard.  
Therefore, just because there are multiple BWMS in operation with higher flow rates, there is no 
evidence that they are actually meeting the discharge standard.  

It is also our understanding that one of the BWMS most commonly used in these high flow rate 
installations is a full-stream electrolytic chlorination system which the author has correctly identified 
as being inconsistent for GLSLS operations.  Another high capacity technology is de-oxygenation 
which the Report correctly identified as being inconsistent for GLSLS operations.  Therefore, not 
only does the author conclude that there are higher capacity systems available, despite the lack of 
data to support the conclusion that they actually work, he has correctly concluded that those 
technologies are not appropriate for GLSLS operations.   
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7. However, ballast water management onboard ships will always be possible to be done if 
planned properly, to keep the BWTS working within its operational limitations. (page 
41)     AND     Furthermore, we consider that a combination of exchange and treatment 
is an exceptional procedure that is a feasible and readily available mitigating measure for 
very low UV-T harbors.  (page 43) 
 

Unlike container ships or cruise ships, our members’ vessels cannot simply avoid ballasting when the 
ambient water conditions are challenging and grossly exceed the water quality parameters of the 
Guidelines G8 and the capabilities of the BWMS.  A vast majority of our vessels carry cargo – liquid 
or dry – in bulk and must take on ballast as they discharge cargo.  Under keel clearances are often 
less than 0.5 meters creating additional challenges for vessels not equipped with high sea suction 
lines.  In many cases, because of short duration voyages in congested waters, conducting BWE 
would not only be unsafe from a structural standpoint, it would also be unsafe from a navigation 
safety perspective.  The Report has made generalizations that ignore the operational and structural 
constraints of our vessels. 

8. This and other small improvements of the ETV/USCG requirements are additional 
details to the G8 Guidelines and do not offer big improvements according to the 
experience of Mouawad Consulting. (page 41) 
 

As stated previously, our members have significant misgivings about the veracity of type-approval 
certificates issued by foreign administrations in accordance with the Guidelines G8.  Because they 
are only guidelines, and because many Administrations’ processes are not open and transparent, as 
the purchaser of these systems, we have very little confidence that many of these BWMS can actually 
meet the BWDS in the best of conditions.  As we know, the conditions under which many of our 
vessels take on ballast are far from ideal.  We believe there has been no compelling evidence to 
suggest that all, or even most, BWMS as presently configured, can meet the rigorous test conditions 
of the ETV protocol or the more demanding environmental conditions our vessels encounter every 
day. 

9.  [Regarding operat ions in co ld water] When it comes to tests done for type approval 
according to G8, they were mainly done in waters in Northern Europe so we argue that 
this argument is not valid. (page 42) 
 

While it is true that there are three test facilities located in Northern Europe, there are also several 
test facilities located in the Far East which have been used by the Korean, Japanese and Chinese 
manufacturers for testing their BWMS and which are located in warmer climates.   

Additionally, the test facilities located in Northern Europe stop testing for usually a three to four 
month period due to the cold temperatures and the concerns with the validity of testing.  These are 
exactly the type of challenging conditions which cause us concern that these systems will be able to 
operate satisfactorily and meet the BWDS during frequent cold weather periods in the GLSLS. 
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10. Furthermore, we consider that a combination of exchange and treatment is an 
exceptional procedure that is a feasible and readily available mitigating measure for very 
low UV-T harbors. (page 43) 
 

This statement is purely speculative and provides no supporting factual or scientific evidence to 
support the conclusion, which is beyond the scope of the Report.   

11. The description of heat treatment by the CSA is not in agreement with the reality of 
ballast water treatment. . . . heat treatment by circulation during the voyage as proposed 
by Bawat is a very good alternative for ships sailing in the Great Lakes. The Bawat 
BWMS uses waste heat from boilers by leading the steam to a heat exchanger to raise 
the temperature of the water. 
 

The author categorizes the Bawat technology as “a very good alternative for ships sailing in the 
Great Lakes” yet, on page 11 of the Report, acknowledges that no public data is available to 
demonstrate that the system can actually meet the BWDS.  Furthermore, the Bawat technology relies 
on a combination of heat treatment and deoxygenation.  Mr. Mouawad has correctly stated that 
BWMS must only be evaluated as the sum of the parts, yet, in this statement he emphatically states 
that heat treatment alone is a very good alternative.  Once again, the author makes statements that 
are internally contradictory with other statements he has made in this report.   

In evaluating a heat treatment system, there are at least two critical factors:  1.  Energy required to 
raise the ambient water to the acceptable treatment temperature;   2. Duration of time needed at the 
elevated temperature to kill organisms.  Due to their voyage patterns, most CSA vessels have main 
propulsion plants that are smaller than their ocean-going counterparts, and consequently generate 
less waste energy in the form of heat.  Additionally, the ambient water in the Great Lakes is often 
extremely cold, requiring more energy to raise the temperature to the acceptable treatment level, as 
well as maintaining the water at that elevated temperature for a period of time.   

These factors – extremely cold water, low waste heat availability, short voyage duration – all 
contribute to our concerns that any BWMS which relies on heat treatment could work in the 
GLSLS.  The Report provides no hard data or test results to support his conclusion that BWMS 
using heat treatment would be effective in the GLSLS.  Given the lack of data and/or operating 
requirements and parameters for any heat treatment system, it is impossible to determine if this 
technology is feasible for use on our vessels.   As with many of his conclusions, his statement that 
the Bawat system is a very good alternative is mere speculation unsupported by facts. 

12. It is Mouawad Consulting’s experience that it is the combination of processes that make 
a BWTS, thus to assess whether a BWTS functions or not in given conditions, the whole 
treatment system must be tested not only one component process. (page 45) 
 

We agree wholeheartedly with this statement.  Unfortunately, at numerous points throughout the 
Report, the author contradicts this basic premise.  We have detailed specific examples of this in the 
Section FLAWED METHODOLOGY, Component vs. System Conflict.  It should be noted that 
the list of examples in that section is by no means exhaustive but represents the most egregious 
examples of inconsistency. 
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CONCLUSION 
CSA believes that the Report erred in its conclusion that there are 23 Ballast Water Management 
Systems (BWMS) that have been type-approved and which are “consistent” with vessel operations in 
the Great Lakes – Saint Lawrence Seaway System (GL-SLS). The report’s author ignored other 
limiting factors, which have been identified previously by classification societies, marine engineering 
firms and the BWMS industry itself as critical factors in the determination of whether or not a 
specific technology or system is appropriate for use in a geographical region and/or on a vessel or 
class of vessels. 

Furthermore, CSA considers that the Report further erred in its determination of consistency based 
on its chosen factors (water temperature, salinity, UV-T, voyage time). This is due, in part, to a 
mischaracterisation of the physical characteristics of the water in the Great Lakes, which is highly 
variable resulting from a myriad of factors such as location, harbour configuration, weather patterns 
and seasonality. In particular, conclusions that water quality characteristics in the Great Lakes are 
within the parameters established in both the IMO Guidelines G8 and the U.S. ETV Protocol is not 
supported by sufficient data. 

Finally, the report is strictly theoretical in nature. It attempts to draw conclusions as to the efficacy 
of different ballast water treatment technologies based on data that was developed and generated as 
a result of testing in marine or brackish water in support of foreign type-approvals. These theoretical 
conclusions cannot and should not be the basis for a determination as to whether or not there are 
ballast water treatment systems currently available that can actually achieve the ballast water 
discharge standard when in operation on vessels in the Great Lakes.  The United States Coast Guard 
(USCG), which has considerably more expertise in this field and has specific knowledge of the Great 
Lakes, has determined that additional testing in accordance with the ETV Protocol is necessary in 
order to make a determination as to the biological efficacy of BWMS in the Great Lakes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) appreciates the opportunity to provide initial 
comments on the Transport Canada (TC) report Assessing the Feasibility of Ballast Water 
Treatment System Installation and Operation by Existing Vessels on the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence Seaway System (the Report) and to participate in the upcoming TC Workshop. This 
effort is essential to the development of implementable regulations that provide protection of the 
marine environment. CSA members continue to engage a wide range of stakeholders on this 
subject and appreciate that it is extremely complex and dynamic.  

Although one might conclude that the installation of a ballast water treatment system (BWTS) in 
any vessel is feasible, as does the TC Report, it is overly simplistic to assert this without 
demonstrated evidence that is operationally and economically feasible. As demonstrated in the 
United States by the necessity for the United States Coast Guard (USCG) to issue extensions to 
their own regulatory compliance timelines for installation of BWTS, the implementation of a 
regulatory standard does not equate to it being feasible to implement. Imposition of this 
unachievable requirement in the U.S. has left numerous ship owners, shippers, and consumers 
vulnerable.  

Overall, CSA finds that the Report did not adequately identify and assess all challenges and 
constraints affecting the feasibility of BWTS installation in the vessel groups studied and did not 
present sufficient data to support certain conclusions. Additionally assumptions are used in the 
report which are erroneous and contrary to the positions stated by the members of the CSA. In 
some instances, reliance on statements made in the previous TC report Assessment of Ballast 
Water Treatment Processes and Availability With Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Seaway System (TC BWTS Efficacy Study), for which the CSA has previously provided 
comments, undermined the effectiveness of the analysis in this report. Lastly, we find that costs 
were generally underestimated and not fully accounted for in the Report. 

The comments in this document are meant to present the themes of concern by CSA member 
companies. They are not exhaustive but provide a basis to expand discussion at the upcoming 
TC Workshop in September. The CSA is supportive of further dialogue with all stakeholders. 

AREAS OF CONCERN: 

1. SCOPE OF WORK AND METHODOLOGY 

The CSA was concerned from the outset of this study about the scope, methodology and the 
assumptions made. These were expressed to TC Marine Policy in a letter dated February 27, 
2014 and are again summarized herein: 

• The Study was required to evaluate those BWTS processes that TC identified previously in 
its BWTS Efficacy Study. CSA has previously expressed to TC its serious concerns 
regarding the conclusions in that report.  Although TC embarked on two separate studies, it 
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has become evident that this dissociation makes a true evaluation of feasibility subject to 
inaccuracies when one study adopts the improper conclusions of the other as its foundation. 
For example, CSA remains concerned with that study’s categorization of electrolysis, 
ozonation and chemical injection as treatment processes that are ‘consistent’ for vessels in 
the Great Lakes and disagrees with certain assumptions and statements made with regards 
to these BWTS processes. As also noted in CSA’s comments on the TC BWTS Efficacy 
Study, the ‘work-arounds’ suggested in both these reports are theoretical in nature and 
could impact type-approval status on these very systems, making them infeasible in any 
class of vessel in any condition. Shipowners will be required to take responsibility if BWTS 
fail to operate in compliance with regulations therefore any adjustments or modifications to 
systems will trigger new type-approval testing requirements; 
 

• The use of a relative benchmark for comparing feasibility of installation and operation of 
BWTS in existing vessels does not provide an absolute measurement of the complexity 
involved. This relative assessment approach obscures the potential significant differences 
between vessels types, trading patterns, and age of vessels.  

 
• The scope of work did not include sufficient analysis of the impact of operating BWTS under 

a variety of demanding port conditions, in various depths of waters, and in diverse 
environmental conditions. CSA members continue to believe that such challenges are 
significant and will have a major impact on operational efficiency. Consequently, the 
economic impact of such operational constraints deserves a comprehensive assessment; 
 

• The scope of work likewise did not include analysis of the impact of other existing 
regulations. For example, the space and power requirement of scrubbers should have been 
included as a factor in the study’s evaluation; and 
 

• Evaluation of feasibility for articulated tug-barges was not specifically included in the scope 
of work or addressed in the Report. 

Further to the above, CSA believes that the methodology related to the development of the 
Vessel Complexity Factors was not sufficiently explained and does not appear logical. It is not 
demonstrated in the Report how these relative factors were derived and this therefore 
represents a significant concern with respect to the conclusions drawn. As an example, tankers 
were assigned a lower vessel complexity factor than deep-sea bulkers, suggesting that it is 
easier to install a BWTS in a tanker, a conclusion with which CSA disagrees. 

The Report also groups vessels into categories for the purpose of analysis and makes broad 
assumptions regarding vessel similarities. In certain cases this assumption is not valid and 
therefore affects the evaluation of operational impact, installation and costing significantly.  
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2. COSTING 

Costing is a very complex undertaking that must account for numerous factors some of which 
were not adequately addressed or addressed at all in the study. Overall, CSA found the majority 
of the costing in the report to be underestimated, in particular, the costs of installation and 
additional power generation.  In addition, the study did not estimate the economic impacts and 
operational consequences of the resulting changes to cargo deadweight and ballast water 
capacity despite the fact that these could be potentially significant. 

3. OPERATIONAL IMPACTS 

The operational impacts of some of the solutions suggested within the Report were either not 
fully understood by the authors or were not adequately considered. Engineering solutions 
suggesting installation of BWTS in ballast tanks could have impacts to navigation or stability, 
which were not considered and properly costed. This is also exemplified by the issue of sea 
suctions configuration: most CSA dry-bulk vessels have low suctions and are subject to high 
levels of sediment in certain ports, which could have a drastic impact on the effectiveness of a 
BWTS. The installation of BWTS is these types of vessels operating in these types of 
environmental conditions could demand the installation of high sea chests, which will increase 
the complexity of installation dramatically and demand a dry-docking. 

The Report does not sufficiently examine the requirements for BWTS employing oxidising 
agents and their impact on the vessel structure in coated and uncoated ballast tanks. In 
addition, CSA asserts that this Study repeats inaccurate conclusions in the TC BWTS Efficacy 
Study. The impacts of salinity (or brine injection), temperature, retention time and UV 
transmittance are critical to equipment operation, efficacy and longevity and have been glossed 
over and essentially ignored.  

As already noted, the study did not evaluate additional issues related to the installation of other 
pollution control equipment such as exhaust gas scrubbers and the requirement for additional 
tankage in the areas of sewage  no-discharge zones. These items will impact the available 
space and power for BWTS in certain situations. 

Between the BWTS Efficacy Study suggestion that vessels leave the shelter of ports in a 
minimum ballasted condition, and the Feasibility Study suggesting that existing ballast tanks be 
re-assigned to accommodate the installation of impractical treatment systems, the emphasis 
seems to be on the employment of these systems and not the safe operation of the vessels. 

SUMMARY 

CSA appreciates that the assessment of feasibility is a complex undertaking but is concerned 
that TC is progressing the development of domestic policy on incomplete information and 
unsupportable conclusions. This is not a result of a lack of capability on the part of the Study’s 
authors, but rather the fact that the study was based on flawed assumptions and scope of work 
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and constrained by time and resources. Further, the results of this study have yet to be 
evaluated in the context of a cost-benefit analysis. 

CSA remains very concerned that while the study has attempted to identify and develop 
solutions for almost any vessel class and configuration, the full scope of operational and 
economic impacts for each of these scenarios has not been addressed in this Report. 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 
Robert Lewis-Manning 
President 
Canadian Shipowners Association 
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CSA Report 
Transport Canada’s Ballast Water Workshop  

September 18, 2014 
 
 
Purpose of the Report 
To provide the comprehensive and detailed perspective of the Canadian Shipowners Association as raised at the 
Workshop (Sep 2014) regarding the Transport Canada (TC) commissioned reports on the efficacy and feasibility of 
ballast water treatment systems, as well as comments by the authors of the reports at the Workshop.  This report is 
based on the presentations of the CSA as well as discussion that arose during the Workshop.  
 
A. Detailed Discussion Regarding the Efficacy Study  

 
TC commissioned Mr. Jad Mouawad to execute a study that examined the efficacy of ballast water 
treatment processes in the Great Lakes.  Central to the efficacy study was the finding of system 
“consistency” with Great Lakes conditions including environmental conditions, trading patterns, and 
operating conditions.  The CSA submitted a detailed response to the study in April 2014, which is 
attached to this report.   
 
CSA Position: There are significant obstacles facing the shipboard treatment of ballast water 
in the Great Lakes and there are no ballast water treatment systems (BWTS) that are type-
approved and proven to work effectively in the Great Lakes available now nor are any 
expected in the near-term.  
 
During the workshop, CSA explained that the Efficacy Study is fundamentally flawed due to the 
hypothetical nature of the conclusions drawn in the study and the absence of evidence to prove 
system efficacy in the unique operating conditions of the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway 
(GLSLS).  CSA concerns discussed at the workshop were broadly divided into the following themes: 

a. Issues with the Scope of Work due to data limitations and lack of evidence related to 
effectiveness of ‘mitigating measures’ 

A distinct lack of data on water quality conditions in the ports in which CSA vessels 
operate made effective completion of the scope of work impossible.  Likewise, a lack of 
any information on whether systems that have had “mitigating measures” applied, which 
in the context of the study means that have been altered to meet different conditions, 
will work as intended to meet the D2 discharge standard and that existing type approvals 
will remain valid.  

 
b. Methodological issues leading to flawed conclusions 

i. Weak methodology and schema for arriving at conclusions; 
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ii. Mischaracterization of CSA vessels’ operating parameters that affect treatment process 
efficacy; and 

iii. Lack of validation of proposed “mitigating measures” for adapting systems to work in 
the Great Lakes. 

 
c. Lack of confidence in systems type-approved under the G8 Guidelines 

One of the main assumptions of the study was that ballast water treatment systems approved 
under IMO guidelines would work.  There is much debate globally as to the veracity of the 
G8 guidelines and the ability of BWTS approved under these guidelines to consistently meet 
the D2 standard. There is also a lack of clarity and transparency around the information 
available on these systems. This lack of data was also demonstrated in the workshop. 
 

There are inconsistent statements and inaccuracies within the Efficacy Study, particularly with 
respect to details of our ships and what is and is not operationally possible, which were raised at the 
workshop and are also addressed within these detailed comments.  Our concerns were validated by 
the consultants’ responses. 
 
SCOPE OF WORK AND DATA LIMITATIONS 
 
At the workshop, CSA reviewed the scope of work for the study and pointed out the difficulties 
around adequate completion of the required work.  
 
The first four steps in the detailed scope of work provided by Transport Canada were as follows: 
 

1. List BWT processes used by systems that have received basic, final and/or type approval 
pursuant to the G8 and G9 guidelines of the ballast water convention; 

2. List the BWT systems using these processes; 
3. Identify the key parameters necessary for “reliable efficacy of the process” i.e. UVT, salinity, 

temp, hold time, etc; and 
4. Compare these to water conditions and voyage times in the Great Lakes 
 

The steps above were fairly straightforward for the author of the study to complete, although in 
practice the available data to adequately meet the requirements of the 3rd and 4th bullets above were 
extremely limited. The author reviewed publicly available type-approval test data for over 60 BWTS 
and, from the data in the report, it was evident that very little actual data on the key testing 
parameters was available.  Perhaps most significantly, there is no comprehensive collection of water 
condition data for ports in the Great Lakes.  
 
The next two steps in the scope of work as defined by Transport Canada were “to identify mitigating 
measures that COULD allow the treatment processes to be adapted, and then to determine whether 
these processes are, in TC’s language, ‘consistent, inconsistent, promising, etc.”. CSA suggests that it 
is important to carefully consider these steps.  While these activities may have produced information, 
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we believe that the scope of work from this point on became entirely theoretical and did not 
produce an evidence base or conclusions that can be used for evidence based policy making.  
As defined in the scope, the mitigating measures identified were only proposals and only had to meet 
the test of being reasonably promising as opposed to a rigorous type approval testing and 
verification.  These strategies however, alter an existing treatment process by introducing a 
mitigation measure, which we believe will require new type-approval testing and verification.  
 
Furthermore, the methodology, with its determination of consistent, inconsistent or promising was 
not based on objective criteria or referenced in literature.  In addition, the consultant evaluated 
certain processes as consistent but then extrapolated this evaluation to ballast treatment systems that 
use one or more processes, which almost all BWTS do, without an evaluation of the additional 
process or processes that make up the system. This is a fundamental error leading to flawed 
conclusions that should not be used to inform policy development.  
  
The Efficacy Study acknowledges that BWTS have not been shown to work in the Great Lakes.  The 
report only demonstrates that some processes have the potential to work in the Great Lakes, or to 
paraphrase the consultant; “there is no reason some processes won’t work.” It is not reasonable for 
TC to draft a regulation based on the hope that some technologies might someday realize that 
potential and actually be able to demonstrate compliance with a regulatory standard.   
 
WATER QUALITY DATA 
 
Great Lakes basin-wide water quality conditions for UV transmittance (UV-T), total suspended 
solids TSS) and dissolved and particulate organic carbon (DOC/POC) were incorrectly assumed by 
the study based on extremely limited data. The TSS, DOC and POC are based on one data point 
from 20 years ago in Saginaw Bay; a location where no ballast water is embarked. The UV-T data 
was from an unpublished report and appears to be anecdotal in nature. 
 
Other data, reported in conjunction with land-based testing for type approval of a BWMS using UV 
treatment at the Great Ships Initiative (GSI) in Duluth (Cangelosi, 2011), provides a different 
picture, giving a higher DOC value and lower UV-T value than assumed by the consultant. 
Additionally, Briski et al (2013) reported a transmittance in Duluth-Superior Harbour of 14.2%, 
noting that this is “similar to conditions of many fresh and brackish water ports globally, especially 
those located in river mouths.” The lower UV-T reported by Cangelosi and Briski et al would result 
in a much reduced effectiveness of BWMSs which use the ultraviolet process.  
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To our knowledge, comprehensive GLSLS-wide data for the water characteristics of concern do not 
exist.  Given the enormous variation in hydrology in the ports and harbours throughout the five 
Great Lakes and Seaway, and given the extremely temporal nature of these water quality 
characteristics which can change daily due to heavy run-off conditions, riverine currents and seiche, 
we believe that TC needs to conduct a more comprehensive study of critical water quality 
characteristics before any assumptions or conclusions can be drawn regarding effectiveness of ballast 
water treatment technologies.   
 
In the case of UV-T – the most critical water quality parameter affecting the efficacy of UV 
treatment systems – the Efficacy Study provides no data other than one personal communication.  
 
Mr. Mouawad states on page 37 of the Efficacy Study that “Most UV radiation processes tested for type 
approval have been tested with UV-T lower than the level reported on the Great Lakes (65%) which is low but 
within the normal range of operation of ballast water treatment UV processes.”    
 
However, no data is provided to support this statement.  
 
CSA noted that, with regard to temperature, the Efficacy Study correctly characterizes the 
temperature of Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway (GLSLS) water as having a temperature range 
of +1⁰C to +24⁰C.  However, such a general categorization of water temperature is of little use 
when determining whether BWMS - particularly electrolytic chlorination systems – can effectively 
operate in the GLSLS.  As the author correctly states, even if all of the other limitations and 
constraints concerning electrolysis could be overcome, those systems have a minimum operating 
temperature of between 10⁰C and 17⁰C.  
 
As demonstrated in the table below, a vessel fitted with an electrolytic BWMS that requires at least 
17⁰C ambient water would only be able to operate 41.5% of the year (152 days) in Lake Erie (best 
case) and would not be able to operate at all in Lake Superior.  A BWMS that requires a minimum of 
10⁰C ambient water would fair slightly better in that it would be able to operate about a quarter of 
the year in Lake Superior (94 days) and about half the year (186 days) in Lake Erie.   
 

Water	  Quality	  Parameters	  in	  Superior/Duluth	  Harbour	  

Water	  Quality	  Parameter	   Value	  
Total	  Suspended	  Solid	  (TSS)	  in	  mg/L	   19.3	  ±	  6.8	  
Dissolved	  Organic	  Carbon	  (DOC)	  in	  mg/L	   18.9	  ±	  0.2	  
Particulate	  Organic	  Carbon	  (POC)	  in	  mg/L	   0.3	  ±	  0.3	  
Percent	  Transmissivity	   15.9	  ±	  0.4	  
(Cangelosi,	  2011)	  
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The United States Coast Guard made similar conclusions regarding water temperatures in their study 
as depicted by this graph.   
 

 
 
Regardless of the temperature-reporting regime chosen, BWMS that cannot operate in temperature 
ranges commonly found in the GLSLS cannot possibly be considered appropriate for installation on 
board vessels which routinely operate under these conditions.  The consultant acknowledged that 
systems will not work in ice conditions which during the 2014 winter season peaked above 90% 
coverage in the Great Lakes.  
 
Additionally, the Coast Guard notes in their report that ballast water uptake typically occur at depths 
of 3 to 8.5 meters below the surface.  Due to naturally occurring temperature gradients, ambient 
water temperatures at these depths tend to be 5⁰C to 15⁰C colder than surface water during the 
summer months.  As a result, the number of days which fall within the parameters of the electrolytic 
chlorination system requirements is likely to be even lower than described in the previous slide. 

Table	  2.	  	  Water	  Temperatures	  in	  the	  Great	  Lakes*	  

Water	  Temp	   Superior	   Michigan	   Huron	   Ontario	   Erie	  
Days	  Less	  than	  10⁰C	   272	   214	   222	   207	   180	  
Days	  Less	  than	  13.5⁰C	   309	   248	   256	   240	   214	  
Days	  Less	  Than	  17⁰C	   366	   286	   296	   240	   214	  
High	  Temp	   16.07	   21.38	   19.97	   22.38	   23.99	  
Low	  Temp	   1.08	   1.60	   0.927	   1.78	   1.20	  
*	  Based	  on	  ten	  year	  average,	  thus	  includes	  two	  leap	  years	  (366	  day	  years)	  
	  (Great	  Lakes	  Environmental	  Research	  Laboratory,	  2014)	  
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VOYAGE DURATION 
 
Voyage durations were incorrectly characterized in the Efficacy Study.  It states that “The normal 
voyage length for a ship operating in the Great Lakes is between 48 hours and 120 hours.” 
(Page 33). CSA believes that this information was incorrectly extrapolated from a United States 
Environmental Protection Agency Science Advisory Board report that characterized U.S. domestic 
Great Lakes fleet voyages as ‘on average 4 to 5 days with many less than 48 hours’.  This 
statement does not accurately represent typical voyage lengths for the Canadian fleet. There is 
enormous variability in voyage length due in large part to different trading patterns of various vessel 
types and various shipper requirements. For instance, over two thirds of Algoma Central 
Corporation’s voyage durations in ballast condition in 2013, were less than 48 hours, the stated lower 
limit for voyage duration in the report, and 44% of total voyages were less than a day. This has an 
enormous impact on the ability of some processes to work.  For U.S. Lakers, approximately 84% of 
the voyages are between 24 and 96 hours (from the USCG report).  However, depending on vessel 
type and trade, up to 95% of the voyages may be less than 48 hours in duration.   
The mischaracterization of voyage lengths in the study report resulted in inaccurate conclusions 
regarding consistency of certain BWTS processes that rely on sufficient time to treat ballast water. 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: There was considerable discussion around this aspect and the author 
claimed to not fully understand the trading patterns and operational constraints of the Great Lakes 
fleet, as his experience was with ocean shipping. When discussing the effect of mud and silt (which 
very often affects CSA vessels when operating at shallow docking locations) on treatment processes, 
he professed that no BWTS would work effectively in these types of conditions.  Mr. Mouawad gave 
an example of a BWTS failing when it stirred up silt below the ship.  Regarding voyage durations, 
one ship owner noted that many of their ballast voyages were less than four hours in duration. 
 
MITIGATION METHODS – UV 
 
With regards to mitigating measures for low UV-T, the report suggests that CSA vessels could avoid 
ballasting in waters of low UV-T, exchange the low UV-T water with high UV-T water, or use high 
suction sea chests. CSA vessels, the vast majority of which are bulkers and tankers, can almost never 
avoid ballasting when discharging cargoes.  It is very concerning to consider such a dangerous 
suggestion would be included as a mitigating measure in the Efficacy Study.  This recommendation 
could have disastrous consequences on the safety, structural integrity and stability of our vessels, and 
indicates a complete lack of appreciation for CSA vessels that misleads the reader and the 
conclusions of the report.  
 
Workshop Discussion Note: Regarding avoidance of ballasting, the author of the Efficacy Study 
clarified this point during the Workshop and indicated that it would be unlikely to expect a ship not 
to ballast as it would be an issue of safety. He also indicated that he was not familiar with vessels 
operating on the Great Lakes. 
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Workshop Discussion Note: Regarding exchanging water, many CSA vessels have voyages that are 
only a few hours in duration, making it impossible to conduct a ballast water exchange.  Most of the 
GLSLS are restricted waters where vessel manoeuvrability is paramount.  In these circumstances, it 
would not be safe to conduct an exchange of ballast water potentially reducing the manoeuvrability 
of the vessel.  It should also be noted that the author was not familiar with the design restrictions 
regarding Lakers and assumed them fully capable of accepting stresses of such high level as seen on 
ocean-going vessels. Lakers are not designed or built to the same section modulus (strength) as 
ocean-going vessels and as such cannot accept the same degree of stress, and cannot be arbitrarily 
expected to operate similarly to ocean going vessels from a ballast water exchange point of view. 
 
MITIGATION METHODS – ELECTROLYSIS 
 
As demonstrated previously, the extreme cold water found in the GLSLS means that these systems 
could effectively operate less than 50% of the time in some Lakes and as little as 0% of the time in 
Lake Superior.  Clearly, these low water temperatures would preclude the use of electrolytic 
chlorination systems in much of the GLSLS.  The Efficacy Study provides no reasonable solutions 
for addressing the extreme cold water except to preheat the water with other ship equipment. This 
type of mitigating measure, however, would invalidate a type-approval certificate, as the equipment 
was never designed to work in such a manner.  The alterations to the design and installation of type 
approved electrolytic chlorination systems that are recommended in the Efficacy Study as 
appropriate mitigating factors are neither consistent nor compatible with their type approval 
certificates.  The use of brine tanks to provide the feed water and the use of heating jackets to raise 
the temperature of the side stream are not included in any of the type approval certificates we have 
reviewed and are therefore, not acceptable.   
 
This specific issue was brought up to the US Coast Guard by a ballast water management system 
vendor with an Alternate Management System (AMS) acceptance letter.  The Coast Guard advised 
the vendor that since the system had not been tested with the brine tank and dosing pump 
arrangements, or with a heating jacket, it would not be acceptable for use in U.S. waters.  Since CSA 
vessels operate daily within U.S. jurisdiction, the use of these non-tested and approved workarounds 
is obviously not acceptable. 
 
Moreover, the consultant admits that such arrangements are not appropriate for all vessels and in 
some cases “the logistics of permanently having available high salinity ballast water for use with the 
treatment system can be insurmountable for some of the ships sailing in the Great Lakes.”  We 
concur with the consultant’s conclusion, but would add that the logistics are insurmountable for 
virtually all of our vessels. 
 
Finally, the consultant classifies the use of mitigating factors, which CSA believe are not feasible, as a 
minor impact.  However, a proper interpretation of the data provided in the STX Marine Feasibility 
Study, the fuel costs alone for heating the side stream flow could be approximately $570,000 per 
year.   
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This discussion clearly demonstrates that efficacy and feasibility cannot be evaluated in isolation; it is 
impossible to look at efficacy without considering the technical feasibility.  In fact, the Efficacy 
Study concludes that electrolysis is consistent if the logistics of obtaining and carrying brine are 
feasible. CSA’s position is that it is not.  
 
METHODOLOGY ISSUES – INCONSISTENT STATEMENTS ON ‘SYSTEM’ VERSUS 
‘PROCESS’ 
 
This issue pertains to how the processes were finally categorized in Table 19 in the Efficacy Study. 
CSA strongly agrees with the following statement made by the author: 
 

“It is Mouawad Consulting’s experience that it is the combination of processes that make a BWTS, thus to 
assess whether a BWTS functions or not in given conditions, the whole treatment system must be tested not 
only one component process” (page 45).  
 

For those systems that use multiple treatment processes, it is impossible to determine the extent to 
which one component (process) contributes to the overall lethality/efficacy of the entire BWTS.   
 
However, the Efficacy Study notes that any system using a particular process that has been deemed 
‘consistent’ – either as a standalone or in conjunction with other processes – should be considered 
“consistent”. For example, after coming to the conclusion that the UV process is consistent with 
GLSLS operations, the consultant further concludes “We consider therefore that all combination of processes 
identified with UV radiation as being consistent. . . .” (page 37).   
 
It is inconsistent to say, on the one hand, that a certain BWTS should be evaluated as a whole 
system, only then to conclude that any system which uses UV as a component should be considered 
consistent. For example, how would a system using UV and de-oxygenation be classified? Without 
knowing the extent to which the UV component contributes to the efficacy of the system, it is 
impossible to conclude that all systems using UV are consistent.   
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FLAWED CONCLUSIONS 
 
This excerpt from Table 19 in the Efficacy Study demonstrates why CSA asserts that the conclusions 
are flawed. We chose these particular line items from the table given that they represent the two 
most significant conclusions made by the report. 
 

 
The author has concluded that for electrolysis (side stream) plus filtration systems, the effect of the 
key parameters of temperature and salinity are MINOR, meaning that he believes that ‘reasonably 
promising’ mitigating measures exist. On the basis of these mitigating measures, which we believe 
are not yet (and may never be) proven successful, he defines electrolysis + filtration as 
CONSISTENT for the Great Lakes. As already noted, this is all theory at this point and is extremely 
subjective and in reality amounts to just “one person’s opinion”. 
 
Likewise, for UV + filtration, the author ignores the fact that low UV-T may exist at many ports 
and/or assumes that CSA vessels can avoid ballasting at these ports, and goes on to evaluate UV-T 
as minor and the process as Consistent. Given the issues that we have already discussed concerning 
incorrect assumptions made by the author we cannot agree with these assessments.  
 
Further to this, mitigation measures consistent with type approval certificates do not exist for the 
processes identified. Confirmation testing is required for ALL mitigating measures. Unless every 
column was evaluated as ‘no impact’, the processes or combination of processes cannot be declared 
‘Consistent’ until this testing has been conducted and actual data are collected.  
 
Lastly, the inclusion of numbers of type approved systems in Table 19 is very misleading and could 
suggest to the reader that there are currently a number of systems that meet Great Lakes water 
quality conditions today – BUT there are currently NOT 6 type approved electrolysis systems in the 
world or 11 type-approved UV systems that are consistent with Great Lakes operations, that have 
been tested in the Great Lakes or that have USCG type approval, which is a mandatory requirement 
for CSA-member operations.   
 
VERACITY OF TESTING TO G8 GUIDELINES 
There have been several papers submitted to the IMO’s Marine Environmental Protection 
Committee that have brought into question the veracity of the Guidelines G8 and the testing 
completed in accordance with those Guidelines.  (MEPC 64/2/18, 2012); (MEPC 64/2/17, 2012); 
(MEPC 64/2/12, 2012).  These papers were drafted by flag administrations signatory to the 
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Convention, a vessel operator consortium, and an international environmental non-government 
organization.  All of them concurred that the G8 Guidelines, as they presently exist, are flawed and 
are in need of improvement.  These are only four representative papers of many submitted to MEPC 
that all reference the ETV Protocol adopted by the USCG as a significant improvement and 
potential model for a revised G8.  
 
Perhaps most importantly, the Guidelines G8 are not mandatory requirements and are open to 
individual administration interpretation.  For example, although paragraph 2.1.2.1 of the Annex to 
G8 specifically requires a Quality Management Plan for the test facility, we have witnessed several 
type approval dossiers that lacked this basic QA/QC framework.  Thus, it is impossible to determine 
the circumstances under which the testing was conducted.  The withdrawal of the Hamann-SEDNA 
system is further evidence that type approval testing in accordance with the G8 Guidelines is flawed, 
a point that is acknowledged in the subject Report. 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: The author of the Efficacy Study reiterated that there is no difference 
between the IMO’s G8 Guidelines and the ETV Protocol. In the ensuing discussion, CSA 
highlighted the three most significant differences. The first is that the G8 Guidelines are not 
mandatory and open to interpretation while the ETV Protocol is not. Secondly, the ETV Protocol 
requires testing at a lower salinity in fresh water than the G8 Guidelines. Thirdly, under the ETV 
Protocol, a BWTS must pass five consecutive tests under similar environmental conditions, while the 
G8 Guidelines only require that a BWTS pass three tests of an unlimited number of attempts for onboard 
testing and five such test for land –based testing. 
 
TRANSPARENCY OF DATA 
 
A recurring concern for vessel owners is the lack of transparency in the type approval testing data 
package. Several administrations consider their procedures to be “business confidential” and refuse 
to share QA/QC procedures and Standard Operating Procedures with vessel owners until a contract 
has been signed.  There is no requirement for test facilities or administrations to report on failed 
tests, and there is no requirement in G8 for the 10 required successful tests (five for each salinity) to 
be consecutive for land-based testing.  Therefore, as a ship owner, one does not know how many 
attempts the system needed to achieve the ten successful tests. 
 
Further evidence of the lack of transparency of testing parameters is located in the Efficacy Study 
itself.  Of the 16 IMO type-approved UV treatment systems, only one contained data for the 
parameter identified in the report as the most critical for UV treatment systems, that being UV 
transmissivity.  Moreover, only two of the 13 type-approved electrolytic chlorination systems 
contained data on temperature and salinity limits. 
 
CSA agrees with the author that these data should be included in the type-approval certificates as 
recommended in Section 6.2 of the Guidelines.  However, until recently, inclusion of this data has 
not been the standard.  An overwhelming number of type-approval certificates issued by a variety of 
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different administrations lack this critical information.  In fact, in several cases where the author 
himself signed type-approval certificates on behalf of DNV Norway, these parameters were not 
included on the certificate. (e.g.  Optimarin , CrystalBallast ; KBAL BWMS ; OceanGuard TM ; 
OceanSaver; Optimarin ; PureBallast) 
 
FRESH WATER CHALLENGES 
 
The view that the Great Lakes environment is particularly challenging for BWTSs is not limited to 
those ship owners who operate vessels in the Great Lakes.  The following information was reported 
by Desmi when testing their Ocean Guard A/S system in 2011, (Tests Warn Ship-Owners About 
Possible Shortcomings of IMO-Approved BWTS) as a warning to vendors and ship owners as to the 
difficulty presented by operation in a fresh water environment:   
 

“The first tests were carried out in brackish water and the results were compatible with IMO 
regulations right away. The fresh water tests, however, presented an unexpected outcome. They 
showed that too many large organisms (over 50 microns) could get through the system. It 
made specialists wonder, because the filter mesh is 40 microns which was enough to effectively 
remove organisms larger than 50 microns in brackish water.” 

 
Notably, this testing was conducted under the supervision of DNV when Mr. Mouawad was with 
DNV.   
 
Fresh water operation of systems is reported to be much more difficult and requires as much as 25% 
additional capacity in the ballast water treatment system (compared to brackish or sea water), 
however given the very small amount of testing done in fresh water and the lack of substantive data 
for the Great Lakes, this information could be inadequate for consistent system operation. To date, 
two BWTS which have been type-approved by foreign administrations have been tested at the Great 
Ships Initiative facility in Superior, Wisconsin.  Three different versions of the Alfa Laval system 
were tested in accordance with the G8 Guidelines and the ETV protocols.  The first two versions of 
the system – both of which were type-approved – completely failed the test.  According to the test 
report, the systems “encountered mechanical filter failures such that no valid tests were completed”.  
In other words, the filters failed so miserably that the systems essentially shut down and no data 
could be gathered.  As a result, the third version of the system was tested under challenge conditions 
that were less stringent than the G8/ETV protocols.  In the first two tests of this system, the system 
failed to meet the D2 standards.  In the third test, the filter failed again resulting in no data. 
 
It is noteworthy that, according to the Efficacy Study, the Alfa Laval system is considered 
“consistent” with Great Lakes operations, yet, in actual testing in the Great Lakes environment, the 
system failed miserably. 
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THEORETICAL NATURE OF THE REPORT 
 
All of the issues presented by CSA in the foregoing discussion demonstrate that the Efficacy Study is 
mostly theoretical. It is not based on any testing conducted in the Great Lakes, or even testing 
conducted in fresh water. The most that can be expected from a desk top study such as this is to 
identify processes with the potential to work. 
 
The results of a theoretical “desktop study” cannot be the basis for Government policy and to 
implement regulations or permits that require compliance with a standard.  Only when rigorous 
testing of compliance tools has been completed – in this case, the testing of BWTS in the Great 
Lakes – would it be appropriate for Government to mandate compliance with a discharge standard. 
 
The following statement exemplifies our concern that the Efficacy Study is entirely theoretical in 
nature and does not demonstrate that there are any ballast water management systems presently 
available that can consistently meet the BWDS in the GLSLS: 

“In	  essence,	  this	  report	  is	  arguing	  that	  there	  is	  no	  technical	  reason	  that	  some	  processes	  
won’t	  work	  under	  the	  specific	  conditions	  of	  the	  Great	  Lakes.	  	  We	  acknowledge	  other	  
arguments	  stating	  that	  those	  processes	  have	  not	  been	  shown	  to	  work	  under	  the	  specific	  
conditions	  of	  the	  Great	  Lakes.	  	  Both	  arguments	  need	  not	  necessarily	  contradict	  each	  
other.	  (page	  33)” 

 
By his own admission, the author acknowledges that BWTS have not been shown to work in the 
Great Lakes.  The Efficacy Study only hypothesizes that some processes have the potential to work in 
the Great Lakes, or to paraphrase the author; “there is no reason some processes won’t work”.  This 
is hardly convincing evidence that there are BWMS that will work.   
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B. Detailed Comments Regarding Feasibility Study 
 
The Feasibility Study did identify some of the constraints and issues associated with the installation 
of BWTS on Great Lakes vessels, however, the study was limited by its allowed scope of work to 
fully consider  the constraints of individual vessels, the unique operating environment and conditions 
in which they operate, and the efficacy of BWTS. 
 
The CSA did not participate in the study due to its limited scope and more fundamentally because 
the basis for the Feasibility Study was the seriously flawed and misleading Efficacy Study.  
Additionally the Feasibility Study did not take into account commitments already made by the CSA 
members to fleet averaging (scrubber requirements for power and tankage) or for the other 
reservations already allocated onboard these vessels for environmental regulations (no-discharge 
zones, etc.).  The Feasibility Study therefore could not realistically reflect the conditions onboard 
vessels  
 
METHODOLOGY AND OMISSIONS 
 
Pumping Capacities: The Feasibility Study states that the pumping capacity of the vessels shall be 
maintained in all process types, and then goes to great lengths to explain the impact of a loss of head 
pressure when dealing with systems that use filters. This concern is also true for system installation 
alone due to the pipe configuration causing backpressure issues that also have to be factored into 
calculations. Pumping capacity in this instance is the quantity of water delivered to the ballast tank 
(after the BWTS).  Unfortunately, the Feasibility Study does not deal with the pumping capacity 
losses occurring due to the back-flushing cycle; these are detailed in available reports as somewhere 
between 10% and 30%, therefore BWTS must be sized to deliver the correct capacity to the ballast 
tanks and also the ballast pumps must be sized for these systems.  This was not considered in the 
system costing or in the assessment of the space required to install the system in the vessel. 
   
In use operational tanks: The impact of installation of BWTS in ballast tanks and the reserve of 
use of the aft peak tank has significant consequences for vessel operations. Vessels are not designed 
with excess ballast capacity; the ballast capacity is specifically determined to serve several purposes, 
among which are: 
 

• Stability 
• Water draft 
• Bow thruster immersion 
• Propeller immersion 
• Air draft 

 
Reduction of any of these could influence the ability of a vessel to be able to trade in certain 
locations, and in the worst case, negatively affect the stability of the vessel. 
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Existing Ballast Arrangement: Any vessel that will be subject to BWTS installation needs to be 
reviewed for location of sea suctions. Many CSA vessels have low sea suctions close to the keel of 
the vessel and as a result will entrain sediments directly from the bottom during ballasting. 
Installation of high sea suctions on both sides of the vessel and system designed to pump full 
capacity from either side of the vessel would require total removal of a ballast system in the engine 
room and the installation of a new system design for this new purpose.  The associated lengthy dry-
docking and vessel out of service time is not factored into the cost analysis or discussed anywhere in 
the Feasibility Study. 
 
Temperature: With respect to heating of the electrolysis side stream for the purpose of ‘mitigating’ 
cold water temperatures, the installation of a heater and expected operation at minimum temperature 
without an allowance for heat losses is not an acceptable engineering analysis. The heaters proposed 
by the consultants are undersized and should have been assumed to operate at a minimum of 20 or 
25C rather than 15C as proposed by the consultants;  
 
Brine: Brine tank sizing is not adequate for operation due to variances in delivery which should be 
properly engineered. If optimal delivery of brine is 20PSU, a system should be designed to deliver 
25PSU – 30PSU to accommodate these allowances. In addition, as the storage capacity should match 
the fuel bunkering cycle, the tank size mentioned in report is not adequate and should be 2 to 3 
times larger. There is no mention in the Feasibility Study of operation of brine in temperatures 
below -20 where brine freezes. 
 
Ozone: The ozone systems identified in the Efficacy Study were identified as facing challenges 
operating in cold and fresh water but no mitigating measures were suggested. This is a serious 
omission with significant consequences that illustrates the effect of flawed assumptions being carried 
through to the Feasibility Study. The Efficacy Study specifically mentions issues with potential carry-
over of Ozone gas (which is toxic) into the ballast tanks. These tanks vent to the Main Deck, which 
is where the crew do most of their work. No mention of this and no mitigation factors were 
introduced. 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: There was discussion about the ability of non-filter systems to deal 
with eggs, cysts, mollusks and fish. It was noted that the NKO3 system does not have a filter, but 
requires a strainer to be installed in the ballast system onboard the vessel, which is not present in 
Lakes vessels but can be present on Ocean Going vessels. 
 
Corrosion: If any BWTS put on the market has any potential problems related to accelerated 
corrosion, it should be automatically excluded from any discussions for use on Great Lakes vessels. 
(most of which have uncoated ballast tanks, and even the few that are coated are subject to damage 
due to frequent canalling).  Currently, this criterion covers Ozonation, Electrolysis and Chemical 
Injection as these systems all use oxidisers. 
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Regulatory: There was no recognition of the impact associated with USCG type-approval, ETV 
standards, or VGP requirements (more stringent limit on TRO discharge). 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: There was an extensive discussion regarding this and it was clear that 
the author of the Feasibility Study had not considered additional regulatory hurdles that must be 
considered for vessels operating in the Great Lakes.  Especially relevant here are the requirements 
for USCG type-approvals and the VGP 401 certification and state permit requirements of many 
states. 
 
COSTING 
 
Overall, cost estimates in the Feasibility Study appear to be seriously underestimated and they are 
confusing. The scope of work is not fully detailed and operating costs are not fully developed. The 
cost analysis appeared to be based on the “best case scenario” for all of the different categories of 
vessels selected for the Study.  
 
Dividing the fleet into categories that are comprised of vessels that are fundamentally different in 
form, size and configuration and then costing the entire group based on the easiest scenario is not in 
our view a valid approach.  Further, to then qualify this approach by stating that each project will 
need to be examined individually (which is absolutely correct) defeats the purpose of the categories. 
In all cases, the Feasibility Study assumed that the BWTS could be placed in close proximity to the 
ballast pumps and without affecting cargo carrying capacity, which was a false assumption.  The cost 
estimates would fundamentally change if remote installation was taken into account and cargo 
carrying capacity reduced.  In all scenarios, there was no allowance for the requirement for high sea 
suctions, even though CSA members have identified low sea suction operations as a serious, if not 
fatal, limitation on BWTS efficacy from a filtration and also a secondary process point of view. 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: When questioned, the author of the Report mentioned that the scope 
of the work was to look at BWTS installation in isolation and that some of their solutions were 
based on “engineering judgment.” He also reported that TC had suggested to them that the costs 
were overestimated and requested reductions.  The Feasibility study lists several amendments being 
done.  The author agreed that self-unloaders are highly optimized and that a BWTS would definitely 
detract from such optimization.   
 
Several other factors and/or incorrect assumptions resulted in underestimates and inaccuracies 
related to costing. These include: 
 
Aft accommodation self-unloaders: The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumed that all vessels have 
ring main ballast systems and no manifold system ballast system configurations, and that ballast 
tanks could be used for BWTS arbitrarily. 
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Tankers: The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumed that all tankers have excess power available on 
the vessel and that a ballast pump room exists with available space for systems, therefore no 
structural work or additional power would be required. Neither of these assumptions is reflective of 
the majority of the tanker fleet. 
  
Forward and Aft Self-unloaders: The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumes that trim tanks in 
engine rooms could be used for installation of equipment. The majority of these vessels do not have 
trim tanks and the integration of any BWTS into a manifold type ballast system is not engineered in 
this report. This will be a complicated task that may require full engine room ballast arrangement re-
design. 
  
Capital Costs: Items are missing from the scope of work and therefore costs are underestimated. 
For instance: 

• UV systems need to be sized at ballast pump capacity for filtration and ballast plus stripping 
for UV systems on discharge. This was not captured in the Feasibility Study. 

• Modification to high sea suctions was not reflected 
• All costs associated with additional power requirements were not included, i.e. new 

generators, deck stiffening, effects on vessel condition, cost for new cables for all generators 
along with new switchboards and exhaust systems. 

• Costs of brine tank installation were not included 
• Control system integration was not included 
• Pumps for dosing / slipstream pumping were not included. 
• Renewal of ventilation systems as a result of heat increases and air consumption in the 

engine room associated with all the new equipment was not considered. 
 
Specific examples of underestimated costs from the costing tables (these examples are not 
exhaustive and only provided here as a sampling of some of the costing issues noted): 
 
The Feasibility Study identifies (for aft accommodation self-unloaders) a need for 1532kW of 
additional power and uses a multiplier of $815 per kW for costing. Unfortunately we cannot just 
arbitrarily increase power output; in this case 4 new generators would be required to supply the total 
power requirement of 4200 kW. 4200 kW times $815 = $3,423,000 which is an increase of 
approximately $2,000,000 over the estimate of $1.4 million provided in the study (see below).  
Additionally capital projects of this size require a 10% – 15% contingency to account for errors and 
omissions, even on highly detailed specification projects, which the Feasibility Study is not. 
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 Table	  Source:	  STX	  Feasibility	  Study	  
 
Operating costs: USCG information quoted in this study indicates that heaters (for side stream 
electrolysis systems) will be required to be used for almost the entire operating year, however the 
Feasibility Report costing below was based on only 10% usage and results in an estimated cost of 
$70,000 per annum. If usage of 80% of the year is assumed, as per the USCG assumptions, this 
increases to $570,000 per annum based on the required fuel consumption. In addition, annual cost 
of brine at 30PSU is estimated by CSA at an additional $260,000 in operating costs (compared to the 
cost of ~ $172,000 given below). These costs far exceed the estimates provided below (see excerpt 
from the Feasibility Study below).  
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OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 
 
Ozone:. Ozone gas is toxic and should be identified as such. Any remote possibility of crew 
exposure would eliminate this process from consideration. 
 
Ballast capacity reduction:  All vessels will have an issue with reducing ballast capacity, but 
especially the type used as an example in the report, being the CSL Niagara.  Vessels such as this 
with finer lines aft have an even greater issue with ballast capacity used to lower stresses.  Ballast is 
critically controlled in ships such as this.  In addition, without adequate ballast capacity aft, the 
vessel’s propeller will not be fully submerged causing serious operational/navigation issues and 
impacting safe operation of vessels. 
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Use of aft peak tank: The aft peak is proposed for use for BWTS installation, however, as already 
noted this tank is already committed for vessel operations. 
 
Ballast tank capacity reduction: Page 26 of the Report (Aft accommodation self-unloader) 
indicates a ballast tank capacity reduction of 2000m³ of a total of 19,000m³ ballast capacity. This is a 
significant ballast capacity reduction that cannot be operationally tolerated. 
 
Specific examples of issues noted in the installation drawings (these examples are not 
exhaustive and only provided here as a sampling of some of the issues noted):  
 
The excerpt below from drawings on page 165 of the Feasibility Study show the majority of the 
ballast tank capacity being used for the BWTS. Unfortunately the system as installed has no 
maintenance space allowance and is not fit for use. Additionally, the drawing shown indicates no 
transverse structure in the tank. This structure cannot be removed. This is unacceptable from an 
engineering, classification and safety point of view. Additionally the area used is subject to damage 
on vessels that conduct frequent canalling making it an unsafe place to locate machinery. 
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The drawings below demonstrate what appears to be contact of the BWTS with the ship’s structure. 
This is unacceptable. 
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In the drawing above, the Ozone BWTS removes ballast from one side of the ship only, subjecting 
the vessel to major stability issues. In addition, not included in this system is a footprint for filters. 
 
INSTALLATION CONSTRAINTS 
The following installation constraints were not adequately considered in the analysis: 
 

• No space allowed for maintenance of equipment 
• No space allowed for equipment change-out – not fit for purpose 
• Removal of essential vessel structural components 
• Simplistic integration of BWTS into existing ballast system 
• Dry-docking required for underwater/shell modifications 
• No volume allowed for the additional auxiliary equipment (heaters, etc.) 
• No volume or consideration given to new generators or switchboard and their associated 

impact on areas – no room for larger generators. 
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With respect to the images above from the study: 

• No space has been allowed for maintenance of equipment 
• No space has been allowed for equipment change-out; not fit for purpose 
• No consideration for essential vessel structural components 
• Represents a simplistic integration of BWTS into the existing ballast system 

 
There are also type approval-related considerations which were not factored into the report which 
are a part of the operating reality of the CSA fleet: 

• Need for system in its entirely to have type approved status 
• Manufacturer reservations 
• USCG Type approval required 
• UV systems will not be approved by USCG in the near future. 
• For electro-chlorination, no system is type approved to use a brine mixture (‘mitigating 

measure’). 
• Manufacturers are not producing systems that integrate brine injection systems and have no 

intentions of going in this direction 
 
Workshop Discussion Note: There was considerable discussion regarding the costing estimates. 
While the Feasibility Study authors would not state the number of hours spent on their report, there 
was clearly insufficient detail.  In addition, they noted several times that many of the considerations 
discussed during the workshop were outside of their scope of work.   
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Overall, CSA finds that the Feasibility Study did not adequately identify and assess all challenges and 
constraints affecting the feasibility of BWTS installation in the vessel groups studied and did not 
present sufficient data to support certain conclusions. Additionally assumptions are used in the 
report which are erroneous and contrary to the positions stated by the members of the CSA. In 
some instances, reliance on statements made in the seriously flawed Efficacy Study for which the 
CSA has previously provided comments, undermined the effectiveness of the analysis in this report. 
Lastly, we find that costs were generally underestimated and not fully accounted for in the Report. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report has been developed to respond to a set of industry critiques on the report titled 
“Assessing the Feasibility of Ballast Water Treatment System Installation and Operation by 
Existing Vessels on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway”, STX Canada Marine report 182-
001-01 Rev 06, dated June 30, 2014 (ref. 1); referred to hereafter as “the STXM report”1.  

Critiques were provided by the Lake Carriers Association (LCA), the Shipping Federation of Canada 
(ShipFed) and the Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) during and after the workshop hosted 
by Transport Canada (TC) on September 18th, 2014.   

This report addresses all comments which have been provided by industry through TC.  55 items 
have been drawn from the 3 industry critiques, and responses are provided to each. The majority 
of items centered round three major areas of concern: 

1. The scope of the work undertaken, and the overall approach; 
2. Technical feasibility issues; 
3. Cost estimation. 

 

For the first area, VARD acknowledges that the scope and approach of the report do not address 
all of industry’s issues.  However, the report does meet all the requirements of the contract. 

All technical feasibility issues raised by industry have been checked, and the validity of 
assumptions in the report has been reviewed.  This supplementary report presents analysis, 
diagrams etc. to clarify some aspects of the approach.  VARD sees no reason to adjust any of the 
results presented in the original report, but does note again that some specific ships may pose 
particular challenges for the use of some or all of the BWTS options considered.   

Cost estimation for any shipbuilding or ship repair project is very challenging and a specific project 
may receive widely varying quotations from different yards.  VARD has used best available data 
for actual equipment costs, and has developed labour estimates from similar types of work in 
Canadian shipyards.  We have presented High, Medium and Low estimates to cover the 
anticipated range of costs, taking into account the variability between ships and systems.  This 
supplementary report provides additional information on aspects of the approach to both 
installation and running costs. 

In general, VARD does not consider that any of the industry concerns require that changes be 
made to the original report. 

                                                           

1 Following ownership change in July 2014, STX Canada Marine Inc now operates as Vard Marine Inc 
(VARD). 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report has been developed to respond to a set of industry critiques on the report titled 
“Assessing the Feasibility of Ballast Water Treatment System Installation and Operation by 
Existing Vessels on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway”, STX Canada Marine report 182-
001-01 Rev 06, dated July 18th, 2014 [1]; referred to hereafter as “the STXM report”.  

Critiques were provided by the Lake Carriers Association (LCA) [2], the Shipping Federation of 
Canada (ShipFed) [3] and the Canadian Shipowners Association (CSA) [4] during and after the 
workshop hosted by Transport Canada (TC) on September 18th, 2014.  This report addresses all 
comments which have been provided by TC, following the Statement of Work incorporated into 
Contract Amendment 5 for the project. 

Each substantive comment has been recorded in a response matrix, which is subdivided by 
industry group.  A response is provided alongside, and in some cases further detail is contained in 
a set of Annexes. 

A Summary and Conclusions section completes the main report, highlighting the main themes of 
the critiques and responses to these. 

It should be noted that since the STXM report began STX Canada Marine (STXM) has been 
acquired by and incorporated into VARD Marine. Any references made to VARD incorporate the 
work and projects previously undertaken by STXM.
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2 RESPONSE MATRIX – LAKE CARRIERS ASSOCIATION 

Lake Carriers’ Association Comments Submitted September 8th 2014. 

# Summarised Comment Vard Marine Response 

1 

No definition of the term “Technical 
Feasibility” provided. 

In reference to the STXM report the term 
Technical Feasibility is defined as follows:  
Given the level of information made 
available from vessel operators, Transport 
Canada and BWTS suppliers, assess 
whether the systems in question can be 
physically installed and operated on the 
vessels investigated.  

2 
The Report does not consider the costs due 
to lost revenue resulting from the BWMS 
installation. 

Beyond the scope of the STXM report. 

3 

Under estimation of flow rates due to filter 
back flushing resulting in underestimated 
system sizing and costing. 

The financial assessment for each vessel 
accounted for a 10% increase in total 
ballasting time required per ballast cycle 
based on ballast pumps operating at 100% 
flow capacity continuously. 
Refer to Annex A for further explanation. 

4 

Methodology - There are examples in each 
category of at least one, but often several, 
vessels which have design features which 
are significantly different than the example 
chosen by the authors.  

All vessels examined in sections 3 & 4 of the 
STXM Report, with the exception of the 
1000’ and the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft #1, were taken 
from the Canadian fleet data publicly 
available, hence the discrepancies 
highlighted between the LCA data on the 
US fleet.  
The amount of variation present within 
vessel categories is highlighted within the 
STXM report and is clearly demonstrated 
with the comparison between the Self-
Unloaders Accommodation Fwd. & Aft 
analysed in sections 4.3 & 4.4.  
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5 

In almost all cases, vendor-supplied data is 
the only source for this information. It has 
been our experience – not only in the 
BWMS industry, but other marine supplier 
industries – that equipment performance 
assumptions are aggressive. Thus, the data 
contained in the report and the resulting 
conclusions regarding costs are likely to be 
significantly different than the actual costs.   

Where possible performance ratings and 
procurement costs for major equipment 
were obtained from suppliers directly, 
where data was not forthcoming estimates 
based on previous projects undertaken by 
STXM/Vard were utilised. 
The financial analysis used Low, Probable 
and High estimates for both costings and 
BWTS performance (see comment 
response 3) to demonstrate a range of 
costings and account for both conservative 
and aggressive marketing tactics.   

6 

Biological efficacy of BWMS all  critical  
equipment  and systems  –  such  as  a  
BWMS  –  are  required  to  be  Type  
Approved  by  the  U.S.  Coast Guard.  Based 
on information provided at numerous 
seminars and conferences by the U.S.  
Coast  Guard,  we  are  not at  all  certain 
that foreign  administration  type approved 
BWMSs  will  achieve  U.S.  Type  Approval,  
particularly  in  the  cold  water,  fresh  
water environment of  the  Great  Lakes. 

All proposals identified in the STXM report 
use a system that is type approved. 
Additional support systems required in 
order for the BWTS to function in the Great 
Lakes environment (such as heaters, brine 
supply etc.) have been identified and 
accounted for in the financial assessment. 
These systems follow the concepts 
identified in the Mouawad report, 
Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment 
Processes and Availability with Respect to 
the Great Lakes and St Lawrence Seaway 
[5].  
Issues surrounding type approval by USCG 
are beyond the scope of the STXM Report.  

7 

Financial Analysis - For the reasons stated 
elsewhere (including increased BWMS 
capacity, increased pumping requirements 
and additional power requirements) we 
believe STX Canada Marine has 
underestimated the cost of system 
installation.  In some cases, the STX Canada 
Marine estimates are less than half of the 
corresponding estimates provided in the 
more comprehensive U.S.  Coast Guard 
Ballast Water Treatment Engineering and 
Cost Study.     

We believe our costings to be realistic for 
the concepts presented. They are based on 
quotes from suppliers and previous 
projects undertaken.  
Comparisons of the cost estimates 
between the USCG report and the STXM 
report can be made for several systems and 
vessels investigated and are quite 
comparable for most options, Annex B 
provides further explanation on the 
costings differences when compared to the 
US Coast Guard Report [6] [7].  
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8 

Also,  in  the  cases  of  three  of  the  four 
technologies  chosen  which  use  corrosive  
active  substances,  the  cost  of  completely 
recoating  the  ballast  tanks  is  not  
included.    This cost could double or triple 
the total installation cost.  Additionally, any 
financial analysis cannot be considered 
complete without factoring in the lost 
opportunity costs and lost revenues 
associated with BWMS installation.  These 
costs have specifically been excluded 
according to the authors. 

Section 3 of the STXM report highlights the 
potential for significant costs if tank coating 
are required. It also highlights the fact that 
there is no firm evidence for the magnitude 
of the effects and recommends further 
investigation, as suggested in the 
Mouawad report [5]. For these reasons 
tank coating costs were excluded from the 
financial analysis. 
 
Lost opportunity costs were beyond the 
scope of the STXM report. 

9 

Vessel Comparison -  We  disagree  with  the  
Vessel  Complexity  Factor  ratings  and  find  
the  Vessel Installation Challenge scale to 
be misleading and confusing. 

See Annex C for further details on the 
Vessel complexity, BWTS complexity and 
Installation Challenge used throughout the 
STXM report. 

10 

Crew Training - significant training must be 
undertaken to ensure the vessel crew 
understands the proper operation of the 
system; can conduct the manufacturer’s 
required maintenance; and can safely 
troubleshoot the system.  Additionally, 
many of the systems require the vessel 
crew to handle hazardous materials. 

The BWTS suppliers provide specific 
training for crew following installation. 
Much of the equipment that forms the 
BWTS’s can be compared to systems that 
already exist onboard vessels such as waste 
water treatment, fresh water plants etc. 
These systems have already been installed 
on international vessels so established 
training programs and safety requirements 
are in place. It is not believed that 
operation on the Great Lakes will require 
significantly more training or involve 
greater hazards than vessels operating on 
the open seas. 
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11 

We are dismayed by the statement that 
“[w]here possible the proposals have 
attempted to minimize any potentially 
detrimental effects on the vessels revenue 
generation.”  In our view, this indicates that 
the authors have intentionally chosen best 
case scenarios regarding detrimental 
effects which may not reflect most likely 
scenarios.  This self-serving approach 
results in a significant underestimation of 
costs and lost revenue. 

This comment has been completely 
misconstrued. This statement from the 
STXM report section 2 reflects our attempts 
to minimise detrimental effects on vessel 
revenue generation and is highlighted by 
the fact that no installations were proposed 
in cargo holds. Each proposal indicates a 
feasible solution for the vessel 
investigated, which as far as possible with 
the data available has been identified as a 
typical example for that vessel category. 
Detrimental effects related to all our 
proposals such as increased power 
consumption and dead weight have been 
acknowledged in full.    

12 

Electrolysis, chemical injection and Ozone 
system feedback loops - This  arrangement  
is  not  possible  and  would  not  comply  
with  the requirements of  the  BWMSs  
type  approval  certificate.  For each 
independent ballast system, a separate 
BWMS would be required. 

The BWMS suppliers contacted for the 
STXM report do not concur with this 
statement. Single treatment plants are 
capable of treating multiple headers with 
multiple injection points if the system is 
sized correctly for the flow requirement. 

13 

For all of the proposed UV Treatment 
system installations in Sections 3 and 4, the 
authors recommend a BWMS with a 
capacity of not less than 2,500 m3/hr.  To 
our knowledge there has been no type 
approval testing – land-based or shipboard 
– of any UV Treatment systems at flow 
rates of more than 500 m3/hr. 

  
Type approval validity concerns are beyond 
the scope of the STXM report.  
All systems used in the proposals have type 
approval. The U.V. system has IMO type 
approval through Lloyds Register for 
systems up 6000m3/hr. A full listing of its 
approvals can be found on the Hyde Marine 
Website. 
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14 

The STX Canada Marine Report states that 
all ozone treatment systems lack a 
mechanical filter, and thus, the 
backpressure is estimated to be low; only 
about 0.2-0.5 bar. 

Only one BWMS that uses only ozone for 
treatment was type approved at the time 
of writing and in accordance with the OEM 
guidance this system does not require a 
mechanical filter. Other systems employing 
ozone as part of the treatment system in 
conjunction with other methods such as 
U.V. are available and do require 
mechanical filters but were not used in the 
STXM report. 
The back pressure figures quoted are in 
accordance with the OEM data.   

15 

We believe that much of the information 
presented regarding the electrical 
demands of BWMSs is inaccurate and often 
underestimates the actual power demands 
of a BWMS. 

The electrolysis system referred to in the 
Netsco table was not one of the systems 
investigated in the STXM report. 
Refer to Annex D for further explanation. 

16 

Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment 
Processes and Availability with Respect to 
the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway 
System we estimate that heating of a side 
stream would be required 100% of the time 
in Lake Superior and not less than half of 
the time in the warmest lake (Lake Erie). 

The costings assessment assumes the 
circulation heater(s) identified for use with 
electrolysis systems is used at maximum 
capacity for 10% of the total ballasting 
time, with various margins.  
Based on the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft electrolysis proposal 
the projected energy costs would be 
approximately $6,800. If the heater was in 
operation at full power for 80% of the 
ballasting duration – an unrealistically 
pessimistic assumption - the cost would be 
approximately $54,500; a much smaller 
number than that derived by CSA.  
See Annex E for further details on costings 
relating to the circulation heater operation 
times. 
A detailed analysis of side stream heating 
requirements could be undertaken, but this 
is not considered to be justified based on 
the relatively minor cost impact. 
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17 

We are confused by the estimate in Table 5 
which lists the pressure drop for chemical 
injection (which requires a filter) as 0.5 bar 
which is less than the pressure drop for the 
ozone treatment system which requires no 
filter, as well as the System Configuration 
description for Chemical Injection in the 
same Table. 

The pressure drop figures are as quoted by 
OEMs. It should be noted that all of the 
filters investigated incorporate a method 
for back flushing the filter which can be 
programmed to begin once a set 
differential pressure is reached within the 
filter, in the case of the filter used by the 
chemical injection system this was 
recommended to be 0.5 bar and so could 
potentially result in more frequent back 
flushing than alternative BWTS. 
The chemical injection treatment plant is 
installed in the converted storage space 
and the mechanical filters (2 off) are 
installed in the converted ballast tanks as 
shown in appendix C of the STXM report. 
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18 

SUFA - the idea of a “typical” installation for 
vessels in this category might apply to only 
one or two of these vessels. This is further 
demonstrated in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 
where the authors provide technical cost 
estimates for two different vessels in the 
category for each of the four BWMS 
technology types. For electrolysis systems, 
the difference in cost between the two 
“typical vessels” is 43%; for chemical 
injection, the difference is 58%; for ozone 
the difference is 60%; and for UV systems, 
the difference is 174%! 

The amount of variation within all 
categories is acknowledged throughout the 
STXM report and, as stated by the LCA, is 
demonstrated by the assessment of two 
vessels from the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & Aft category. 
It should be noted that the costings 
estimate for all vessels analysed included a 
Low, Probable and High estimate and that 
in the text of the LCA comments the figures 
highlighted are comparing a low estimate 
to a high estimate in order to demonstrate 
the maximum variation. Referring to Table 
5 in the LCA comments gives the variation 
between vessels based on the same 
costings estimate levels; Low, Probable and 
High. Based on the Probable overall cost 
estimate the differences are: 
 Electrolysis – 0.34% 
 Chemical Injection – 7.95% 
 Ozone – 11.5% 
 UV – 95.53% 
Clearly the UV system installation shows 
the greatest level of variation between the 
vessels largely due to the installation 
requiring multiple UV treatment units 
leading to increased procurement costs 
(approximately 58% higher) 
For the 3 remaining BWTS types 
investigated a difference of between 0.34 - 
12% total cost for installation is believed to 
be reasonable and justifies the use of broad 
categorisation within the STXM report.  
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19 

In the case of the vessels with individual 
ballast systems for each tank, given the 
spatial distance between sea chests, it is 
likely that the organic load will be 
significantly different for each ballast tank, 
thus the system would have to deliver 
different biocide doses to each tank. No 
electrolytic chlorination system is presently 
type approved for this application. The 
same is true for the ozone and chemical 
injection systems. 

OEM data suggests this is not an issue, 
none the suppliers contacted agreed that 
differing treatment loads would be 
required due to ballast being taken on at 
opposite ends of the vessel. In general one 
monitoring point is provided for each pump 
and the total treatment dose is a function 
of the flow rate and not the organic load. 
Systems currently installed on vessels 
outside of the Great Lakes often operate 
with multiple monitoring/ injection points 
which are controlled by BWTS. Suppliers of 
Electrolysis, Ozone and Chemical Injection 
systems were consulted on this matter and 
although the use of a single pump/sea 
chest per tank was not a configuration they 
typically encountered, they confirmed that 
it would be possible to treat and did not 
envisage any type approval issues. 
Installation expenses due to the additional 
equipment was accounted for in the 
original costings assessment and is 
increased when compared to the standard 
installations using a common ballast 
system examined in the STXM report.     

20 

Given the two completely different 
methodologies employed in Sections 3 and 
4, we find it surprising – and a bit alarming 
– that the cost estimates in Section 3 for the 
different vessel categories  are,  in  all  
cases,  within  $1,000 of the cost estimates 
developed for ship-specific applications.  
This  translates  to  less  than  0.1%  
difference  between  the  two  completely  
different  
Methods for calculating costs. 

Where a vessel type was investigated in 
section 4 of the STXM report the costings 
were duplicated in the relevant part of 
section 3. The $1000 discrepancy between 
sections 3 & 4 for the applicable vessels is 
due to a rounding issue. 

21 
Other Issues section – Application of BWDS 
to Ocean Going vessels & Transit standard. 

Issues surrounding type approval and 
individual system technology were beyond 
the scope of this STXM report. 
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3 RESPONSE MATRIX – SHIPPING FEDERATION OF CANADA 

Shipping Federation of Canada Comments Submitted September 9th 2014. 

# Summarised Comment Vard Marine Response 

22 

The main aspect of the study that 
Federation members dispute relates to 
the cost calculation component.  
The reality is that most foreign-flagged 
vessels will undertake such an installation 
abroad; it was mentioned by some that 
the costs were vastly overestimated while 
other mentioned that this was the case 
for an installation on a new build, while a 
retrofit on an existing vessel could meet 
the prices presented in Table 1, even if the 
installation was done in a foreign 
shipyard. It was also mentioned that 
several elements were missing; the cost 
evaluation was done for an installation 
that would run on time according to the 
manufacturer’s specifications, which 
rarely, if ever, happens. While we 
understand that the “high” value could 
take into consideration overtime, we 
think that it should be stated explicitly.   
There are no cost figures for classification 
fees, nor for training and crew 
familiarization with the system. 

The costings were developed based on a 
retro fit installation using a flat labour rate 
of $75/hour which is believed to be 
representative of Canadian shipyards. The 
use of foreign shipyards was not considered 
in the costings estimates. It should be 
emphasised that the level of confidence in 
any of these estimates is budgetary for the 
more detailed analyses and more 
preliminary in other cases. 
The use of the Low, Probable and High 
estimates gives an indication of the level of 
variation an installation maybe subject to. 
These estimates include increased labour 
hours priced at the standard flat rate. 
Classification fees were not highlighted 
directly but an allowance was made for 
Project Management and Administration 
labour. Costs associated with training the 
crew to operate and maintain the BWTS are 
included in the BWTS procurement 
estimates, as they are generally provided by 
the OEM following installation.   
A further explanation of the costings 
assessment factors is given in Annex C. 

23 

Coverage: On p. 16, it is stated that the 
“International vessel data constitutes a 
sample of vessels believed to have 
operated on the Great Lakes during the 
2013 season”.  Could you explain how you 
established the numbers in the study? 

The list of vessels compiled in Appendix A – 
International Vessels was taken from the 
Foreign Ships Data - 2013 Season available 
at the www.boatnerd.com website. As 
stated in the STXM report this represents a 
sample of the international vessels to have 
operated on the Great Lakes & St Lawrence 
Seaway during the 2013 season. 

24 

Ballast Water Treatment System 
Installation: There has been several 
ballast water treatment systems 
installation on-board vessels; has there 

During the research for the STXM report 
several case studies provided by BWTS 
suppliers and engineering companies 
involved in previous installations were 
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been any information collected with 
respect to difficulties encountered in the 
process so as to validate the information 
presented in the study? For example, 
members that have ballast water 
treatment systems on-board vessels have 
mentioned that they had some difficulties 
with the stripping operations resulting in 
several procedural adjustments. While 
information about one typical vessel will 
allow for general conclusions, it would 
have strengthened the study to obtain 
information about several installations. 

reviewed. In these cases the systems 
installed were often similar to the proposals 
outlined for the Great Lakes Vessels 
although the vessels themselves were 
typically ocean going. As these case studies 
were provided by BWTS suppliers, or 
potential suppliers, they were viewed with a 
reasonable level of skepticism with regards 
to final costings and installation time 
frames. 
One international vessel operator who 
frequently has vessels operating on the 
Great Lakes shared their experiences 
concerning BWTS installations on both new 
builds and existing vessels. This provided a 
valuable insight into issues concerning 
system selection and size, installation 
location, installation & running costs and 
their experience of attempting these types 
of installations in foreign shipyards.   We 
have also had discussions with several deep 
sea operators regarding their experiences.  

25 

Retrofits: Some vessels that transit the 
Great Lakes do not have a dedicated 
ballast system, but a common system in 
which ballasting is combined with the 
bilge system and cargo hold bilge/wash 
system. These vessels transit the St.  
Lawrence / Great Lakes system; why 
weren’t such vessel types included in the 
study? 

 
The vessels selected are representative of 
certain types that use the St. Lawrence 
system and have similarities to more 
dedicated Lakes vessels.  There was no 
intention to cover all deep sea vessel types 
or configurations. 

26 

Costs  validation:  Have  you  considered  
requesting  quotes  from  shipyards  to  
confirm  the costs figures? While we 
understand that it is impossible to 
validate all types of systems for all vessel 
types, it would have been interesting to 
have a cross-section of numbers being 
validated by shipyards. 

Shipyards were not asked to provide direct 
cost estimates for any of the installations 
proposed, this is largely due to the high level 
nature of the investigation and the time 
frames involved. 
The basis for the cost estimates includes 
equipment costs for the BWTS themselves, 
derived from information provided by a 
number of OEMs and from other materials 
in the public domain.  Costs for other major 
equipment items such as new generator sets 
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and replacement ballast water pumps have 
been derived from recent quotations for 
design projects undertaken by VARD and in 
some cases checked by direct budgetary 
quotations from equipment suppliers.  
Other equipment and material costs are 
more parametric, derived from VARD’s 
experience of refits and of the direct work 
content and work-in-way that will be 
involved for new structure and 
compartmentation, ventilation systems, 
electrical cabling, panels and switchboards, 
etc.  All labour estimates are based on the 
scope of work and consider the type of 
equipment, structure and auxiliary systems 
that require removal, modification or 
installation. 
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4 RESPONSE MATRIX – CANADIAN SHIP OWNERS ASSOCIATION 

Canadian Ship Owners Association Comments Submitted September 12th 2014. 

# Summarised Comment Vard Marine Response 

27 

Scope of Work & Methodology: 
The Study was required to evaluate those 
BWTS processes that TC identified 
previously in its BWTS Efficacy Study. CSA 
has previously expressed to TC its serious 
concerns regarding the conclusions in 
that report. 

STXM operated within the parameters of the 
scope of work provided by Transport Canada. 
The System types were outlined in the scope 
and the original efficacy study [5] was used as 
a point of reference. 

28 

The use of a relative benchmark for 
comparing feasibility of installation and 
operation of BWTS in existing vessels 
does not provide an absolute 
measurement of the complexity 
involved. This relative assessment 
approach obscures the potential 
significant differences between vessels 
types, trading patterns, and age of 
vessels. 

The STXM report is deliberately set at a high 
level in an attempt to encompass the majority 
of vessels within the Canadian fleet operating 
on the Great Lakes. The report repeatedly 
states that a detailed analysis of specific 
vessels is required to take an installation any 
further than the outlined 
budgetary/preliminary level.  

29 

The scope of work did not include 
sufficient analysis of the impact of 
operating BWTS under a variety of 
demanding port conditions, in various 
depths of waters, and in diverse 
environmental conditions. CSA members 
continue to believe that such challenges 
are significant and will have a major 
impact on operational efficiency. 
Consequently, the economic impact of 
such operational constraints deserves a 
comprehensive assessment. 

The operating conditions for which the 
proposals were developed around were in 
line with the original BWTS efficacy study [5]. 
Treatment systems and any additional 
support systems that may be required to 
operate on the Great Lakes were included 
and are consistent with the BWTS efficacy 
study completed by the BWTS expert.  

30 

The scope of work likewise did not 
include analysis of the impact of other 
existing regulations. For example, the 
space and power requirement of 
scrubbers should have been included as a 
factor in the study’s evaluation.  

The authors are aware that many ships are 
facing multiple challenges due to regulatory 
change, and the cumulative impact may make 
certain approaches/technologies more 
difficult to implement.  However, the scope of 
this work only addressed ballast water and 
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was based on the current configurations of 
the ships investigated.   

31 

Evaluation of feasibility for articulated 
tug-barges was not specifically included 
in the scope of work or addressed in the 
Report. 
 

Section 3.8 of the STXM report specifically 
addresses Tug Barges and details the reasons 
why they were deliberately excluded from 
the general strategy for installation.  
No detailed examination of Tug Barges was 
requested in the original scope of work and 
so they were excluded from section 4 of the 
report. 

32 

CSA believes that the methodology 
related to the development of the Vessel 
Complexity Factors was not sufficiently 
explained and does not appear logical. It 
is not demonstrated in the Report how 
these relative factors were derived and 
this therefore represents a significant 
concern with respect to the conclusions 
drawn. 

See Annex C for further details on the Vessel 
complexity, BWTS complexity and Installation 
Challenge used throughout the STXM report. 
An overview of the costings approach is 
outlined in section 3 of the STXM report. 

33 

Costing: 
Costing is a very complex undertaking 
that must account for numerous factors 
some of which were not adequately 
addressed or addressed at all in the 
study. Overall, CSA found the majority of 
the costing in the report to be 
underestimated, in particular, the costs 
of installation and additional power 
generation.  In addition, the study did not 
estimate the economic impacts and 
operational consequences of the 
resulting changes to cargo deadweight 
and ballast water capacity despite the 
fact that these could be potentially 
significant. 

The costings estimates provided a Low, 
Probable and High indication and were set at 
a confidence level that was budgetary for the 
more detailed analyses provisional in cases 
where less vessel details were available based 
on VARD’s experience in retrofit installations 
and quotes from suppliers. 
The costs of additional power generation was 
developed from previous VARD (STX) projects 
and costed on a per kW basis. This was the 
preferred method as it allowed for a base line 
estimate across all ship types irrelevant of the 
total requirement. Whilst it is true that some 
vessel operators may view the additional 
power requirements of the BWTS to be an 
opportunity to replace the entire current 
generator(s) capacity others may prefer to 
replace one existing unit with a larger one or 
add an additional generator. These decisions 
require a detailed examination of the 
individual vessel in question and the 
operator’s future plans for it. 
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The magnitude of DWT losses were estimated 
in the report but lost opportunity costs due to 
the addition of a BWTS were beyond the 
scope of the STXM report. 

34 

Operational Impacts: 
Engineering solutions suggesting 
installation of BWTS in ballast tanks could 
have impacts to navigation or stability, 
which were not considered and properly 
costed. This is also exemplified by the 
issue of sea suctions configuration: most 
CSA dry-bulk vessels have low suctions 
and are subject to high levels of sediment 
in certain ports, which could have a 
drastic impact on the effectiveness of a 
BWTS. 

The installation of high sea suctions was not 
considered in the STXM report; this is partly 
due to the vessel data available suggesting 
that many vessels (including the CSA vessel 
investigated) had both high and low suctions 
available and the lack of information 
detailing the extent of this problem faced in 
some Great Lakes ports.    
Sediment intake may affect the efficacy of 
some treatment systems but the Mouawad 
report does not consider this a unique (or 
insuperable) Lakes issue.  For some vessels 
the owner may make a decision to change 
suction configuration but this is only one of 
many ship- and operation-specific variables.  
The cost could be relatively high or quite 
minor depending on the approach taken. 
 
 

35 

The Report does not sufficiently examine 
the requirements for BWTS employing 
oxidising agents and their impact on the 
vessel structure in coated and uncoated 
ballast tanks. 

Section 3 of the STXM report highlights the 
potentially significant costs that would be 
encountered if the ballast tanks needed to be 
coated to facilitate the use of a BWTS. Section 
3 also identifies that no firm evidence for the 
magnitude of the effect is currently available   
and so the cost of tank coatings has been left 
out of the cost estimates. 

36 

The impacts of salinity (or brine 
injection), temperature, retention time 
and UV transmittance are critical to 
equipment operation, efficacy and 
longevity and have been glossed over 
and essentially ignored. 

The challenges provided by the Great Lakes 
shipping environment including low salinity, 
temperature, short shipping routes and UV 
transmittance have all be assessed in the 
detailed analysis, section 4, where applicable. 
Several of the issues require additional 
support systems to meet the BWTS 
requirements and these proposals have been 
included and accounted for. The final choice 
of BWTS type for a specific vessel will require 
a detailed examination of the individual 
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vessel and its operating profile in order to 
select the optimised solution. The STXM 
report in no way attempts to provide a 
detailed, optimised solution for every vessel 
operating on the Great Lakes but instead 
proposes feasible installations for the BWTS 
types requested in the original scope of work. 
These are extended across a broad range of 
vessel categories with more detailed 
examples provided for several vessel types. 

 

 

Canadian Ship Owners Association Comments during the Workshop and Submitted October 8th 
2014. 

# Summarised Comment Vard Marine Response 

37 

Methodology and Omissions: 
Unfortunately, the Feasibility Study does 
not deal with the pumping capacity losses 
occurring due to the back-flushing cycle; 
these are detailed in available reports as 
somewhere between 10% and 30%, 
therefore BWTS must be sized to deliver 
the correct capacity to the ballast tanks and 
also the ballast pumps must be sized for 
these systems.  This was not considered in 
the system costing or in the assessment of 
the space required to install the system in 
the vessel. 

 
The financial assessment for each vessel 
accounted for a 10% increase in total 
ballasting time required per ballast cycle 
based on ballast pumps operating at 100% 
flow capacity continuously. 
Refer to Annex A for further explanation. 

38 

Methodology and Omissions: 
The impact of installation of BWTS in ballast 
tanks and the reserve of use of the aft peak 
tank has significant consequences for 
vessel operations. 

A full stability analysis was not deemed 
necessary for this level of report as even in 
the worst case (Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft Electrolysis proposal) 
less than 4% (740m3) of the total ballast is 
lost due to the installation of equipment in 
the ballast wing tanks. The use of sections 
of ballast tanks as potential installation 
sites was also suggested by the U.S. Coast 
Guard report which highlights them as a 
feasible location. 
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The Aft peak tank is sighted as a potentially 
feasible space for housing the brine holding 
tank required for electrolysis systems 
operating in fresh water. As stated in the 
STXM report each vessel requires further 
detailed analysis before the optimised 
solution can be realised and the use of an 
electrolysis systems may not be 
preferential for every vessel. The STXM 
report also uses the example of holding 
enough brine to complete 5 ballast cycles. 
This value should also be subject to vessel 
specific analysis as the bunkering of brine 
needs to be synchronised with other vessel 
activities and this will ultimately determine 
the tank size required and potential 
locations. 
See Annex F for further explanation. 

39 

Methodology and Omissions: 
Any vessel that will be subject to BWTS 
installation needs to be reviewed for 
location of sea suctions. Many CSA vessels 
have low sea suctions close to the keel of 
the vessel and as a result will entrain 
sediments directly from the bottom during 
ballasting. Installation of high sea suctions 
on both sides of the vessel and system 
designed to pump full capacity from either 
side of the vessel would require total 
removal of a ballast system in the engine 
room and the installation of a new system 
design for this new purpose.   

The installation of high sea suctions was 
not considered in the STXM report; this is 
partly due to the vessel data available 
suggesting that many vessels (including the 
CSA vessel investigated) had both high and 
low suctions available and the lack of 
information detailing the extent of this 
problem faced in some Great Lakes ports.    

40 

Methodology and Omissions: 
With respect to heating of the electrolysis 
side stream for the purpose of ‘mitigating’ 
cold water temperatures, the installation of 
a heater and expected operation at 
minimum temperature without an 
allowance for heat losses is not an 
acceptable engineering analysis. The 
heaters proposed by the consultants are 
undersized and should have been assumed 

OEM data suggests that 15C is the 
minimum temperature required for an 
electrolysis type BWTS to operate 
effectively; all proposals requiring side 
stream heating are based on this guidance.  
All circulation heaters used in electrolysis 
proposals are based on commercially 
available equipment. In every case a larger 
heater than the minimum capacity 
calculated is used leading to a minimum 
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to operate at a minimum of 20 or 25C 
rather than 15C as proposed by the 
consultants 

over capacity of between 5-17% depending 
on the vessel.  
In every proposal the circulation heater is 
deliberately positioned in close proximity 
to the chlorine generator unit to reduce the 
pipe work lengths and it is assumed that 
the side stream pipework between the 
heater and generator unit will be 
sufficiently insulated to minimise heat 
losses as is the case for all hot water pipes 
installed onboard, not just the BWTS. 
It should also be noted that in all cases an 
auxiliary load is accounted for in both the 
weight estimate and costings estimate to 
account for space heating in compartments 
containing BWTS equipment. This leads to 
a reduction in temperature difference and 
justifies the heater selection based on 15C.     

41 

Methodology and Omissions: 
Brine tank sizing is not adequate for 
operation due to variances in delivery 
which should be properly engineered. If 
optimal delivery of brine is 20PSU, a system 
should be designed to deliver 25PSU – 
30PSU to accommodate these allowances. 
In addition, as the storage capacity should 
match the fuel bunkering cycle, the tank 
size mentioned in report is not adequate 
and should be 2 to 3 times larger. There is 
no mention in the Feasibility Study of 
operation of brine in temperatures below -
20 where brine freezes. 

All proposals are based on bunkering 
230PSU brine, when this is injected into the 
1% slipstream it provides a 20PSU brine to 
the chlorine generator.  
Issues surrounding the quality of brine 
bunkered are the responsibility of the 
vessel operator and are not considered in 
the STXM report. It should be noted that 
the electrolysis BWTSs analysed for the 
report incorporate an analyser system to 
monitor the chlorine levels being injected 
into the ballast stream. If lower salinity 
brine has been used the lower chlorine 
level generated will be detected and the 
brine volume would be adjusted to 
compensate. In the worst case scenario 
where the maximum brine pump volume is 
reached and sufficient chlorine cannot be 
generated the ballasting rate would have to 
be reduced. 
The STXM report uses the example of 
holding enough brine to complete 5 ballast 
cycles to allow for a simple comparison 
across the different vessel categories. 
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Vessel specific analysis is required to 
optimise the bunkering frequency and 
salinity level as this will determine the 
volume of tankage required. 
Issues considering brine freezing below -
20C were not considered in the report. If 
the aft peak tanks do not typically freeze 
when filled with ballast water it is not 
believed this will be a major concern.  
Proposals to alleviate this scenario could 
include the use of a heated brine tank but 
this would add to the initial procurement 
and running costs of the system and adds a 
further challenge to the use of electrolysis 
BWTS on the Great Lakes.  

42 

Methodology and Omissions: 
The ozone systems identified in the Efficacy 
Study were identified as facing challenges 
operating in cold and fresh water but no 
mitigating measures were suggested. This 
is a serious omission with significant 
consequences that illustrates the effect of 
flawed assumptions being carried through 
to the Feasibility Study. The Efficacy Study 
specifically mentions issues with potential 
carry-over of Ozone gas (which is toxic) into 
the ballast tanks. These tanks vent to the 
Main Deck, which is where the crew do 
most of their work. No mention of this and 
no mitigation factors were introduced. 

The STXM report section 2.3.1 highlights 
the uncertainty that exists with regards to 
the effects of cold water on the ozone 
process and the potential requirement of a 
neutralisation system similar to that 
incorporated in the electrolysis and 
chemical injection systems. The Mouawad 
report [5] suggests that further testing is 
required in order to prove the systems 
operate consistently in the Great Lakes 
environment. 
The hazards of ozone gas are well 
documented in the STXM report; the 
potential for hazardous leaks from the 
generator plant are reduced to acceptable 
levels by virtue of the gas 
destruction/dilution systems, gas 
monitoring and negatively pressured 
supply lines. The tank venting system was 
not investigated in detail for any vessel in 
the report due to the data available, but 
the potential for toxic gas to be released to 
a manned area must be recognised. 
Preventative measures could include 
extending/re-routing tank vents and 
incorporating gas monitors in areas 
identified as a potential risk. These 
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modifications are concerned with regular 
steel piping and so costs are unlikely to be 
significant given the total cost for 
installation. 
This issue is not specific to the GL fleet and 
international vessels operating this type of 
system in a cold climate will have 
encountered similar issues.   
  

43 

Methodology and Omissions: 
If any BWTS put on the market has any 
potential problems related to accelerated 
corrosion, it should be automatically 
excluded from any discussions for use on 
Great Lakes vessels (most of which have 
uncoated ballast tanks, and even the few 
that are coated are subject to damage due 
to frequent canalling).  Currently, this 
criterion covers Ozonation, Electrolysis and 
Chemical Injection as these systems all use 
oxidisers. 

Section 3 of the report highlights the 
potential for significant costs if tank coating 
are required. It also highlights the fact that 
there is no firm evidence for the magnitude 
of the effects and recommends further 
investigation, as suggested in the 
Mouawad report on BWTS efficacy [5]. For 
these reasons tank coating and corrosion 
issues were excluded from the financial 
analysis. 

44 

Methodology and Omissions: 
There was no recognition of the impact 
associated with USCG type-approval, ETV 
standards, or VGP requirements (more 
stringent limit on TRO discharge).   
Workshop Discussion Note: There was an 
extensive discussion regarding this and it 
was clear that the author of the Feasibility 
Study had not considered additional 
regulatory hurdles that must be considered 
for vessels operating in the Great Lakes.  
Especially relevant here are the 
requirements for USCG type-approvals and 
the VGP 401 certification and state permit 
requirements of many states. 

 
This is beyond the STXM report’s scope of 
work, all systems identified in the 
installations had a type approval certificate 
meeting current IMO requirements. 

45 

Costing: 
Dividing the fleet into categories that are 
comprised of vessels that are 
fundamentally different in form, size and 
configuration and then costing the entire 
group based on the easiest scenario is not 

As required in the work scope (which was 
provided to industry for comment), vessels 
were split into a number of categories 
within which there is reasonable similarity 
to assist in developing the overall picture 
for the Great Lakes fleet. 
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in our view a valid approach.  Further, to 
then qualify this approach by stating that 
each project will need to be examined 
individually (which is absolutely correct) 
defeats the purpose of the categories.  

The STXM report repeatedly states that a 
detailed analysis of specific vessels is 
required to take an installation any further 
than the outlined budgetary/preliminary 
level and the categories are relevant for the 
level of detail the report is set at. 

46 

Costing: 
In all cases, the Feasibility Study assumed 
that the BWTS could be placed in close 
proximity to the ballast pumps and without 
affecting cargo carrying capacity, which 
was a false assumption.  The cost estimates 
would fundamentally change if remote 
installation was taken into account and 
cargo carrying capacity reduced.  In all 
scenarios, there was no allowance for the 
requirement for high sea suctions, even 
though CSA members have identified low 
sea suction operations as a serious, if not 
fatal, limitation on BWTS efficacy from a 
filtration and also a secondary process 
point of view. 

It is true that for all proposals an attempt 
was made to locate the BWTS as close to 
the existing ballast pumps and equipment 
and that if possible installations directly 
affecting cargo (i.e. installations in cargo 
holds or on deck that could potentially 
interfere with loading gear) would be 
avoided. Equipment locations were not 
selected on blind assumptions but were the 
result of reviewing the vessel data 
available, several installations require the 
conversion of alternative spaces into BWTS 
outside of the machinery space housing the 
ballast pumps.  
Increases in dead weight due to the BWTS 
installation are referenced throughout the 
feasibility report. These will directly impact 
on the vessel cargo carrying ability.  

47 

Aft accommodation self-unloaders:  
The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumed 
that all vessels have ring main ballast 
systems and no manifold system ballast 
system configurations, and that ballast 
tanks could be used for BWTS arbitrarily. 

Section 3.1.2 of the STXM report outlines 
the two ballast configurations commonly 
found on these vessels. The vessel analysed 
in section 4.2 had a double header 
configuration originally and so this was 
studied in more detail. The decision for 
which vessels would be studied in more 
detail was based on a combination of the 
vessel data available and attempting to find 
a vessel that was typical of each class, no 
attempt was made to find the easiest 
installation vessel available. 
See Annex F for further explanation. 

48 

Tankers:  
The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumed 
that all tankers have excess power available 
on the vessel and that a ballast pump room 
exists with available space for systems, 

Section 3.4.2 of the STXM report outlines 
two ballast configurations commonly found 
on these vessels including the pump room 
and in tank installations. The vessel 
analysed in more detail in section 4.1 had a 
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therefore no structural work or additional 
power would be required. Neither of these 
assumptions is reflective of the majority of 
the tanker fleet. 

pump room and single header 
configuration. Structural modifications for 
equipment seats etc. is included in both the 
costings and weight estimates. The 
decision for which vessels would be studied 
in more detail was based on a combination 
of the vessel data available and attempting 
to find a vessel that was typical of each 
class, no attempt was made to find the 
easiest installation vessel available. 
It was anticipated that sufficient electrical 
power exists as the demand for the smaller 
BWTS is relatively low and where data was 
made available it was confirmed that spare 
electrical capacity existed.   

49 

Forward and Aft Self-unloaders:  
The Feasibility Study incorrectly assumes 
that trim tanks in engine rooms could be 
used for installation of equipment. The 
majority of these vessels do not have trim 
tanks and the integration of any BWTS into 
a manifold type ballast system is not 
engineered in this report. This will be a 
complicated task that may require full 
engine room ballast arrangement re-
design. 

Section 3.2.2 outline the general strategy 
for installation and suggests several 
possible installation locations including the 
trim tank conversions, ballast wing tank 
conversions and an installation over 
multiple decks requiring several spaces to 
be reallocated.  
Sections 4.3 & 4.4 offer a more detailed 
proposal for two vessels in this class, both 
of which incorporate the manifold ballast 
water configuration. 

50 

Capital Costs:  
Items are missing from the scope of work 
and therefore costs are underestimated.  
For instance:  

  UV systems need to be sized at ballast 
pump capacity for filtration and ballast plus 
stripping for UV systems on discharge. This 
was not captured in the Feasibility Study.  

 Modification to high sea suctions was not 
reflected.  

 All costs associated with additional power 
requirements were not included, i.e. new 
generators, deck stiffening, effects on 
vessel condition, cost for new cables for all 
generators along with new switchboards 
and exhaust systems.  

 It was anticipated that both the regular 
ballast and the stripping system would not 
be operated simultaneously for significant 
periods of time. The Stripping systems are 
generally much smaller than the regular 
ballast system so the effect on total 
ballasting time required will not be 
significant. Given the limited effect this 
potentially has installing a larger system to 
handle the additional stripping load seems 
unlikely to be cost effective. 

 The installation of high sea suctions was 
not considered in the STXM report; this is 
partly due to the vessel data available 
suggesting that many vessels (including the 
CSA vessel investigated) had both high and 
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 Costs of brine tank installation were not 
included.  

 Control system integration was not 
included  

 Pumps for dosing / slipstream pumping 
were not included.  

 Renewal of ventilation systems as a result 
of heat increases and air consumption in 
the engine room associated with all the 
new equipment was not considered. 

low suctions available and the lack of 
information detailing the extent of this 
problem faced in some Great Lakes ports. 

 Power requirement costs are accounted for 
on a per kW basis, structural modifications 
are included as part of the work in way 
allowance, cabling and switchboards are 
included in the electrical distribution costs.  

 Control system integration and slip 
stream/dosing pump materials are 
included in the original BWTS procurement 
quotes and labour, including integration 
and commissioning is split between the 
installation labour and engineering costs.  

 These costs were not included as a line item 
as they are expected to be relatively minor 
contributors. 

 Costs associated with ventilation 
modifications are included in the HVAC 
installation/upgrades costs.   

51 

The Feasibility Study identifies (for aft 
accommodation self-unloaders) a need for 
1532kW of additional power and uses a 
multiplier of $815 per kW for costing. 
Unfortunately we cannot just arbitrarily 
increase power output; in this case 4 new 
generators would be required to supply the 
total power requirement of 4200 kW. 4200 
kW times $815 = $3,423,000 which is an 
increase of approximately $2,000,000 over 
the estimate of $1.4 million provided in the 
study (see below).   
Additionally capital projects of this size 
require a 10% – 15% contingency to 
account for errors and omissions, even on 
highly detailed specification projects, which 
the Feasibility Study is not. 

The costs of additional power generation 
were developed from previous STX projects 
and costed on a per kW basis. This was the 
preferred method as it allowed for a base 
line estimate across all ship categories. 
Whilst it is true that some vessel operators 
may view the additional power 
requirements of the BWTS to be an 
opportunity to replace the entire current 
generator(s) capacity others may prefer to 
replace one existing unit with a larger one 
or add an additional generator. These 
decisions require a detailed examination of 
the individual vessel in question and the 
operator’s future plans for it. 
The costings model used provides a 
Probable, Low and High estimate giving a 
range of approximately   -12% to +25% of 
the Probable cost. 

52 
Operating costs:  
USCG information quoted in this study 
indicates that heaters (for side stream  

Annex E provides further explanation of the 
heater costings calculation, and see also 
response to comment 16. In summary the 
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electrolysis systems) will be required to be 
used for almost the entire operating year, 
however the  
Feasibility Report costing below was based 
on only 10% usage and results in an 
estimated cost of $70,000 per annum. If 
usage of 80% of the year is assumed, as per 
the USCG assumptions, this increases to 
$570,000 per annum based on the required 
fuel consumption. In addition, annual cost 
of brine at 30PSU is estimated by CSA at an 
additional $260,000 in operating costs 
(compared to the cost of ~ $172,000 given 
below). These costs far exceed the 
estimates provided below (see excerpt 
from the Feasibility Study below). 

figures quoted by the CSA are concerned 
with all of the auxiliary loads required by 
the system and not just the circulation 
heater. The real cost of operating the 
heater at maximum capacity for 10% of the 
ballasting time is approximately $6,800 and 
if it was required at to operate at max 
capacity for 80% of the ballasting time the 
heater cost alone would be approximately 
$54,500. There are several variables 
involved with this scenario including the 
variable water temperature and 
opportunities for waste heat recovery 
systems and given that the STXM report 
provides Low, Probable and High costing 
assessments with a variance of $97,000, 
this figure and is believed to be reasonable. 
 

53 

Operational Constraints:  
Ozone gas is toxic and should be identified 
as such. Any remote possibility of crew 
exposure would eliminate this process from 
consideration. 

The hazards of ozone gas are well 
documented in the STXM report; the 
potential for hazardous leaks from the 
generator plant are reduced to acceptable 
levels by virtue of the gas 
destruction/dilution systems, gas 
monitoring and negatively pressured 
supply lines. The tank venting system was 
not investigated in detail for any vessel in 
the report due to the data available but the 
potential for toxic gas to be released to a 
public area must be recognised and 
preventative measures could include 
extending/re-routing tank vents and 
incorporating gas monitors in areas 
identified as a potential risk.     
Ozone based systems have been previously 
installed on vessels operating elsewhere in 
the world, and whilst it is acknowledged 
that the increased half-life of ozone in cold 
fresh water requires further investigation 
this is not seen as being an insurmountable 
challenge for Great Lakes vessels. 
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54 

Ballast capacity reduction:  All vessels will 
have an issue with reducing ballast 
capacity, but especially the type used as an 
example in the report, being the CSL 
Niagara.  In addition, without adequate 
ballast capacity aft, the vessel’s propeller 
will not be fully submerged causing serious 
operational/navigation issues and 
impacting safe operation of vessels. 
Use of aft peak tank: The aft peak is 
proposed for use for BWTS installation, 
however, as already noted this tank is 
already committed for vessel operations. 
Ballast tank capacity reduction: Page 26 of 
the Report (Aft accommodation self-
unloader) indicates a ballast tank capacity 
reduction of 2000m³ of a total of 19,000m³ 
ballast capacity. This is a significant ballast 
capacity reduction that cannot be 
operationally tolerated.  

VARD has not undertaken any analysis of 
stability, draft, trim, heel or air draft as part 
of this project.  The changes in lightship 
weight and total ballast capacity for most 
of the systems investigated are small, and 
would not require (by TCMS) the conduct 
of a new inclining experiment for any of the 
vessels even in the “highest impact” cases 
(which are in any event very unlikely to be 
the approaches selected).  As such, our 
engineering judgement is that any ship 
impacts will be manageable and will not 
cause “serious issues”.  
The actual volume of each ballast wing tank 
reallocated for the machinery space in the 
electrolysis proposal is approximately 
370m3.   
See Annex F for further explanation. 
    

55 

Drawing issues relating to the installation 
proposals for the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft and Fwd. & Aft #1: 

 Feasibility Study shows the majority of the 
ballast tank capacity being used for the 
BWTS. 

 Unfortunately the system as installed has 
no maintenance space allowance and is not 
fit for use. 

 The drawing shown indicates no transverse 
structure in the tank. This structure cannot 
be removed. This is unacceptable from an 
engineering, classification and safety point 
of view. 

 Additionally the area used is subject to 
damage on vessels that conduct frequent 
canalling making it an unsafe place to 
locate machinery. 

 The Ozone BWTS removes ballast from one 
side of the ship only, subjecting the vessel 
to major stability issues. In addition, not 

It should be noted that all drawings were 
originally drawn in AutoCAD to a scale of 
between 1:50 – 1:100. The diagrams were 
reduced from A0 to A4 size and produced 
as PDF’s in order to include them in the 
STXM report. Due to the size and scales 
involved fine details such as potential 
clashes with structure cannot be identified 
without examining the original AutoCAD 
drawings. 

 Annex F gives details of the actual volume 
required for the installation. The drawing 
for the Electrolysis installation shows less 
than half of the length of the tank is used 
for the installation and the upper parts of 
the tank are unaffected; the volume lost is 
about 15% of the tank’s capacity. 

 Maintenance spaces as indicated by the 
OEM’s have been observed for all 
installations. It is acknowledged the lack of 
space is one of the biggest challenges faced 
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included in this system is a footprint for 
filters. 

in a BWTS installation, but all equipment is 
accessible. 

 No structure was removed, the structure 
indicated on the drawings is as per the 
original data supplied. 

 All equipment is located clear of the ships 
sides and stiffeners so as to avoid contact 
during minor canalling incidents. 

 The Net effects of converting one ballast 
tank for the ozone BWTS installation is 
estimated to be approximately 1% of the 
DWT which is considered a feasible level of 
asymmetry. The Ozone system selected, 
according to the manufacturer’s guidance, 
does not require a mechanical filter.  
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5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The majority of feedback concerning the STXM Report centered round three major areas of 
concern: 

1. The scope of the work undertaken, and the overall approach; 
2. Technical feasibility issues; 
3. Cost estimation. 
 

VARD’s responses in these areas are summarized below. 

5.1 SCOPE OF WORK 

What is clear from the comments received is that many of the industry’s concerns were not 
addressed within the scope of the STXM report. This included issues concerned with Type 
Approval validity, USCG Type Approval, costs associated with lost opportunities and cost benefit 
analysis. These concerns are all beyond the scope of work defined by the contract.  

The approach taken was also in several areas dictated by the contract.  This meant that the Lakes 
(and international) fleets were considered as categories of vessel, in each of which one or two 
vessels were used for case studies.  We acknowledge in the STXM report that there is considerable 
variability within most of these categories, and that any BWTS installation will need to be tailored 
to a specific ship.  However, it was beyond the scope of the contract to consider each individual 
ship in the fleet. 

5.2 TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY 

Some of the major concerns raised by the industry associations were: 

 BWTS systems selected were undersized for the application; 

 The locations selected were inappropriate, and would prevent proper operation of the 
ship; 

 The installations did not allow enough space for maintenance or to prevent 
interferences; 

 The approach taken in the more detailed case studies would not work for all (or any) 
ships in a category. 

 

In several instances critiques have been based on a misunderstanding of the proposed installation 
or on the method of calculation used and where applicable these have been clarified within this 
report. 

VARD has assumed that the original maximum ballasting rate would be maintained on all ships.  
We have then used OEM performance information, and applied typical early stage design margins 
to sizing.  The much larger margins suggested by (one) industry representative would greatly 
increase size and cost and would not be normal design or operational practice. 
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We consider that the concerns raised regarding factors such as stability, draft, etc. are not valid, 
and are based on misunderstanding of the true ship impacts.  We agree that the STXM report has 
only examined the installation of BWTS, and has not explicitly considered other modifications that 
may be needed to add scrubbers, etc. – this was out of scope.  VARD has not considered or costed 
the addition of new sea suctions on the basis that the ships are currently functioning adequately 
with the suction arrangements which they have.  Additional problems for BWTS due to silt or slush 
ingestion may be location/operation/system specific and should be considered on a case-by-case 
basis. 

Location of equipment and space allocation are amongst the biggest challenges for the installation 
of a BWTS. In all proposals equipment is positioned in accordance with manufacturer’s guidance 
and observes the suggested maintenance envelopes. All equipment and provisional pipe runs 
consist of standard “off the shelf” items and no structural members shown on the vessel drawings 
provided have been removed. Work in way required for the installation is acknowledged in the 
costings estimate.    

The selection of feasible locations for BWTS installations was based on available information.  As 
discussed above and in the STXM report, it is quite possible that any specific approach may not 
work for all ships in a category, and/or may not be the optimum solution.  However, there was no 
attempt in any of the case studies to select ships that would be particularly easy (or difficult) to 
modify. 

5.3 COSTING 

The major industry association criticisms of the STXM report include: 

 Inaccurate estimation of installation cost; 

 Underestimation of operating cost; 

 Inappropriate costing methodologies 
 

While many of the comments from the LCA and CSA state that costs are underestimated, the 
ShipFed comments include: 

“it was mentioned by some that the costs were vastly overestimated while other 
mentioned that this was the case for an installation on a newbuild, while a retrofit 
on an existing vessel could meet the prices presented in Table 1, even if the 
installation was done in a foreign shipyard”. 

This shows that there is no consensus from industry as to whether the STXM/VARD estimates are 
too high or too low.  As noted in the matrix, where our estimates consider similar installations to 
those developed by the USCG, the costs are similar despite the use of quite different costing 
methodologies. 

As explained in the STXM report and in this current supplementary report, all costing estimates 
used have been based on a combination of direct supplier quotes, previously completed similar 
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projects and engineering judgment.  There is likely to be considerable variability in any actual 
shipyard (or installer) cost, depending not only on the factors that have been considered in VARD’s 
estimates but also on the shipyard workload and schedule demands, etc.; and/or potential 
bottlenecks in BWTS availability. The provision of the Low, Probable and High estimate for each 
installation accounts for a reasonable amount of variation in both procurement and labour costs.  
We consider that the estimates are at a budgetary level for the more detailed case studies and 
are more preliminary for vessels analysed in less detail. Somewhat more cost accuracy would be 
possible for a more complete design package, but this would not remove price uncertainty for the 
reasons outlined above. 

The other criticisms of the costings are in most respects based on misinterpretation of the 
methodology which has been applied.  Some instances of this have been illustrated in the 
response matrix and appendices.  It is unfortunate that the majority of the feedback on these 
points was raised only at or after the September workshop, as this meant that VARD were unable 
to analyse in advance how the claimed “errors” had been calculated by the industry associations. 

5.4 CONCLUSIONS 

VARD has undertaken an in-depth review of the comments of the three industry associations on 
the STXM (VARD) report 182-001-01.  Their criticisms of the scope of this report and aspects of 
the overall approach taken to the work are essentially issues for Transport Canada to address, 
although VARD is comfortable that the objectives for this study have been met. 

We have examined the detailed criticisms of the technical solutions and cost estimates in some 
detail.  Many of these result from misunderstandings of the design and calculation approach; and 
in turn this is in part due to limited dialogue with any of the organizations over the course of the 
project.  VARD recognizes that the main report is a lengthy complex document.  We have provided 
additional explanation of some aspects in this supplementary report, and remain ready to provide 
further information in the future.  However, we see no reason to accept the alternative input 
assumptions proposed by some industry representatives or to change any of the results which 
have been provided. 

VARD considers that all of the case study installation approaches which were developed under 
this project are viable options for the various technology types considered and for a number of 
vessels in each of the ship categories.  Individual vessels may pose unique challenges, but in no 
case was it deemed absolutely infeasible to develop a BWTS installation solution.  Similarly, while 
individual installation costs may vary quite widely we are confident that the cost data developed 
is a reasonable basis for a future overall cost-benefit analysis. 
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ANNEX A - MECHANICAL FILTER BACK FLUSHING 

Back flushing of mechanical filters is required to prevent the filter elements becoming clogged by debris 
during ballasting. Mechanical filters containing conical filter elements are commonly used in several different 
types of BWTS including several of the systems examined in the STXM report. Each filter contains several 
filter cones which are individually flushed with unfiltered water initially and then a small amount of filtered 
water during ballasting. The back wash water is then flushed overboard. As only one cone per filter is flushed 
at any time the majority of the inlet flow continues to pass through the remaining filter cones. Back flushing 
is automatic and can be controlled centrally by the BWTS or locally by each filter and is commonly set to 
begin once a pre-determined back pressure is realised within the filter. Alternatively back flushing can be set 
at regular time intervals or triggered manually if required.    
The reduction in ballast flow due to back flushing is determined by the following: 

1. The decrease in flow due to a single filter cone being off line. 
2. The time required to flush each individual cone. 
3. The number of times back flushing is required per ballast cycle. 

Parameters 1 & 2 are dictated by the mechanical filter itself and are fixed by the filter design. Each time back 
flushing is initiated the drain valve opens for a set period of time (typically 1-2 min depending on the filter 
size), this results in a pressure drop across the mechanical filter allowing the ballast pumps to increase the 
inlet flow through the filter cones that are not being flushed. Figure 1 shows the actual flow losses 
experienced during back flushing using a Hydac filter, the actual losses experienced during back flushing were 
approximately 5% of the total flow rate. 

The third parameter is dictated by the water conditions present during ballasting and varies greatly from one 
location to another within the Great Lakes. This was demonstrated in the study completed by the Great Lakes 
Laboratory for Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, Fisheries and Ocean Canada [8]. During this study trials were 
conducted onboard the vessel M/V Richelieu whilst it was docked in Quebec City and Sarnia and whilst at 
anchor in Thunder Bay. The study reported that during ballasting at both Quebec City and Sarnia the rate of 
back flushing was approximately 1.2 cycles per hour. In Thunder Bay, after the first hour of ballasting, the 
frequency of flushing was approaching 12-13 cycles per hour. The increase in back flushing cycles was said to 
be due to the high density of the cladoceran H. gibberum, which may reach 3–4 mm in size due to its large 
gelatinous mantle. This led to clogging of the filtration unit in Thunder Bay. The Great Lakes Laboratory report 
does go on to state that “under these circumstances, addition of a cyclonic separation unit to remove large 
particles prior to filtration might be an effective strategy to improve filter performance”. The variation in the 
number of back flushing cycles required is estimated to lead to possible delays of between 3-30% total 
ballasting time. 

For the analysis used in the STXM report equipment was sized to match the maximum ballast pump capacity 
or as close to it as is reasonably practicable using standard equipment available. As discussed in the report 
the actual flow rate achieved by the ballast pumps decreases as the back pressure in the system due to the 
ballast tanks filling increases. As the flow rate reduces less water is passed through the filter and it is 
reasonable to assume that clogging will be reduced. The lower flow rate experienced as the ballast tanks fill 
effectively means the BWTS now has excess capacity available resulting in the overall delays anticipated for 
a complete ballasting cycle being reduced. 

The financial analysis assumes an increase in total ballasting time of 10%. This is considered to be a 
reasonable assumption given the filter manufacturer’s data and the Great Lakes Laboratory report. It is 
however, an averaged estimate and subject to variable water conditions as explained above. The additional 
10% of time taken to ballast leads to an increase in power consumption and is accounted for in both the 
BWTS fuel requirement and the additional systems power requirement of the costings sheet.   
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Figure 1 Hydac International Back Flush Filter Losses 
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ANNEX B - COSTINGS COMPARISON 

 Proposal costing estimate comparisons can be made between the VARD and U.S. Coast Guard report on 
several vessels using UV and Ozone based systems, although it should be noted that the costings information 
published in the U.S. Coast Guard report is broadly categorised and so individual line item cost comparisons 
are difficult to make.  

The VARD approach utilised a Low, Probable and High value to account for varying eventualities that may 
arise during the project. The U.S. Coast Guard approach applied an 18% contingency to every installation as 
an alternative to providing a variance in costing estimates.   

As can be seen in Table 1 & Table 2 below where a similar installation approach has been followed the 
variation in costings is between 2.5-10% based on the Probable values. The largest variance in costs are seen 
where the proposals differ greatly between the installation approaches with the greatest impacts concerned 
with equipment location, and the number of individual treatment systems required.  

Table 1: U.V. System Installations 

Vessel 
U.S. Total Cost2 

(000,000) 
Vard Total Cost3 

(000,000) 
Variation Proposal Approach 

USCG Vessel 1 
1000’ Deep Well  

CA$ 12.17 
(US$ 10.95) 

CA$ 12.48 2.5% 
Both approaches use multiple small 
treatment systems. 

USCG Vessel 2 
1000’ Double 
Header 

CA$ 12.9 
(US$ 11.6) 

CA$ 7.3 43% 

US approach converts ballast wing 
tanks, Vard approach utilises a smaller 
filter system under the hogs back. 
Both systems use 2 treatment 
systems.  

USCG Vessel 3 
Self-Unloader 
Accommodation 
Fwd. & Aft. 

CA$ 9.88 
(US$ 8.9) 

CA$ 3.44 65% 

US approach uses 19 treatment 
systems to treat ballast lines after the 
manifold, Vard approach converts 
ballast trim tanks and uses 2 systems 
to treat ballast before the manifold. 

 

 Table 2: Ozone System Installations 

Vessel 
U.S. Total Cost2 

(000,000) 
Vard Total Cost3 

(000,000) 
Variation Proposal Approach 

USCG Vessel 1 
1000’ Deep Well  

CA$ 8.6 
(US$ 7.7) 

CA$ 7.7 10% 
Both approaches use a single system 
with multiple injectors. 

USCG Vessel 2 
1000’ Double 
Header 

CA$ 6.99 
(US$ 6.29) 

CA$ 6.76 3% 
Both approaches use a single system in 
a converted ballast tank. 

USCG Vessel 3 
Self-Unloader 
Accommodation 
Fwd. & Aft. 

CA$ 3.84 
(US$ 3.46) 

CA$ 3.53 8% Both approaches use a single system. 

                                                           

2 Exchange rate 0.9 used in conversion. 
3 Vard Total Costs taken from section 3.3 & 4.3 of the STXM report. 
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ANNEX C - COSTING ASSESSMENT FACTORS 

Complexity Factors 

The use of complexity factors is used in developing initial costings estimates for simplicity, noting that any 
firm quotation for a specific project will consider complexity more directly. The complexity factors used in 
the STXM report costings assessment were: 

 Vessel complexity - assesses the relative difficulty of undertaking the necessary work in way for a 
system installation based on available space and ease of access. Values used for the ships and ship 
categories under consideration range from 1.5 to 2.2, compared with an ideal value of 1 for a new 
ship installation. 

 BWTS complexity - assesses the number of sub-systems and components required for each type of 
system and therefore the range of trades and skills needed for installation.  The UV systems are 
assigned a factor of 1, and all others are taken with higher values up to 1.6 for ozone. 

These complexity factors form a part of the costings assessment and are combined with many other factors 
(such as vendor quotes) specific to each proposal. They are not intended to be viewed as a standalone 
costings parameter and cannot be used as a single point of reference for comparison. 

Vessels Installation Challenge Ranking 

Vessels were categorised into groups where there is reasonable similarity for ship function. As required by 
the scope of work these categories were ranked in terms of the vessel installation challenge each category 
posed. The installation challenge ranking is based on the factors listed below where the figures used for the 
total installation costs, annual running costs and labour requirements are based on the average value of the 
four BWTS types investigated for each vessel category.   

 Total installation costs. 

 Annual running costs.  

 Labour hours required installations. 

 Vessel complexity factor   

The vessel complexity factor represents one part of the installation challenge and so does not dictate the 
order of installation challenge. The Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft category has the second highest vessel 
complexity factor but due to the other three factors involved is actually ranked 3rd in the overall installation 
challenge. Table 3 below shows the comparison between the vessels ranked 2nd and 3rd.  

Table 3 Vessel Installation Challenge 

Vessel Category 
Complexity 

Factor 

Average 
Installation Cost 

($) 

Annual Running 
Cost ($) 

Installation 
Labour (Hours) 

Installation 
Challenge Ranking 

Self-Unloader 
1000' Ballast 
Headers 

1.8 6257000 324500 25750 2 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation 
Aft 

2 4190000 179000 21750 3 
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Three out of the four factors used to determine the vessel installation challenge the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft category scores lower than the Self-Unloader 1000’ (Ballast Headers) vessel category. 
The Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft category scores higher in the vessel complexity factor due to the lack 
of available space and requirement for ballast wing tanks to be conversions. Hence the Self-Unloader 1000’ 
vessel is ranked higher in terms of overall installation challenge. 

It is acknowledged that due to the differences in age, design approach and other factors variation within each 
category still exists, and in some cases can be quite considerable. This may potentially lead to some overlap 
between the vessel categories and BWTS system types used, and hence the average values used. 
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ANNEX D - BWTS ELECTRICAL DEMANDS 

The LCA statement “We believe that much of the information presented regarding the electrical 
demands of BWMSs is inaccurate and often underestimates the actual power demands of a 
BWMS.” Is accompanied by the Vendor Specific Power Consumption Cross Reference table 
produced by Netsco on page 8 of the LCA feedback comments.  

This table attempts to compare the maximum BWTS electrical consumption values provided in 
section 3 of the STXM report with published values. Unfortunately the Netsco comparison 
wrongly compares the Wartsila AQ electrolysis system to the quoted values; the STXM report 
does not use the Wartsila AQ system for any of the proposals or estimates. The Netsco 
comparison also ignores the explanation under each comparison table of how the maximum 
power consumption was calculated, essentially ignoring the 10% additional load and back flushing 
requirements and trying to make a comparison to the base value quoted by the manufacturer. 
This leads to the discrepancies quoted.   

The Ozone based system used for the estimates did not use a mechanical filter and so no back 
flushing loads are present. The Chemical Injection system OEM provides a maximum power 
consumption rating that includes continuous back flushing and accounts for high % solids so no 
additional loads were added.   

Table 4 shows the comparison between the Netsco, OEM and VARD maximum power estimates.  
The comparison between the LCA power estimates and the OEM data used as the basis for the 
VARD maximum estimate shows that for many of systems the estimates are reasonably close. The 
exceptions to this are: 

 The Electrolysis systems where the LCA have quoted values from a different 
manufacturer. 

 The U.V. system for the Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft where the LCA has 
quoted for an installation consisting of 6 x 1000m3/hr systems instead of the proposal 
outlined in section 4.4 of the STXM report. The LCA proposal is not believed to be a 
feasible option for the vessel investigated due to the space constraints. 

 The LCA estimate for the Ozone system is between 12 and 31% higher than the value in 
published OEM data. 

 The LCA estimates for the chemical injection system are between 1 and 32% lower than 
the OEM published data and the value quoted for a single 6000m3/hr system is actually 
lower than the estimate for a 5000m3/hr system. It should be noted that the VARD 
estimates were based on specific quotes from the OEM and these values were 
consistently higher than the published data for maximum loads found online.     

For every proposal quoted in the STXM report the VARD maximum electrical consumption is equal 
to or greater than the OEM stated maximum requirement and therefore does not underestimate 
any of the anticipated BWTS electrical loads. 
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Table 4 Maximum Electrical Power Demands 

BWTS 
Type 

System Configuration 
Netsco Power 

Estimate 
(kW) 

OEM Power 
Requirement 

(kW) 

VARD Max Power 
Requirement (kW) 

Delta Between OEM  
Requirement and 

VARD Estimate (kW) 

Great Lakes Tanker 

EC 1 x 1000 m3/hour 57.6 55 66 11 

U.V. 1 x 600- 1000m3/hour 50 50 60 10 

O3 1 x 600-1000 m3/hour 67.4 60 66 6 

CI 1 x 600m3/hour 6.9 7 7 0 

Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft 

EC 1 x 5000 m3/hour 540.4 270 369 99 

U.V. 2 x 2500 m3/hour 456 456 520 64 

O3 1 x 5000m3/hour 452.9 386 425 39 

CI 1 x 5000m3/hour 37.6 48 48 0 

Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft #1 

EC 1 x 5000 m3/hour 540.4 270 369 99 

U.V. 2 x 2500 m3/hour 456 456 520 64 

O3 1 x 5000m3/hour 452.9 386 425 39 

CI 1 x 5000m3/hour 37.6 48 48 0 

Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft #2 

EC 1 x 6000 m3/hour 657.2 323 375 52 

U.V. 
Multiple filters/UV 

chambers. Total 
capacity 6000m3/hour 

450 634 664 30 

O3 1 x 6000m3/hour 498.5 438 482 44 

CI 1 x 6000m3/hour 36.3 53 53 0 

International Vessel 

EC 1 x 1250 m3/hour 110 66 73 7 

U.V. 1 x 1250 m3/hour 114 114 135 21 

O3 1 x 1250 m3/hour 137.8 105 116 11 

CI 1 x 1250 m3/hour 9.2 10 10 0 
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ANNEX E - OPERATING COSTS 

The statement below is taken directly from the CSA Report [4] and Figure 2 shows the modified 
version of the Costings Appendix G referred to in the CSA report. This details the Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft Electrolysis BWTS installation, the original was included in the STXM report.  

Operating costs: USCG information quoted in this study indicates that heaters (for side stream 
electrolysis systems) will be required to be used for almost the entire operating year, however the 
Feasibility Report costing below was based on only 10% usage and results in an estimated cost of 
$70,000 per annum. If usage of 80% of the year is assumed, as per the USCG assumptions, this 
increases to $570,000 per annum based on the required fuel consumption. In addition, annual cost 
of brine at 30PSU is estimated by CSA at an additional $260,000 in operating costs (compared to 
the cost of ~ $172,000 given below). These costs far exceed the estimates provided below (see 
excerpt from the Feasibility Study below).    

The costings estimates published in the STXM report appendix G offered an overview of the 
complex costings assessment undertaken. Each estimate published gave a brief description of the 
cost item and how it was calculated and a Low, Probable and High estimate value. Costs were 
calculated per line and totals compiled for installation and operating costs. The calculations 
behind the costing lines involved several factors including ballasting rate & volume, annual ballast 
cycles & treatment time estimates, the BWTS & vessel complexity factors outlined in Annex C and 
a degree of engineering judgment based on experience gained in previous projects. The costing 
estimates were published to allow the reader to identify the major cost components for each 
proposal, without the data and workings that feeds into each line the estimates cannot be 
accurately manipulated simply by adjusting a single figure. 
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Figure 2 Costings Appendix G 

 

The CSA comments correctly identify that the circulation heater is calculated as being at full power 
for 10% of the total annual ballasting time. What the comments do not account for is that the 
figure quoted on line 2204 is for all fuel costs associated with the Additional Systems Power 
Consumed (yearly), line 2203. It should also be noted that the CSA comment only refer to the high 
values quoted in the estimates. 
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The breakdown of lines 2203 & 2204 is shown in Table 5, the vessel parameters are: 

 Ballast Capacity: 19255m3 

 Ballasting Rate: 5000m3 

 Treatment Time (+10% back flushing losses): 4.236 hours 

 Annual ballast Cycles: 80 

 Total Annual Ballasting Time: 338.88 hours 
 

Table 5 Additional Systems Power Consumed (yearly) 

Cost Detail 
Power 

Requirement 
(kWhr) 

Operating Time 
Annual Power 
Requirement 

(kWhr) 

Uprated Ballast Pump 
Load 

181 
100% of Ballasting 

time 
181 x 338.88 

New Machinery Space 
Auxiliary Systems 

18 Constant 18 x 8760 

Circulation Heater 1000 
10% of Ballasting 

time 
1000 x 338.88 x 10% 

Brine Pump 2 
100% of Ballasting 

time 
2 x 338.88 

Total Annual Power (kW) 253586 

 

The fuel costs were calculated as described in line 2202: 

Fuel - 0.22L/kWhr, 0.83 kg/L, Cost - $1100/1000kg 
Additional Fuel Costs: (253586kWhr x 0.22L/kWhr x 0.83kg/L) / 1000 = 46T of fuel  
Probable Estimate = $50,935 
Low Estimate = 90% = $45,842 
High Estimate = 140% = $71,309 

The fuel cost for the circulation heater alone = $6,807   

The CSA comments provide an estimate of $570,000 in fuel cost for the circulation heater if it is 
operated at full power for 80% of the total ballasting time. Although no explanation of how this 
figure was calculated is given in the notes the author anticipates it was arrived at as follows: 

$71,309 (total auxiliary fuel costs based on 10% running time, high estimate) x 8 = $570,472 

As increasing the amount of time the circulation heater is in use does not affect the amount of 
time spent ballasting or the loads encountered by the uprated main ballast pumps this estimate 
is not accurate. Fuel costs associated with running the circulation heater at full capacity for 80% 
of the annual ballasting time is shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6 Additional Systems Power Consumed (yearly), Heater = 80% 

Cost Detail 
Power 

Requirement 
(kWhr) 

Operating Time 
Annual Power 
Requirement 

(kWhr) 

Uprated Ballast Pump 
Load 

181 
100% of Ballasting 

time 
181 x 338.88 

New Machinery Space 
Auxiliary Systems 

18 Constant 18 x 8760 

Circulation Heater 1000 
80% of Ballasting 

time 
1000 x 338.88 x 80% 

Brine Pump 2 
100% of Ballasting 

time 
2 x 338.88 

Total Annual Power (kW) 490807 

 

Additional Fuel Costs: (490807kWhr x 0.22L/kWhr x 0.83kg/L) / 1000 = 90T of fuel  

Probable Estimate = $98,583 
Low Estimate = 90% = $88,725 
High Estimate = 140% = $138,017 

The fuel cost for the circulation heater alone = $54,454 

The potential increase in total annual running costs due to the increased operation of the 
circulation heater is approximately $43k - $67k depending on the Low, Probable or High estimate 
and the overall cost is significantly lower than the CSA estimate.    

As noted in the comments in the main report, a full analysis of the probable heating requirements 
could be undertaken using temperature data for ballasting ports/areas.  VARD considers that the 
outcome would be closer to the 10% number than to 80%, but as shown above the overall cost 
impact will be relatively minor. 

Salt Brine: 

The costs associated with the procurement of salt brine are based on a quote obtained for 230PSU 
brine. The quantities of 230PSU brine required to maintain a slip stream supply to the chlorine 
generator at salinity levels between 15 – 35 PSU are included in the STXM report Appendixes B to 
F for the more detailed proposals.  
The 30PSU brine quoted for by the CSA would need to be bunkered in far greater quantities and 
would have an increased detrimental impact on the vessel cargo carrying capacity.   
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ANNEX F - BALLAST TANK INSTALLATIONS 

Ballast Capacity Reduction: 

Ballast tank conversions to house BWTS were proposed for two of the vessels examined in section 4 of the STXM report. The breakdown of the 
estimated impact due to the installations in the Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft and Self-Unloader Accommodation Fwd. & Aft #1 are shown in 
Table 7. These values are concerned solely with the installation of equipment and do not include consumables. The actual tank space is not regular 
in shape and the machinery space volumes in the figures quoted above and in the original STXM report have been estimated conservatively, giving 
overestimates for lost ballast capacity. 

It is accepted that any alterations to ballasting capacities requires a detailed review of each vessel, but given the relatively small numbers as 
percentages of total ballast and DWT involved and the level of detail at which these proposals are set these approaches are considered feasible. 

Table 7 Ballast Impact Summary For Vessels Analysed in Section 4. 

Vessel BWTS 
Tanks 

Converted 
Original Tank 

Vol. (m3) 
Machinery 

Space Vol.(m3) 
Total Ballast 

Capacity Lost (m3) 
%  Total 
Ballast 

% 
DWT 

BWTS 
(MT) 

Net DWT 
Effect (%) 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Aft Total 
Ballast Volume 19255 MT 

DWT = 32500 MT 

Electrolysis 2 2050 370 740 3.8 2.3 71 2.1 

U.V. 2 2050 220 440 2.3 1.4 53 1.2 

Ozone 1 2050 370 370 1.9 1.1 54 1.0 

Chemical 
Injection 

2 2050 80 160 0.8 0.5 57 0.3 

Self-Unloader 
Accommodation Fwd. & 
Aft Total Ballast Volume 

12000MT  DWT = 26000MT 

Electrolysis 2 242 10 20 0.2 0.1 31 -0.04 

U.V. 2 242 40 80 0.7 0.3 29 0.20 

Chemical 
Injection 

2 242 20 40 0.3 0.2 51 -0.04 

Figure 3 & Figure 4 show an annotated version of the electrolysis installation drawing for the Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft vessel shown in 
Appendix C of the STXM report. It shows the original ballast water wing tank and re-allocated space dimensions. The diagram highlights the 
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distances between the major equipment items and the ships side with the minimum distance being approximately 300mm with approximately 
1500mm in head height clearance above the mechanical filter, the shortest distance from the ships longitudinal stiffener is 70mm.    

Figure 3 Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Installation – Plan View 
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Figure 4 Self-Unloader Accommodation Aft Installation – Section View 
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Use of Aft Peak Tanks: 

The Aft peak tank is sighted as a potentially feasible space for housing the brine holding tank 

required for electrolysis systems operating in fresh water. As stated in the STXM report each 

vessel requires further detailed analysis before the optimised solution can be realised and the use 

of an electrolysis systems may not be preferential for every vessel just as there may be a more 

suitable location for the brine holding tank for a specific vessel. The STXM report also uses the 

example of holding sufficient brine to complete 5 ballast cycles, this value should also be subject 

to vessel specific analysis as the bunkering of brine needs to be synchronised with other vessel 

activities and this will ultimately determine the tank size required and potential locations. 

Ballast Tank Capacity Reduction: 

The CSA comments state: “Page 26 of the Report (Aft accommodation self-unloader) indicates a 
ballast tank capacity reduction of 2000m³ of a total of 19,000m³ ballast capacity. This is a 
significant ballast capacity reduction that cannot be operationally tolerated”. 

The statement at the bottom of page 26 has been completely misinterpreted and actually reads:  

Data based on the vessel investigated in section 4.2. Ballast tank volume approximately 2000m3, 
total ballast volume approximately 19000m3.  

This simply states the original ballast tank size and total ballast capacity, it does not imply that the 
entire ballast tank (2000m3) is converted into a machinery space and this is further validated by 
the figures of 1-4% of the total ballast volume given in section 3.1.3 of the same page. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Transport Canada approached Mouawad Consulting AS to prepare a report on the 
feasibility of ballast water treatment processes with respect to the Great Lakes and St. 
Lawrence Seaway System, as well as address the availability of treatment processes for ships 
sailing in the Great Lakes region. 
Mouawad Consulting AS prepared an independent expert report dated 26 November 2013 
entitled “Assessment Of Ballast Water Treatment Processes And Availability With Respect 
To The Great Lakes And St. Lawrence Seaway System” (“First Mouawad Report”). The First 
Mouawad Report included an extensive review of available processes and Ballast Water 
Management Systems (BWMS), as well as a review of comments made by the Canadian 
Shipowners Association (CSA) to Transport Canada through a transmission entitled “Annex 
B: Ballast Water Management Systems Constraints” dated 31 March 2013 (“First CSA 
Report”).  

Mouawad Consulting AS received the following reports in reply to the First Mouawad 
Report: CSA’s report dated September 2014 entitled “Evaluation of Transport Canada report 
No. 2013-2-1-2: Assessment of Ballast Water Treatment Processes and Availability with 
Respect to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System” (“Second CSA Report”); Lake 
Carriers Association (“LCA”) report dated 8 September 2014 entitled “Comments on STX 
Canada Marine Report Assessing the Feasibility of Ballast Water Treatment System 
Installation and Operation By Existing Vessels on the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence 
Seaway” (“LCA Report”) and a letter from the Shipping Federation of Canada (“SFC”) 
dated 8 September 2014 (“SFC Letter”). 

Following the two reports and letter mentioned above, Transport Canada arranged a one-
day technical workshop in Ottawa, Canada on 18 September 2014 (“Technical Workshop”) 
that took the form of a Q&A session between industry representatives (LCA, CSA and SFC) 
and Mouawad Consulting AS as well as Vard Marine Inc. (“Vard”), the authors of another 
report entitled “Feasibility of Installing and Operating Ballast Water Treatment Systems” 
(“Vard Report”). 

Following the Technical Workshop, CSA provided a third report dated 18 September 2014 
entitled “CSA Report, Transport Canada´s Ballast Water Workshop” (“Third CSA Report”). 

Mouawad Consulting has reviewed, and provides below an independent evaluation of the 
Second CSA Report, Third CSA Report, LCA Report, and SFC Letter. In the Executive 
Summary immediately following this section, and in the body of the report after that, we 
address a number of issues that are mentioned by CSA, LCA and SFC.  

Mouawad Consulting tried as much as time and resources permitted to gather more data 
that support the conclusions drawn in the First Mouawad Report. We will present this data 
in the body of this report in the relevant sections addressing the specific issues raised by 
CSA, LCA and SFC. 

The qualifications and experience of Mouawad Consulting AS and of Jad Mouawad, the 
author of the First Mouawad Report and this report, are detailed in the Curriculum Vitae 
annexed at Appendix A. 
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2 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

As an overarching observation, there are key differences between CSA, SFC and LCA´s 
experts and myself regarding the feasibility of ballast water treatment processes with respect 
to the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence Seaway System, as well as the availability of treatment 
processes for ships sailing in the Great Lakes region1. These key points of difference are 
reflected in my responses to the specific issues below. 

Firstly, my report did not consider the practical installation of treatment equipment onboard 
ships. I analyzed the processes and gave recommendations to whether these processes can 
be expected to be consistent or not with water qualities of the Great Lakes. In case they were 
not consistent, I recommended mitigating measures for those processes that could make 
them consistent. 
As I explained in my first report, I am of the opinion that there are feasible ballast water 
treatment processes that are consistent with treatment of the waters of the Great Lakes to the 
D-2 standard during the voyage lengths of Great Lakes ships. Many of the issues raised by 
experts from the CSA, SFC and LCA, as well as assumptions made about the water qualities 
of the Great Lakes are flawed, and they remain so as of the date of this report. For this 
reason, and for the other reasons I discussed previously and address further below, CSA’s 
experts have significantly overestimated the complexity of treatment of waters of the Great 
Lakes. 

On p. iv and p. 3 of the LCA Report, the LCA supported the Second CSA Report. I have 
therefore concentrated my response to the issues raised by the CSA. 

Mouawad Consulting AS still considers that a number of the treatment processes used by 
manufacturers of BWMS are consistent with treatment of waters of the Great Lakes. My 
analysis of the Second CSA Report, Third CSA Report, LCA Report, and SFC Letter does not 
affect this conclusion, for the reasons discussed below. 

Interestingly, a large number of manufacturers of BWMS using both electrolysis- and UV-
based processes are now well underway in testing their IMO Type Approved equipment for 
USCG Type Approval. My first hand experience is that all those manufacturers are testing 
their BWMS in fresh water either at the DHI facility in Denmark or the Great Ships Initiative 
(GSI) facility in Duluth, Superior. 

  

                                                        
1 On p. 2 of the SFC Letter, we note that the SFC membership agreed to the conclusions made in the First Mouawad Report. 
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3 CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

An important factor in the validity of any technical report is the independence of its author. 
Whether the author of the expert report has a hidden agenda or not is decisive in 
determining whether the report gives a good and valid background for any decision making 
process. 

In my first report, I make specific determinations to whether treatment processes (and 
following that BWMS) are suitable to treat waters of the Great Lakes2. Furthermore, I call for 
limitations of BWMS to be included in Type Approval Certificates3 and I question the 
alleged more robustness of the ETV Protocol and USCG Type Approval Program compared 
to the G8 Guidelines of the IMO4. 

In their Second CSA Report, CSA questions the independence of Jad Mouawad in evaluating 
treatment processes that were type approved by him when working at DNV5. In their 
Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report, CSA claims that the technical limitations of 
BWMS were not mentioned in the type approval certificates issued by Jad Mouawad when 
working at DNV6, and that the differences between the ETV Protocol and the IMO G8 
Guidelines are significant enough to justify the claim that the former is more robust7. 
Furthermore, in the Second CSA Report, CSA claims that testing of BWMS under DNV GL 
while Jad Mouawad was heading the BWM group was less robust than that of DNV GL 
after he left DNV, based on a statement made by Desmi OceanGuard A/S8. 

3.1 Independence of the author 

According to CSA5, By his own admission, the author has signed numerous type-approval 
certificates approving systems for use in fresh water, even though those same BWMS were never 
tested in fresh water. It is unreasonable for Transport Canada to expect that the author would 
critically evaluate those very same BWMS technologies for efficacy in fresh water and potentially 
contradict his previous assessments (as evidenced by his signature on Type Approval certificates). 
This is a clear conflict of interest.  

I have issued the Type Approval Certificate of both Headway´s OceanGuard BWMS and 
NK-O3 BWMS to work in all salinities following IMO G8 Guidelines tests with brackish and 
marine water (as is allowed by the G8 Guidelines). 

In the First Mouawad Report, I classified Headway´s OceanGuard BWMS as not suitable for 
treating waters of the Great Lakes and recommended additional tests to be performed on the 
BWMS using ozone. 

Those two examples prove that the claim made by the CSA above is not valid. 

                                                        
2 First Mouawad Report, Table 19, p. 32 
3 First Mouawad Report, p. 17 
4 First Mouawad Report, p. 41 
5 Second CSA Report, first paragraph of the Executive Summary and p. 4 
6 Second CSA Report, p. 15 and Third CSA Report, p. 11 
7 Second CSA Report, p. 14, 15 & 18 and Third CSA Report, p. 10 
8 Second CSA Report, p. 14 & 15 
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3.2 Technical limitations of BWMS 

In all Type Approval Certificates issued by DNV GL, I have included clear limitations on the 
minimum intensity allowed for a system in case of UV-based treatment processes, and 
minimum Total Residual Oxidants (TRO) allowed for treatment processes using Active 
Substances. Both UV Intensity and TRO readings are the practical parameters a BWMS uses 
to automatically control its operations. 

In the case of UV-based processes, UV Transmittance directly affects the UV Intensity. UV 
Transmittance is not measured online by BWMS and so I did not include them in the type 
approval certificates. That does not mean that the limitations were not included, the 
limitations were included in terms of UV Intensity instead of UV Transmittance. 

In the case of BWMS using processes using Active Substances, TRO limitation is directly 
affected by the salinity of the water, temperature of the water and otherwise the organic and 
carbon loads in the water. A system with enough TRO dose as type approved and with 
adequate holding time will discharge water meeting the D-2 standard regardless of all the 
mentioned factors. This is why I mention the TRO dose, measured and controlled, in the 
type approval certificate. That in turn does not mean that the limitations were not included, 
the limitations were included in terms of minimum TRO level. 

I note that, after the decision of MEPC to include UV Transmittance, Salinity and 
Temperature in the type approval certificates, Administrations issuing type approval 
certificates are including those parameters so this is not a valid issue anymore. 

3.3 Robustness of type approval regime 

I supervised personally the testing of the Desmi´s RayClean BWMS under both G8 
Guidelines and acting as Independent Lab on behalf of the USCG, and so the claim that CSA 
makes in the Second CSA Report8 is baseless. 

3.4 Robustness of Guidelines G8 vs. USCG Regulations 

In a paper I published to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) [1], I state 
the following: 

The major differences between the two protocols (my edit: G8 Guidelines and USCG Regulations) 
are in the number of tests, the requirement for testing at each salinity range, the holding time for 
land-based tests (minimum 1 day for ETV while minimum 5 days for Guidelines G8) as well as 
control water for shipboard tests in Guidelines G8. 

I have applied both the ETV Protocol and USCG Regulations as Independent Lab for three 
BWMS and applied the G8 Guidelines for dozens of BWMS. The differences I point to in the 
ASME paper are not substantial enough to justify a claim that the USCG Regulations are 
more robust than the G8 Guidelines. The only robustness the USCG Regulations offer 
compared to the G8 Guidelines is the fact that the USCG as a body approves all testing being 
done as well as interpretations of the regulations and how they apply to a testing regime. 
This monopoly in approval and interpretation offers robustness compared to the different 
approval regimes and interpretations currently used within the G8 Guidelines. 
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4 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Many of the comments raised by the CSA, LCA and SFC relate to the ships operations and 
the effect these operations have on BWMS. I will address those issues one by one and offer 
some comments and clarifications. 

4.1 Ballasting operations and ballast water exchange 

Proper Ballast Water Management lies inherently within the ship´s routines and 
consequently ships can apply many mitigating measures for non-feasibility of treatment 
processes in certain water qualities directly, without infringing the type approval of the 
BWMS. 

In the First Mouawad Report9, I indicate that mitigating measures for ships when they have 
to take waters with UV Transmittance lower than the design of the equipment, include 
avoiding operations in the port or performing ballast water exchange after the untreated low 
UV-T water is ballasted. In the Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report, CSA claims that I 
am advocating dangerous operations for ships by asking them to avoid ballasting and that 
exchange for certain ships is not possible10. Furthermore, CSA claims that the exchange 
concept is purely speculative11. 

My intention with the mitigating measure is for ships with UV-based treatment systems to 
avoid operations that require treatment of ballast water at all in the port where the UV-T of 
the water is lower than the type approved UV-T of the BWMS; I did not intend for ships to 
avoid ballasting even though their design requires them to. Furthermore, the exchange 
mitigation measure is intended for those ships that are able to do it. While the arguments 
used by the CSA against exchange as a mitigation measure for low UV-T water are valid for 
ships with very short routes, the mitigation measures are absolutely valid for all other ships 
with longer routes. 

The practice of exchanging non-treated ballast water with treated water that has better UV-T 
values is applied today by ships in practice and is far from speculative. 

I offer some more analysis and data related to the Port of Duluth in Section 6.2, where I 
show why the Port of Duluth should not be used to set parameters to whether BWMS 
processes are consistent with water qualities of the Great Lakes or not. 

4.2 Voyage duration 

Treatment processes using Active Substances (like ozonation and electrolysis), require a 
minimum holding time to treat water to the D-2 standard. Ships with voyage durations less 
than the minimum holding time included in the type approval of a BWMS would not be 
able to discharge their water without delaying their normal cargo operations. 

                                                        
9 First Mouawad Report, p. 43 
10 Second CSA Report, p. 5 and Third CSA Report, p. 6 
11 Second CSA Report, p. 19 
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In the First Mouawad Report, I estimated the average voyage time of ships in the Great 
Lakes to be between 48hours and 120hours12. Since this voyage duration is higher than most 
holding times for treatment processes using electrolysis or ozonation, I concluded that 
electrolysis- and ozonation-based treatment processes are consistent with the waters of the 
Great Lakes. In the Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report, CSA claims that due to the 
enormous variability in voyage durations, such a general approach is not valid13. 

I have not verified independently the percentages provided by the CSA; neither did the CSA 
provide specific ships and routes to support this data. 

However, as a rule of thumb, UV-based treatment systems are independent of holding time 
and can therefore very well address the need for BWTS for those ships with short voyages. 
Recently, processes using electrolysis are being tested for USCG Type Approval with 
holding time of 24hours. 

I also recommend ozonation, after confirmation tests, as a possible process that can be 
effective after 12hours only14. 

4.3 Types of Lakers 

In the Second CSA Report, the CSA puts some efforts to explain how Lakers types are 
defined15. I had used reference from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Vessel 
General Permit (VGP) in the First Mouawad Report for the sake of general information with 
no special effect on whether ballast water treatment processes are consistent with the waters 
of the Great Lakes or not16. While the information provided by the CSA may be useful for 
other purposes, I fail to see the relevance of this paragraph to the discussion at hand: namely 
whether ballast water treatment processes are consistent with the waters of the Great Lakes 
or not. 

4.4 Use of UV-based treatment processes during circulation 

One of the major processes in ballast water treatment is UV-based treatment process. 
Understanding how BWMS using UV processes work is paramount in investigating whether 
such BWMS fit the operations of ships. 

In the First Mouawad Report, I inform that all UV-based processes in the market use a 
filtration process followed by a UV process during uptake of ballast water, and then a UV 
process only during discharge. I further inform that this sequence of treatment (filtration + 
UV + UV) can be applied immediately after each other and not necessarily during uptake or 
discharge of ballast water17. In the Second CSA Report, the CSA asks informative questions 
about the concept. 

                                                        
12 First Mouawad Report, p. 33  
13 Second CSA Report, p. 8 and Third CSA Report, p. 6 
14 First Mouawad Report, p. 40 
15 Second CSA Report, p. 8 and 9 
16 First Mouawad Report, p. 4 
17 First Mouawad Report, p. 8 
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It is not my intention to imply that this application of the processes (i.e. filtration + UV + UV 
immediately after each other) is a mean to mitigate ineffectiveness of UV-based treatment 
processes in waters of the Great Lakes18. 

My intention is to put forward a concrete proposal that ships could circulate ballast water 
through UV systems in Great Lakes operation in order to help meet the D-2 standard in a 
practical way. 

4.5 Flow Rates 

Part of the First Mouawad Report was to analyze and provide independent comments to the 
First CSA Report. One issue that was raised in the First CSA Report is the issue of high flow 
rates of ships operating in the Great Lakes19. 

In the First Mouawad Report20, I claim that ships with high flow rates similar or exceeding 
those of the largest ships on the Great Lakes are being retrofitted with BWMS. In the Second 
CSA Report, the CSA claims that such large systems were not tested land-based or 
shipboard to prove efficacy nor do some of the technologies that are typical for ships with 
high flow rates are considered consistent with waters of the Great Lakes21. 

I agree that systems with very high flow rates were not tested for efficacy. My experience is 
that this is due to the impossibility of testing in a land-based setup and due to the lack of 
available ships with high flow rates for testing. 

However, treatment processes using Active Substances and that are identified by the First 
Mouawad Report as either consistent or promising with water conditions of the Great Lakes, 
use simple concentration models to scale their system up to higher flow rates. For example, 
a BWMS using side stream electrolysis can size its equipment to manage a TRO 
concentration equal to that included in its Type Approval Certificate. As long as the TRO 
concentration is equal or higher than the TRO level required by the Type Approval 
Certificate, the water will be treated to the D-2 standard. A simple commissioning exercise 
will show if the installed BWMS can reach the TRO level required. This simple principle is 
reliable and the basis for many Administrations including high flow rates in their Type 
Approval Certificates. 

4.6 Operations in cold water 

As waters of the Great Lakes have very low temperatures, it is important that BWMS are not 
only shown to work in warm waters, but also in cold waters comparable to waters of the 
Great Lakes. 

In the First Mouawad Report22, I reply to the issue of cold water raised in the First CSA 
Report23 by claiming that most type approval testing is done in Northern Europe in waters 

                                                        
18 Second CSA Report, p.16 & 17 
19 Refer to Appendix 1 in the First Mouawad Report, p. 56 
20 First Mouawad Report, p. 43 
21 Second CSA Report, p. 17 
22 First Mouawad Report, p. 42 
23 Refer to Appendix 1 in the First Mouawad Report, p. 60 
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that are similar or colder in temperature than waters of the Great Lakes. In the Second CSA 
Report24, the CSA claims that the test facilities in Northern Europe stop testing for usually a 
three to four month period due to the cold temperatures and the concerns with the validity of testing.  

Testing facilities in Northern Europe, notably the test facility of the Norwegian Institute of 
Water Research (NIVA) that has performed most tests on BWMS using Active Substances 
generating processes (which are normally affected by low water temperatures), closes down 
during the months of January and February due to the impossibility of performing testing in 
extreme temperatures due to logistics, pumps freezing etc. and not due to the concerns with 
the validity of testing, as the CSA claim. 

Water temperatures in the Norwegian Fjord are around 4°C when testing begins in March 
and fresh water temperatures are at the freezing point. I consider those temperatures to be 
well within the temperature limitations of the waters of the Great Lakes. This consideration 
assumes that ships operating in the Great Lakes don´t ballast ice in their tanks. 

4.7 Heat treatment as means for ballast water management 

In the First CSA Report25, CSA dismisses heat treatment as a viable option for treatment of 
ballast water in the Great Lakes. In my reply to this statement, I mention specifically that the 
BAWAT BWMS is a very good example of a BWMS that uses heat treatment that is consistent 
with water conditions of the Great Lakes26. In the Second CSA Report27, the CSA argues that 
since the system is used in combination with de-oxygenation, it must have a holding time 
similar to other de-oxygenation systems. Furthermore, CSA argues that low waste heat 
availability and extremely low temperatures make it impossible to provide heat for the 
system. 

The de-oxygenation process used in the BAWAT BWMS does not require a holding time as 
other de-oxygenation processes. This combination of processes is consistent with water 
conditions of the Great Lakes. 

  

                                                        
24 Second CSA Report, p. 18 
25 Refer to Appendix 1 in the First Mouawad Report, p. 63  
26 First Mouawad Report, p. 44 
27 Second CSA Report, p. 19 
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5 TESTING IN FRESH WATER 

Part of the determination to whether BWMS processes are consistent with water conditions 
of the Great Lakes or not, is availability of testing data and test results conducted in the 
Great Lakes. 

In the First Mouawad Report, I mention that there are few available data on tests done in the 
Great Lakes; however, I claim that the water qualities of the Great Lakes are such that 
systems tested outside the Great Lakes can be expected to perform within the confines of the 
characteristics of the Great Lakes and Great Lakes shipping.28 In the Second CSA Report, 
CSA disagrees with this approach and is of the opinion that tests in the Great Lakes and in 
fresh water must be performed to prove that BWMS processes are consistent with water 
conditions of the Great Lakes29. 

The following facts and tests were done either in the Great Lakes or in fresh water: 

1. Siemens SiCURE Ballast Water Management System was tested at the GSI facility in 
Duluth, Superior and received its type approval for fresh water from the German 
Administration based on those tests [6]. 
I note that the CSA refers to this technology in the First CSA Report30. 

2. Desmi OceanGuard´s OxyClean BWMS and RayClean BWMS are tested and type 
approved in fresh water in Denmark. Desmi claims that the RayClean BWMS was 
tested following the ETV Protocol. 

3. Trojan Marinex BWMS is tested and type approved in fresh water in Denmark. 
Trojan Technologies claim that the Trojan Marinex BWMS was tested following the 
ETV Protocol. 

4. Alfa Laval´s PureBallast 3.0 is tested and type approved in fresh water in Denmark. 
Alfa Laval claims that the PureBallast 3.0 was tested following the ETV Protocol. 

Further to the above, a number of treatment systems manufacturers (using both UV-based 
and Active Substances-based processes) are now in the process of testing their IMO Type 
Approved BWMS to the USCG Type Approval requirements. This is mainly due to the fact 
that many ports around the world have fresh water conditions seasonally and ports on 
rivers like the Amazon River are all fresh water ports. 

In conclusion, the examples stated above are clearly different from the experience stated in 
the statement in the Second CSA Report that when our owner asked if the vendors would consider 
testing in fresh water in accordance with the ETV Protocol, all expressed concern that they would not 
pass and were unwilling to take the risk due to the small potential Great Lakes market31. 

                                                        
28 First Mouawad Report, p. 33 
29 Second CSA Report, p. 9 & 10 
30 Refer to Appendix 1 in the First Mouawad Report, p. 64 & 65 
31 Second CSA Report, p. 10 
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6 WATER QUALITY DATA OF THE GREAT LAKES 

A very important factor to verify feasibility of treatment processes with regards to waters of 
the Great Lakes are the water parameters like UV Transmittance, Temperature, and Total 
Suspended Solids (TSS) concentration.  

CSA includes data on seasonal changes in temperatures in the different areas of the Great 
Lakes, claiming that they do not fit into the operational limitations of BWMS processes32. As 
I explain in the First Mouawad Report and repeat in this report, BWMS using electrolysis 
processes that are mainly affected by low temperatures, use heating of the side stream 
(usually 1% of the flow rate of the ship) to increase the temperature of the water. 
Furthermore, many BWMS using electrolysis processes were tested and are currently 
repeating testing for USCG Type Approval in waters that have similar temperatures as 
waters of the Great Lakes. 

I used values for TSS and UV-T from NOAA and Fisheries and Oceans Canada as detailed 
in this section. I also include some information on the activities of the port of Duluth, Lake 
Superior to justify why I did not use data from this port as representative of waters of the 
Great Lakes. 

6.1 UV Transmittance 

UV Transmittance (UV-T) is a very important factor for determining whether UV processes 
are consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes. Each BWM System using a UV 
process as one of its treatment processes has a minimum UV-T below which the BWMS 
cannot treat the water satisfactorily to the D-2 standard. Minimum UV-T values for BWM 
Systems range between 33% and 85% [7] . For the First Mouawad Report to reasonably 
conclude that UV processes are consistent with waters of the Great Lakes, it is important 
that UV-T in ports of the Great Lakes are not lower than 33%. It is also important that a large 
number of BWMS have a minimum UV-T that is lower than those encountered in the ports 
of the Great Lakes. 

In the Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report, the CSA claims that my report lacks 
references to UV-T from ports in the Great Lakes and that the data obtained from the GSI 
facility at the port of Duluth-Superior (around 15% UV-T) should be used as the criteria to 
determine whether UV processes are consistent with waters of the Great Lakes or not. 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada has shared UV Transmittance data that I used in the First 
Mouawad Report (S. Bailey - personal communication – 24 September 2014). 

The data is summarized in Table 1. 

 

 

 

                                                        
32 Second CSA Report, p. 7 & 8 
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Table 1 UV-T data from Fisheries and Oceans Canada 

BALLAST SOURCE UV TRANSMITTANCE (%) 

MID-OCEAN 97.40 

MID-OCEAN 98.00 

SOREL, QC 77.10 

PORT-CARTIER, QC 86.90 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 69.60 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 76.00 

PORT-CARTIER, QC 93.70 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 76.30 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 80.70 

MONTREAL, QC 86.40 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 82.60 

TRACY, QC 88.90 

SOREL, QC 79.20 

BAIE COMEAU, QC 81.40 

HAMILTON, ON 80.50 

MONTREAL, QC 86.00 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 82.10 

MONTREAL, QC 88.70 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 82.50 

MONTREAL, QC 84.70 

MONTREAL, QC 74.60 

QUEBEC CITY, QC 71.90 

HAMILTON, ON 79.90 

 

For the sake of information, I obtained data from unofficial sampling done in some areas of 
the Great Lakes. I share them here for the purpose of illustrating all the data that is available. 
Note that I have not used this data as background in my report, but received them after my 
report was published. Table 2 is a summary of the results of sampling. 

 

Table 2 UV-T data obtained from non-official measurements 

BALLAST SOURCE UV TRANSMITTANCE (%) PSU DATE 

HOUGHTON, MI 91 0.1 5/24/2013 

HOUGHTON, MI 57 0.1 7/29/2013 

LAKE ERIE, PA 87 0.3 5/3/2013 

MERC, BALTIMORE, MD 84 9.6 4/24/2012 

MERC, BALTIMORE, MD 87 9.8 4/30/2013 

MERC, BALTIMORE, MD 78.1 5.3 5/21/2013 

 

Another source also provided me with more measurements on some ports that I also share 
here for the purpose of illustrating all the data that is available. Note that I have not used 
this data as background in my report, but received them after my report was published. 
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Table 3 UV-T data obtained from non-official measurements 

BALLAST SOURCE UV TRANSMITTANCE (%) TEMPERATURE (°C) TURBIDITY (NTU) 

LAKE ONTARIO OFF SOUTH 

SIDE PIER AT SHIP CORRAL 
93.6 22.6 0.103 

HAMILTON HARBOR WEST 

END OF SOUTH PIER OF SHIP 

AND SOUTH SIDE 

85.5 22.4 4.93 

HAMILTON HARBOR WEST 

END OF SOUTH PIER OF SHIP 

AND WEST SIDE 

86 22.6 2.89 

SHIP CANAL SOUTH SIDE  85.9 22.6 2.38 

 

As can be seen from the data presented in the Tables above, the estimated minimum UV-T 
value of 65% used in the First Mouawad Report is lower than 30 readings out of 31. Given 
also that some BWM Systems (like the fresh water tested, both under IMO G8 Guidelines 
and ETV Protocol, DESMI OceanGuard RayClean BWMS) can manage a minimum UV-T of 
33%, I still consider that BWM Systems using UV processes are consistent with waters of the 
Great Lakes. 

6.2 The Port of Duluth, Lake Superior 

The CSA chooses to use data from the port of Duluth as representative of the Great Lakes, 
attributing some 2.5% of cargo operations to the combined Duluth/Superior ports33, while 
the overview below shows that only 10% of cargo operations in Duluth require uptake and 
subsequent treatment of ballast water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Overview map of the Port of Duluth 

                                                        
33 Second CSA Report, p. 6 
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The port of Duluth and the surrounding area is illustrated in Figure 1 above. 

In order to assess the amount of ballast water that needs to be treated in the port of Duluth, 
we need to find out how much water is taken up at Duluth, consequently, how much cargo 
is being discharged in Duluth as ballast water management is done during uptake of the 
ballast water. 

Table 4 is a summary of cargo operations of Duluth in 2012. Clearly, we can see from this 
overview that only 10% of the operations involve ballasting and subsequent treatment of 
Duluth harbor water. 

Table 4 2012 Cargo Operations of the Port of Duluth 

SOURCE RECEIPT / IMPORT (SHORT TONS) SHIPMENT / EXPORT (SHORT TONS) 

CANADA 351,791 6,141,380 

UNITED STATES 3,349,605 24,669,318 

OVERSEAS 43,036 2,117,922 

TOTAL 3,744,432 32,928,620 

% TOTAL ≈ 10% ≈ 90% 

 WATER TO BE TREATED WATER ALREADY TREATED 

 

Furthermore, the test facility of GSI states the following in their test report of the PureBallast 
2.0 [8]: 

The %T levels at intake were 15.6 - 16.3 %T, extremely low even for Duluth-Superior Harbor, which 
ranged from 14.2 %T to 68.5 %T (34.1 average %T) during the 2009 and 2010.  

I note that the average of UV-T is higher than what the RayClean BWMS is certified for and 
that the value used in the Second CSA Report is extremely low even for Duluth-Superior Harbor.  

When we combine the rarity of such low UV-T values as those proposed by the CSA to the 
rarity of cargo operations where ballast water must be treated in the Port of Duluth, it is 
obvious to me that the value for UV-T value used by the CSA is not appropriate for 
generalization across the Great Lakes and so I have not considered such water to be 
representative of that of the Great Lakes in my report. 

6.3 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 

In the First Mouawad Report, I claim that the minimum TSS value of 50mg/L required by 
the G8 Guidelines of the BWM Convention is higher than TSS values encountered in the 
Great Lakes. 

The Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report claim that I used data for TSS that is 20 years 
old from the Saginaw Bay. Both reports also mention a reference that they attribute to 
Thomas J. Nalepa, whom I don´t know, never approached and never received any email 
from. I merely used a report co-authored by Mr. Nalepa in 1996 as indication of TSS values 
in the Saginaw Bay. 

The email that I refer to in the First Mouawad Report, and on which I base my conclusion 
that the TSS value required by the G8 Guidelines is higher than TSS values encountered in 
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the Great Lakes, comes directly from the NOAA, as explained during the Technical 
Workshop. Furthermore, the email states exactly the following: 

He was mostly asking about particle size distribution.  Of course that depends on where you 
are.  Would range from riverine sediment (mostly clay and silt) - to mostly planktonic 
partciles in open lakes - to some sandy sediment in coastal ports without rivers. 

And not only spatially variably but completely time variable as to whether you have high 
riverine TSS loads or wind-induced resuspension.  Really too varied to say. 

In truly river dominated situations TSS could go up above the 25 mg/L - but thats probably a 
pretty safe estimate for most port situations.  Open lake (other than WLE) would be 1 mg/L 
or less. 

First, as can be seen clearly from their statement, the NOAA mentions that 25mg/L is a 
pretty safe estimate for most port situations, which is lower than the 50mg/L required by the G8 
Guidelines; making the requirements of the G8 Guidelines more stringent than water 
conditions of the Great Lakes. 

Secondly, I highlight in yellow below, the reference from the NOAA that was conveniently 
cut in the Second CSA Report34. The CSA failed to answer to my direct question during the 
Technical Workshop to why they removed this exact phrase from the reference from the 
NOAA: 

In truly river dominated situations TSS could go up above the 25 mg/L - but thats probably a 
pretty safe estimate for most port situations.  Open lake (other than WLE) would be 1 mg/L 
or less. 

Lastly, there seems to be a misunderstanding of the essence of the discussion about TSS with 
NOAA, which is 2-tiered: TSS size and TSS concentration. The first two paragraphs of the 
email from NOAA refer to the size of TSS and not the concentration like the CSA suggests in 
their Second CSA Report. The last paragraph of the email from NOAA refers to the TSS 
concentration. 

The TSS size affects the efficiency of filtration systems. From the examples of TSS given by 
NOAA, only sandy sediment in coastal ports without rivers could be an issue for filtration 
systems since sand has particles with diameters larger than the mesh size of most filtration 
systems. 

Here, the same procedures used by ships to avoid taking up sediments during ballasting 
should be sufficient to ensure that the filters cope with the loads of sandy sediments in such 
ports (i.e. use of high suction sea chest, avoid stirring the sea bed, etc.). 

The TSS concentration could have a negative effect on the efficiency of UV-based treatment 
processes. Since the TSS concentration according to the NOAA is well within the 50mg/L 
range, it is well covered by the type approval under the IMO G8 Guidelines. 

In conclusion, and based on the recommendation from NOAA above, I still consider that the 
TSS values used in the First Mouawad Report are valid.  

 

                                                        
34 Second CSA Report, p. 5 
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7 METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

The methodology used throughout the First Mouawad Report is well summarized in the 
Third CSA Report35 as follows: 

1. List BWM processes used by systems that have received basic, final and/or type 
approval pursuant to the G8 and G9 Guidelines. 

2. List the BWM Systems using these processes;   
3. Identify the key parameters necessary for “reliable efficacy of the process” i.e. UV-T, 

salinity, temp, hold time, etc.; and   
4. Compare these to water conditions and voyage times in the Great Lakes 
5. Identify mitigating measures that could allow the treatment processes to be adapted, 

and 
6. Determine whether these processes are consistent, inconsistent, promising, etc. with 

water conditions of the Great Lakes 

In the Second CSA Report and Third CSA Report, CSA argues that the methodology above 
had fundamental errors with respect to items 4 through 6 especially36. With regards to data 
on waters of the Great Lakes, the CSA points out that there is a lack of sufficient and 
consistent data on water conditions that are relevant for BWMS processes. Furthermore, 
CSA finds that the mitigating measures proposed are either impractical or would prompt 
new type approvals of the equipment. 

7.1 Component vs. System conflict 

In the First Mouawad Report, I list a number of combinations of processes to be consistent 
with water conditions of the Great Lakes37. In the Second CSA Report6 and Third CSA 
Report38, the CSA claims that some of the conclusions I make in my report are not 
supported. The two examples given by the CSA are: 

1. UV processes 

In the First Mouawad Report, I conclude that all UV-based BWM Systems are 
consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes, based on the conclusion that 
UV processes are consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes39. The CSA 
criticizes the fact that UV-based BWMS use a combination of processes, and so 
making a conclusion based on one process only is not correct6. 

                                                        
35 Third CSA Report, p. 2 
36 Second CSA Report, p. 11 – 14 and Third CSA Report, p. 6 – 11 
37 First Mouawad Report, p. 35 - 37 
38 Third CSA Report, p. 8 
39 First Mouawad Report, p. 37 
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In the First Mouawad Report17 and later during the Technical Workshop, I explain 
that all UV-based BWM Systems in the market today 40 use a combination of 
filtration and UV, for the exception of some systems that use ultrasound to clean the 
UV lamps from fouling -- which does not affect ballast water treatment --, the ARA 
BWMS that uses high-energy plasma in addition to UV and systems using 
Advanced Oxidization Processes (AOP). 
All of the processes used in combination with UV are either consistent with waters 
of the Great Lakes or are not affected by Great Lakes water quality, which I also 
argue for in the First Mouawad Report; and when I conclude that UV processes are 
consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes, it automatically implies that all 
BWM Systems using UV are also consistent with water conditions of the Great 
Lakes, since all other processes used are invariant to Great Lakes water quality. 
 

2. Heat treatment and de-oxygenation 

In the First Mouawad Report41, I conclude that the BAWAT BWMS that uses a 
combination of heat treatment and de-oxygenation is consistent with water 
conditions of the Great Lakes. At the same time, I mention elsewhere in the First 
Mouawad Report12, that the de-oxygenation process is inconsistent with water 
conditions of the Great Lakes since it requires a prolonged holding time. The CSA 
claims that this is a striking contradiction in one and the same report42. 
The misunderstanding arises from the fact that this specific BWM System, the 
BAWAT BWMS, uses de-oxygenation in combination with heat treatment, and so 
eliminates the need for the holding time like other de-oxygenation based BWM 
Systems do. 
Recently, the BAWAT BWMS received its type approval certificate from DNV GL on 
behalf of the Danish Maritime Authority. The specifications of this in-tank treatment 
system is heat treatment of the water up to 72°C for 75 seconds [9]. 

In conclusion, I maintain my position in the First Mouawad Report regarding BWMS that 
are consistent with water conditions of the Great Lakes. The argumentation of methodology 
flaws brought forward by the CSA is probably due to a misunderstanding of the 
fundamentals governing treatment of ballast water as I explain above. 

7.2 Lack of validity for mitigating measures 

In the First Mouawad Report, I offer some mitigating measures for BWM processes if they 
are applied to waters conditions that are outside their range of operation. In their reply, the 
CSA does not agree with the proposed mitigating measures43. 

                                                        
40 First Mouawad Report, p. 25 - 27 
41 First Mouawad Report, p. 36 
42 Second CSA Report, p. 8 and Third CSA Report, p. 11 
43 Second CSA Report, p. 12-14 & Third CSA Report, p. 6-8 
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7.2.1 Ozone 

The CSA claims in the Second CSA Report that I neglect to acknowledge the higher likelihood of 
corrosion due to uncoated ballast tanks common to vessels in the GLSLS44.  In the First Mouawad 
Report45, I do address this issue by stating that un-dissolved ozone may be very corrosive to both 
coating and steel and that I recommend additional corrosion testing for ozone in freshwater45. 

The CSA also states that the solutions I propose in the First Mouawad Report for application 
of ozone to cold fresh water are not identified as applicable within the premises of the type 
approval certificates nor should they be considered as solutions44. 

As I mention in the First Mouawad Report45, the available solutions for application of ozone 
to cold fresh water are either by BWTS making available test data showing that they work or by 
adjusting the injection mechanism to account for the cold water. Adjusting the injection 
mechanism does not entail changing equipment but rather adjusting the injection dosage 
with the same equipment. This does not necessarily have to be in conflict with the IMO G8 
type approval testing done on a given system. 

7.2.2 Electrolysis 

With respect to electrolysis, the CSA seems to agree to most of the conclusions and 
statements regarding mitigating measures in the First Mouawad Report. There are two 
major disagreements between the CSA and myself: 

• Applicability of type approval when a side-stream is heated or another source of 
side-stream salt water is used44. In the Third CSA Report, the CSA goes even further 
by stating that this specific issue was brought up to the US Coast Guard by a ballast water 
management system vendor with an Alternate Management System (AMS) acceptance 
letter46.  

• Capacity of the Lakers to heat the side-stream to the necessary temperature of 10°C 
or 17°C44. 

To begin with, I would like to point out that it seems that there is a misunderstanding of the 
background for the AMS application and why the USCG may have rejected accepting the 
use of a treatment system in fresh water. This may be caused by a lack of understanding of 
the AMS program of the USCG. 

When a BWM System manufacturer applies for AMS designation by the USCG, they submit 
all the data they have generated under the auspices of a foreign Administration to the USCG 
to prove that the requirements of the G8 Guidelines were met and documented. The 
ultimate goal being that the AMS is at least as effective in ballast water management as 
exchange is. 

                                                        
44 Second CSA Report, p. 12 
45 First Mouawad Report, p. 34 
46 Third CSA Report, p. 7 
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The USCG determines whether the AMS designation is valid for fresh water, or not, based 
on the sole fact of whether the system was tested in fresh water or not. With that in mind, it 
becomes misleading to state that this specific issue was brought up to the US Coast Guard by a 
ballast water management system vendor with an Alternate Management System (AMS) acceptance 
letter47 because the discussion with the USCG is not whether a mitigating measure works or 
not, it is simply whether it has been tested in fresh water or not. The mitigating measure 
itself (i.e. storage of warm and salty water onboard the ship or heating of side-stream) is 
very adequate to mitigate the negative effect low temperature and low salinity has on 
electrolysis-based BWM Systems. The latest type approval of the SeaCURE BWMS [10] with 
corresponding AMS designation is an example of an accepted mitigation measure. 

Regarding the statement that side-stream heating or use of an alternative warm and salt-rich 
source is not in compliance with type approval; it is noted that the scope of type approval of 
many of the BWM Systems that use electrolysis processes is restricted to the supply of 
adequately warm and salty water, without the type approval itself including any details on 
how this can be done (either through a side-stream from the ballast pipe, a permanent 
alternative source or through heating of the side-stream). Other type approvals, and almost 
all the type approvals I was involved with, included the side-stream mechanism and the 
switch from one source to another including heating of the side-stream. All those mitigating 
measures are included in the type approval certification of the BWM Systems, either 
through the P&ID, Operation Manual, Control and Automation testing and during 
shipboard testing when cold water or low saline water is encountered. 

So in both type approval cases, and based on practical implementation of type approval 
guidelines to BWM Systems, the mitigating measures I propose are part of the type approval 
of the BWM Systems using electrolysis processes. 

Finally, regarding the capacity of Lakers to heat the 1% of the ballast water capacity to the 
necessary temperature of 10°C or 17°C, it was not part of the scope of this report to make 
such an assessment. However, the solution of having brine onboard or an extra tank with 
saline and temperate water can be another alternative if heating capacity is not adequate. 

In conclusion, the available solutions that can be applied as mitigating measures for BWM 
Systems using electrolysis processes are applicable to water conditions of the Great Lakes. 

7.2.3 UV treatment 

The mitigating measures for low UV-T that I mention in the First Mouawad Report are 
either avoid ballasting -- which in turns mean that the ship should avoid cargo operations at 
all where the water conditions are outside the scope of type approval of the BWM System --, 
perform ballast water exchange or use a high suction sea chest to avoid high concentrations 
of TSS. 

In the Second CSA Report48 and the Third CSA Report49, the CSA makes a series of claims 
regarding the status of UV in the USCG Regulations as well as inapplicability of the 
mitigating measures proposed by the First Mouawad Report for UV processes. 

                                                        
47 Third CSA Report, p. 7 
48 Second CSA Report, p. 13 
49 Third CSA Report, p. 6-7 
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Firstly, in a recent conference in Miami following the Technical Workshop, the conclusion 
from the discussions with both scientists and the USCG is that there is significant progress 
in the validation of an adequate testing method for UV processes. It is expected to have this 
method validated within 2015. There are currently a good number of UV-based BWMS that 
have tested under the USCG Regulations and ETV Protocol for all water qualities and are 
just awaiting the validation of the testing method before they receive the USCG Type 
Approval. 

With respect to the mitigating measure of ballast water exchange, both flow through 
exchange and sequential exchange can be done. The ships that cannot tolerate emptying of a 
ballast tank and refilling it with treated water due to longitudinal stresses can use flow 
through exchange that does not change the stresses on the ship. 

I agree with the comment from the CSA that some Lakers have very short voyages; ballast 
water exchange would disrupt their schedule significantly. For example, I have obtained 
data from the National Ballast Information Clearinghouse about the harbors that have 
received ballast water from Duluth. The list of ports is given in Table 5. 

From that list, one can notice that two of the ports where the majority of the ballast water 
taken at Duluth (hence must be treated during uptake) is discharged, lie at 30miles and 
55miles from the port of Duluth and within the same State. There is a need to clarify 
whether discharges of such water fall under Regulation A-3.5 of the BWM Convention or 
within the same Captain of the Port Zone in the USCG Regulations (i.e. ballast water 
management not required). 

For such short voyages where authorities require ballast water management, UV-based 
processes are the only feasible processes for treatment of ballast water. 

Ships discharging in other locations like Indiana Harbor have the possibility to use other 
technologies than UV or perform ballast water exchange using either sequential or flow 
through on their way. 

 

Table 5 US Ballast Water Discharge Locations - Duluth, Superior Source - 2012 

DISCHARGE LOCATION 
NUMBER OF DISCHARGE EVENTS 

BULKER OTHER TANKER 

LAKE SUPERIOR 1   

ALPENA 56 13  

BUFFALO 2   

BURNS HARBOUR 34   

CONNEAUT 23   

DETROIT 18   

DULUTH 54   

ECORSE 1   

GARY 51   

INDIANA HARBOUR 98   

LUDINGTON   25 

MARQUETTE 55   
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RIVER ROUGE 1   

SAINT CLAIR 92   

SAULT STE. MARIE (MI) 1   

SILVER BAY 107 21  

SUPERIOR 48   

TWO HARBORS 329   

 

In conclusion, I am still of the opinion that the mitigating measures for low UV-T proposed 
in the First Mouawad Report are valid. Application of each process or a mitigating measure 
to a specific ship requires a feasibility study of that ship. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

The First Mouawad Report about the feasibility of ballast water management processes with 
respect to the Great Lakes concluded that there are a large number of processes, and 
consequently ballast water management systems that can be expected to be able to treat 
waters of the Great Lakes to the D-2 standard and USCG Discharge Standard. 

After reviewing the reports of the CSA, LCA and SFC I reconfirm the conclusions made in 
Table 19 of the First Mouawad Report and provide more data and explanations in this 
report. 
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Mouawad Consulting delivers advisory services for Ships and 
Mobile Offshore Units (MOU), specializing in the field of 

environmental engineering. We seek to deliver added value to 
environmental regulations for both manufacturers of 

equipment, ship owners and ship managers, as well as 
regulators. 

 

Jad Mouawad (M.Sc. Marine Engineering) founded Mouawad 
Consulting in September 2013. Prior to that, Jad Mouawad 

developed and headed the Environmental Protection section at 
Det Norske Veritas (currently DNV GL). Building on this 

experience and vast international network working mainly 
with Ballast Water Management Systems and the Ballast Water 

Management Convention, we aim to deliver high quality 
engineering and consultancy projects. 
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